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INTRODUCTION.

THE attention of the translator was first called to the writings

of Vinet by Dr. Merle D'Aubigne, the well known author of

the ' History of the Reformation.' Having, in the course of con-

versation, asked him concerning the published discourses of the

most distinguished preachers in France and Switzerland, he par-

ticularly recommended those of Vinet, speaking of him as the

Chalmers ofSwitzerland. He referred also to the work which he

had recent* published on the ' Profession of Religious Convictions,

and the Union of Church and State,' as having produced a very

great sensation in that part of the world. He admitted that Vinet

differed from Chalmers in some respects, but intimated that he

possessed a more profoundly philosophical spirit. Every one fa-

miliar with the writings of both men will readily allow that they

resemble each other in breadth and energy of mind, originality of

conception, and splendour of diction. Chalmers, we think, has

more of energy and passion, but less of philosophical acumen and

delicacy of perception ; more of oratorical force and affluence of

imagery, but less of real beauty, perspicacity, and power of

argument. His discourses resemble mountain torrents, dashing in

strength and beauty, amid rocks and woods, carrying every thing

before them, and gathering force as they leap and foam from point

to point, in their progress to the sea. Vinet's, on the other hand,

are like deep and beautiful rivers, passing with calm but irresisti-

ble majesty through rich and varied scenery ; now gliding around

the base of some lofty mountain, then sweeping through meadows

and corn-fields, anon reflecting in their placid bosom sonic old

castle or vine-covered hill, taking villages and cities in their

course, and bearing the commerce and population of the neigh-

bouring countries on their deepening and expanding tide. The

diction of Chalmers is strikingly energetic, but somewhat rugged

and involved, occasionally, too, rather unfinished and clumsy.

Vinet's is pure and classical, pellucid as one of his own mountain

lakes, and yet remarkably energetic and free.
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Anotlicr thing in which they differ has reference to the mode in

which they develope a Bubject. Chalmers grasps one or two great

conceptions, and expands them into a thousand beautiful and

striking forms. His great power lies in making luminous and im-

?sive the single point upon which he would fix his reader's

attention, running it, like a thread of gold, through the web of his

varied and exhanstless imagery. Vinct penetrates into the heart

of bis Bubject, analyzes it with care, lays it open to inspection,

advances from one point to another, adds thought to thought,

illustration to illustration, till it becomes clear and familiar to

the mind of the reader. His intellect is distinguished as much

by its logical acumen as by its powers of illustration and orna-

ment. He seldom repeats his thoughts in the same discourse, and

rarely fails in clearness of conception and arrangement. Chalmers

delights and persuades by the grandeur of his ideas, and the

fervour of his language, but he adds little to the stock of our

information. He abounds in repetitions, aud is not unfrequently

confused in his arrangement, and somewhat negligent in his state-

ments. Though eloquent and powerful, his discourses are not

remarkably instructive. But this is not the case with those of

Vinet. AVhile they charm by their beauty, and convince by their

persuasive power, they abound in original views, and lead the

mind into fresh channels of reflection and feeling. AVhile one is

satisfied with reading the productions of the great Scottish divine

once or twice, he recurs again and again to those of his Swiss com-

peer. They abound in "the seeds of things," and possess a re-

markable power to quicken and expand the mind. On this account

they ought to be read, or rather studied, slowly and deliberately.

Like the works of John Howe, which Hobert Hall was accustomed

to read BO frequently, they will repay many perusals.

Both of these distinguished men are truly evangelical in their

theological views; they develope with equal power the peculiar

:ines of the Gospel, and in their several spheres have done

much to promote evangelical religion among the higher and more

JOCiety. Both have laid their great literary and

Dtific attainments under contribution to illustrate and adorn

the religion of the CrOSS, and have devoted much time aud attention

to those great moral and politico-ecclesiastical questions which at

]. resent are agitating the whole Christian world. On most of these

. the views of Vinet are more thorough and consistent, and
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aim at a complete separation of the Church from the State ; a re-

sult, however, to which Chalmers has come in practice, and which

he will, unquestionably yet reach even in theory. They are alike

in this,—that both of them are possessed of great simplicity and

earnestness of character. Both are men of genius, and men of God.

As a writer, Vinet leads the movement in Switzerland and France

against formalism and scepticism in the church, and particularly

against the union of Church and State. Chalmers is doing the

same, at least by means of action, in Scotland and England. Both

of them have been professors in the colleges of their native lands
;

both have seceded from the national church, and yet occupy im-

portant places as theological teachers. They have written largely

and successfully on the subject of moral science, in connection with

Christianity, and have been called, by their published discourses

especially, to address men of high station and cultivated minds.

It is but justice to say that Chalmers, as a preacher, is probably

more popular than Vinet, and that his writings thus far have

secured a wider circulation. This, however, will not, in our judg-

ment, be the case permanently. Vinet must become popular, if not

with the mass, yet with the thoughtful and cultivated, wherever he

is known. His reputation in Switzerland and France is very high

;

he is also well known and highly esteemed in Germany, where his

discourses and other writings have been translated and read with

much interest. His great work, ' Sur la Manifestation des Con-

victions Eeligieuses, et sur la Separation de VEglise de VEtat,'
1

" written," says one of our leading Reviews, " with great ability and

eloquence," has been translated into German and English ; in the

one case by Dr. Volkmann, in the other by Charles Theodore Jones,

and has attracted much attention, particularly in Germany, where

the way was prepared for its reception by the two works of Dr.

Rettig, 1 and pastor Wolff, 2 on the same subject. It has exerted

a great and obvious influence on the mind of count Gasparin, mem-

ber of the Chamber of Deputies in France, whose writings on the

subject of religious liberty are destined, we think, to produce the

most salutary results. Indeed, this work of Vinet is universally

admired on the continent of Europe, except perhaps by some of the

friends of the alliance of Church and State. The great number of

reviews am. replies it has called out is a striking proof of its

1 Die Freie Protestantischen Kirche Giessen, 1832.
2 Zukunft der Protestantischen Kirche in Deutschland, 1838.
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value. We are apprehensive, however, that the English version

gives but an inadequate conception of its force and eloquence. It

seems to us wanting in freedom and elasticity. Faithful and labo-

rious it undoubtedly is, but it does not reach the strength and

beauty of the original.

As a writer, Vinet has many qualities akin to those of John Fos-

ter, one of the most powerful thinkers and vigorous writers England

has ever produced. He has the same earnest and contemplative

spirit ; the same freshness and originality of thought ; the same

beauty and strength of diction, with more of ease and gracefulness

of expression. The thoughts of Foster, to borrow a figure of Ro-

bert Hall, are presented to us in the shape of large and brilliant

masses of bullion. Yinet's are wrought into beautiful and elegant

forms.

Merle D'Aubigne, Gaussen, and Vinet in Switzerland, the two

Monods, Grandpierre, Audubez and Gasparin in France, are the

leaders of a noble host of ministers and laymen, who are devoting

themselves, with great strength and ardour, to the regeneration of

the church of Christ in continental Europe. Some of them are

dealing heavy blows against the Papal church, as well as against

all formal and secular systems of religion. They breathe the spirit

of Christian love and freedom, and are evidently destined to accom- .

plish great and lasting good for the cause of Christ. Indeed they

seem to be the pioneers of a new reformation in the Helvetic and

French churches ; on which account their writings ought to possess

a peculiar interest to the people of this country, to those of them

at least who have consecrated themselves to the cause of God and

of human liberty. God bless and aid them in their noble and self-

denying labours

!

Of the distinguished men who are engaged in this second refor-

mation, Dr. Merle D'Aubigne and Dr. Alexander Vinet are mani-

festly the master spirits, the one as a historian of great research

and unrivalled dramatic and descriptive power, the other as a deep

philosophical thinker, an able controversialist, and an eloquent

preacher. They are intimate friends, living some fifty miles from

each other, on the banks of the same beautiful lake, the one at La

Graveline, just beyond the walls of Geneva, and the other at Lau-

sanne, situated on high ground, ascending about half a mile from

the lake, and overlooking the whole extent of that splendid sheet of

water. Between these two places easy and constant intercourse is
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enjoyed by ineans of small and rapid steamers, which are constantly

plying on the lake. Dr. Merle differs from Vinet on one or two theo-

logical points, as he himself has informed me, in a brief communica-

tion recently received, but the difference is slight, and in my humble

judgment in favour of the latter. He objects to the view given by

Vinet on the subject of faith, in his two essays on the Work ofGod,

which appear to me to be not only interesting and striking, but

remarkably just and scriptural. For, if the affections have any thing

to do, in the act of faith, if faith is more than an assent of the mind,

or a mere intellectual reception of the truth, then is it a ivork

demanding the whole energy of our spiritual and moral natures.

" With the heart man believeth unto righteousness ;" he cannot

therefore be j ustified without a right state of the affections. ' l Strive

to enter in at the strait gate," says our Saviour ; and this striving

has reference as much to the exercise of faith as to the performance

of external duties. The reception of moral truths cannot even take

place in a passive state of the mind. It is never more active or

energetic than when seizing or embracing the mighty facts and

doctrines of the Gospel, wThich are fitted alike to quicken the

intellect and transform the heart. This work of faith, it is true,

differs essentially from those works of the law by which no man
can be justified. It implies no merit, and cannot therefore be the

procuring cause or the basis of our acceptance before God. Still

it is a moral pre-requisite, without which it is impossible to please

God. It receives the truth " in the love of it," cleaves to it as

its portion, and works it up into the whole texture of its spiritual

and immortal nature. On this subject some of the Swiss and

French evangelical preachers cherish, we fear, imperfect and erro-

neous notions. Even Luther, and some of the early reformers,

had somewhat narrow and exaggerated views of faith, and did not

sufficiently dwell on its relation to moral character. Edwards, in

his book on the Affections, has set the matter in its true light

;

and we are pleased to see so profound a thinker as Vinet urging

essentially the same principles as those of the great American

metaphysician and divine.

The following are the principal events in the life of our author,

so far as we have been able to ascertain them.

Alexander Vinet was born 17th June, 1797, in Lausanne, capi-

il of the canton Vaud, Switzerland, certainly one of the most

dutiful cities in the world, lying as it does upon the high and
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sloping bank of lake Leman, or the lake of Geneva, as already

stated ; adorned with squares and gardens, fine edifices, and de-

lightful promenades ; in sight also of the high Alps, with their snow-

clad peaks, and in the neighbourhood of Vevay, Chillon, Ville-

neuve, and other places of classic and romantic interest ; at one

time the residence of Beza, and the chosen dwelling-place of Gib-

bon, the historian of Rome. An academy of considerable celebrity

has existed here since 153G, which in 1806 was elevated into an

Academic Institute (what in this country would perhaps be called

a university), with fourteen professors and a rector. It was also

re-organized in 1838, and separated, if I mistake not, from all im-

mediate connection with the national church. From its origin, Lau-

sanne has been distinguished for its high literary culture, its refined

and agreeable society. It is the residence of many foreigners.

Destined to the ministry by his father, who regarded the clerical

profession as the most desirable and honourable of all, Vinet was

placed at the academy of his native city, and pursued the ordinary

course of studies, occupied, however, more with literature than the-

ology. Fortunately, his mind was attracted, at an early period,

to the study of moral science, for which he possessed a decided

genius, and which exerted a very favourable influence, not only

upon his theological enquiries but upon his religious character.

At the age of twenty, two years before the legal termination of

his studies, he accepted a place as professor of the French language

and literature, in the Establishment of Public Instruction or Uni-

versity, at Basle, capital of the canton of that name, a fine old

city on the banks of the Rhine, distinguished for its cathedral and

university, once the residence of (Ecolampadius, the friend of Zu-

inglius, and one of the most eloquent preachers of the Reforma-

tion, and also the burial-place of the celebrated Erasmus. Such

an appointment is an incontestable evidence of the superiority of

Vinct's talents, and the high reputation for scholarship he had ac-

quired even at that early period of his life. He made a sojourn in

Lausanne, in 1819, in order to submit to the requisite examina-

tions, and receive ordination as a minister of the Gospel. He re-

turned to Lasle, and continued there till 1837, as professor of the

French language and literature. It was during his residence in this
*

place that lie published the most of his earlier writings, and esta-'1

blished his reputation as a preacher. In 1830, he published tw<°f

discourses. Hie one on the Intolerance of the Gospel, the other on th *s
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Tolerance ofthe Gospel, which attracted great attention. They were

prefaced in themfollowing style, furnishing a beautiful specimen of

the simplicity and modesty of his character. " Persons advanced

in Christian knowledge will find, we fear, little nutriment in these

discourses. JSTor is it to them we have felt ourselves called to

speak ; it would better become us to hear them. We have for-

bidden our words to transcend the limits of our personal emotions
;

an artificial heat would not be salutary. Nevertheless we hope

that to many persons we have spoken a word in season ; and we

cast it into the world, commending it to the Divine blessing, which

can make some fruits of holiness and peace to spring from it, for

the edification of the Christian church."

In this brief preface a peculiarity of all our author's productions,

and especially of his discourses, reveals itself. They are " born,

not made," originated, not manufactured. His soul has never been

cast into any artificial mould. It has great clearness, elasticity,

and strength. He is therefore entirely free from hackneyed

phrases and stereotyped modes of thought. His discourses are

drawn fresh from his own profound spirit. While perusing them

you feel as if you were listening, not to the mere preacher, but to

the deep thinker and the man of God. He never transcends the

limits of his own personal experience ; but that being the experience

at once of a great and a good man, it possesses a peculiar warmth

and beauty. " One must breathe the spirit," says Pindar, " before

he can speak."—" Out of the abundance of lie heart the mouth

speaketh," is the testimony of Jesus Christ. Our author, we think,

understands this, and hence approaches as near as possible to the

model which John Foster has in his mind, when he insists so

strongly on the necessity, in evangelical writings, of naturalness

and entire freedom from cant. Indeed Vinet distinctly acknow-

ledges the great importance of this quality, and urges the same

views as those of Foster's Essay on the Aversion of Men of Taste

to Evangelical Religion. In the introduction to the volume from

which we have derived the greater part of the discourses which

bllow, he says ;
—" Feeble, I address myself to the feeble. I give

> them the milk which has nourished myself. When some of us

come stronger than the rest, we will together demand the bread

l

.he strong. But I have thought that those who are at the com-

.cement of their course need some one who, placing himself in

• point of view should speak to them less as a preacher than
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as a man who precedes them by scarcely a single step, and who is

anxious to turn to their account the little advance he has made

upon them.

" It is perhaps desirable that every one, according to the mea-

sure of knowledge which has been given him, should labour for the

evangelization of the world. In the number of those whom I may

be permitted to call candidates of the truth, there are perhaps some

souls that are particularly attracted by the kind of preaching I

have employed, and employed without choice ; for I could not

choose it. I sny perhaps, and nothing more; but what I affirm

with more confidence is, that it is important that each one should

show himself such as he is, and not affect gifts he has not received.

11 1 believe I am not mistaken in saying that among those who

speak or write on divine things there is an exaggerated craving

for uniformity. I know indeed that community of convictions and

hopes, the habit of deriving instruction from the same sources, the

intimate nature of the relations that subsist in Christian society,

must have produced, as their result, a unity of thoughts, of intel-

lectual habits, and even, to a certain extent, of expression ; but

while we ought to admire this unity when it is produced, we ought

to make no effort to produce it. The generous freedom of Christi-

anity is repugnant to that timid deference for a conventional lan-

guage and a vain orthodoxy of tone and style ; nor does sincerity

permit us to adopt, as an expression of our individuality, a com-

mon type, the imprint of which is always, in some degree, foreign

to us ; the interests of our religious development demands that we

should not conceal from ourselves our real condition ; and nothing

would be more fitted to conceal it from ourselves than the invol-

untary habit of disguising it to others. In fine, the beauty of the

evangelical work, and even unity itself, demand that each nature

should manifest itself with its own characteristics. Confidence is

felt in unity, when it produces itself under an aspect of variety

;

community of principle is rendered more striking by diversity of

forms ; while uniformity, being necessarily artificial, is always more

or less suspected, and involuntarily suggests the idea of constraint

or dissimulation."

It was probably in Basle th at Vinct formed those decidedly spiri-

tual views of religion so clearly developed in all his discourses and

other writings. In this place, an evangelical influence, in greater or

less degree, has existed ever since the time of the Reformation.
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The labours of (Ecolampadius, whom the good people of the city-

were accustomed to call their bishop, the occasional presence and

preaching of the great Swiss Reformer, Zuinglius, the decided piety

and activity of several of their most distinguished pastors and

preachers in subsequent times, and more recently the prevalence of

a noble missionary spirit, have conspired to impress an evangelical

character upon the place. It has of course suffered, like all other

cities in Switzerland and Germany, from the prevalence of ration-

alism, formalism, and infidelity; still the fire of divine love has

continued to burn upon its altars, with a pure, and we hope, bright-

ening flame. The following extract from a historical sketch of the

Basle Missionary Society, written by one of its members, will give

some idea of the kind of influence prevalent there.

"Scarcely has a missionary or other religious German society

been favoured with a body of directors richer in Christian graces

and spiritual gifts than those men who gave one another the

right hand of fellowship for the establishment of a missionary in-

stitution at Basle in 1816.

"The twelve members of the Committee residing at Basle were

clergymen and laymen belonging to different German and Swiss

churches : namely, to the Reformed church of Basle, the Lutheran

church of AVurtemburg, and the Union of the Moravian brethren.

Yet never in these twenty-four years has the bond of peace been

broken on account of dogmatical differences. Loving and serving

one Lord, they have been one in his Spirit. The president of the

committee for twenty-two years was one of the fathers of the Basle

Reformed church, the secretary one of the most enterprising Chris-

tians of the south of Germany, the originator, or co-originator of

many of the Christian institutions which have sprang up in the

neighbourhood of Basle, since the beginning of this century; the

treasurer, one of the members of the Senate of Basle, and head of

one of the greatest mercantile houses of the city ; the principal of

the college, down to the end of the year 1838, the Rev. C. G.

Blumhardt. The memory of these chief men among the Lord's

people in our country, and their worthy associates, will ever be dear

to the hearts of all the brethren of our mission. Dear father Yon

Brunn, the senior of the Basle clergy, retired in 1838 from the

chair of the president. He is still alive, a venerable octogenarian,

waiting in a child-like spirit for his entrance into his eternal home,

lie was a man mighty in the Scriptures, and mighty in prayer,
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powerful in love, and skilful in comforting the troubled and heavy-

laden, lie was, as the head of another Swiss church called him,

the high-priest of the mission. May his end be peace and his re-

ward glory! The Rev. C. Blumhardt, who departed in December

1838, was a man especially prepared, as it would seem, by the

Lord, fur the difficult task of conducting the first German mission-

ary institution of this century, through a generation careless of

religion, opposed to vital godliness in every form, and scornful of

every undertaking originating with the superstitious, bigoted, and

narrow-minded pietists. When he died he left the mission and the

college flourishing, gaining ground in public esteem and confidence,

and prepared for more extended action, and for the contemplation

of enterprises of which it would have appeared adventurous so

much as to dream during an earlier period of the mission." 1

In 1836, Vinet published, in Paris, his
lDiscours sur quelqucs

Sujets ReligieuxJ and some time after his
iXouveaux Discourse

which have passed through several editions, and attracted univer-

sal admiration. It is from these two works we have selected the

contents of our volume, under the head of Vital Christianity., or

Essays and Discourses on the Religions of Man and the Religion of

God. On the whole we have decided to give to some of these

compositions the title of Essays, rather than of Discourses or Ser-

mons, because they are not all sermons in our use of the term.

Some of them were never preached, and not even written for the

pulpit, though designed for a public assembly, before which they

were read. Hence they are at once philosophical and practical,

didactic and oratorical. To a great extent they combine all the

advantages of the lecture and the oration, the dissertation and the

sermon. The author has himself referred to this circumstance,

expressing his apprehension that it may be regarded as a defect,

and states, in his second volume, that if divested of certain forms

of expression, the discourses of that volume might be called studies

rather than sermons. They arc addressed, as we shall presently

see, to a particular class of persons, and have a style of their own,

although well adapted to be useful to all who may read them.

They develope what the anther styles the Religion of God, and

contain one of the ablest and most philosophical defences of

evangelical Christianity. They abound in acute and cogent rea-

1 Am. Baptist Magazine, voL \xiv, p. 301.
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soiling, as well as splendid illustration. Their logic is as striking

as their oratory. 1

In 1837, his native canton tendered Vinet an invitation to suc-

ceed the professor of Theology, in the academy or college of Lau-

sanne, who, in consequence of age, had resigned his place. This

appointment was confirmed at the re-organization of the academy

in 1838. Two years after he resigned his title as one of the na-

tional clergy, being unwilling to adhere, even by implication, to

the principles of the new ecclesiastical law, which, as Vinet himself

says, in a letter to the writer, places the Church in the hands of

the State, and makes the ministers judges of each other's doctrines,

after having abolished all rule or system of theological instruction.

But the people, with whom Vinet is highly popular, insisted on his

retaining his professorship ; and thus having, in 1838, ceased to be

connected with the ecclesiastical establishment, he felt that he

could conscientiously discharge its duties. He occupies this sta-

tion at the present time, revered and loved by all who can appre-

ciate talent united with moral excellence.

Vinet has suffered some persecution for his enthusiastic adherence

to the cause of religious liberty. He was the subject, at one time,

of a civil prosecution, on account of certain expressions in one of

his writings, supposed, by the authorities of the Vaudois govern-

ment, to be seditious, or at least dangerous in their tendency. No
judgment, however, was rendered against him. It was the occasion

of his publishing an Essay on Conscience and Religious Liberty,'

the most of which is occupied with a personal defence. We per-

ceive by an extract from the Semeur, a religious periodical publish-

ed in Paris, and circulated in France and Switzerland, that a de-

cided movement has been made in the cantons of Vaud and Geneva

in favour of the voluntary support of religious institutions, a result

to which the writings of Vinet have greatly contributed. "French

i That we have not overrated Vinet may be seen from the following ex-

tract of a letter by the able correspondent of the New York Observer, M.

G. de Felice, Professor in the Theological Seminary at Montauban in

France. Speaking of his work on Church and State, he says :
" It is a

volume of 500 pages in 8vo whioh bears the impress of the author's mind.

M. Vinet is fond of philosophical subjects, and discusses them in a masterly

manner. What would embarrass others has no difficulty for him. He is

naturally profound and lofty, and can pursue his thoughts to the remotest

abstractions. lie is a theoretical rather than a practical man ; he dwells

constantly in the regions of pure thought, in which he freely displays the

full force and extent of his mind.

7 B
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Switzerland," says the London Patriot, "has been occupied for

some time with discussion. The ecclesiastical law of the canton

Vaud; the recent revolution at Geneva; the efforts of the minority

in Neufchatel to obtain their political rights ; the affair in the con-

vents in Argovia, and the civil conflicts in the Valais, have render-

ed it necessary to investigate, in the names of religion and philo-

sophy, the question of religious independence. It appears the mo-
ment has arrived to take more public measures." A convention on

the subject has been held in the city of Lausanne, the result of

which we have not yet learned, but it cannot fail to exert a favour-

able influence on the cause of religious freedom. 1

The publications of our author are pretty voluminous, compris-

ing some ten or twelve volumes, with many fugitive pieces, pub-

lished in the Semeur and other periodicals. Some of these are

prize essays, couronne, crowned, as the expression is, by the Soci-

ety of Christian Morals. Nearly all of them have been translated

into German, and have passed through several editions. His pro-

ductions on the subject of Christian morals are exceedingly valu-

1 While the above was going through the press, a letter, published in the

New York Observer, from M. G. de Felice, gives the following information

relative to the meeting referred to :

—

" The meeting was numerous ; members came from several cities of

French Switzerland. After long deliberations, the four following articles

were adopted :

"
' I. They declare that they desire to act only in a manner conformed to

the word of God. Hence, in order to render unto Caesar the things that

are Caesar's, they recognize that it is their duty to obey the magistrate in

all that is not contrary to the word of God. They will employ, therefore,

to obtain the object they propose, only such means as are conformed to this

word. And in order to render unto God the things that are God's they

consider that they are under obligation to do all in their power for the ad-

vancement of the kingdom of God, namely, for the triumph of the doctrines

of the faith, for purity of worship and morals; and it is for this end that

they are met.
" 'II. Tiny believe that God forbids alike to Church and State all claim

to Interfere, m such, in one another's domains.
"' III. One of the characteristic doctrines of the Scriptures is, in their

view, that religious acts are not agreeable to God, unless they are voluntary

and spontaneous;
'" IV. They think that it is at once the duty and the precious privilege

(•f Christian churches to govern themselves, according to the word of God,

only, tinder the direction of, the Holy Spirit, and under the supreme au-

thority of Jesus Christ, th'- so].- Head ofthe Church.'
" It is also announced, that a Society is about to be formed in French

Switzerland for the promotion and advancement of the voluntary system.

Time will show what hold this work has on public sentiment."
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able, and indeed all of them abound in original and beautiful

thoughts, and breathe an enlarged spirit Of Christian love and

zeal.

The Essays and Discourses we have translated are addressed

particularly to that large class of cultivated minds who have some

prepossessions in favour of Christianity, but who, from the influence

of latent scepticism, do not yield their hearts to its direct and all-

controlling influence. This circumstance, as already suggested,

stamps upon them a peculiar character. It has rendered them at

once profound and practical. But it has also given rise to some

inconvenience in the use of words, as the author himself acknow-

ledges. For example, the words reason, nature, life, are occasion-

ally used in their strict and philosophical sense, then again in

their more loose and general import. At one time, reason is com-

mended and exalted as the gift of God, and the criterion of truth
;

at another, it is contemned and rejected as as impostor and a cheat.

In the one case, he evidently refers to reason legitimate and true,

occupying its own sphere, and performing its proper work ; in the

other, to reason perverted and false, transcending the limits which

God has assigned it, assuming extravagant pretensions, and tramp-

ling upon the plainest principles of science and revelation. Indeed,

as the author suggests, the word in these instances is used in two

different senses. " So far as the words nature and reason desig-

nate that foundation of moral and intellectual truth which wc

carry within us, those universal and immutable principles to which

all systems appeal, which are admitted in the most opposite theo-

ries, and on the common ground of which opponents the most de-

cided are compelled to re-unite, at least for a moment, nature and

reason merit the homage I have rendered them ; for if, in my dis-

cussions, I had not set out from this given point, whence could I

set out? But so far as reason and nature, instead of receiving the

light of God, instead of appealing to it, and using its rays to illu-

minate their pathway, pretend to create that light, or to speak

more exactly, so far as it is pretended, in the name of nature and

reason, which disavow such an undertaking, to communicate to

man an illumination and a power which must come from on high,

I erect myself against that abuse. And if, in conformity to a usage

more oratorical than philosophical, I designate that abuse by the

name of those powers which give occasion for it, if I call nature

and reason those pretensions which are raised in the name of na-
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ture aud reason, 1 confide in the attention and good faith of my
readers, without concealing what the severity of philosophical

language might demand from me." With this explanation, every

intelligent reader will make the distinctions clearly indicated by

the spirit and scope of the author's reasoning.

" Philosophers and men of the world," says Vinet, in the intro-

duction to the first volume of his discourses, " invite us, in some

sense, to meet them ; having lingered long in the precincts of phi-

losophy, they approach towards the sanctuary. The secret of life,

its final word, is demanded frorn all quarters ; and should we who

know that final word be avaricious of it; should we refuse to speak

it, because we must speak it to philosophers in a language less

familiar to us than to them ? That word is of all languages ; it is

susceptible of all forms ; it has a thousand different expressions
;

for it is found at the termination of all questions, at the close of all

discussions, at the summit of all ideas. Long or short, direct or

indirect, every road is true that conducts to the foot of the cross."

The author, however, modestly disclaims all pretension of

" preaching Christ in the Areopagus, or entering the lists with the

doctors,"—but adds, that he had involuntarily turned towards

I

" that numerous class of cultivated men, who, educated in the bo-

som of Christendom, and imbued, if the expression may be allowed,

with Christian prepossessions, feebly struggle either against their

own heart, frightened by the solemn aspect of Christianity, or

against that too general impression, that Christianity, so necessary,

Iso beautiful, so consoling, cannot be justified in the eyes of reason."

As to the first difficulty, he proceeds to say,
* k The Christian

writer will not consider it his duty to remove it by abstracting any

thing from the serious character of the Gospel. On the contrary,

he is gratified to find this prepossession established ; it is one error

less to eradicate. The fear which the Gospel has produced is a

commencement of adhesion. It is this very seriousness which the

minister of the Gospel ought to cultivate to maturity. As to the

second difficulty, which turns," says he, "on the old opposition be-

l ween faith and reason," he makes the following admirable remarks.

" He who speaks of revealed religion, speaks of a system which

reason cannot discover; because it is necessary that God himself

should communicate it to us, by supernatural means. The Chris-

tian, then, rejects reason, so far as it professes to produce or create

the truth, he docs, in his sphere, what the true philosopher does in
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his ; for the latter admits, by virtue of an internal revelation, facts

for the discovery of which reason is of no use. The philosopher

lias not to demonstrate, a priori, the facts of internal revelation, a

revelation without antecedents, and anterior to all other acquisi-

tions. The theologian, on his part, recognizes, in revealed facts,

an acquisition superior to all acquisitions ; he no longer proves these.

facts, for to prove them would be to create them. By acting thus,

he does not deny reason ; on the contrary, he makes use of it. And

this is the place to observe, that reason, that is to say, the nature

of things, in whatever point of view we place ourselves, will always

be to us the criterion of truth and the basis of faith. The truth

without us must always be measured and compared with the truth

within us : with that intellectual conscience which, as well as the

moral conscience, is invested with sovereignty, gives judgments,

knows remorse ; with those irresistible axioms which we cany

within us, which form a part of our nature, and are the support and

groundwork of all our thoughts ;—in a word, with reason. In this

sense, every doctrine is held to be reasonable ; which, however, is

not to say that every doctrine is held to be accessible to reason
;

nothing hinders it from receiving that which surpasses it. More-

over, beyond this inviolable limit, the theologian finds space and

employment for his reason ; he even applies it, in two different

ways, to the facts of the supernatural revelation he announces.

First of all, he developes the proofs of the authenticity of such a

revelation ; then he applies himself to prove its necessity, as well

as its harmony, with the immutable nature of the human heart,

—

in a word, the perfect reasonableness of a system which reason has

not discovered. Nay, the farther this system is removed in its

principles from the discoveries of human reason, the more does its

coincidence with it become striking and admirable. Thus, in

Christian preaching, reason abdicates on one point, but only on one ;

it is satisfied not to comprehend, not to be able to construct, a

priori, the principal facts of Christianity, and transfers them to the

heart which embraces them, elaborates and vivifies them ; but it

finds, in a neighbouring sphere, the rich indemnities we have just

indicated. By itself alone it cannot form the Christian, but it pre-

pares him ; it conducts from the natural to the supernatural, those

whom the powerful energy of the Holy Spirit has not transported,

without intermediate steps, into the high sphere of the faith of the

heart. Thus the essential opposition which is proclaimed between
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reason and faith has no real existence; they are two powers reign-

ing in two distinct spheres. Those, therefore, who would make

Christianity faith alone, and those who claim that it should be rea-

son alone, are equally mistaken ; it is both ;—it takes possession

at once of thought and feeling ; it withdraws from examination,

:md lends itself to it by turns ; it has its darkness and its light.

The theologian is bound to prove himself well informed ; he ought

to conciliate to the Gospel the respect of reason itself ; but he ought

by no means to place the Gospel on the same level with reason
;

nay, he ought carefully to guard against this.

"Between the two extremes we have exhibited, the rationalist

preachers appear to seek a middle ground ; but he would be very

simple who did not perceive that one of these extremes attracts

them powerfully and claims them wholly. How ungrateful, too,

their task ! To reduce every thing to the principles of nature is

evidently their pretension
; to cause reason to usurp the place of

faith, to extirpate from religion, by little and little, every thing

serious, is the obvious aim of their labours. But when they have

succeeded they will find themselves, like ordinary philosophers,

face to face with mystery. What have they gained? Absolutely

nothing ; except to have taken a longer and more expensive route.

I suspect unbelieving logicians find the rationalists indifferent

philosophers.

" Is it perhaps that in rationalizing the Gospel, they have found

a system more perfect than those which philosophy can produce ?

As to certainty, their system possesses nothing more than any

other ; as to intrinsic value, they might find one as good and

plausible without making use of the Gospel. That meagre Chris-

tianity, which they put in the place of the true, has nothing peculiar

or individual, nothing which elevates it above the theories of mere

reason. They imagine that by retrenching the facts, of a transcen-

dental sphere, that is to say, supernatural facts, they are merely

drawing the blade from its scabbard ; let them say rather, they

have cast away the blade, and that the hilt only remains in their

,

hands. Stripped of the great fact of expiation, and all that cluster

of ideas connected with it, what, I ask, is Christianity ? For ordi-

nary minds, an ordinary morality ; for others, an abyss of incon-

sistencies. 1

1 A striking evidence of this is found in the following passage from Lea-

sing, a distinguished German critic, but unfortunately a sceptic on the sub-
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"I am persuaded that true philosophers will find that evangeli-

cal preachers have taken a position more solid and philosophical.

And we attach value to this suffrage; for if philosophy as a science

does not inspire us with much confidence, so far as it relates to the!

solution of the great problem of life, it is not so with philosophy

as a method, or with the philosophical spirit. The art of abstract-

ing, of generalizing, of classifying principles, will never be disdained

by enlightened Christian preachers; besides, there is a Christian

philosophy. Retained within certain limits, it has its use in preach-

ing, and even in life.

" If it is a mean it ought to be employed. The times are omi-

nous. Society is evidently in a state of crisis. Never was the

impotence of human wisdom, to consolidate the repose of nations

and the welfare of humanity, more completely proved. Philosophy,

deserting in despair its ancient methods, is abandoning itself to

mysticism. In its need of some other light than its own, it has

recourse to revelations, it is giving itself things to believe; it will

believe them so long as it thinks it has invented them. It is ours

to point out to it what has never entered the heart of man,—ours

to render it more and more sensible of that obscure want which

begins to have some consciousness of itself, that longing to attach

reason to faith, and science to something revealed."

That there is a Christian philosophy, a religion of God, as far

ject of Christianity, as quoted by Dr. Pye Smith, in his Scripture Testimony

to the Messiah, Vol. iii, p. 236. Speaking of the liberal or rationalist di-l

vines of his country, he says, " Under the pretence of making us rationaj

Christians, they have made us most irrational philosophers. . . I agree

with you that our old religious system is false ; but I cannot say, as you do,

that it is a botch-work of half philosophy and smatterings of knowledge.

I know nothing in the world that more drew out and exercised a fine intel-

lect. A botch-work of smatterings and half philosophy is that system of

religion which people now want to set up in the place of the old one ; and
with far more invasion upon reason and philosophy than the old one ever

pretended to. If Christ is not the True God, the Mahometan religion is

indisputably far better than the Christian, and Mohammed himself was in-

comparably a greater and more honourable man than Jesus Christ ; for he
was more truth-telling, more circumspect in what he said, and more zeal-

ous for the honour of the one and only God, than Christ was, who if he did

not exactly give himself out for God, yet at least said a hundred two-mean-
ing things to lead simple people to think so ; while Mohammed could

never be charged with a single instance of double-dealing in this way."

How true it is, that to abstract the doctrines of the Godhead and atone-

ment of Jesus Christ from the New Testament is to leave it an aln/ss of

inconsistencies!
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superior to all human philosophies and all human religions as the

heavens are higher than the earth, no believer in divine revelation

can doubt. It is not, however, a speculation, or a theory, but a

system of absolute and authoritative truth, so simple and so prac-

tical that all, even the unlettered peasant and the degraded slave,

can receive it and apply it as the power of God unto salvation.

After rejecting with contempt the wisdom or philosophy of this

world, the apostle Paul adds : "Howbeit, we speak wisdom (phi-

losophy) among them that are perfect, yet not the wisdbm of

this world, nor of the princes of this world which come to nought;

but Ave speak the wisdom of God in a mystery." That is to say,

this philosophy, or religion of God, is. a revelation from above, or

the development by God himself of what otherwise would be a mys-

tery or secret, a philosophy therefore of original and positive truths,

a definite, absolute, and authoritative philosophy. It is thence to

be received, not as a deduction of reason, but as an inspiration from

on high, a doctrine altogether peculiar, altogether divine, "the

wisdom of God in a mystery, even the hidden wisdom which God

ordained before the world, to our glory;—for it is written, Eye

hath not seen, ear hath not heard, neither have entered into the

heart of man the things which God hath prepared for them that

love him." These things are the original facts spoken of by our

anthor, as equivalent in authority to the great intuitive truths

which all philosophers admit without proof, and antecedent to all

speculation. Of such revealed facts, philosophy has never dreamed

:

Her eye has never seen them ; her ear has never heard them ; her

soul has never conceived aught even resembling them. They are

hidden from the world entirely. For what man, to quote the lan-

guage of St. Paul, knoweth the things of man save the spirit of

man that is in him? And who but the Spirit of God knows the

things of God? Man may know himself; man can alone know

what passes in his own interior nature. No being in the universe

but God and himself can know the facts of his own mental expe-

rience. But while man may be conversant with his own mind, he

<ui not be conversant with the mind of God. Therefore the Spirit

of God must give us a religion, in other words, reveal to us the mind

of God. It is as impossible for man to give us a perfect religion, as

it is for one born blind to give us the knowledge of colours. It is

true that man is made in the image of God; and he may thence

infer, in a general way, that God is an intelligent, designing, and
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governing Being, and that lie will be controlled by the principles of

righteousness and benevolence ; but a finite mind can never be the

gauge of one that is infinite. No creature can take upon himself to

reveal the designs, and mark out the conduct of his Creator, in all

the possible cases in which it may be necessary for him to inter-

pose in the affairs of mankind. Man may perfectly manifest him-

self, but he cannot perfectly manifest God. It would be an infinite

presumption for him to announce the principles on which the Al-

mighty will dispose of imperfect and sinful beings, and what pro-

vision he will make for them in the everlasting future. This is a

matter pertaining to the mind or Spirit of God ; it is a subject for

an exclusive and authoritative revelation. "But God hath revealed

them unto us by his Holy Spirit." Hence the religion of God, or

Christianity, is not a deduction, but a testimony, not a system of

opinions, but a manifestation of truth. The natural man, that is

the uninspired or unenlightened man, cannot know, cannot discover

t; the things" of such a revelation ; for they are spiritually dis-

cerned. They shine only in their own light, can be seen only in

their own light. Properly speaking, they cannot be proved, they

do not need to be proved. 1 Like the sun, or the stars of heaven,

they need only to be seen. They decline all attestation and sup-

port from man's philosophy. They infinitely transcend all his

science and logic. In a word, they are divine, they proceed from

the Infinite Mind, are matters of pure revelation, and are to be re-

ceived, in adoring reverence, on the simple ground of his indisput-

able authority. Man can measure the stars, and subdue the light-

ning ; he can descend into the bowels of the earth, and bring together

the petrified relics of past generations, and thence write the his-

tory of the earth's revolutions ; nay, he can analyze his own feel-

ings, and construct a mental philosophy ; but he cannot enter the

mind of God, he cannot fathom the depths of his infinite counsels.

" Who by searching can find out God, who can find out the Al-

mighty to perfection ? It is higher than heaven, what can we do,

deeper than hell, what can we know ? The measure thereof is

longer than the earth and broader than the sea." Who then will

venture to sit in judgment on " the things that are freely given us

of God ;" or arraign the wisdom of a scheme for the redemption of

man originating in the mind of Jehovah ?

1 We use the term proved here in its strict logical sense, as equivalent to

demonstrated. No one needs to prove that the sun shines, He sees it, ho

feels it.
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Those who convey this revelation to us demand investigation as

divine messengers. They court it even, they glory in it. For this

purpose they present divine credentials, miracles, prophecies, in-

spiration, that is, indisputable and well known facta, which he who

runs may read ; but they will not allow this message itself to be

questioned by a human tribunal, to which, from the very nature of

the case, it cannot submit. That message they convey to us as a

testimony from Heaven, a philosophy from the Infinite, a religion

from God. And who shall say that it is not refulgent with the

light which irradiates the eternal throne?

That Jesus Christ, his apostles, and ministers, existed, that they

wrought stupendous miracles, that they fully authenticated their

mission, who that knows history, who that has read the New Tes-

tament can doubt? Reason decides this point, and decides it on

the same principles on which it proves any fact in science and his-

tory. But the communication which these divine messengers bring

to the world is another thing. While it is revealed through se-

lected instrumentalities, it proceeds from God, and has no taint of

human imperfection. In the great truths of Christianity, we have

absolutely and truly the mind of God. This was the constant

claim of Christ and his apostles ; and if their credentials cannot

be sustained, the whole falls to the ground as a deception or a

dream. That man who disputes the miracles and the historical

facts, calling them myths and legends, denies the Gospel, rejects

Christianity. He makes the Son of God an impostor, and his

apostles fanatics, fools, or knaves. He would leave us without a

revelation, and prove himself a more honest and a more able man
than Jesus or Paul. But the credentials of the Christian witnesses

can be sustained, the miracles of Christ and his apostles can be

proved. The Son of God must have risen from the dead ; or all

history lies, all testimony is false, all virtue is a cheat. A spiritual

Christianity, and a perfect system of morals, at once written and

embodied, is an impossibility without a historical Christianity. It

is the life without the man. As well then might you destroy the

body for the purpose of saving the life, as abstract the soul of

Christianity from the outward form in which its divine Author

enshrined it.

Having ascertained, by means of reason, the reality of the histo-

rical facts of Christianity, we are thus compelled to receive as the

religion of God, the revelation which it conveys to us.
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Well, then, it may be asked, shall "the mind of God" permit

itself to be questioned by the mind of man ? Shall the decisions

of Infinite Wisdom appear before a human tribunal? Shall a di-

vine philosophy, a method of pardon and eternal life from God
himself be submitted to the meagre philosophy and the petty logic

of the men of this world ? Shall the Gospel of Christ, the religion

of the ever-blessed God, boAv down and do homage to the gross

materialism of one set of philosophers, or the transcendental mys-

ticism of another? Above all, shall it be forced to cast off all its

glories, and lie in the dust a withered and degraded thing, to gra-

tify the pride of some rhapsodizing spiritualist, who believes him-

self wiser than Christ and all his apostles? No! the foolishness

of God is wiser than man, and the weakness of God is stronger than

man. Christianity is either true or false, divine or human. If

true, if divine, it is absolutely true, absolutely divine. It is a mat-

ter of infinite obligation, and must be received in all its length and

breadth of authority and application. We do not want simply to

think, to hope, to imagine: we want to know, to believe, to rejoice.

In man, however, we can never confide. A philosophy, either all

human, or half human and half divine, we cannot trust. We need a

religion from God, an absolute religion, a perfect and indestructible

faith, a religion for life, a religion for death, a religion for immor-

tality; so that "our faith may stand, not in the wisdom of man,

but in the power of God." With this, we shall be safe, with this,

happy and triumphant,

"Amid the wreck of matter and the crush of worlds!

"

The world by wisdom never knew God, never can know God. All

attempts to discover, that is, to work out and excogitate a perfect

religion, must, from the nature of the case, prove utter failures.

In fact, the thing involves an impossibility; for, as water can never

rise above its own level,—since the part is never equal to the

whole,—since imperfection and sin can never comprehend the in-

finite and the holy,—so man can never give us the knowledge of

the true God and eternal life. Never can he solve the mighty

problem, "How shall man be just with God?" How shall the

unclean unite itself with the pure, the finite with the infinite, the

fallen with God? The Father of spirits must himself interpose,

and give us such clear and explicit information that no sincere and

humble man may err upon points of such vast and thrilling interest.
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If, then, philosophy cannot discover a perfect religion, it cannot

certainly modify and improve the one already given us by God.

Like the sun, this may have its obscurities, nay, it may be dark

from excess of brightness. But this is no more than might have

been expected. Indeed, this very circumstance is one of the most

striking evidences of its divinity. A religion from God must have

its aspect of mystery and difficulty. It belongs to the infinite, it

runs into eternity. Its truths are the stars of a boundless expanse,

and are set in a firmament of gloom. All nature is mysterious;

but who would think of improving it? Can any one give sweeter

hues to the rose of Sharon, or the lily of the valley? Can he

whiten the driven snow, or impart a deeper blue to the arch of

heaven? Can he give a nobler curve to the neck of the war-horse,

or add a more beautiful green to the grass of the fields? Can he

dispose the stars above him in more perfect order, or add a deeper

lustre to their silvery light? What, then, can speculative philoso-

phy do for the Christian religion? What can reason add to the

power of God and the wisdom of God? Above all, shall philoso-

phy dare to remove a single tint, a single leaf or flower, not to

speak of a branch or limb, from the great Christian tree? Shall

we permit it to tarnish the glory of God manifest in the flesh, the

worth of Christ's atoning sacrifice, or the beauty and perfection of

the new-born soul? No! it has nothing to do with religion, but to

adore it, to fall prostrate at the feet of the Son of God, and "crown

him Lord of all."

And yet, speculative philosophy has ever been tampering with

Christianity, ever debasing its purity, ever weakening its power.

By commingling her own imaginations with the plain declarations

of God, she has produced what lord Bacon calls " malasana ad-

inixtio" infinitely worse than positive error itself; for the corrup-

tion of a good thing, as Horace suggests, ever becomes the worst

of all. Nay, more, philosophy has even asserted a sort of supremacy

over Christianity, now modifying this, now changing that, now add-

ing one feature, and then abstracting another, till religion, in her

hands, has been transformed from an angel of light into a hideous

phantom, or an unsubstantial ghost. What! human philosophy

superior to religion! Human reason above divine! Why, that is

to cast down Jehovah from his supremacy, and exalt man to the

throne.

But what is philosophy ? The speculations of one man, and
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nothing more. In its last analysis it is reduced to this. For it has

no existence separate from the mind of an individual, and no autho-

rity but what it derives from this source. It is the system of

Spinoza or of Descartes, of Leibnitz or of Wolf, ofKant or of Hegel,

of Locke or of Helvetius. It is the notions, perhaps, of Jouffroy, of

Cousin, of Carlyle, or of some inferior spirits. A number of such

persons may unite in defending their favourite theories or peculia-

rities. They may form a school, and give currency to a system
;

but their combination, in this case, gives their opinions no addi-

tional authority. They are still the speculations or notions of

distinct and independent individuals. To be received they must

pass into other individual minds, into mine or thine, as it may
happen, and thus possess no weight except as the probable reason-

ings or plausible speculations of a single fallible intellect. They

may be true but they are just as likely to be false, nay, they are

more likely to be false than true. Hence they are ever fluctuating

and passing away. One theory supersedes another, and all be-

come feeble and effete with age. Time will devour the whole of

them. And the reason of this is found in the simple fact that

they consist of speculations on subjects and relations which lie

beyond the bounds of the finite mind, and in nine cases out of ten

are but the splendid imaginations of gifted but erring men. In

such a case, then, to assume a superiority over the religion of God,

is to deify the individual reason, to dethrone God and worship self.

Reason, as Vinet clearly shows, has her province, and a noble

one it is. It is hers to examine the credentials of the divine mes-

sengers, to question their character and purposes, to hear the voice

of God, and in some cases to explain and enforce its meaning; for

she is conversant with man, in whose language God speaks to us,

and with whose modes of thought, feeling, and expression, reason

is entirely familiar. It is hers to admire and develope the beauty

and harmony of the religion of God ; when received and authenti-

cated, to trace the connections of its various parts, the analogy of

its principles to the teachings of nature, and the consistency of its

facts with the profoundest experience of the human heart. Reason

has been called " lucerna Dei" u the candle of the Lord within

us;" but certainly it is not fitted to illuminate the sun. It has

also been denominated, u the eye of the soul;" and if it is so, most

assuredly its proper function is simply to receive the light, not to

mingle it with its own visions and obscurities. In that light it
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may see things new and strange, perhaps startling; nevertheless it

must receive them without a murmur. It is not placed in the soul

to create the light, or to change it in any way, but to receive it as

it shi»es from the heaven of heavens.

But men talk of reason as if it were a God, as if they themselves

were God ; and thence plunge headlong into the infinite ocean of

speculation and uncertainty. In their adventurous course, their

heated imagination may see many strange sights, and their pen

may describe them in language of surpassing eloquence; but they

will soon find themselves in the very abyss of doubt, perhaps of

despair. Indeed we learn, from the whole experience of the past,

that the abandonment of an authoritative revelation, and an eager,

consistent pursuit of what i3 called "the truth," meaning by this,

the absolute nature of things, ever conducts to infidelity or mys-

ticism, to transcendental and impalpable spiritualism, or to absolute

and atheistic doubt.

For the same reason, much of the religion which is popular and

fashionable in certain quarters, or what is sometimes dignified with

the title of rational Christianity, is not religion, but philosophy,

not absolute faith, but human opinion. It consists perhaps of an

admixture of philosophical speculation with Christianity, or it is

Christianity eviscerated and withered, by the refining process of

rationalistic criticism. Hence it is ever changing in its character,

and gradually but irresistibly tends to infidelity, to whose ranks it

is constantly transferring its votaries. It is ever learning, ever

advancing and improving, as its abettors would say, but never

comes to the knowledge of the truth. In one case, it is transcen-

dentalism and the Gospel; in another, materialism and Christianity;

in a third, a vague mixture of all sorts of notions; and in a fourth,

a single feature or element of the Gospel, surrounded with the

grossest scepticism, like a single tree or fountain in a boundless

desert.

How clear, then, it is, that we need to be believers, not specula-

tors; men of God, not more philosophers. The soul of man longs

for certainty and rest, absolute security and untroubled repose.

Where shall we find it? In the dreams of speculative philosophy?

In transcendental mysticism? Jn mid and heartless rationalism?

In the endless diversities, the beautiful but ever-shifting visions of

rational or liberal Christianity? No!—but in the cross of Christ;

in the atonement and intercession of the great Mediator; in that
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good hope through grace, inspired, not put, begotten, not made, by

the indwelling Spirit of the Son of God.

The importance of these principles is receiving the most striking

illustrations in the present day. Not understanding them, and not

rinding sure anchorage in the haven of absolute and authoritative

revelation, some are driven abroad upon the open sea of conjecture

and doubt; now impelled towards the rocks of infidelity; now

imagining they have discovered the promised land ; the Eldorado

of philosophy and religion, in some new and visionary theory, or

in some singular and unheard-of system of Biblical interpretation;

then contending with the waves of scepticism ; and finally engulfed

in the roaring surge of atheism and despair. One rejects the

divinity and inspiration of Christ, justification by faith, and the

regeneration of the soul by the Holy Spirit;—and, in order to

maintain his theory, casts away some portions of the word of God,

and subjects others to a most tortuous and ungenerous criticism.

Another spiritualizes the whole, and establishes his philosophy or

his creed on the ruins of common sense and all established principles

of scriptural criticism. While a third, wiser forsooth than all the

rest 1 rejects one-half of the word of God as puerile, and makes

myths and legends of the rest ; casts away the prophecies and the

miracles ; denies the incarnation and resurrection of Christ ; in-

sists that Jesus was only a man, a good and a noble-hearted man,

but nothing more ; maintains that other Christs may yet arise,

greater even than he was ; and that all of Christianity is transient,

except one or two great principles ; and pours contempt on the

mediation and atonement of Christ, which the whole company of

apostles, and the church of all ages, have regarded as the power

of God and the wisdom of God unto salvation !

Others there are, who, after infinite wanderings, and the most

strange and startling changes, "ever learning, but never coming to

the knowledge of the truth," like Cain, vagabonds in the realm of

spiritual things, seeking rest and finding none, finally abandon the

pursuit as hopeless, and neglecting the great salvation, rush into

the open arms of Rome, renounce their individuality, and find re-

pose in the absolute and infallible dogmas of a corrupt and super-

stitious church. Such persons may imagine they have entered a

magnificent palace, but it will be found that the}r are enclosed

within the walls of a horrid prison. They have mistaken the des-

potism of man for the religion of God.
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We have been constrained to make these remarks introductory

to the Essays of our author, because we deem them of great mo-
ment at the present time, and in the hope that we may dispose

some to read with greater interest his lucid and striking delinea-

tions of the religion of God.

As to the translation, we may be permitted to say that Ave have

endeavoured to steer a middle course between a rigidly literal and

a very free version. It has been our aim, as much as possible, to

preserve the peculiarities of the author ; but we have not felt our-

selves bound, in every case, to give the exact turn or order of

expression, particularly in those cases in which a literal rendering

would have been a bad or a clumsy one. Still, in several in-

stances we have retained the French idiom, believing that its occa-

sional use gives interest and vivacity to the translation. Yinet is

by no means an easy author to translate. The original and phi-

losophical cast of his thoughts, the delicacy of his conceptions, and

the refined but beautiful turns of his expression, are not easy to

transfer into clear and elegant English. Indeed, a perfect render-

ing of any book is scarcely attainable, but an approximation to it

may be made by repeated efforts. After all, much of the beauty

and power of a great and original work must be lost by the trans-

ference, like the delicate bloom of flowers, which is liable to vanish

in the process of transplantation. But we have done what we

could to present the thoughts and expression of our author to Eng-

lish readers ; and " we cast it into the world," to use his own

words, " commending it to the Divine blessing, which can cause

some fruits of holiness and peace to spring from it for the benefit

of the Christian church."

Should this volume be acceptable to the public, it may be fol-

lowed by another of a similar kind, containing the author's remain-

ing discourses.

K. T.

Boston.



VITAL CHRISTIANITY,

i.

THE RELIGIONS OF MAN AND THE RELIGION OF GOD.

" Things which have not entered into the heart of man."—1 Cok., ii, 9.

HUMANITY hath separated itself from God. The storms of

passion have broken the mysterious cable which retained the

vessel in port. Shaken to its base, and feeling itself driven upon

unknown seas, it seeks to rebind itself to the shore ; it endeavours

to renew its broken strands ; it makes a desperate effort to re-es-

tablish those connections without which it cannot have either peace

or security. In the midst of its greatest wanderings, humanity

never loses the idea of its origin and destiny ; a dim recollection

of its ancient harmony pursues and agitates it; and without

renouncing its passions, without ceasing to love sin, it longs to

reattach its being, full of darkness and misery, to something lumin-

ous and peaceful, and its fleeting life to something immovable and

eternal. In a word, God has never ceased to be the want of the

human race. Alas ! their homage wanders from its proper object,

their worship becomes depraved, their piety itself is impious ; the

religions which cover the earth are an insult to the unknown God,

who is their object. But in the midst of these monstrous aberra-

tions, a sublime instinct is revealed ; and each of these false reli-

gions is a painful cry of the soul, torn from its centre and separated

from its object. It is a despoiled existence, which, in seeking to

clothe itself, seizes upon the first rags it finds ; it is a disordered

spirit, which, in the ardour of its thirst, plunges, all panting, into

fetid and troubled waters ; it is an exile, who, in seeking the road

to his native land, buries himself in frightful deserts.

1 c
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From the brutal savage, who kisses the dust from the feet of

some hideous idol, to the magi of the east, adoring in the sun the

immortal soul of nature, and the principle of all existence, to those

unhappy nations who think to render him homage by the most

shameful excesses, the religious principle every -where makes itself

/I known. Man cannot renounce either his sins or God ; his cor-

ruption chains him to this world, a mysterious instinct impels him

towards that which is invisible. Between these two opposing

forces he makes no choice : he attempts to reconcile two incompa-

tible elements ; he confounds his morality with his devotion ; he

makes gods resembling himself, in order to offer them a worship

i analogous to his own evil thoughts ; he erects even his vices into

' divinities ; his religion becomes the faithful mirror of his natural

I corruption ; in a word, he degrades the idea of the Divinity, but he

) cannot do without it ; and he prefers infamous gods rather than

' adore nothing. *

But what do all these different religions procure for him ? No-

thing but a torment added to all his other torments ; a painful,

humiliating subjection ; frequently the necessity to do violence tc

the most cherished feelings of his nature ; no solid hope ; no in-

ternal repose ; no moral perfection ; such is the value of that mys-

terious instinct, a species of importunate craving which he can

neither stifle nor satisfy. So that he who looks upon religion in

the various terrestrial forms with which it has clothed itself, might

say, with an appearance of reason, that it is one of the greatest

evils nature has inflicted on humanity.

These fabulous creeds, it is true, disappear before Christianity
;

for the least effect of that august religion is to produce a disgust

with all others. No new worship will establish itself on the earth

;

the field of invention in the matter of positive religions is irrevo-

cably enclosed. But in the shadow of Christianity, and in the

very bosom of the church itself, there flourish certain religions,

without a history, without form and name, which, to many per-

sons, take the place of Christianity. These religions, which owe

more to it than their votaries imagine, are nothing more than an

effort of the different faculties of the soul, of their own accord, to

put themselves in communication with the Deity. It is the ima-

gination, the sentiment, the reason, and the conscience, seeking

together, or each by itself, to satisfy the longing they have for
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God. And it is worthy of remark, that these different religions

are particularly those of cultivated minds, who wish to find a

neutral ground between Christianity, which appears to them too

simple and unintellectual, and atheism, by which they are appalled.

But let us enquire if these religions are better fitted than gross

paganism to satisfy the various wants of the human soul.

What, in reference to religion, are the wants of man ? He is

ignorant of divine things ; he needs a religion to enlighten him.

He is unhappy from the evils of this life, and the uncertainty of

his future destiny ; he needs a religion to console him. In fine,

he is a sinner ; he needs a religion to regenerate him. Let us seek

these various characteristics in the four religions of the imagination,

the intellect, the sentiment, and the conscience.

To some, the Deity is revealed only in that which, is fitted to

strike the imagination. It is not the essence of the Being of beings,

nor his moral character, nor his will, which chiefly occupies their

attention, but that part of his being by means of which he is ren-

dered, in some measure, sensible to our regards. It is the uni-

verse, that is to say, time, space, forms, in which are reflected his

eternity, his greatness, and his power. If the spectacles of nature

in themselves are grand and sublime, how much are they elevated

by the idea of that Word which called from nothing all their mag-

nificence ; of that Intelligence which presides over all those mighty

movements, which encloses as many wonders in the worm that

dies under our feet as in the formation and government of suns !

What charm and what beauty are added to the splendour of the

starry heavens, to the savage harmony of the raging seas, to the

smiling landscape of fields and woods under the beams of the

morning sun, by the thought of the universal Spirit, which silently

circulates through all beings, and which seems to reveal its im-

mortal existence, and utter its voice divine, amid all the motions

and all the sounds of the universe ! So that, frequently, man,

absorbed in the contemplation of these wonders, unites himself,

by his enthusiasm, to the concert of the creation ; his imagination

feasts on the idea of God, and he believes himself to possess religion.

The imagination, the reason, the sensibility, the conscience,

however, are four altars set up, between which the sacred flame is

divided ; but imagination is not the whole of man ; it is not, by

far, his best part. When the imagination has been excited in this
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way, is man any more like God? Is he more worthy of God?
And not to go even so far, has. he more of peace or consolation ?

No! the charm is evanescent; from those heights to which imagi-

nation raises him, man falls back upon himself, and finds not God
there ; and the mighty spectacles in which he has mingled only

I
make him feel the enormous disproportion between the universe so

J
full of God, and his soul so void of God.

Others, in smaller number, seek to bring themselves into union

with the Divinity by intelligence. To analyze the divine attributes,

to harmonize them, to explain the connection of the Creator with

the creation ; in a word, to form, with reference to God and divine

things, a body of systematic doctrine, is the task they impose upon

themselves ; and such labours, it must be confessed, are a noble

, exercise of thought. But a principal defect of this form of religion

I is, that it is less a religion than a study. Ordinarily the man who

stops here seeks less to satisfy a want of his heart than a curiosity

of his mind. Abstracted from himself, isolating himself from the

things he contemplates, in order the better to contemplate them,

application, practice, his personal relation to these high truths,

occupy his attention but feebly ; he acquires some additional ideas,

but these ideas produce in him neither emotion nor change. And,,

indeed, how can he be changed by the things which always remain

uncertain to his mind? The field of religious ideas, when it is

trodden by the foot of natural reason, is only a field of problems

and contradictions. The further one advances, the more his dark-

ness increases ; and he ends by losing even those primary notions

and instinctive beliefs which he possessed before he entered it.

This is the experience of all the systems of all the schools in every

of the world. The history of philosophy teaches us that these

investigations, whenever eagerly and incautiously pursued, lead to

the most terrible doubts, to the very borders of the abyss. It is

\there, face to face with the infinite, the philosopher sees realities

dissolve, certainties the most universal vanish, his own personality

ome a problem! There he sees world and thought, observa-

tion and observer, man and God, swallowed up and lost, before

his terrified vision in tlic boundless immensity of a horrible chaos!

It is (here that, seized with a mysterious dread, he asks back, with

.uixious .Amotion, the WOl'id of finite beings and intelligible ideas,

which he wishes he had never abandoned. Thus his religion, all
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thought, neither enlightens, converts, nor consoles him ; and he

finds himself as far removed from his aim as before his laborious

investigations. 1

Feeling this, many persons reject these idle speculations and

acknowledge no religion but that of sentiment. This, they say,

is good ; and certainly all religion that proceeds not from the heart

i That speculative philosophy has been a fruitful source of scepticism

and irreligion, no one at all acquainted with its history will deny. The
class of philosophers of whom Benedict Spinoza and G. W. F. Hegel are

fair representatives have generally rejected the Christian faith, and not

only so, but the existence of a personal God, and the immortality of the

soul. Nor is this a matter of surprise ; for they transcend the boundaries

of ail fair and legitimate enquiry. Contemning the slow and laborious in-

vestigation of facts and evidence, as impirical and shallow, and speculating

fearlessly upon
" Fixed fate, free will, foreknowledge absolute,"

they lose themselves in the untried and desolate regions which lie beyond
the limits of human enquiry. Now they seem to make every thing matter ;

then they seem to make every thing mind ; anon they talk learnedly of
" the whole," as if nature were God, and God nature, without any distinc-

tion, except that which exists between the absolute and relative, the real

and phenomenal. Occasionally they appear to admit the existence of an
independent and personal God, at other times to deny it altogether. They
spurn the common, and especially the Christian notion of a supreme Je-

hovah, distinct from and superior to all the works of the creation, and
adopting a profoundcr strain, represent the Deity as the eternal movement
of the universal principle, the ever-streaming immanence of spirit in matter,

which constantly manifests itself in individual existences, and which has

no true objective (real) existence but in these individuals, which pass a .< ay

again into the infinite." These are the words of Strauss, author of the
' Leben Jesu,' whose rejection of a historical Christianity is the legitimate

fruit of his speculative philosophy, just as a similar rejection of the Chris-

tian miracles, and particularly the miracle of Christ's resurrection, by

Theodore Parker, is the fruit of a metaphysical system, which, as he re-

marks himself, " underlies" his theology. " Strauss," says professor Tho-

luck, in his ' Anzciger,' for May 1830, " is a man who knows no other

God than him who, in the human race, is constantly becoming man. He
knows no Christ but the Jewish rabbi, who made his confession of sin to

John the Baptist, ; and no heaven but that which speculative philosophy

reveals for our enjoyment on the little planet we now inhabit." To the

same purpose is Strauss's own language :
—" As man, considered as a mere

finite spirit and restricted to himself, has no reality, so God, considered as

an infinite Spirit, restricting himself to his infinity, has no reality. The
infinite Spirit has reality only so far as he unites himself to finite spirits

(or manifests himself in them), and the finite spirit has reality only so far

as he sinks himself in the infinite."

—

Leben Jesu, p. 730.

Such is the last result of that boasted philosophy, which begins by ex-

plaining every thing, and ends with doubting every thing.—

T
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is sterile and vain. Let us, however, examine. We are speaking

of a religion of sentiment. Without doubt this sentiment is love,

and a love which has God for its object ;—in which case it must

be acknowledged that the best kind of religion is also the rarest,

or that the love spoken of is a feeling exceedingly barren,—an

affection, so to speak, without result. Many great things are done

on the earth, things at least that men call great. The activity of

the mind responds to the activity of outward life. Each day sees

some new plans brought to light, some new enterprises begun.

But amid all these actions, form an estimate of those which have

for their principle the love of God, and you will admit, if the re-

ligion of love be the best, it is not the practice of a great num-

ber. In fact the love of God, if by this you mean a love, real,

earnest, dominant, is not natural to the heart of man. And let us

be honest ; how can we love, with such love, a God from whom
we are far removed by our sins and the worldliness of our affec-

tions ; a God, who, in our better moments, cannot appear to us

except in the aspect of a judge ; a God, whose paternal providence

is vailed from our minds, because we know no better, or do not

kmyw at all, the adorable secret of all his procedure toward us ?

How can we love him, so long as we cannot account for the dis-

orders of the physical and the moral worlds, and while the universe

appears to us a vast arena, in which chance puts in competition

justice and injustice, and coldly decides between them? A doubt,

a single doubt on the end of life and the intentions of God would

serve to tarnish, nay more, to extinguish, in the anxious heart, the

first germs of love. But this is, more or less, the condition we are

in, without the light of revelation. To Avhat then is love reduced,

and by consequence, the religion of sentiment, in the greater num-

ber of the persons who appear to have approached the nearest to

its attainments. What ! does he, think you, love God, who opens

his heart merely to the fugitive emotion which is excited by the

view of his beneficence spread over the whole face of nature?

Does he love him who, following the degree of sensibility with

which he is endowed, yields to an involuntary tenderness, at the

thought of that immense paternity which embraces all animated

beings, from the seraph to the worm ? One, may experience this

kind of love, and never be changed. If anything is evident, it is

that the sensibility which frequently overflows in tears often leaves
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in the heart a large place for selfishness
;
just as our fellow-men

do not always derive any advantage from the tenderness we have

felt at a distance from them. Love, true love of God, is a love of

his truth, of his holiness, of his entire will ; true love is that which

is reflected in obedience ; that which renews and purifies the con-

science.

This brings us to the fourth religion, which man makes for him-

self, that of conscience. It is well, then, if in our turn we can say,

this is good. For what is conscience but the impulse to do the

will of God and to resemble him ? And what do we want when

we have arrived at this ? Let us congratulate those who cleave to

the religion of conscience, and regret that their number is so small.

But what am I saying? Congratulate them ! Let us think a little !

Have we reflected on the course that opens before them? The

religion of conscience ! Is it not that which commands us to live for

God, to do nothing but for God ; to devote ourselves, body and

soul, entirely to him ? Is it not that which teaches us that to

refuse any thing to him is to rob him ; because, by sovereign right,

every thing within and without us belongs to him ? Is it not that

which teaches that we cannot do too much for him, and that all our

future efforts can never compensate for a single past neglect ? Is it

not that, then, which condemns our life, absolutely and irrevocably,

and presents us before him, not as children, not even as supplicants,

but as condemned criminals ? Say, then, if the religion of conscience

is good ! Yes ! for consciences free, indulgent to themselves, with-

out delicacy, and without purity ; but the greater your attachment

to your duties, the more scrupulous you are to fulfil them, the more

severe and complete the idea you have formed of the divine law,

the more shall that religion be terrible to yon ; and, so far from

offering you consolations, it will take away from you one by one

all those you might derive from yourselves. Quit, for a moment,

the scenes of the present, and the circle of Christianity ; observe,

at a glance, the religion of mankind, enter all their temples, look

upon all their altars ;—what do you see ? Blood ! Blood to honour

the Deity ! Ah ! we are compelled to say that blood is there, for a

thousand virtues neglected, a thousand obligations broken, a thou-

sand enormities committed ; that blood is the cry of a thousand

consciences, which demand, from their entire nature, an impossible

reparation, that blood is the solemn and terrible acknowledgments
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of the truth I rfrge upon you. And would yon form an idea of this

need of expiation ? Know, then, that the impossibility of solving

the problem, the anguish of turning for ever in a circle, without

issue, has driven man to a kind of despair, a despair which has

become barbarous. For the sake of finding a worthy victim, man
lias recourse toman himself;—human blood has flowed in the

temples, and the torment has not ceased ;
human blood has effaced

nothing! To what victim, then, should man resort? To a God?

But how should such a thing enter into the heart of man?

We have passed in review all the systems of religion which

would seem possible without Christianity. We think we have pre-

sented them with fidelity ; we have done them justice ; we have

taken nothing from them. We might have demanded from them:

an account of what they owe to Christianity, and caused them to

do honour to that holy religion, by a greater part of what they

possess of what is specious, good, and interesting, but we have

abstained from that ; we have confined ourselves, without further

examination, to showing you the strength and the weakness of

these systems. You are now, therefore, in a condition to pro-

nounce judgment upon them. So far as it relates to us, here is our

conclusion. In vain has man, in his search for the supreme good,

called into exercise his reason, his imagination, his heart, and his

conscience ; in vain has he laid all his powers under contribution

;

in vain has he done all that is possible for man to do ; every where

in his systems there appear chasms wide and deep. The triple

object of all religion, to enlighten, console, and regenerate, is ful-

filled neither by the one nor the other of these religions, nor by all

of them together. Is the religion of the imagination the subject of

enquiry? That is the charm of a few fugitive moments; it is

neither the light, the support, nor the sanctification of the soul.

Do we try the religion of thought ? Its only reasonable pretension

enlighten ; but it fulfils it so badly that it does nothing more

than deepen the gloom which rests on religion. Do Ave address

no Ives to the religion of sentiment? It moves the surface of

the soul ; it does not reach its depths, it does not regenerate it.

In line, the best of all these religions, that of conscience, by its very

excellence, demonstrates the impotence of man to form a religion

.imself. Jt can only show us the chasm which sin has made

between us and God ; but it cannot fill it up. It teaches us, that
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in order to be united to God, two things are necessary, which it

does not give us, and which none of our faculties can give us,

—

pardon and regeneration. The man who pretends to accom-

plish, by his own power, the work of his salvation, must first par-

don and then regenerate himself. It is necessary he should efface

the very last vestige of all his former sins, that is to say, that he

should do what cannot be done. It is moreover necessary, that,

declaring Avar with his nature, he should force it to love God, to

love the good, to hate the evil ; that he should renew his inclina-

tions from their foundation ; in a word, that he should destroy the

old man, and create in himself the new. To ask you if you can do

such things is to ask, if a criminal, alone in the bottom of his

dungeon, can provide his own letters of pardon, or a combatant,

chained hand and foot, can promise himself the victory. It is to

ask you, if you can do that to-morrow which you cannot do to-

day ; it is to ask you, if it will ever be possible, with the powers of

your nature alone, to remake that nature.

Nevertheless there is not without this a religion complete and

satisfying,—say rather there is no religion at all. And without

this, you have reason to believe yourselves abandoned by God. Ah

!

why should you not turn your attention to that Gospel which

seems to have divined all the secrets of your nature, and which

meets all the wants of your soul ! Why should not the view of

the cross, where your pardon is written, the promise of the Holy

Spirit, source of regeneration, cause you to leap for joy ! Why
should you not with ardour desire that the doctrine which reme-

dies all, harmonizes all, satisfies all, should be as true as it is beau-

tiful ! Why can you give yourself a moment's repose before you

enlighten your minds respecting it by all the means in your power?

If such a religion has not been given to man, he must die
;
yes,

die of grief for having been formed with insatiable desires after

perfection, with an ardent thirst for God, and to feel that these

desires, and this thirst, are only a cruel deception, a fatal mockery

of the unknown power that created us !

But shall I hear from Christians, not the joyous accents of souls

convinced, but the anxious appeals of hearts that are doubting

still? No! let us together hail with our benedictions, that religion,

alone complete, which responds to all the wants of man, in offering

to each of his faculties an inexhaustible aliment; a religion of the
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imagination, to which it offers magnificent prospects; a religion of

the heart, which it softens by the exhibition of a love above all

love; a religion of thought, which it attaches to the contemplation

of a system the most vast and harmonious; a religion of the con-

science, which it renders at once more delicate and tranquil; but,

above all, a religion of the grace and love of God; for it is neces-

sarily all these combined. Why should not the truth entire satisfy

man entire? Let us hail with admiration that religion which re-

conciles all these contrasts, a religion of justice and grace, of fear

and love, of obedience and liberty, of activity and repose, of faith

and reason; for if error has cut up and divided every thing in man,

if it has made of his soul a vast scene of contradictions, truth

brings back all into unity. Such is the religion which never en-

tered into the heart of man, even in the highest culture of his moral

sense, and the most extensive development of his intelligence; or,

as the apostle expresses it, " which none of the princes of this world

have known."

That which remained concealed from philosophers and sages, in

the most brilliant periods of the human intellect, twelve poor fish-

ermen, from the lakes of Judea, quitted their nets to announce to

the world. Certainly they had not more of imagination, of reason,

of heart, or of conscience, than the rest of mankind
;
yet they put

to silence the wisdom of sages, emptied the schools of philosophers,

closed the gates of every temple, extinguished the fire on every

altar. They exhibited to the world their crucified Master, and

the world recognized in him that which their anxious craving had

sought in vain for three thousand years. A new morality, new

social relations, and a new universe sprung into being, at the voice

of these poor people, ignorant of letters and of all philosophy. It

remains with your good sense to judge, if these twelve fishermen

have used their own wisdom, or the wisdom which cometh from

above.

"We stop at this point,—man is found incapable of forming a

religion, and God has come to the aid of his weakness. Bless,

then, your God, from the bottom of your heart, you who after

long search have at last found an asylum. And you who still

float on the vast sea of human opinions, you who, violently driven

from one system to another, feel your anguish increasing, and your

heart becoming more and more tarnished; you who to this day
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have never been able to live with God, nor without God,—come

and see, if this gospel, scarcely noticed by your heedless eyes, is

not perhaps that for which you call with so many fruitless sighs.

And, thou, God of the Gospel! God of nations! Infinite Love!

reveal thyself to wounded hearts, make thyself known to fainting

spirits, and cause them to know joy, peace, and true virtue.
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THE MYSTEEIES OF CHKISTIANITY.

"Things which have not entered into the heart of man."—1 Cos., ii, 9.

WE have seen that we are not in a condition to give ourselves

a religion, and that God, in his goodness, has condescended

to aid our weakness. But the reason of man does not voluntarily

permit itself to be convinced of impotence ; it does not willingly

suffer its limits to be prescribed ; it is strongly tempted to reject

ideas which it has not conceived, a religion which it has not in-

vented; and if the doctrines proposed to it are, in their nature,

mysterious and incomprehensible, this feeling of dissatisfaction

proceeds to open revolt, and, in the case of many, results in an ob-

stinate scepticism.

I do not comprehend, therefore I do not believe; the Gospel is

full of mysteries, therefore I do not receive the Gospel ;—such is

one of the favourite arguments of infidelity. To see how much is

made of this, and what confidence it inspires, we might believe it

solid, or, at least, specious; but it is neither the one nor the other;

it Mill not bear the slightest attention, the most superficial exami-

nation of reason; and if it still enjoys some favour in the world,

this is but a proof of the lightness of our judgments upon things

worthy of our most serious attention.

Upon what, in fact, does this argument rest? Upon the claim

of comprehending every thing in the religion which God has offer-

ed or could offer us. A claim equally unjust, unreasonable, useless.

This we proceed to develope.

In the first place, it i> an unjust claim. It is to demand of God
what he does not owe. us. To prove this, let us suppose that God
has given ;i religion to man, and let us farther suppose this religion

to be the Gospel: for this absolutely charges nothing to the argu-

ment. We maj believe that God was free, at least, with reference
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to us, to give us or not to give us a religion ; but it must be admitted

that in granting it, he contracts engagements to us, and that the

first favour lays him under a necessity of conferring other favours.

For this is merely to say, that God must be consistent, and that

he finishes what he has begun. Since it is by a written revelation

he manifests his designs respecting us, it is necessary he should

fortify that revelation by all the authority which would at least

determine us to receive it ; it is necessary he should give us the

means of judging whether the men who speak to us in his name

are really sent by him ; in a word, it is necessary we should be

assured that the Bible is truly the word of God.

It would not indeed be necessary that the conviction of each of

us should be gained by the same kind of evidence. Some shall be

led to Christianity by the historical or external arguments; they

shall prove to themselves the truth of the Bible, as the truth of all

history is proved; they shall satisfy themselves that the books of

which it is composed are certainly those of the times and of the

authors to which they are ascribed. This settled, they shall com-

pare the prophecies contained in these ancient documents with the

events that have happened in subsequent ages; they shall assure

themselves of the reality of the miraculous facts related in these

books, and shall thence infer the necessary intervention of Divine

power, which alone disposes the forces of nature, and can alone

interrupt or modify their action. Others, less fitted for such inves-

tigations, shall be struck with the internal evidence of the holy

Scriptures. Finding there the state of their souls perfectly des-

cribed, their wants fully expressed, and the true remedies for their

maladies completely indicated ; struck with a character of truth

and candour which nothing can imitate ; in fine, feeling themselves,

in their inner nature, moved, changed, renovated, by the mysteri-

ous influence of these holy writings, they shall acquire, by such

means, a conviction of which they cannot always give an account

to others, but which is not the less legitimate, irresistible, and im-

movable. Such is the double road by which an entrance is gained

into the asylum of faith. But it was due from the wisdom of God,

from his justice, and, we venture to say it, from the honour of his

government, that he should open to man this double road ; for if

he desired man to be saved by knowledge, on the same principle

he engaged himself to furnish him the means of knowledge.
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Behold, whence come the obligations of the Deity with reference

to us,—which obligations he has fulfilled. Enter on this double

method of proof. Interrogate history, time, and places, respecting

the authenticity of the Scriptures
;
grasp all the difficulties, sound

all the objections; do not permit yourselves to be too easily con-

vinced; be the more severe upon that book, as it professes to con-

tain the sovereign rule of your life, and the disposal of your destiny

;

you are permitted to do this, nay, you are encouraged to do it, pro-

vided you proceed to the investigation with the requisite capacities

and with pure intentions. Or, if you prefer another method, ex-

amine, with an honest heart, the contents of the Scriptures ; enquire,

while you run over the words of Jesus, if ever man spake like this

man; enquire if the wants of your soul, long deceived, and the

anxieties of your spirit, long cherished in vain, do not, in the teach-

ing and work of Christ, find that satisfaction and repose which no

wisdom was ever able to procure you ; breathe, if I may thus ex-

press myself, that perfume of truth, of candour, and purity which

exhales from every page of the Gospel; see if, in all these respects,

it does not bear the undeniable seal of inspiration and divinity.

Finally, test it, and if the Gospel produces upon you a contrary effect,

return to the books and the wisdom of men, and ask of them what

Christ has not been able to give you. But if, neglecting these two.

Avays, made accessible to you, and trodden by the feet of ages, you

desire, before all, that the Christian religion should, in every point,

render itself comprehensible to your mind, and complacently strip

itself of all its mysteries; if you wish to penetrate beyond the vail,

to find there, not the aliment which gives life to the soul, but that

which would gratify your restless curiosity, I maintain that you

raise against God a claim the most indiscreet, the most rash and

unjust; for he has never engaged, either tacitly or expressly, to

discover to you the secret which your eye craves; and such audaci-

ous importunity is fit only to excite his indignation. He has given

you what he owed you, more indeed than he owed you ;—the rest

is with himself.

If a claim so unjust could be admitted, where, I ask you, would

be the limit of your demands? Already you require more from

God than he has accorded to angels; for these eternal mysteries

which trouble you,—the harmony of the divine prescience with

human freedom,—the origin of evil and its ineffable remedy,—the
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incarnation of the eternal Word,—the relations of the God-man

with his Father,—the atoning virtue of his sacrifice,—the regene-

rating efficacy of the Spirit-comforter,—all these things are secrets,

the knowledge of which is hidden from angels themselves, who,

according to the word of the apostle, stoop to explore their depths,

and cannot. If you reproach the Eternal for having kept the

knowledge of these divine mysteries to himself, why do you not

reproach him for the thousand other limits he has prescribed to

you? Why not reproach him for not having given you wings,

like a bird, to visit the regions which till now have been scanned

only by your eyes? Why not reproach him for not giving you,

besides the five senses with which you are provided, ten other

senses which he has perhaps granted to other creatures, and which

procure for them perceptions of which you have no idea? Why
not, in fine, reproach him for having caused the darkness of night

to succeed the brightness of day invariably on the earth? Ah ! you

do not reproach him for that. You love that night which brings

rest to so many fatigued bodies and weary spirits ; which suspends,

in so many wretches, the feeling of grief;—that night during Avhich

orphans, slaves, and criminals cease to be, because over all their

misfortunes and sufferings it spreads, with the opiate of sleep, the

thick vail of oblivion
;
you love that night, which, peopling the de-

serts of the heavens with ten thousand stars, not known to the clay,

reveals the infinite to our ravished imagination. Well, then, why

do you not, for a similar reason, love the night of divine mysteries,

—night, gracious and salutary, in which reason humbles itself, and

finds refreshment and repose ; where the darkness even is a revela-

tion; where one of the principal attributes of God, immensity, dis-

covers itself much more fully to our mind ; where, in fine, the tender

relations he has permitted ns to form with himself, are guarded

from all admixture of familiarity, by the thought, that the Being

who has humbled himself to us, is, at the same time, the incon-

ceivable God who reigns before all time, who includes in himself

all existences and all conditions of existence,—the centre of all

thought, the law of all law, the supreme and final reason of every

thing! So that if you are just, instead of reproaching him for the

secrets of religion, you will bless him that he has enveloped you

in mysteries.
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But this claim is not only unjust towards God; it is also in itself

exceedingly unreasonable.

"What is religion? It is God putting himself in communication

with man ; the Creator with the creature, the infinite with the

finite. There already, without going further, is a mystery; a

mystery common to all religions, impenetrable in all religions. If,

then, everything which is a mystery offends you, you are arrested

on the threshold, I will not say of Christianity, but of every reli-

gion ; I say, even of that religion which is called natural, because

it rejects revelation and miracles ; for it necessarily implies, at the

very least, a connection, a communication of some sort between

God and man,—the contrary being equivalent to atheism. Your

claim prevents you from having any belief; and because you have

not been willing to be Christians, it will not be allowed you to be

deists.

"It is of no consequence," you say, "we pass over that diffi-

culty; we suppose between God and us connections we cannot

conceive ; we admit them because they are necessary to us. But

this is the only step we are willing to take; we have already yielded

too much to yield more." Say more,—say you have granted too

much not to grant much more, not to grant all! You have con-

sented to admit, without comprehending it, that there may be

communications from God to you, and from you to God. But

consider well what is implied in such a supposition. It implies

that you are dependent, and yet free,—this you do not compre-

hend ;—it implies that the Spirit of God can make itself understood

by your spirit,—this you do not comprehend ;—it implies that

your prayers may exert an influence on the will of God,—this you

do not comprehend. It is necessary you should swallow all these

mysteries, in order to establish with God connections the mosl

vague and superficial, and by the very side of which atheism is

placed. And when, by a powerful effort with yourselves, you have

done so much as to admit these mysteries, you recoil from those ol

Christianity! You have accepted the foundation, and refuse tin

superstructure ! You have accepted the principle, and refuse the

details ! You are right, no doubt, so soon as it is proved to you

that the religion which contains these mysteries does not come from

God ; or rather, these mysteries contain contradictory ideas. But

you are not justified in denying them, for the sole reason that you
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do not understand them ; and the reception you have given to the

first kind of mysteries compels you, by the same rule, to receive

the others.

This is not all. Not only are mysteries an inseparable part,

nay, the very substance of all religion ; but it is absolutely impos-

sible that a true religion should not present a great number of

mysteries. If it is true, it ought to teach more truths respecting

God and divine things than any other, than all others together

;

but each of these truths has a relation to the infinite, and by con-

sequence borders on a mystery. How should it be otherwise in

religion, when it is thus in nature itself? Behold God in nature !

The more he gives us to contemplate, the more he gives to astonish!

To each creature is attached some mystery. Each grain of sand

is an abyss ! Now, if the manifestation which God has made of

himself in nature suggests to the observer a thousand questions

which cannot be answered, how will it be when to that first reve-

lation another is added ; when God the Creator and Preserver

reveals himself under new aspects as God the Reconciler and Sa-

viour ? Shall not mysteries multiply with discoveries ? With each

new day shall we not see associated a new night? And shall we

not purchase each increase of knowledge with an increase of igno-

rance ? Has not the doctrine of grace, so necessary, so consoling,

alone opened a profound abyss, into which, for eighteen centuries,

rash and restless spirits have been constantly plunging?

It is, then, clearly necessary that Christianity should, more than

any other religion, be mysterious, simply because is is true. Like

mountains, which, the higher they are, cast the larger shadows,

the Gospel is the more obscure and mysterious on account of its

sublimity. After this, will you be indignant that you do not com-

prehend everything in the Gospel? It would, forsooth, be a truly

sin-prising thing, if the ocean could not be held in the hollow of

your hand, or uncreated wisdom within the limits of your intelli-

gence ! It would be truly unfortunate, if a finite being could not

embrace the infinite, and that, in the vast assemblage of things,

there should be some idea beyond its grasp ! In other words, it

would be truly unfortunate, if God himself should know something

which man does not know.

Let us acknowledge, then, how insensate is such a claim when

it is made with reference to religion.

7 D
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But let us also recollect how much, in making such a claim, we

shall be in opposition to ourselves ; for the submission we dislike

in religion we cherish in a thousand other things. It happens to

us every day to admit things we do not understand ; and to do so

without the least repugnance. The things the knowledge of which

is refused us are much more numerous than we perhaps think.

Few diamonds are perfectly pure ; still fewer truths are perfectly

clear. The union of our soul with our body is a mystery ; out-

most familiar emotions and affections are a mystery ; the action of

thought and will is a mystery ; our very existence is a mystery.

Why do we admit all these various facts ? Is it because we under-

stand them ? No, certainly,—but because, they are self-evident,

and because they are truths by which we live. In religion we

have no other course to take. We ought to know whether it is

true and necessary ; and once convinced of these two points, we

ought, like the angels, to submit to the necessity of being ignorant

of some things.

And why do we not submit cheerfully to a privation which after

all is not one ? To desire the knowledge of mysteries is to desire

what is utterly useless ; it is to raise, as I have said before, a claim

the most vain and idle. What, in reference to us, is the object of

the Gospel ? Evidently to regenerate and save us. But it attains

this end entirely by the things it reveals. Of what use would it

be to know those it conceals from us ? We possess the knowledge

which can enlighten our consciences, rectify our inclinations, renew

our hearts ; what should we gain, if we possessed other knowledge?

It infinitely concerns us to know that the Bible is the word of God.

Does it equally concern us to know in what way the holy men who

wrote it were moved by the Holy Ghost ? It is of infinite impor-

tance for us to know that Jesus Christ is the Son of God. Need

we know precisely and in what way the divine and human nature

are united in his adorable person? It is of infinite importance

for us to know that unless we are born again we cannot enter the

kingdom of God, and that the Holy Spirit is the author of that

new birth ;—shall avg be further advanced if we know the

divine process by which that wonder is performed? Is it not

enough for us to know the truths that save ? Of what use, then,

would it be to know those which have not the slightest bearing on

cur salvation ? " Though I knew all mysteries," says St. Paul,
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" and have not chanty, I am nothing." St. Paul was content not

to know, provided he had charity ; shall not we, following his ex-

ample, be content also without knowledge, provided that, like him,

we have charity, that is to say, life ?

But some one will say, If the knowledge of mysteries is really

without influence on our salvation, why have they been indicated

to us at all ? What if it should be to teach us not to be too prodi-

gal of our wherefores! if it should be to serve as an exercise of our

faith, a test of our submission ! But we will not stop with such a

reply.

Observe, I pray you, in what manner the mysteries of which you

complain have taken their part in religion. You readily perceive

they are not by themselves, but associated with truths which have

a direct bearing on your salvation. They contain them, they

serve to envelope them ; but they are not themselves the truths

that save. It is with these mysteries as it is with the vessel

which contains a medicinal draught ; it is not the vessel that cures,

but the draught
;

yet the draught could not be presented without

the vessel. Thus each truth that saves is contained in a mystery

which in itself has no power to save. So the great work of ex-

piation is necessarily attached to the incarnation of the Son of

God, which is a mystery ; so the sanctifying graces of the new

covenant are necessarily connected with the outpouring of the

Holy Spirit, which is a mystery ; so, too, the divinity of religion

finds a seal and an attestation in the miracles, which are mysteries.

Every where the light is born from darkness, and darkness accom-

panies the light. These two orders of truth are so united, so in-

terlinked, that you cannot remove the one without the other; and

each of the mysteries you attempt to tear from religion would

carry with it one of the truths which bear directly on your regene-

ration and salvation. Accept the mysteries, then, not as truths

that can save you, but as the necessary conditions of the merciful

work of the Lord in your behalf.

The true point at issue in reference to religion is this :—Does

the religion which is proposed to us change the heart, unite to God,

prepare for heaven ? If Christianity produces these effects, we

will leave the enemies of the cross free to revolt against its myste-

ries, and tax them with absurdity. The Gospel, we will say to

them, is then au absurdity
;
you have discovered it. But behold
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what a new species of absurdity that certainly is which attaches

man to all his duties, regulates human life better than all the doc-

trines of sages, plants in his bosom harmony, order, and peace,

causes him joyfully to fulfil all the offices of civil life, renders him

better fitted to live, better fitted to die, and which, were it gener-

ally received, would be the support and safeguard of society ! Cite

to us, among all human absurdities, a single one which produces

such effects. If that " foolishness'' we preach produces effects like

these, is it not natural to conclude that it is truth itself? And if

these things have not entered the heart of man, it is not because

they are absurd, but because they are divine.

Make, my readers, but a single reflection. You are obliged to

confess that none of the religions which man may invent can satisfy

his wants, or save his soul. Thereupon you have a choice to

make. You will either reject them all as insufficient and false, and

seek for nothing better, since man cannot invent better, and then

you will abandon to chance, to caprice of temperament or of opinion,

your moral life and future destiny ; or you will adopt that other

religion which some treat as folly, and it will render you holy

and pure, blameless in the midst of a perverse generation, united

to God by love, and to your brethren by charity, indefatigable in

doing good, happy in life, happy in death. Suppose, after all this,

you shall be told that this religion is false ; but, meanwhile, it has

restored in you the image of God, re-established your primitive con-

nections with that great Being, and put you in a condition to enjoy

life and the happiness of heaven. By means of it you have become

such that at the last day, it is impossible that God should not

receive you as his children, and make you partakers of his glory.

You are made fit for paradise, nay, paradise has commenced for

you even here, because you love. This religion has done for you

what all religion proposes, and what no other has realized. Never-

theless, by the supposition, it is false ! And what more could it do,

were it true ? Rather do you not see that this is a splendid proof

of its truth ? Do you not see that it is impossible that a religion

which leads to God should not come from God, and that the ab-

surdity is precisely that of supposing that you can be regenerated

by a falsehood.

Suppose that afterwards, as at the first, you do not comprehend.

It is apparently neccessary you should be saved by the things you
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do not comprehend. Is that a misfortune ? Are you the less saved?

Does it become you to demand from God an account of an obscu-

rity which does not injure you, when, with reference to every thing

essential, he has been prodigal of light ? The first disciples of Jesus,

men without culture and learning, received the truths they did

not comprehend, and spread them through the world. A crowd of

sages and men of genius have received, from the hands of these

poor people, truths which they comprehend no more than they.

The ignorance of the one, and the science of the other, have been

equally docile. Do, then, as the ignorant and the wise have done.

Embrace with affection those truths which have never entered into

your heart, and which will save you. Do not lose, in vain discus-

sions, the time which is gliding away, and which is bearing you

into the cheering or appalling light of eternity. Hasten to be

saved. Love now; one day you will know. May the Lord Jesus

prepare you for that period of light, of repose, and of happiness!
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THE GOSPEL COMPEEHENDED BY THE HEAET.

' Tilings which have not entered into the heart of man, but which God hath prepared

for them that love him.'—l Cob, ii, 0.

GOD has destined the world to be, not only the theatre of our

activity, but also the object of our study. He has concealed

in the depths of nature innumerable secrets, which he invites us to

fathom ; innumerable truths, which he encourages us to discover.

To penetrate these secrets, to discover these truths, it is necessary

to possess certain intellectual faculties, and to have them suitably

exercised, but nothing more. The dispositions of the heart have

no direct influence on the acquisition of this kind of knowledge.

It is with this knowledge as it is with "the rain, which God
causeth to fall on the just and the unjust, and the sun which he

inaketh to shine upon the good and the evil." To acquire it does

not necessarily suppose a pure heart or a benevolent character ; and,

unhappily, it is too common to see the finest gifts of genius united

with the most deplorable selfishness and the deepest depravity of

manners. God seems to have prepared the truths of human

science indifferently for his friends, and enemies. It is not thus

with the truths of religion. God, it is said, in the Scriptures, "hath

prepared them for those that love him." Not that he has excluded

from the possession of them men of learning and genius; but

neither learning nor genius is sufficient here as in the other sciences.

Love is the true interpreter of the truths of the Gospel. The "wis-

dom of this world and of the princes of this world" is vanquished

by the simplicity of love, love and wisdom among them that are

perfect, conformably to that declaration of St. John, "He that

loveth God is born of God and knoweth God."

That which is often seen occurring between two persons of differ-

ent languages takes place between God and man ; it is necessary

that a person versed in both languages should intervene between
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the two parties, and listening to the words of one, put them withhi
t
$£-'

>£M^
reach of the other, by rendering them into the idiom he under- fan^-fa
stands. But between God and man, between the Gospel and our i-vfo ^U,

soul, that interpreter is love. Love renders intelligible to man t*t*4LCi

the truths of the Gospel, not, indeed, those abstract truths which ftufiUft

relate to the essence of God, the knowledge of which, as we have ^^^l^
seen, is equally inaccessible and useless to us,—but those other £a g^
truths which concern our relations to God, and constitute the very ^^^
foundation of religion. These are the truths which escape from ffo^Ju*
reason, and which love seizes without difficulty. fiwi ~^U,

You are surprised, perhaps, to see filled by love, by a sentiment ^ b<6*&
of the heart, a function which seems to you to belong only to rea- „ "^TZrki

son. But please to reflect that the greater part of our knowledge

is derived to us immediately from another source than reason. ^ /*

When we desire to obtain a knowledge of a natural object, it is,
Z-VurU*

primarily, our senses we make use of, and not our reason. It is 6£^l*fu

at first by sight that we acquire a knowledge of the size and form ifr^t**

of bodies ; by hearing, that of sounds ; and by smell, that of odours. *ln44H

It is necessary that reason should afterwards perform a part, and ,J{ v^
connect its operations with those of the organs; but whatever may fU***w
be the importance of its intervention, we must admit that the £«^c*/
knowledge of sensible objects and their properties is derived essen- oc*-*.**

tially from the senses. &*./>/«, ^*,/#«*#w"2 t r {(i 1th<£<
Things transpire in no other way in the moral world. It is not j$~^^i

by the intellect alone, nor by the intellect first, that we can judge

of things of this order. To know then we must have a sense also,

which is called the moral sense. The intellect may come in after-

wards as an auxiliary; it observes, compares, and classes our im-

pressions, but it does not produce them ; and it would be as little

reasonable to pretend that wre owe them to it, as to affirm that it <~ • /-

is by the ear we obtain the knowledge of colours, by sight that of ^^
\

perfumes, and by smell that of sounds and harmonies. The things fUif #u

of the heart are not truly comprehended but by the heart. vtucC i

Permit us to dwell a moment upon this idea; for we feel the , /

necessity of explaining it thoroughly. In saying that the heart V r

comprehends, do we say that it becomes reason, or that it conducts
Uii4 ^4

a process of reasoning? By no means. The heart does not com- id-u^Ju

prehend like the reason; but it comprehends as well, if not better. C#n,iu
As to the reason, what is it to comprehend? It is to seize the

uUu-1

U"L \u*m- > M"^" ^f^ tH&t/** j^t t^tTyS *-t~<.

ls*^jAM*.tUxL (u*. to tmvtr
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thread of logical deduction, the chain of ideas which joins together

two or more facts ; it is to attain conviction, assurance, by means

other than experience; it is to be placed by the intellect in relative

connection with those objects, an immediate contact with which is

denied ns. The comprehension of the mind, to speak plainly, is

nothing more than a supplement to the inevitable chasms in our

experience. 1 These chasms occur either from the absence of the

objects themselves, or from their nature, which has no point of

contact with ours. If these two obstacles did not exist, or if it

were possible to remove them, man would have nothing to com-

prehend; for he would touch, he would grasp, he would taste

every thing. Reason in him would be replaced by intuition.

Wherever tuition has place there is no more comprehension, for

it is more than comprehension ; or if any chooses that it should be

comprehension, it is a comprehension of a new nature, of a superior

order, which explains every thing without effort, to which every

thing is clear, but which it cannot communicate by words to the

reason of another.

But it is the same with the comprehension of the heart. Doubt-

less it has its precise limits. It extends to every thing within the

domain of sentiment, but to nothing beyond. Reason, however,

has its limits, also, quite as distinctly marked, and can no more

overleap them than the heart those which belong to it. Applied

to things which belong exclusively to the sphere of sentiment, it

wanders in obscurity ; it passes by the side of sentiment as if it

were a stranger; it neither understands nor is understood; and re-

tires from a useless struggle, without having either taken or given

any thing. Reason on the one side, and the heart on the other,

do not comprehend each other. They have no mutual agreement

except in that of a disdainful pity.

i The word experience is here used in its strictly philosophical sense. It

embraces the facts of sensation and consciousness, the emotions and per-

ceptions of the mind. These constitute an assemblage of facts, which it is

the province of reason first to analyze, and then combine, under general

heads or systems: and thus supply the deficiencies or chasms in our expe-

rience. It especially perceives and classifies relations, and deduces from

the whole those general ideas which embody, in their comprehensive range,

.in infinite number of scattered hut related facts. Reason, therefore, is a

supplement to our experience, and is a purely intellectual process. It in-

volves no feeling or affection, and may exist, in the greatest perfection,

without a single holy or virtuous impulse.— T.
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To render this truth more evident, suppose on the one hand, a

generous man, a hero, a soul ever burning with the lofty flame of

devotion ; and on the other, a man of quick intelligence, of reason

vast and profound, but deprived, were it possible, of all sensibility,

do you not believe that the first would, all his life long, be an enig-

ma to the other ? How indeed could the latter conceive of those

transports of enthusiasm, those acts of self-denial, and those su-

blime expressions, the source of which never existed in his own

soul? "The spiritual man," says St. Paul, "judgeth all things,

and no one (unless spiritual) can judge him." Let us, by suppo-

sition, apply this expression to the sensitive and generous being of

whom we speak ; no one, unless he has the germs of the same

emotions, can form a judgment of him ;—a fact distinctly recog-

nized by those who have said, that great souls pass through the

world without being understood.

Affectation ! hypocrisy ! is the cry frequently heard in view of

certain manifestations, and especially of religious manifestations.

An ardour which glows in the depths of the soul, which engrosses

all the faculties, and which is incessantly renewed from its own

proper source, appears to some too strange to be credited. In

order to believe it, they need only to feel it ; but certain it is, that

unless they do feel it, they cannot conceive of it. And they will

continue to tax with affectation and hypocrisy a sentiment which

perhaps restrains itself, and discovers only half of its energy. A
mistake, how natural ! All the efforts of the most active intellect

cannot give us the conception of the taste of a fruit we have never

tasted, or the perfume of a flower we have never smelt, much less

of an affection we have never felt.

It is with the heights of the soul as it is with the sublimities of

the firmament. When, on a serene night, millions of stars sparkle

in the depths of the sky, the gorgeous splendour of the starry vault

ravishes every one that has eyes ; but he to whom Providence has

denied the blessing of sight would in vain possess a mind open to

the loftiest conceptions ; in vain would his intellectual capacity

transcend what is common among men. All that intelligence, and

all the power he might add by study to his rare gifts, will not aid

him in forming a single idea of that ravishing spectacle ; while at

his side, a man without talent or culture has only to raise his

eyes to embrace at a glance, and in some measure to enjoy, all the
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i ph mtkmi of the firmament, and, through his risk to in-

to his soul the impressk: iiaele ear:
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Another sky. and one as magnificent as the azure vault stretch-

ed OTer oar heads, is revealed to us in the GospeL Divine truths

are the stars of that myotic sky. and they shine in it brighter and

purer than the stars of the firmament ; but there mast be a

-. them, and th Gospel is a work of
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-•ve realized under its purest form ; and i

the light of the world cannot be known without an eye, love can-

:• comprehended but by the heart.

You may have exhausted all the powers of your reason, and all

the resources of jour knowledge, to establish the authentic;

>3riptures ; you may have perfectly explained the apparent
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appear to you but as abstractions and naked ideas ; its system but

eolation unique in its kind : nay more, whatever in the Gos-
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conception, a strange dogma, a painful test of — and no-
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B_: - come be-

tween the Gospel and the human soul, and the truth of the Gospel

shall have a meaning,—and one as clear as it is profound. Then

shall yocr soul find itself free and happy in the midst of these

strai. . ons. Then shall those truths you have accepted,

through submission and obedience, bee*, l r and

as necessarily true is :ns upon which

your existence. Then shall you penetrate without an

into the marvellous system which your reason dreaded, so

e too near, in a confused apprehension of being

tempted to infidelity. Then shall you probably be astonished that

you had nerer perceived, conjectured, discovered it : that previous

to revelation you had never found out that such a system was as

necessary to the glory of God as to the happiness of man.

- long as man, with reason alone, has climbed up Cah

gone around the cross, he has seen nothing but darkness in the
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divine work of expiation. For whole ages might he remain in

contemplation before that mysterious fact, but would not succeed

in raising from it the vail. Ah! how can reason, cold reason,

comprehend such a thing as the substitution of the innocent for

the guilty ; as the compassion which reveals itself in severity of

punishment, in that shedding of blood without which, it is said,

there can be no expiation. It will not make, I dare affirm, a

single step towards the knowledge of that divine mystery, until

casting away its ungrateful speculations, it yields to a power more

capable the task of terminating the difficulty. That power is the

heart ; which fixes itself entirely on the love that shines forth in

the work of redemption ; cleaves without distraction to the sacri-

fice of the adorable victim ; lets the natural impression of that un-

paralleled love penetrate freely, and develope itself gradually, in

its interior. O how quickly, then, are the vails torn away, and

the shadows dissipated for ever! How little difficulty does he

that loves find in comprehending love ! How natural to him does

it appear, that God, infinite in all things, should be infinite also

in his compassion ! How inconceivable to him, on the other hand,

that human hearts should not be capable of feeling the beauty of

a work without which God could not manifest himself entire ! How
astonished is he at the blindness of those who read and re-read the

Scriptures without comprehending the central truth ; who pass and

re-pass before a love all divine without recognizing or even per-

ceiving a work all divine!

The holy Scriptures have spoken to him of prayer as a power-

ful mean of attracting the grace of God; as a force to which divine

power is willing to submit, and which seems, in some sense, to

share, with the Deity the empire of the universe. Before such an

idea reason remains confounded. There is no objection it does not

involuntarily raise against a doctrine which, after all, belongs to

the very essence of religion. But to the heart how beautiful is

this doctrine ; how natural, how probable, how necessary ! How
eagerly the heart embraces it ! How it hastens to put it in tbfe

rank of its most cherished convictions! And how wretchedly and

foolishly ivise do those appear to it, who, feeling on the one hand,

that religion without prayer is not religion, and on the other, that

the bearing of prayer upon their destinies is inexplicable, resolve to

remain in uncertainty on the subject, waiting and not praying at all!
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It is the same with many other mysteries of Christianity, or

rather with Christianity as a whole. Even to those who receive

it as a divine religion, and believe it intellectually, it is vailed, it

is empty, it is dead, so long as they do not call the heart to their

aid. Among sincere believers, there are many who have gone

around Christianity, a religion of their intellect, as around an im-

penetrable sanctuary, knocking in turn at all the doors of that

asylum, without finding one open, and returning without success

to those already tried many times, believing and not believing at

the same time, Christians by their wishes, pagans by their hopes,

convinced but not persuaded, enlightened but not consoled. To
such I address myself; I appeal to their sincerity, and ask them,

Whence comes it that you believe, and as yet have only the re-

sponsibilities, not the blessings, of faith ? How happens it, that

you carry your faith as a yoke that oppresses and weighs you

down, not as wings which raise you above your miseries and the

world? How comes it, that, in the bosom of that religion you

have accepted, you are strangers, exiles, and as if out of your

natural atmosphere ? How is it that you are not at home in your

father's house ? Let us put the finger upon the wound. It is that

your heart is not yet touched. The heart of Lydia must be opened

before she can understand the things spoken by Paul. So also

your heart must be opened in order to understand the truths which

only the heart can understand. Or, to use the energetic language

of Scripture, the heart of flesh must take, in your bosom, the place

of the heart of stone.

Alas ! with a conviction firmly established, with an orthodoxy

the most perfect, how many do we see, strangers to true faith,

how many sceptical believers, how many who have not doubted

the truth of the Scriptures a single day of their life, who read them

assiduously, who know them even by heart, and who, notwithstand-

ing all this, do not believe at all ! Ah, it is that faith is some-

thing else than the product of the intellect ; it is that faith is love.

Knowledge may give us convictions ; love alone gives us life.

The first advice that reason ought to give us should be to refuse

reason in everything which does not belong to its jurisdiction.

But reason is proud, reason is dogmatic; it will not submit. What

then does our heavenly Father do when he desires to save a soul?

He leaves it for a time, to struggle with its speculations, and to
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vex itself with their impotence. When it is weary and despair-

ing, when it has acknowledged that it is equally incapable of

stifling or of satisfying its craving for light, he takes advantage of

its humiliation ; he lays his hand upon that soul, exhausted by its

efforts, wounded by its falls, and compels it to sue for quarter.

Then it humbles itself, submits, groans ; it cries for succour ; it

renounces the claim to know, and desires only to believe ; it pre-

tends not to comprehend, it only aspires to live. Then the heart

commences its functions ; it takes the place of reason ; anguish

and craving, the heart is such as God would have it. It sues for

grace, and lo ! there is grace ; it asks for aid, and aid comes ; it

craves salvation, and salvation is given ! On that heart, confused

and miserable, is then bestowed, nay, lavished, all that was refused

to reason, proud and haughty. Its poverty enables it to conceive

what its wealth kept it from knowing. It comprehends with ease, it

accepts with ardour, the truths which it needs, and without which

no human soul can enjoy peace or happiness. And thus is fulfilled

the word of wisdom :
" Out of the heart proceed the springs of life."

Will ye come, proud spirits, and demand from such an one an

account of his faith ? Certainly he will not explain to you what

is inexplicable ; in this respect he will send you away poorly sa-

tisfied. But if he says to you, if he can say to yon,—I love !

—

ought not such a response to satisfy you ? If he can say,—I no

longer belong to myself, nor to honour, nor to the world ; my meat

is to do the will of my heavenly Father ; I aspire to eternal good;

I love, in God, all my brethren, with a cordial affection ; I am

content to live, I shall be happy to die ; henceforth, all is

harmony within me ; my energies and activities, my destiny and

desires, my affections and thoughts, are all in accordance ; the

world, this life, and human things are not the mystery which

torments me, nor the contradiction that causes me to despair

;

in a word, I am raised to newness of life. If he says, he can

say to you all this, and his whole life corroborates his words,

ah, then, do uot waste on him vain reasonings ; try not to refute

him ; he has truth, for he has life. He touches with his hands,

he sees with his eyes, he perceives, in some sort, with all his

senses, a truth which all the arguments in the world could not

establish with so much certainty, which all the arguments in the

world cannot shake. Does the person who enjoys sight need to
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be told there is light ? Can one in good health be persuaded he

is sick ? These are irrefragable verities, the proof of which is iu

himself, nay more, of which he is himself the living proof.

Thus the truths of the Gospel have changed his heart ; but the

Spirit of God must, first of all, have prepared it to receive them.

Let us not lose sight of these two facts :—it is the Gospel which

renews us, and it is the Spirit of God which enables us to receive

the Gospel into our heart. When we have received it, when, in

our heart, lately sick and insane, love has established his immuta-

ble empire, that love becomes an abundant source of light. By

it a thousand obscurities of the word are cleared away. Its flame

imparts no less light than heat. Delightful thought! the more we

love the more we know. Such is the experience of the Christian.

Do you not wish to feel it, slaves of reason, melancholy victims of a

knowledge which mistakes its limits and exaggerates its rights? Ye

who know, but do not live, will ye not ask from God love in order

to comprehend love, love in order to know, love in order to live?

O God, whom we should never have known hadst thou not

deigned to discover thyself to us in the light of the Gospel, com-

plete the great work thou hast begun. Give us a heart to under-

stand the truths thou hast revealed! Let the light of love, shed

in our hearts by thee, disperse all the obscurities of thy word

!

Let thy goodness, let thy marvellous wisdom, keep from us no other

secrets than those which are useless for us to know; teach us by

love the most perfect of all wisdom ; render the most simple wise

in the science of salvation! Thy Spirit, O Lord, is love, as thou

thyself art love. Diffuse it through the whole earth ; spread in

every place that holy flame; attract all hearts to thyself; make of

all souls one single soul, in a common sentiment of adoration and

devotion! Lord! we shall know all when we know how to love;

shall rejoice in a light which is not the product of laborious study,

but one which sanctifies and consoles! Then truly shalt thou have

spoken to us in the Gospel. Then shall it be seen that thou hast

given to us a message of love and peace; and our conviction, cold,

Bterile, useless, shall be changed into a living faith, full of hope,

full of good fruits.
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IV.

FOLLY OF THE TBUTH. 1

" We preach Christ crucified, .... to the Greeks foolishness."—1 Cor., i, 23.

CHRISTIANITY has not left to infidelity the satisfaction of be-

ing the first to tax it with folly. It has hastened to bring this

accusation against itself. It has professed the bold design of sav-

ing men by a folly. Upon this point it has suffered no illusion ; it

knew that its doctrine would pass for an insane one, it knew it

before experience of the fact, before any one had said it; and it

went forth, with this folly on its lips, this folly for a standard, to

the conquest of the world. If, then, it is foolish, it is so consciously

and voluntarily; and those who reproach it on this account will at

least be obliged to confess that it has foreseen their reproach and

braved it.

Never did so calm a foresight, so just an appreciation of obsta-

cles, means, and chances, distinguish the author of a system, or

the founder of a religion. Never did any one enter so fully into

the spirit of his opponents, and transport himself so completely

from his own point of view to theirs. When it is seen in what

respect Christianity judges itself contrary to the world, and the

world contrary to it, we have an idea of incompatibility so essen-

tial and profound that we cannot help asking, with what hope, and

so to speak, with what right, does such a religion propose itself to

the world ; and a choice remains only between two suppositions,

that of an extravagance absolutely unparalleled, or of a secret

inspiration and a supernatural power.

Of course, we should not dream of pretending that this charac-

teristic of a doctrine was by itself a presumption in favour of its

truth. Error, too, may have the appearance of folly, for error is

1 The word folie is used by French medical writers for insanity; and it is

to madness, rather than simple folly, to which our author in this discount

refers.—T.
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sometimes a folly ; I mean in the judgment of men ; for it is doubt-

less such in the eyes of God. But this we say, that, if religion

were destitute of such a characteristic, we could not presume it to

be true. A religion which should appear reasonable to the whole

world, could not be the true one ; in that general assent accorded to

it, without opposition, I recognize the fact that God has not spo-

ken ; the seal is not broken, the light has not burst forth ; I must

still wait.

This idea itself is not a folly ; and if its truth does not strike at

first, if it does not present itself as a revelation of common sense,

it is deduced without difficulty from other truths which common

sense reveals, and which no man, unless deprived of this very com-

mon sense, dreams of disavowing. Every one, if he will reason a

little, will range himself on the side of this paradox, and will see

this strange idea gradually become an obvious truth. Every one will

acknowledge that true religion must, at its first appearance among

men, be saluted from all sides with that accusation of folly which

Christianity has so loftily braved.

Let us leave to philosophers and physicians the task of exactly

defining insanity. It has at least one constant characteristic, that

it renders a man unfit for human life, taking life, in this instance,

only in its essential conditions. The madman and the idiot do not

form a part of society, to which the weakest, the most ignorant,

and I will almost say, the most savage of men are not permitted,

in all the force of the term, to belong. Insanity, which in othp"

respects has no connection with crime, must at least have this, i

common with it, that it throws us violently out of the pale of hu-

manity. It is a monstrosity in the sphere of intellect. But as the

evidence of such monstrosity is to believe or see something which

no man, rightly constituted, and healthy in body and mind, be-

lieves and sees,—since it is necessarily under such an aspect that

insanity manifests itself,—it follows, that wherever this character-

istic discovers itself it awakens the idea of insanity. So that even

a man who is not destitute of any of the conditions which compose

our idea of humanity, is, nevertheless, for the want of a better term,

designated a fool, when by his opinions he is found alone in the

midst of his nation or his age; and if he meets with partizans,

real or pretended, they share with him, so long as their number is

small, the same title and the same disgrace.
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Not only an opinion which all the world rejects, but a hope

which no one shares, or a plan with winch no one associates him-

self, brings the charge of folly, before the multitude, against the

rash man who has conceived it, and who cherishes it. His opinion

may seem just, and his aim reasonable ; he is a fool only for -wish-

ing to realize it. His folly lies in believing possible what all the

world esteems impossible. Nay, he is a fool at a cheaper rate

than even this. If, renouncing hope, he does not abandon desire
;

if he makes his happiness depend upon an end impossible to be

attained, or an improvement impossible to be accomplished ; if, in

the absence of a good which appears to him indispensable, of an

ideal which has become, as it were, a part of his soul, he judges

his life lost, and finds no relish in any of the joys which it offers to

the rest of mankind, though in other respects he fulfil all the duties

which his condition as a man imposes on him, the victim and sport

•of a fixed idea, he is a madman, at least with reference to that

particular point ; and the respect which others feel for him does

not hinder them from pronouncing insane a grief which they do

not understand.

They do not always apply to him this opprobrious epithet ; but

what they do not say they think ; what they do not proclaim they

permit to be seen. That man, they say, is not indeed a fool, but

he has a foolish notion. For insanity is not necessarily a darkness

in which the whole soul is enveloped ; it is sometimes only a dark

spot in a brilliant light. The shadows are more or less thick, more

or less diffused. There are degrees of insanity ; after all, it is in-

sanity. We need not dispute about a term ; and the world will

ever call him foolish who desires to be wise all alone.

In other respects, indeed, the world is willing that one should

be wise. It says so, at least ; but it does not recognize any wis-

dom contrary to the opinion and practice of the majority. It hon-

ours principles
; it is willing, indeed, that we should regulate our-

selves by them ; but it might be said, that it really knows none

but the authority of numbers. At least numbers and also time

are, in its eyes, so strong a presumption of truth, that it rarely

gives itself the trouble to examine if one or a few individuals ma

y

not be right in opposition to all ; and it appears as if it would

compel the truth, which has nothing in common with space and

time to derive itself entirely from space and time.

7 E
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This prepossession is not without some foundation. It is not

natural to suppose that truth was made to be the portion of a small

number. It was a part, and the best part, of the heritage of hu-

manity ; it was not to lie dormant for ages, to awaken at a given

moment; nor to lose itself at a distance from the spirit of huma-

nity, to be recovered in the thoughts of some favoured individual.

The truth necessary to all was to be within the reach of all, and

present itself unceasingly to the mind of all. Such was the con-

dition of truth in the healthy and regular condition of human na-

ture. But those who derive truth from the opinion of the majo-

rity, either do not believe that man has departed from that primi-

tive state, or they forget the fact ; or finally they believe in the

fall, without believing its principal consequences. They do not

reflect that one of its first consequences must be the stupefaction

of the moral sense, and the obscuration of our natural light. They

do not consider that the knowledge which depends upon a certain

state of the soul changes with that very state, and that a con-

science which has become dormant permits all kinds of error to

enter the mind. They do not perceive that our soul is not a mir-

ror, in which truth is reflected by itself, but an opake surface, on

which it has always to be graven afresh ; that, since the fall, faith

is so little independent of the will that, on the contrary, the will is

a condition and an element of faith ; that truth has no longer an

irresistible evidence, nor, consequently, the power of making the

same impressions on the minds of all, and subjecting them at once

to its sway. On the other hand, they do not see that humanity,

having been corrupted at its source, it is with great difficulty that

certain elementary principles, necessary to the existence of society,

are preserved, and still less, we must acknowledge it, preserved as

true as well as necessary. They do not remind themselves of the

fact, that certain errors, adapted to all, have been able easily to

enter the world by a door so poorly guarded as that of the heart,

there to usurp authority, to establish themselves on a respectable

footing, to become the rule of conduct and the test of morals. "Will

they deny that there have been universal errors? What will they

of Blavery, that appalling evil for which, during ages, no one

had tin- slightest shame or remorse; which has not retired, except

step by step, before the advancing light of Christianity, and which,

O mournful condition of human nature! some civilized men, who
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believe in Jesus Christ, yet defend? When these errors come to

be torn from the human mind, it is from the roots, it is for ever

;

the conscience of humanity never restores any of its conquests.

But such errors have reigned; ages have transmitted them intact

and vital ; and if universal consent is the seal of truth, they are

as irrefragably true, as any of the truths which have universal con-

sent for their basis. Are you surprised at this? Be appalled, but

do not be surprised; for if the fall of man has not had these conse-

quences, I am ignorant of what consequences it could have, and

should be reduced to the necessity of deeming it a pure fiction, or

of all truths the most insignificant and powerless.

Many reason upon this subject as if nothing had happened

since the day when God, looking upon his work, saw that what he

had made was good. They speak of truth as if its condition

amongst us were always the same. They love to represent it, en-

veloping and accompanying humanity, as the atmosphere envelopes

and accompanies our earth in its journey through the heavens.

But it is not so ; truth is not attached to our mind, as the atmo-

sphere to the globe we inhabit.—Truth is a suppliant, who, stand-

ing before the threshold, is for ever pressing towards the hearth,

from which sin has banished it. As we pass and re-pass before

that door, which it never quits, that majestic and mournful figure

fixes for a moment oar distracted attention. Each time it awakens

in our memory I know not what dim recollections of order, glory,

and happiness ; but we pass, and the impression vanishes. We
have not been able entirely to repudiate the truth ; we still retain

some unconnected fragments of it ; what of its light our enfeebled

eye can bear, what of it is proportioned to our condition. The

rest we reject or disfigure, so as to render it difficult of recognition,

while we retain,—which is one of our misfortunes,—the names of

things we no longer possess. Moral and social truth is like one of

those monumental inscriptions 1 over which the whole community

pass as they go to their business, and which every day become

more and more defaced ; until some friendly chisel is applied to

deepen the lines in that worn-out stone, so that every one is forced

to perceive and to read it. That chisel is in the hands of a small

number of men, who perseveringly remain prostrate before that

i The monumental inscriptions here referred to are supposed to be level

with the ground.—

T
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ancient inscription, at the risk of being dashed upon the pavement,

and trampled under the heedless feet of the passers-by ; in other

words, this truth dropped into oblivion, that duty fallen into disuse,

finds a witness in the person of some man who has not believed,

without any other consideration, than that all the world are right,

simply and solely, because it is all the world.

The strange things which that strange man says, and which

some other repeats after him, will not fail to be believed sooner or

later, and finally become the universal opinion. And why ? Be-

cause truth is truth ; because it corresponds to every thing, satisfies

every thing ; because, both in general and in detail, it is better

adapted to us than error ; because, bound up by the most intimate

relations, with all the order in the universe, it has in our interests

and wants a thousand involuntary advocates ; because every thing

demands it, every things cries after it; because error exhausts

and degrades itself; because falsehood, which at first appeared to

benefit all, has ended by injuring all ; so that truth sits down in

its place, vacant, as it were, for the want of a suitable heir.

Enemies concur with friends, obstacles with means, to the produc-

tion of that unexpected result. Combinations of which it is im-

possible to give account, and of which God only has the secret,

secure that victory. But conscience is not a stranger here ; for

there is within us, whatever we do, a witness to the truth, a witness

timid and slow, but which a superior force drags from its retreat,

and at last compels to speak. It is thus, that truths, the most

combated, and, at first, sustained by organs the most despised,

ond by becoming, in their turn, popular convictions. This is our

hope with reference to that truth which includes all truths, or in

the bosom of which they are all formed anew. We firmly believe,

conformably to the divine promise, that a time will come when the

rospel of Jesus Christ, if not loved by all, will at least be believed

and professed by all.

This, however, docs not prevent all such truths from being com-

bated, and their first witnesses from passing for madmen. At the

head of each of those movements which have promoted the eleva-

tion of the human race, what do you see ? In the estimation of the

world, madmen. And the contempt they have attracted by their

folly has always been proportioned to the grandeur of their en-

terprise, and the generosity of their intentions. The true heroes
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of humairity have always been crowned by that insulting epithet;

And the man who to-day in a pious enthusiasm, or yet more, to

please the world, celebrates those men whose glory lies in having

dared to displease the world, would, during their life, have perhaps

been associated with their persecutors. He honours them, not

because they are worthy of honour, but because he sees them

honoured. His fathers have killed the prophets, and he their son,

subdued by universal admiration, builds the tombs of the prophets.

The world demands,—and it is always by a forgetfulness of the

condition into which we are fallen that it does so,—that truth

should present itself with the advantage of simplicity and clearness.

Many wish to make this a condition of truth ; they wish to recog-

nize it by this mark. That is all very well ! But in order that it

may appear simple, let us first have an eye simple like it. Is it

the fault of truth, if, our heart being divided, our intellect should be

divided also, and that the axioms of man innocent are the pro-

blems of man fallen?- But without insisting on this reply, which

may not perhaps be received by those who do not believe in the

first fall, let us give another, which may be within the view and

reach of all. If we make clearness and simplicity the test of truth,

we run the risk, in many cases, of embracing error instead of

truth ;
for error, in most instances, has over the truth the advan-

tage of simplicity. Error, very often, has nothing to do but to

suppress one of the elements of a question, to procure for it, by

that arbitrary suppression, a similitude of unity. Every truth in

the actual condition of human nature, is composed of two terms,

which must be harmonized, and which does not become truth in our

minds but by their reconciliation. 1 There are always two elements

1 The reference here is obviously to that principle of the Baconian philo-

sophy, so clearly developed in the Novum Organum, by which all facts and

truths are to be investigated, on what Bacon calls their negative and affir-

mative sides. Things are often not what they seem. All questions have
two aspects ; and negative instances are uniformly to be reconciled to posi-

tive, in order that truth may be evolved and established. Take, for ex-

ample, the principle or fact of gravitation, by which all bodies tend to their

centre, in the inverse ratio of their distance. This is proved by innumerable
facts. But many things seem opposed to it, such as the rising of smoke,
gases, vapours, and the like. These constitute the negative side of the

question, and must be shown to be in harmony with the facts on the affirma

tive side. The earth revolves round the sun ; but the sun appears to revolve

round the earth ; it seems to rise and set, while the earth appears station-
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to be reduced to a single one, either by the conciliation or the sup-

pression of one of them. The first step towards the truth is to

recognize the existence of two elements; the second is to re-unite

without destroying them. Now, in what position in reference to

these are the greater part of sincere and thoughtful men ; or, to

speak more properly, in what position is humanity ? In the first

:

that is to say, it recognizes this duality. The human mind, in

general, is not in that state of simplicity which some would make

the characteristic and mark of truth. Who, then, will appropriate

to themselves this mark and characteristic ? Those, doubtless, who

will rid themselves of one of the elements of the question, or one

of the parts of the truth, that they may occupy their attention only

with one. Hence it is their opinion only which will appear simple
;

and, in a certain sense, it will be so in reality. And since this

simplicity flatters at once the indolence and impatience of the hu-

ary. These facts must be harmonized, by reference to a single principle

or class of principles, in which they all unite.

In moral or spiritual truths, the fact under consideration is still more ob-

vious. Is man a spiritual and immortal being ? This is generally conced-

ed, and the proof is satisfactory. But many facts seem opposed to it. For

man sleeps, he decays, he loses his reason, he dies. This is the negative

side of the question, and must be shown to be in harmony with the other,

before the truth can be established. God is good and merciful. This is

the affirmative side of a most important fact. But many tilings seem op-

posed to it, such as the universal ignorance and wretchedness of man, the

apparent disorders, in the natural and moral worlds, which are permitted,

if not inflicted, by the Divine Being. The two sides of the question, then,

must be reconciled, by the intervention of some other principle, or fact,

such as the justice of God, the free-agency of man, or the indissoluble con-

nection between sin and misery. This quality of truth, if it may be so

called, is, if possible, still more obvious in revelation. It is affirmed, for

example, that Jesus Christ is God ; but he is also spoken of as man, with

all the feelings and infirmities of man. He loves, he suffers, he dies. In

he acts the sovereign, in another the servant. >.'ow he wields the

s of omnipotence. Anon he groans beneath the pressure of cala-

mity. Now he lies in the grave guarded by Roman Boldiers, then hebreaks

tin' bands <>f death, and ascends " far above all principality and power and

might and dominion, ami every name that is named, not only in this world,

Vat also in that which is to como." Where, then, is the fact, the consider-

ation, or tin- principle, which must harmonize these two classes of opposing

facts, the negative and positive sides of the problem relative to the mystery

of < brist ? 1- it not found in tiie fact, that Jesus is both God and man, or,

.is the New Testament expresses it, "God manifest in the flesh" < It' this

ran 1"- shown, then the two terms of the question are reconciled, and the

truth in the ease is established.— T.
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man mind, and since, on the other hand, the mind ever carries

within it the sentiment that there is no truth but in unity, man,

dazzled with that false and artificial unity, will eagerly abandon

himself to opinions which present it to him, and will maintain them

until constrained to acknowledge their falseness in their conse-

quences, which violate at once his own nature and the nature of

things.

What has given success to the most pernicious errors, whether

in matters of religion or of social order? Their great air of sim-

plicity. What has been alleged in their favour? Common sense.

The vulgar, the whole world indeed, permits itself to be caught by

that bait. But human life obstinately refuses to settle down upon

such a basis. Common opinion originates no doctrine with which

man can remain satisfied. The ideas to which he is obliged to

remount in order to give dignity to his life possess much more

the character of paradoxes than of common-sense notions. Doubt-

less there was a time when man obtained them by immediate

intuition, and not through the intervention of reflection; because

such ideas were not distinguished from his very existence. 1 But

that time is no more ; the pure light is broken in the prison of sin

;

the power of collecting the scattered rays is not within us ; and

common sense has not filled the place of intuition. If man yet

accomplishes great and sublime things in the world, it is not under

the inspiration of common opinion, but under some glimmering of

primitive light ; nor is it to common opinion they are ascribed, for

it is in its name they are condemned. In the eyes of the mass,

self-denial, humility, and martyrdom are not common sense.

Thus have I called attention to a fact, and given an explana-

tion of it. It is that a general contempt has often covered those

who have recalled to the notice of men some principle of eternal

rectitude, some truth essential to the elevation of human nature

;

and the explanation I have given of it is, the fall. Let us, if you

please, for the present, leave the explanation, and confine ourselves

to the fact. We ask only that it be affirmed or denied. But we

can scarcely believe that any one will deny it. For, that certain

individual opinions, which have subsequently become universal,

have caused their first partizans to be treated as madmen or cri-

1 They formed a part of himself. He acted upon them naturally and

spontaneously. His mind was clear, and his heart innocent.—T.
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initials, who would wish to dispute? And yet to maintain that

those opinions, now become universal, were, after all, errors, would

argue a disposition of mind, and even a state of moral feeling,

which we are not permitted to anticipate. I remind you only that

torture, slavery, the degradation of the female sex, and compulsion

in matters of religion, have existed amongst us as truths of public

recognition, and almost as articles of faith; and that there is a

country where the man who should wish to prevent widows from

burning themselves with the dead bodies of their husbands would

be considered a madman or an infidel. Suppose, then, that the

fact in question is admitted by all our readers; let us occupy our-

selves only with appreciating its nature.

If the defenders of the most necessary, and, in the present day.

the most evident truths, have, in all epochs and in all countries r

gone by the name of fools; if they have been hated, despised, and

persecuted; if the truth of which they were the messengers has not

penetrated, except slowly and by a sanguinary road, into common
opinion, laws, and manners ; if it had to submit to that exile of

ages, in order to reach, as we have said, from the threshold to the

hearth, what, Ave ask, is the condition of truth on the earth, and the

position of man with reference to it? We say nothing of the fall;

let us admit that man has not^allen; let us not ask what he might

have been formerly; let us look only at what he is at present,

that is, since the remotest era to which we can go back by the aid

of historical monuments. What is the disposition of a being re-

specting the truth who at first rejects it; who despises those who
proclaim it; who, when he accepts it, submits to it rather than

accepts it; who receives it only by little and little, and in a shat-

tered and fragmentary state ; who finally attaches himself to it, I

acknowledge, and does not abandon it, but, like a husband, who,

dining long years, has shown himself stupidly insensible to the

virtues of his wife, and finally yields only to the inconceivable

obstinacy of a patience and an affection almost superhuman.

That effort, that sanguinary struggle, with which humanity,

wrestling, so to speak, against himself, seizes, one by one, the

most necessary truths; the bad grace with which it is done, and

the incapacity of not doing otherwise, indicate two things at once;

the first, that man cannot do without the truth; the second, that

he is not in fellowship with the truth. But truth is one; and all
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those truths successively discovered are only parts or diverse appli-

cations of it. All the truths which are sometimes called principles

are the consequence of a first principle. That principle includes

all, unites all; it is from this source they derive their evidence,

their life, their immortality. That principle is the first truth which

must be honoured, the first light that must be kindled. It will

itself kindle all extinguished truths, shed over them an equal radi-

ance, and nourish all their scattered lamps Avith a divine oil, the

source of which is inexhaustible, because it is divine. We must

have a key to all problems, a primary idea, by means of which

ail else may be known; truth is one, because man is one; it is one,

or it is nothing.

We here say nothing new. This is the very idea which the

human mind has best preserved of its ancient heritage. It has

always endeavoured to attach all its thoughts, all its life, to one

graud and unique principle. This effort has given birth to all re-

ligions
; for that primary principle could be nothing but God; and

the great question at issue has been to form an idea of God. But

man has never failed to make God after his own image, and his

various religions have never surpassed himself; for if by these he

imposes on himself acts and privations which he would not other-

wise impose, these toils, which are of his own choice, do not raise

him above himself. Hence these religions do not change the

principle of his inner life; they subject him to an external sway,

only to leave him free at heart; in a word, they do not substitute

the new man for the old. And since they take man at a given

point in space and duration, they are necessarily temporary, and

retire before a new degree of culture, and a new form of civiliza-

tion. But at their first appearance, however absurd they may be,

they are by no means taxed with folly ; because they are only a

form given to the moral conditions of all,—a form which is itself the

result of time, place, and traditions ; it is born and grows up with

the people; it is itself as appropriate and natural as their manners;

and they will take care not to accuse of extravagance their own
work, and their own thought.

But let a doctrine present itself, which, so far from being formed

in the image of man as he is, appears, on the contrary, formed in

the image of man as he is not ; a doctrine which compels man to

surpass himself, and which changes the character, not of a parti-
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cular class, or of a single energy or faculty, but of the entire hu-

man life ; a doctrine which places the object of humanity higher

than it is placed by any individual, or by mankind generally, how.

think you, will it be received? What ! the particular applications

of the principle have cost those who proposed it contempt and in-

sult, while the very principle of all these applications, that which

included them all, and discovers many others like them, does not

bring upon its defenders insult and contempt ! What ! hate the

consequences, and yet not hate the principle which sanctions them,

enforces them, and will continually give rise to others of a similar

kind ! We do not think so. That principle will not escape hatred,

unless by contempt, or rather, it will suffer both by turns ; the

hatred of those who cannot help suspecting its truth ; the contempt

of others, who, looking on it only as a prejudice different from

their own, will not believe it formidable enough to deserve their

hatred. Let us rather say, that both of them will be forced to re-

gard it as a folly. For what is that principle, which has created,

so to speak, another human nature. It cannot be an abstraction;

it must be a fact. It must be a fact of a new order, because or-

dinary facts would leave us in our ordinary condition. It is, then,

a divine fact ; for to God only does it belong to create a fact of a

new order. Hence it is a fact which Ave could not foresee. And

since we could not foresee it, we cannot comprehend it. It is not

a natural but a supernatural fact; it is a miracle ; it is a folly.

Indeed, it is not a religion such as that w^hich man makes for him-

self. True religion is a revelation of God ; and if God has spoken,

what he has said is necessarily a folly to those who do not believe.

Those, too, who convey this revelation, or relate this fact, or an-

nounce this message, will excite in the world an immense surprise:

will revolt the wise, alarm the timid, irritate the powerful. They

will see let loose against them the ignorant as aycII as the Avise
;

for it is not necessary to be learned in order to' discern folly. As

to the effects which this fact has produced upon them, and the

internal revolution they have undergone, if they speak of them.

they will not be believed; their most certain experiences Avill ap-

pear but as vain fancies. And since the Avorld do not comprehend

their principles, neither will they comprehend their conduct; they

will complain of them as enthusiasts; they will ridicule them as

mystics, until that power of truth, of which Ave have spoken, has
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acted upon the most rebellious spirits, subdued contempt, and fin-

ally forced the wisest to confess and to bless that folly.

The history I have thus recounted is that of the Gospel. Chris-

tian truth, simply because it was the truth, must at its first ap-

pearance have had all the world against it. It has become,

externally, the religion of nations ; and governments have done

themselves the honour to protect it, or to be protected by it. It

would indeed be difficult to say with precision what the nations

have adopted under the name of the Christian religion. They

never believe with the same faith as individuals. A nation has

its manner of being Christian, just as an individual has his. One

must be a Christian according to the standard of the world, not to

be a fool in its judgment. The world has abstracted from Chris-

tianity a part of its folly; it has rendered it almost wise, at least,

in practice ; so that, even in the midst of a Christian nation, the

Christian who accepts all that folly passes for a foolish man. It

is not, then, necessary to go amongst the Mussulmans, or the

followers of Budh, to hear ourselves denominated insane on account

of Christianity ; the occasion will never be wanting in Christen-

dom, and even in the bosom of a people the most attached to the

worship of their fathers. The folly of the cross will always spring

from the book of the Gospel : it will always break out in the pro-

fession and conduct of those who have accepted it earnestly and

without restriction. The Christian, consequently, will always be

tempted to dissemble his faith ; and it will therefore ever be one of

his duties to brave popular contempt, and confess himself tainted

with that sublime folly.

But if any one supposes that the whole matter at issue turns on

confessing his faith in Christ once for all, he is greatly mistaken.

Christianity is something more than an assemblage of dogmas ; it is

especially the principle of a new life. The folly of the Christian

does not always consist in the doctrines he adopts. It consists

more, much more, in the maxims which serve to regulate his con-

duct. He is foolish in practice as well as in theory. He separates

himself from other men in a thousand ways, the greater part of

which, I allow, are not visible, but remain secret between himself

and God. But it is impossible that this separation should not

sometimes be obvious and public ; if he does not seek occasions for

it, it is certain he will not avoid them. The same Christianity
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which teaches him maxims inconceivable to the rest of the world,

teaches him to follow them without fear and dissimulation. Such

courage is the first law and the first mark of a true Christian.

Every Christian is, first of all, a witness; every witness is, by

anticipation, a martyr.

Christianity has effected this revolution in the world. It has

given to truth a dignity independent of time and numbers. It has

required that truth should be believed and respected for itself. It

has claimed that every one should be able to judge of its merits
;

that the most ignorant and the most isolated should find in himself

suificient reasons to believe ; that in order to decide regarding it,

he should not enquire if others around him believe it, but that he

should be ready, when occasion requires, to be alone in his opinion,

and to persist in it. So many men make no use of their con-

science ; so man}- who practise a duty would not even suspect

that it was a duty, if they found that opinion prevaleut ; so many

who have no doubt respecting a duty, do not expect to recognize

and discharge it until they see it performed by those of their fellow-

men in whom they have the greatest confidence ! They believe so

much in man, so much in numbers, so much in antiquity, and su

little in truth ! But Christianity was designed to produce a race

of men who should ^believe in truth, not in numbers nor in years,

nor in force,—men, consequently, who should be ready to pass for

fools. ********
O, then, let us daily ask God to form around us an immense

void, in which we shall see nothing but him,—a profound silence,

in which we shall hear nothing but him ! Let us beseech him to

raise our souls to an elevation where fear of the judgments of the

world shall not reach us ; where the world itself shall disappear

and sink away beneath ! Let us entreat him to envelope us in his

radiance and inspire us with the holy folly of his gospel, and es-

pecially to penetrate our souls with a love "to Him that hath loved

us," so intense and dominant that it would cost us more to descend

from that height to the world than it has cost us to ascend thither

from the world. Let us not only pray without ceasing, but let us

unceasingly watch, unceasingly strive
; no means, no effort is too

much to disengage us from the restraints of worldly wisdom, to

make us die to that vain wisdom, and enable us to taste, in the

bosom of God, the plenitude of truth and the plenitude of life,
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"And I saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel

to preach unto them that dwell on the earth, and to every nation and kindred and
tongue and people."—Rev., xiv, 6.

AMONG sceptics who resist, with the greatest pertinacity, the

arguments of the defenders of Christianity, there are none,

doubtless, who would not be ready to declare that a sensible proof,

an authentic miracle, would not find them incorrigible. Show us.

they will say to you, what St. John is said to have seen, " an angel

flying in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to

preach to them that dwell on the earth, and to every nation and

tribe and tongue and people/' and Ave shall be converted. This is

to promise what is beyond their power ; miracles do not convert

;

the sight of them can only convince the understanding ; the heart

needs that demonstration of power which belongs only to the Spi-

rit of God. But if miracles, clear and well attested, are capable

of producing on the mind an impression which predisposes it to

receive the message of salvation, let sceptics cease to demand the

vision of St. John ; they have something of still greater value

;

that vision is an image of which they have the reality. They can,

as well as St. John, and in some sense better than he, see that

angel who bears through the heavens the everlasting gospel to

those that dwell on the earth. I mean that they can discover in

Christianity a character of perpetuity and universality, as striking

at least to the reason as the sight of an angel flying in the expanse

of heaven would be to the eyes and the imagination. If they re-

quire a miracle here is one. For to what will they give the name

of a miracle, if they refuse it to a fact unique in its kind, incon-

conceivable in its production, contrary to all probabilities, inac-

cessible to all induction, and which before seeing it realized, every

one would have judged impossible? Let them lend us such attention
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But it will be said, if a positive religion cannot be universal, at

least it may regain on the side of time what it loses on the side of

space. Suppose this granted ; but it must be acknowledged, that

it is only half of the condition we have proposed. We have not

spoken of all times only, but of all places; so that after we have

been shown a positive religion, mistress of a corner of the globe,

from the origin of the world till now, we should have a right to

reject such an example. We accept it, nevertheless, by way of

accommodation, and for want of a better. There are religious

doctrines of an amazing antiquity. With some variations in the

details, the elementary principles are permanent, and these appear

unchangeable, as the physical constitution of the nation that pro-

fesses them, immovable as the soil that bears them. If they are

destitute of universality, perpetuity ought, in a certain sense, to be

accorded to them. But are they competent, as I have required, to

serve as a moral force ; and are they favourable to the natural and

progressive development of the human race? No; some of them

have no harmony Avith life ; others pervert the heart, and the social

relations; and all of them chain the mind in immovable forms. All

present the phenomenon of a people who, surprised, as one might

believe, by a sudden congelation, preserve, in the most advanced

periods of their existence, the attitude, manners, opinions, cos-

tume, institutions, language, in a word, the whole manner of life,

in the midst of which they were seized by that sudden catalepsy.

If, on the other hand, any one claims that it is the spirit of the

people that has determined their faith, and that their manners

have made their religion, then this religion is not such as we have

doctrines of the existence of a Supreme Being, and of the immortality of

the soul. The reign of absolute infidelity, and the worship of reason, in

the person of a beautiful but lewd woman, brought from one of the brothels

of Paris, was of short duration. But deism, in a positive form, could not

dished by all the efforts of the government backed by the philoso-

The theophilanthropists, as they called themselves, aided by the

public funds, opened some fifteen or twenty churches, delivered orations,

and sang hymns, in honour of the Deity and the immortality of the soul,

but the attendance became less and less, and the interest, even of those

who wen- most enthusiastic in the project, gradually declined. So that,

by the end of 1786, scarcely a vestige of an organized system of religious

belief and worship remained in France. The whole scheme was abandoned

as hopeless No! Deism cannot be established as a positive religion. It

fails to meet the wants of the human soul ; it gives no assurance of the

divine favour, and supplies no pledge of a blessed immortality.— T.
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required, namely, a doctrine capable of influencing the life, and

determining the conduct.

In going over the different known religions which divide the

nations, we shall find none that meets all the conditions we have

laid down. Mohammedism, besides owing its progress to the

power of the sword, fails to favour the progressive advancement of

the human mind, nay more, represses it. It is not suited to pene-

trate into all countries ; because it necessarily carries along with

it polygamy and despotism, antagonisms of civilization. The reli-

gion of Hindostan fails to be moral, and is unfavourable to culture

and liberty ; every where it would need its own earth and sky, for

which alone it is made. Universality is equally wanting to the

Jewish religion, for it does not desire it, nay more, repels it. It

is a religion entirely national and local ; beyond Palestine it is

exiled. The deficiency which exists in all the religions we have just

named exists also in all others. They want universality, perpetuity,

morality, and sympathy with progress.

Such already is the answer to the question we have proposed

;

for no positive religion is found which has united all the conditions

enumerated. We may say, with some degree of confidence, that

such a thing is not possible. If it were, would it not have hap-

pened ? And if it has not happened, will it ever happen ?

But even in consulting the nature of things, independent of the

teachings of history, the same answer will be obtained. No man
can give a religion to humanity. If natural religion be referred to,

it is nature that gives it ; and all that a man can do is to give form

to its dogmas, by reducing its teachings to order ; he can only re-

store to humanity what he has received from it. But, is it a posi-

tive religion which is referred to ; one, I mean, the dogmas of which

human reason could not, of itself, have discovered? Then, I ask.

what elevation of heart, of imagination, of reason, what stretch of

genius, what wondrous divination, are supposed to belong to a

man, to admit that the dogmas of his invention, the dogmas which

nature lias not given, shall be received in all countries, shall pre-

serve their adaptation in all times, shall be applicable to all the

conditions of humanity and of society, in a word, shall be able to

constitute and shall actually constitute the religion of the human

? ace ?

It is with some degree of inconsiderateness that some men are
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spoken of as advancing beyond their age, and impressing their own

individual character upon generations. These are, most of the

time, men who have better than others understood, reduced into

forms more precise, and expressed with greater energy, the domi-

nant opinions of their era. They have proved what their age car-

ried in its bosom. They have concentrated, in the burning-glass

of their genius, the rays of truth, which, scattered in the world,

have not yet been able to set it on fire. But their genius, the

faithful and powerful expression of a time and a countiy, which

have made them what they are, cannot be as vast as the genius

of humanity. Men have done the work of men, partial, relative,

limited. But let an individual, isolating himself from his country,

from his time, nay more, from his individuality, divine the fact,

the idea, the doctrine which shall renew, convert, and vivify man-

kind in all times and in all places,—such an one is not a man, he

is a God !

Observe particularly that I do not require that his religion shall

become in fact the religion of all times, of all places, and of all

men. In the first instance, he must have time to establish it ; and

we do not claim that at the beginning of its career it shall conquer

the whole world. Further, we have not all time before us ; and

in as much as the future fate of the world cannot be fully ascer-

tained, we are not able to say with precision that a thing is

of all time. Finally, all true religion supposes freedom, and free-

dom supposes the possibility of resistance on the part of indivi-

duals. We shall demand only, and the matter must be thoroughly

understood, that a sufficient number of experiments have proved

that the doctrine in question is such that no climate, no degree of

culture, no form of politics, no circumstances of time or place, no

physical or moral constitution, a barrier to it, are a fatal limit

which it cannot pass ; or to express ourselves more briefly, that

it correspond to the universal and permanent wants of humanity,

independent of all accidental, temporary, and local circumstance-.

If there is a religion of God upon the earth, it ought to have this

character of universality and perpetuity. For who can doubt that

the love of God embraces all mankind ; or suppose that he could

not speak to all mankind? In such a case, God cannot have in

view one time, one country, one people only, but all who possess

the heart of humanity. When he speaks, it is for the whole hu-
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man race. Should it please him to distinguish one nation among

the nations of the earth, it would yet be for the sake of the human

family. What he might say to that people in particular would not

have an infinite and eternal range ; that alone would be invested

with such a character, which, through that separate nation, would

be addressed to universal humanity. His revelation would not

constitute the fleeting existence of one nation, except, by this

means, to form a people taken out of all the nations of the earth,

a spiritual people, a nation of holy souls.

We return, then, to the proposition, and say : If such a religion

exists, it must be from God. It is on this ground, that is to say,

its universality, that we have already acknowledged natural reli-

gion to be from him. But if, besides natural religion, there is in

the world a positive religion, invested with the character we have

in view, we maintain that it also is from God. Because it belongs

to God alone to form an adequate conception of man, whom he has

made, and meet the wants of his entire nature
; because, in con-

sequence of this, God only knows how to speak to man ; because

he is confined to no places, and restricted by no circumstances.

And if the arbitrary appearance of the principle of a positive reli-

gion arrests our attention, let us reflect that what is necessary for

God, and a consequence of his nature, may very well appear arbi-

trary to us ; and that what is strange and unexpected in his reve-

lations is not less the necessary and indispensable result of his per-

fections, the faithful and spontaneous imprint of his character and

relations to the world.

Let us, then, hold for certain, that if there is in the world a

positive religion, which, fitted to control the life, and favourable

to the progressive advancement of the human mind, finds no limits

in any circumstance of time and place, such a religion is from

God.

Tli is being settled, let us enquire if there is such a religion.

A little more than eighteen hundred years ago, a man appeared

in an obscure corner of the world. I do not say that a long suc-

cession of predictions had announced the advent of this man; that

:i lung train of miracles had marked, with a divine seal, the nation

from which he was to spring, and the word itself which announced

him ; that from the heights of a far distant future he had projected

his shadow to the feet of our first parents exiled from Paradise;
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in a word, that he was encircled and authenticated by an imposing

array of proofs. I only say that lie preached a religion; it is not

natural religion;— the doctrines of the existence of God and the

immortality of the soul are every where taken for granted in his

words, but never proved. They do not consist of ideas deduced

from the primitive concessions of reason. What he teaches, what

forms the foundation and essence of his system, are things which

confound reason; things to which reason can find no access. It

proclaims a God upon earth, a God-man, a God poor, a God cru-

cicfied. It proclaims vengeance overwhelming the innocent, pardon

raising the guilty from the deepest condemnation, God "himself the

victim of man, and man forming one and the same person with

God. It proclaims a new birth, without which man cannot be

saved. It proclaims the sovereignty of the grace of God, and the

entire freedom of man. 1

I do not soften its teachings. I present them in their naked

form. I seek not to justify them. No,—you can, if you will, be

astonished and alarmed at these strange dogmas ;—do not spare

yourselves in this particular. But when you have wondered suf-

ficiently at their strangeness, I shall present another thing for your

1 "When our author speaks of God as a victim, and subjected to suffering,

he must always be understood as referring to God manifest in the flesh,

that is, to Jesus Christ in his whole nature as human and divine. Some, I

know, object to such expressions as those in the text, as being unphiloso-

phical and unscriptural. But in this they may be mistaken. Our philo-

sophy of the divine nature is exceedingly shallow and imperfect. God is

not the cold and impassive Being which it too often represents him. Per-

fect and ever blessed he certainly is ; but that he is incapable of every thing

like sentiment or emotion is exceedingly questionable. Such is not the

view given of him in the Scriptures. Are we not expressly informed that

the Word was made flesh, that he might suffer death for every man, and
that it behoved him in all things to be made like unto his brethren ? If

he suffered at all did not his whole being suffer ? Was there not a profound
and mysterious sympathy between his human and his divine natures ? .How
else can we account for the infinite value and efBcacy attached to his suf-

ferings and death ? How else explain the adoring reverence of the primi-

tive church in view of his agony in the garden and on the cross ? Besides,

suffering is by no means an evidence of imperfection ; nay, the experience

of it may be necessary to the highest felicity, on the part even of pure and
perfect natures. In this respect, the sinless and ndorable Saviour waa
made perfect through sufferings, as much, perhaps, for his own sake as for

ours. But this is a subject which philosophy does not understand ; and we
can only say devoutly, " Great is the mvstery of -godliness ; God was mani-
fest in the flesh ! "—T.
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astonishment. These strange doctrines have conquered the world.

Scarcely made known in poor Jndea, they took possession of learned

Athens, gorgeous Corinth, and proud Rome. They found confes-

sors in shops, in prisons, and in schools, on tribunals and on

thrones. Vanquishers of civilization, they triumphed over bar-

barism. They caused to pass under the same yoke the degraded

Roman and the savage Scandinavian. The forms of social life

have changed,—society has been dissolved and renewed,—these

have endured. Nay more, the church which professed them has

endeavoured to diminish their power, by beginning to corrupt their

purity. Mistress of traditions and depository of knowledge, she

has used her advantages against the doctrines she ought to have

defended; but they have endured. Every where, and at all times,

in cottages and in palaces, have they found souls to whom a Re-

deemer was precious and regeneration necessary. Moreover, no

other system, philosophical or religious, has endured. Each made

its own era, and each era had its own idea; and, as a celebrated

writer has developed it, the religious sentiment, left to itself, select-

ed forms adapted to the time, which it broke to pieces when that

time had passed away. But the doctrine of the cross continued

to re-appear. If it had been embraced only by one class of per-

sons, that even were much, that perhaps were inexplicable; but

you find the followers of the cross among soldiers and citizens,

among the rich and the poor, the bold and the timid, the wise and

the ignorant. This doctrine is adapted to all, every where, and

in all times. It never grows old. Those who embrace it never

find themselves behind their age ; they understand it, they arc un-

derstood by it; they advance with it, and aid its progress. The

religion of the cross appears no where disproportionate to civili-

zation. On the contrary, civilization advances in vain; it always

finds Christianity before it.

Do not suppose that Christianity, in order to place itself in har-

mony with the age, will complacently leave out a single idea. It

is from its inflexibility that it is strong; it has no need to give up

anything in order to be in harmony with whatever is beautiful,

legitimate, and true; for Christianity is itself the type of perfection.

It is the same to-day as in the time of the Reformers, in the time

of the fathers of the church, in the time of the apostles and of

Jesus Christ. Nevertheless it is not a'religion which flatters the
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natural man ;
and worldlings, in keeping at a distance from it, fur-

nish sufficient evidence that Christianity is a system foreign to

their natures. Those who dare not reject it are forced to soften it

down. They divest it of its barbarisms, its myths, as they are

pleased to call them ; they render it even reasonable,—but, strange

to say, when it is reasonable, it has no power ; and in this, is like

one of the most wonderful creatures in the animal world, which,

when it loses its sting, dies. Zeal, favour, holiness, and love dis-

appear with these strange doctrines; the salt has lost its savour,

and none can tell how to restore it. But, on the other hand, do

you not, in general, perceive that when there is a revival of these

doctrines Christianity is inspired with new life, faith is re-animated,

and zeal abounds? Do not ask, Upon what soil, or in what sys-

tem, must grow these precious plants? You can reply in advance,

that it is only in the rude and rough soil of orthodoxy, under the

shadow of those which confound human reason, and from which it

loves to remove as far as possible.

This, then, among all the religions, is the only one which is

eternally young. But perhaps physical nature will do what moral

nature cannot. Perhaps climates will arrest that angel which

carries the everlasting gospel through the heavens. Perhaps a

certain corporeal organization may be necessary for the reception

of the truth. But you may pass with it from Europe to Africa.

from Ethiopia to Greenland, from the Atlantic to the Southern sea.

Every where will this message be heard ; every where fill an ac-

knowledged void; every where perfect and renew the life. The

soul of the negro slave receives from it the same impressions as the

soul of Isaac Newton. The lofty intelligence of the one and the

stupidity of the other have at least one great thought in common.

And let it be well remarked, the effects are every where the same.

The cross sheds a light that illumines all. As if by instinct, not

by painful reasoning, they reach every where the same conclu-

sions, recognize the same duties, and, in different forms, commence

the same life. Wherever Christianity is introduced, civilized man

draws nearer to nature, while the savage rises towards civiliza-

tion; each in his turn, and an inverse sense, makes some steps

towards a common centre, which is that of true sociability and true

civilization.

It will, perhaps, be objected, that this civilizing power of Chris-
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tianity is found only in the sublime morality of the Gospel ; and

that is not by the positive doctrines, but rather in spite of them,

that savages are converted, and then civilized. This assertion is

false in whatever aspect it may be viewed.

In readily conceding to the evangelical morality a decided supe-

riority to all other systems of morals, we wish it to be observed,

that this superiority holds less with reference to the precepts than

their basis or motives ; in other words, the mysterious and divine

facts which distinguish Christianity as a positive religion. The

Gospel has not invented morality ; many of its finest maxims were,

for a long time previous, in circulation in the world. The Gospel

has not so much promulged them as placed them on a new founda-

tion, and quickened them by a new spirit. The glory of the Gos-

pel consists less in announcing a new morality than in giving power

to practise the old.

But let us not dispute. AVe admit that the morality of the Gos-

pel contains many things absolutely new;- but it must be conceded

that there was in the world, and particularly in the writings of the

ancient sages, as fine a morality; and that, if morality has a power

within itself, an intrinsic virtue, we should expect to see practice

in some proportion to theory. But in former times, now, and

always, in each man, and in humanity generally, we are struck

with a singular disparity between principles and conduct ; and are

constrained to acknowledge, that in this sphere, at least, what is

done responds poorly to what is known ; and that the life by no

means harmonizes with convictions. The knowledge of morality

is not morality; and the science of duty is not the practice of duty;

These general remarks are fully confirmed by the history of the

evangelization of the heathen. If one fact is known and acknow-

ledged, it is that it has never been by the preaching of morality,

—

not even of evangelical morality,—that their hearts have been

gained. Kay, it is not more so by the teaching of natural religion.

Tious Christians, deceiving themselves on this point, wished to

conduct the people of Greenland methodically by natural to re-

vcuhi! religion, As long as they rested in these first elements

their preaching did not affect, did not gain a single soul; but the

moment that, casting away their human method, they decided to

follow that <»| Christ and of God, the barriers fell before them, and

once more the foil* of the cross was found to be wiser than the
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wisdom of man. The schools teach us to proceed from the known
to the unknown, from the simple to the composite.; but in the

kingdom of God things occur which derange all our ideas. There

we must begin at once with the unknown, the composite, the ex-

traordinary. It is from revealed religion that man ascends to

natural religion. He is transported at a single bound into the

centre of mysteries. He is shown God-man, God crucified, before

he is shown God in glory. He is shown the mass before the de-

tails, the end before the beginning. Do you wish to know why?
It is that the true road to knowledge in religion is not from God to

man, but from man to God 5 that before knowing himself he can-

not know God ; that the view of his misery and of his sins conducts

him to the atonement, and the atonement reveals to him, in their

fulness, the perfections of his Creator. It is, to repeat the cele-

brated saying of Augustine, that "man must descend into the hell

of his own heart before he can ascend to the heaven of God." The

Christian religion is not merely the knowledge of God, but the

knowledge of the relations of man with God. It is the view of

these relations which sheds the most light upon the character and

attributes of God himself. And hence it is quite correct to say

that revealed religion, which is precisely the discovery of these

relations, conducts to natural religion, namely, to that which is more

elementary, to the idea of the infinite, whence natural religion is

derived, to religious feeling and the conceptions which are called

natural, but which ought to be called supernatural. These are

ordinarily but little familiar, seldom present, and not altogether

natural to our minds. In fact, how many men has the Gospel

taken from the depths of materialism, and conducted, by the way
cf Christian doctrine, to a belief in the existence of God, and the

immortality of the soul.1

1 The following, taken from the Biblical Repository, Vol. 1, second series,

p. 383, is a striking illustration of what our author asserts :

—

" Francis Junius, whom, at his death, it was remarked by Scaliger, the

whole world lamented as its instructor, was recovered from atheism, in a

remarkable manner, by simply perusing St. John, i, 1-5. Persuaded by
his father to read the New Testament, 'At first sight,' he says, 'I fell

unexpectedly on that august chapter of St. John the evangelist, "In th ••

beginning was the Word," etc. I read part of the chapter, and was so

struck witb what I read that I hostantly perceived the divinity of the subject,

and the authority and majesty of the Scripture to surpass greatly all human
eloquence. I shuddered in my body, my mind was confounded, and I was
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It is, then, the doctrines, the mysteries, the paradoxes of the

Gospel, Ave must carry to the savage, if we would gain his heart

to natural religion, from which he is estranged, and to pure mo-

rality, of which he knows still less. But even if our adversaries

could reverse all this, they Avould not the less remain under the

pressure of an overwhelming difficulty. If natural religion and

morality suffice to make converts, will they not suffice also to make

preachers ? Find us, among those who do not believe in the posi-

tive doctrines of Christianity, men disposed to undertake that la-

borious and dangerous mission. Come, let the philosophers and

rationalists bestir themselves ; let us see their faith by their works
;

let their zeal serve to prove, to corroborate their system; let them,

from love of morality and natural religion, quit parents, friends,

fortune, habits, plunge into ancient forests, traverse burning plains

of sand, brave the influences of a deadly climate, in order to reach,

convert, and save some souls ! Might they not do for the king-

dom of God half of what so many courageous travellers have done

and suffered for science, or the temporal prosperity of their coun-

try? What! no one, sir! no one even feel! This appeal has not

moved a single soul of those friends of religion and morality, for

whom the Cross is folly ! Why, it would appear that they had no

love for God, no care for souls, none of the pious proselytism found

among the partizans of the strange doctrines of the fall of man, a

bloody expiation, and a new birth ! My brethren, does this evi-

dence satisfy you, and do you believe that there can be any other

means than by these doctrines, of establishing the kingdom of

God on the earth? Thus Christianity is clearly the positive re-

ligion, which combines all the conditions enumerated in our ques-

tion.

These are not arguments Ave present to the adversaries of Chris-

tianity ; they are facts. They have only to recognize this strik-

ing characteristic of Christianity, to see, with us, that angel who

Hies through the heavens, haAring the everlasting Gospel to preach

to all that dwell upon the earth, and to every tribe and tongue

and people. These are facts which we claim to offer them. If they

are false let them be proved so. If they are true let any one dispute

so strongly affected all that day, that I h;irdly knew who I myself was
;

bat thou, Lord my God, didsr. remember me in thy boundless mercy, and

receive me, a lost sheep, into thy fold.'
"
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the conclusion, if he can. Let him explain by natural causes, a

phenomenon unique in its kind. Let him assign, if he can, a limit

to that power, that influence of Christianity. But will any one

give himself the trouble of doing this ? In truth, it is more easy

to shut the eyes, and, repeating with confidence some hearsays,

to assure us that, according to the best information, Christianity

has gone by ;
that it has had its era to make, and has made it,—its

part to play, and has played it ; and that " the only homage we

can render it now is to throw flowers upon its tomb." This tomb

would be that of the human race. Christianity yet preserves the

world from the wrath of God. It is, perhaps, with a view to its

propagation, that events are pressing onward, and that nations are

agitated Avith a fearful crisis. Shall a few sceptics, with frivolous

hearts, give the lie to the most high God, and the immense pres-

sure of circumstances prove a false standard of providence? Lei

us pray for the progress of the everlasting gospel, and the conver-

sion of those proud spirits who till now have disdained to recognize

it. Let us pray that it may constantly become more precious to

ourselves, and that its laws may be as sacred as its promises are

sweet.
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VI.

NATUBAL FAITH.

" Blessed are they that have not seen, and yet have believed."

—

Jous, xx, 29.

THE apostles did not profess to convey to the world any thing

but a message, good news, the news of that fact which the

angels announced to the shepherds of Bethlehem, in these words

:

" Glory to God in the highest ; on earth peace, good-will to men! 1 '

Faithful but not indifferent messengers, deeply moved themselves

by the good news they carried to the world, they spoke of it with

all the warmth of joy and love. Preachers of righteousness, they

urged with force»the practical consequences of the facts they an-

nounced, and in their admirable instructions, a leading sentiment,

gratitude, was expanded into a multitude of duties and virtues, the

combination of which forms the purest morality. But at this point

their ministry terminated ; and certainly they made no pretension

of introducing a new philosophy into the world. Nevertheless

they have done so, and those who, in modern times, devote them-

selves to ascertain what ideas are concealed under the great facts

of the gospel, to penetrate into its spirit, and, if we may so ex-

press ourselves, construct the system of it, cannot refrain from ad-

miration, while reflecting on the connection of parts of that great

whole, their perfect harmony with one another, and the harmony

of each, with the permanent characteristics and inextinguishable

wants of human nature. This philosophical character of the Gos-

pel would have been striking, even if the apostles had appeared to

impress it voluntarily upon their instructions; but how much

more is this the case, and how well fitted to make us perceive the

divinity of the Gospel, when we sec that its writers had no

consciousness of the fact, and that it was quite in spite of them-

selves, so to speak, that it was stamped upon their work ! This

philosophical character would be striking even in simple religion,
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one apparently rational, approaching, in a word, to natural reli-

gion, as much as a positive one can ; but how much more striking

it is, when we consider that this religion is a complete tissue of

strange doctrines, the first view of which appals the reason. If

these doctrines, so arbitrary in appearance, involve ideas eminently

natural, and a system perfectly consistent, who will not be struck

with it ; and who will not wish to ascertain by what secret reason

the most sublime springs from the folly of the cross, philosophy

from dogma, and light from mystery ?

No where, as it appears to us, is this philosophical character of

Christianity so vividly impressed as on the doctrine of the Gospel

concerning faith. Not only is the general necessity of faith recog-

nized, as in all religions ; but this principle holds a place in it,

enjoys an importance, and exhibits effects which prove that the

Gospel alone has seized the principle in all its force, and applied it

in all its extent ; in a word, that it alone has thoroughly discovered

and fully satisfied the wants of human nature. The following pro-

position, then, will form a subject worthy of our attention. The

religions of man and the religion of Jesus Christ are, with refer-

ence to the principle of faith, philosophically true, with this excep-

tion, that in the first there is only a feeble and unprofitable begin-

ning of truth, and in the second, the religion of Jesus Christ, it is

found in all its plenitude and in all its power. To prove this pro-

position, we propose to develope, in its various applications, the

language of our Saviour :
" Blessed are they who have not seen

and yet have believed."

I remark, first, that human religions have rendered homage to

philosophical truth, in placing faith at their foundation ; or rather,

that they are themselves a homage to that truth, inasmuch as, by

their existence alone, they have proclaimed the necessity and dig-

nity of faith. This is the first idea we have to develope.

The necessity and dignity of faith ;—nothing can be more philo-

sophical, nothing more reasonable than this idea. And yet, if we
are to believe vulgar declamation, and the sayings of people of the

world, faith can be the portion only of weak minds and diseased

imaginations. On the contrary, it is in a certain degree the com-

mon heritage of the human race ; and in the highest degree the

peculiar gift of elevated characters, of noble spirits, and the source

of whatever in the world bears the impress of greatness.
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The entire life of man, considered in its essence, is composed of

three things—thought, feeling, action. Feeling is the motive of

action ; knowledge is the point of departure for both, and there-

fore is the basis of life. From this every thing proceeds, to this

every thing returns. Before all, it is necessary to know ;
but the

first glance enables us to see how little proportion there is between

the means of knowledge and the multiplicity of its objects. It is

impossible, indeed, that Ave should see every thing, and have expe-

rience in all the cases in which knowledge is desirable. A vast

chasm, then, very frequently extends between knowledge and

action ; over that abyss a bridge is thrown by faith, which, resting

on a given fact, upon a primary motion, extends itself over the

void, and conveys us to the other side. Some kind of experience,

physical or moral, a view external, or internal, of observation or

intuition, is the point of departure, or the reason of faith. This

first fact itself neither demands nor requires faith ; but its conse-

quences, its logical deductions, are not embodied, do not become a

reality for man but by means of faith, which presents them to his

mind, and constructs for him a world beyond that which personal

experience has revealed.

We are accustomed to oppose reason and faith to each other
j

we ought rather to say that the one perfects the other, and that

they are two pillars, one of which could not without the other sus-

tain life. Man is pitied because he cannot know every thing, or

rather because he cannot see every thing, and that he is thence

compelled to believe. But this is to complain of one of his privi-

leges. Direct knowledge does not call into requisition the living

forces of the soul ; it is a passive state, honoured by no spontan-

eity. But in the act of faith (for it is an act, and not a state,)

the BOnl is in some sort creative
;

if it does not create the truth, it

draws it from itself, appropriates, realizes it. Under its influence

an idea becomes a fact, a fact lor ever present. Thought, support-

ed by a power of the soul, then manifests all its dignity in reveal-

ing its true independence ;
man multiplies his life, extends his

universe, and attains the perfeel stature of a thinking being. His

dignity is. derived from believing, not from knowing.

Faith is invested With a character still more elevated, when it

takes its point of departure from the word of a witness, whose soul

ours has penetrated, and recognized its authority. Then, under
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a new name, that of confidence, it attaches itself to the noblest

elements of our nature, sympathy, gratitude, and love ; it is the

condition of the social relations, and constitutes their true beauty.

Far from contradicting reason, it is the fact of a sublime reason,

and one might say that it is to the soul what genius is to the intel-

lect. When the apostles recognized, by his words, their risen

Master, when Thomas, sceptical as to their testimony, -wished to

put his finger into the wounds of Jesus—who was rational, if not

the apostles, and irrational, if not Thomas? And, notwithstand-

ing, for how many people would not Thomas be the type of pru-

dence, if he had not become, by tradition, that of doubt?

Let us resume. That power which supplies evidence, that

power which, at the moment when a man, advancing upon the

ocean of thought, begins to lose his footing, and feels himself over-

whelmed by the waves, lifts him up, sustains him, and enables him

to swim through the foam of doubt to the pure and tranquil haven

of certainty, is faith. It is by faith, according to the apostles

(Heb., xi, 1), that what we hope for is brought nigh, and what

we see not is made visible. It is faith which supplies the place of

sight, the testimony of the senses, personal experience and mathe-

matical evidence. 1

i The facts of which we have no personal knowledge or experience are,

so to speak, without us. They have, what the Germans call, an objective

but not a subjective reality. They exist, but, so far as we are concerned,

might as well not exist. We cannot be said, in any proper sense of the

word to possess them. How then do they become ours? By faith in the

testimony of others is the common reply. But a mere belief, or a passive

reception of testimony, would leave them as much without us as ever.

They would exist for us, but not in us. But faith is an active principle.

It seizes and appropriates the truth, and lodges it as a living element in the

soul. It is thus, as our author shows, a sort of mental creation, giving, as

it does, reality and power to the invisible and the future. " It is the sub-

stance (realization) of things hoped for, the evidence (conviction, vision) of

things not seen." By means of it we know what would otherwise be un-

known, and do what would otherwise be undone. It is an energetic prin-

ciple, and in the department of religion, " worketh by love, and overcometh

the world." By its aid we are made to live, even while on earth, in the

spiritual and eternal world. " We walk by faith, not by sight." Yet faith,

as Vinet beautifully remarks, is the vision of the soul.

" The want of sight she well supplies,

She makes the pearly gates appear,

Far into distant worlds she pries,

And brings eternal glories near."—

T
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Faith is not the forced and passive adherence of a spirit vanquish-

ed by proofs ; it is a power of the soul, as inexplicable in its prin-

ciple as any of the native qualities which distinguish man amongst

his fellow-creatures; a power which does not content itself with

receiving the truth, but seizes it, embraces it, identifies itself with

it, and permits itself to be carried by it towards all the consequences

which it indicates or commands.

Faith is not credulity; the most credulous man is not always

he who believes the best. A belief, easily adopted, is as easily

lost ; and the firmest convictions are generally those which have

cost the most. Credulity is but the servile compliance of a feeble

mind ; while faith demands the entire sphere and energy of the

soul.

Let us add, that it is a capacity and a function, the measure and

intensity of which vary with individuals, while the direct evidence

is for all equal and identical. Among the partizans of the same

doctrine, and the equally sincere defenders of the same truth, some

believe more strongly; the object of their faith is more real,—is

nearer and more vividly present to their minds. "While others,

whose conviction is full and free from doubts, do not possess so

strong a conception, so vivid a view of the object of faith.

It might be supposed that when reasoning has produced convic-

tion, there can be no further use or place for faith. This is a mis-

take. Reasoning leaves the truth without us. To become a part

of our life, a part of ourselves, it requires to be vivified by faith.

If the soul * concur not with the intellect, certainly the most legi-

timate would want strength and vivacity. There is a courage of

the intellect like the courage of the soul, and thoroughly to believe

a strange truth supposes, in some cases, a power which all do not

possess. In vain will some persons try to do this; for the conclu-

sions to which they have come by a scries of logical deductions,

with difficulty produce upon their minds an impression of reality.

A great difference will always exist between reasoning and seeing,

between drawing a conclusion and making an experiment. It

would seem, after all, that the mind has yet need of sight; that it

does not yet possess that strung and efficacious conviction which

1 Here, as in many oth< . the term soul is used in a peculiar

""1 restrict* d sent .
.'<- signifying the sentimental and imaginative part of

our nature.—T.
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it derives from a sensible impression; and it is for this that faith

is useful; it is a sort of sight. Moreover, even when we have ga-

thered together all the elements of certainty, the most satisfactory

reasoning does not always in itself secure perfect repose to our

minds. • It might be said that, in the case of many persons, the

more the road from the premises to the conclusion was long and

circuitous, the more their conviction loses in fulness, as if it were

fatigued by its wanderings, and had arrived exhausted at the end

of its reasoning. Often will an obstinate doubt come to place itself

in the train of the most logical deductions, a peculiar doubt, which

brings no proofs, which makes no attempt to legitimate itself, but

which, after all, throws a shadow over our best acquired convic-

tions. When it is not born from within, it comes from without

;

spread in the crowd that surrounds us, it besieges us with the mass

of all strange unbeliefs. It is not known how difficult it is to be-

lieve in the midst of a crowd which does not believe. Here is a

noble exercise of faith ; here its grandeur appears. This faith in

contested truths, when it is calm, patient, and modest, is one of

the essential attributes of all those men who have been great in

"the order of minds." What is it that gives so much sublimity,

in our imaginations, to the great names of Galileo, Descartes, and

Bacon, unless it be their faith in the truths with which they had

enriched their minds? A Newton reigns with majesty over the

Avorld of science, but he reigns without combat ; his image is that

of a sovereign, not of a hero. But we feel more than admiration

for the great names I have mentioned
;
gratitude, mingled with

tenderness and respect, is the only sentiment which can become

us. Our soul thanks them for not having doubted, for having

preserved their faith in the midst of universal dissent, and for

having heroically dispensed with the adherence of their contempo-

raries.

Shall I say it even? Yes, but to our shame. Faith finds its

use even in the facts of personal experience. Such is our mind,

such, at least, is it become, that it distinguishes between external

and internal experience, and yielding without hesitation to the

testimony of the senses it costs it an effort to yield to the testimony

of consciousness. It requires submission, and by consequence, a

species of faith, to admit those primitive truths which it carries

within it, which have no antecedents, which bring no other Avar-
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rant but their own existence, which cannot be proved, but which

are felt [nresistible in their nature, still some require an effort

in order to believe them. Have we not seen some such who have

endeavoured to draw their notions of justice from those of utility,

ick, by this circuit, to matter, and consequently to

deal experience? 1 It might be said that it was painful to

them to see the road to knowledge shortened before them, that they

fcted the absence of that circuitous path which God wished to

spare them; and it is this strange prejudice that obliges us, in

ie sort, to do violence to the nature of things, and exhibit, as

an act of faith, what is only a manifestation of evidence.

II twever this may be, faith, that is to say in all possible spheres

the vision of the- invisible, and the absent brought nigh, is the

the soul, and the energy of life. AVe do not go too far

laying that it is the point of departure for all action ; since to

act is to quit the firm position of the present, and stretch the hand

into the future. But this, at least, is certain, that faith is the

source of everything in the eyes of man which bears a character

of dignity and force. Vulgar souls wish to see, to touch, to grasp:

others have the eye of faith, and they are great. It is always by

having faith in others, in themselves, in duty, or in the Divinity,

that men have done great things. Faith has been, in all time, the

ngth of the feeble and the salvation of the miserable. Tn great

1 Our author lure refers to the sensual philosophy of such men as Con-

dillac and Belyetius, who, taking Locke's idea that all our knowledge ia de-

rived from sensation and reflection, have carried it out to the most extreme

and absurd consequences, proving thus that there must be Borne defect in

t in- lyatem of Locke, or at Least in his method of stating it. These material

and Epicurean philosophers refer all our notions of justice to utility, all

our feelings of reverei , affection, and gratitude, to mere emotion and
ition. In their analysis, the loftiest sentiments are reduced to the

images and impressions of material forms. The very soul is materialized,

and il ternal God is either blotted from existence, or represented as the

ry and infinite refinement of physical existence.

The Aid..- Condillac, Who was a worthy man, ami a beautiful writer,

r intended U ts this, but his successors booh ran down his

in to absolute atheism, which, for a long time, was the prevalent phi-

aing to prevail there : still.

even the spiritual philosophy is liable to run t<> the same extreme as gross

materialism. Tie- great difficulty with such philosophers as Cousin and
others, is, that th-y have not the fear of God before then- eyes. Their

i teal and irreligious ns the

H and Voltaire.— T.
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crises, in grand exigencies, the favourable chance has always been

for him who hoped against hope. And the greatness of individuals

or of nations may be measured precisely by the greatness of their

faith.

It was by faith that Leonidas, charged with three hundred men

for the salvation of Greece, encountered eight hundred thousand

Persians. His country had sent him to die at Thermopylae. He
died there. What he did was by no means reasonable, according

to ordinary views. All the probabilities were against him ; but

in throwing into the balance the weight of his lofty soul, and three

hundred heroic deaths, he did violence to fortune. His death, as

one has happily said,, was " well laid out." Greece, united by so

great an example, pledged herself to be invincible. And the same

spirit of faith—faith, I mean, in her own power—was the prin-

ciple of all those actions in that famous Persian war which secured

the independence of Greece.

What was it that sustained, amid the wastes of the ocean, that

intrepid mortal who has given us a new world ? It was an ardent

faith. His spirit, convinced, had already touched America, had

already trodden its shores, had there founded colonies and states,

and conveyed by a new road, shorter though indirect, the religion

of Jesus Christ to the regions of the rising sun. 1 He led his com-

panions to a known land
; he went home. Thus, from the moment

that he received this conviction, with what patience have you seen

him go from sovereign to sovereign, entreating them to accept a

world ! He pursued, during long years, his sublime mendicity,

pained by refusals, but never affected by contempt, bearing every

thing, provided only that he should be furnished with the means

of giving to some one that marvellous land which he had placed

in the midst of the ocean. Amid the dangers of an adventurous

navigation, amid the cries of a mutinous crew, seeing his death

written in the angry eyes of his sailors, he keeps his faith, he lives

by his faith, and asks only three days, the last of which presents

to him his conquest.

What power had the last Brutus at the moment when he aban-

doned his faith ? From the time of his melancholy vision, pro-

1 That is to say, Columbus believed that by going west he would reach

the eastern hemisphere by an easier yet more indirect route, and convey

to those distant regions the blessings of Christianity.— T.

7 G
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duced by a diminution of that faith, it might have been predicted

that his own destiny and that of the republic were finished. He

felt it himself ; it was with a presentiment of defeat that he fought

at Philippi. And Bach a presentiment always realizes itself.

The Etonians at their origin persuaded themselves that they could

found an eternal city. This conviction was the principle of their

disastrous greatness. Perpetuated from generation to generation,

this idea couquered for them the world. An unheard-of policy

caused them never to treat with an enemy except as conquerors.

How much value did they attach to faith, -when, after the battle

of Canns, they thanked the imprudent Varro for not having des-

paired of the salvation of the republic ? It would certainly make

a viciou3 circle to say, we believe in victory, therefore we shall

conquer. But it is not always the people who reason the best that

are the strongest ; and the power of man generally lies more in

his conviction itself than in the goodness of the proofs by which it

ia sustained.

Whence is derived the long duration of certain forms of govern-

ment and of certain institutions which to-day we find so little

conformed to right and reason ? From the faith of the people,

from a sentiment slightly rational and by no means clear, but ener-

getic and profound, a sort of political religion. It is important

that a government should be just, a dynasty beneficent, an institu-

tion reasonable; but faith, up to a certain point, can take the

place of these things, while these do not always supply the want

of faith. The best institutions, in respect to solidity and duration,

arc not the most conformed to theory ; faith preserves them better

than reason ; and the most rational are not quite consolidated,

until after the convictions of the mind have become the property

of the heart, until the citizen, no longer searching incessantly for

the reasons of submission, obeys by a certain lively and voluntary

impulse, the principle of which is nothing but faith.

Another thing still more surprising! faith often attaches itself

to a man. There are great characters, powerful wills, to which

bai been given mysterious empire over less energetic natures.

The greater part of men live by this faith in powerful men. A
small number of individuals lead in their orbit the whole human

race They do DOt weigh all the reasons which such men give
;

they do not calculate all the chances which they develope ; they
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do not judge them, they only believe in them. Many men, for

decision, for action, for faith, follow the impulse of these privileged

natures ! And who can sufficiently wonder at it ? Their feeble-

ness is transformed into strength under that powerful influence,

and they become capable, by sympathy, of things which, left to

themselves, they would never have imagined, thought of, nor de-

sired. Amid dangers, when fear is in all hearts, the crowd derive

courage and confidence from the assured words of a man who has

no one to trust but himself. Every one confides in him who con-

fides in himself ; and his audacious hope is often the best resource

in a moment of general anxiety.

But we leave to others the task of multiplying examples. We
are sure that from all points of history proofs arise of the truth we

exhibit. Wherever man has given to the future the vividness of

the present, and to the representations of his own mind the power

of reality, wherever man believes in others, in himself, or in God,

he is strong. I mean with a relative strength ; strong in one re-

spect, feeble perhaps in all others ; strong for an emergency, feeble

perhaps beyond it ; strong for good, strong also for evil.

Human religions, then, have rendered homage to a truth, and

comprehended a general want, in furnishing to man an object of

faith, superior in its nature to all others. They have fully acknow-

ledged that, in the rude path of life, man has not enough in what

he knows and in what he sees ; that his most solid supports are

in the region of the invisible, and that he will always be less strong

by realities than belief. They give support to numerous souls who

cannot confide in themselves ; and, by placing in heaven succour

and hope, they govern from on high the events which envelope and

protect the whole life.
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VII.

CHRISTIAN FAITH.

•• Bt«Md an ti.y thai have not seen, and yet have believed."—John, xx, ?9.

WE have sufficiently exalted human faith, let us abase it now.

Having spoken of its marvels, let us recount its miseries.

Human religions have recognized a want of our nature
;
they

have excited and cherished it, but they have deceived it. In the

first place, they were pure inventions of man. Not that faith,

considered as a motive of action and a source of energy, should

absolutely need to repose upon the truth, but that what is false

cannot last, and must, at the very least, give place to a new error.

Faith in human inventions may be firm and lively so long as there

is a proportion between them and the degree of existing mental

culture. That epoch past, faith gradually evaporates, leaving dry,

bo te speak, one class of society after another; the dregs of belief

then remain with the dregs of the people ; the more elevated classes

are sceptical or indifferent ; and the thinkers are fatalists or athe-

ists, [f in some extraordinary cases the old religion continues, it

ire hive Been in a preceding discourse, at the expence of in-

tellei tiial advancement and every other kind of progress. These

old religions, instead of giving energy to the soul, exhaust it; in-

: of sustaining, oppress it.

In another aspect, the faith of the heathen is still less commend-

able It is entirely alien to the moral perfections of man ; often,

indeed, directly opposed to it. It proposes to console man, it more

frequently tyrannises o?er him. NTo where has it for its final aim

to regenerate him; do where does it rise to the sublime idea of

og him to find bis happiness in bis regeneration.

Shall we say sngh1 respecting the faith of deists? Thoroughly

to appreciate it in an epoch like ours, it ought, at the very first,
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to be divested of what it has involuntarily borrowed from the Gos-

pel. The deism of our day is more or less tinctured with Chris-

tianity; this is the reason why it does not, like that of antiquity,

lose itself in fatalism. But whatever it may be, and taking it in

its best forms, we must acknowledge, that the faith of the deist is

only an opinion ; an opinion too, exceedingly vague and fluctuat-

ing, and which, as a motive of action, does not avail so much as

the faith of the heathen. Let deism, at least, have its devotees,

who to please their divinity, permit themselves to be crushed be-

neath the wheels of his car, and we will acknowledge that deism

is a religion.

Thus it is not without a kind of pleasure that we behold the

sceptics of our day, not knowing what to do with their natural re-

ligion, and haunted by a desire to believe, frankly addressing

themselves to other objects, and, strange to tell, making for

themselves a religion without a divinity. I do not speak here of

the covetous, who, according to St. Paul, are real idolators, nor of

the sensual, who, according to the same apostle, " make a god of

their belly." It is of souls not sunk so low, souls who, less scepti-

cal originally, have retained their craving, their thirst for the in-

finite, but have mistaken its true import. This craving for God

and religion, which unconsciously torments them, induces them to

seek upon earth some object of adoration ; for it is necessary that

man should adore something. It is difficult to say how they come

to invest with a character of infinity objects whose finite nature

must continually strike us ; but it is certain that this illusion is

common. Some make science the object of their passionate devo-

tion. Others evoke the genius of humanity, or, as they say, its

ideal, devoting to its perfection and triumph, equally ideal, what-

ever they possess of affection, of thought, and of power. Others,

and, in our day, the greater number, have made for themselves a

religion of political liberty. The triumph of certain principles of

right in society is to them what the kingdom of God and eternal

life are to the Christian. They have their worship, their devotion,

their fanaticism ; and those very men who smile at the mysticism

of Christian sects have also their mysticism, less tender and less

spiritual, but more inconceivable.

Thus, in spite of all their efforts to the contrary, and, notwith-

standing all their pretensions, each one, we doubt not, has his re-
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ligiou, each has his worship, each deifies something, and when he

knows not what idea to make divine he deifies himself.

It was in this way that infidelity commenced in the garden of

Eden ; and as such was its beginning, such also is its final result.

In reality all other apotheoses, if we examine them carefully, come

to this. In science, in reason, in liberty, it is himself to which

man renders homage. But faith in oneself originates a particu-

lar kind of worship, which it is important to notice. It consists

of a circle, the most vicious and absurd. The subject and the

object are confounded in the same individual ; the adorer adores

himself, the believer believes in himself ; that is to say, since wor-

ship always supposes a relation of inequality, the same individual

finds himself inferior to himself; and since faith supposes an

authority, the authority in this case submits to the same autho-

rity. This confusion of ideas no longer strikes us when we

have permitted the inconceivable idea to enter our minds, that we

are something beside ourselves,—that the branch can subsist

without the trunk ; whence it would follow that we must be at

once above and beneath ourselves, while the same persons find

themselves at once their own masters and their own servants.

Thus live by choice and system some men who pass for sages.

They have faith in themselves, in their wisdom, energy, will, and

virtue ; and when this faith succeeds in rooting itself firmly in the

heart, it is capable of producing, outwardly, very great effects. I

have said great, but upon this point I refer you to Jesus Christ

himself, who says, " that which is highly esteemed among men is

abomination with God."

Do you prefer this faith in ideas, and this faith in self, to the

faith of the heathen in their imaginary gods ? And why not see

that, independently of the pride and irreligion which characterize

these two forms of faith, they are, even humanly speaking, ex-

tremely defective? Here it is proper to notice the imprudence

with which some have exalted subjective faith, according to the

name given it by the schools, above objective faith, by intimating

that the main thing is to believe firmly, whatever, in other re-

be t he object of faith ; intending, doubtless, to apply this

maxim only t<» the variations of the truth, not to the truth itself.

But how easy is tin- transition from the one to the other. Why
deny that the men of whom we have just been speaking possess, in
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a high degree, subjective faith ; and that such faith may be in them

a quick and intense energy, fitted equally for resistance and move-

ment ? But is this the only question to be asked respecting it ?

Are we to be satisfied with its being powerful, without demanding

an account of the manner in which it uses its power ? What,

then, are the effects of this much vaunted faith of man in man ?

Does it not leave in his interior nature immense deficiencies? Does

it not cultivate it, to speak more plainly, in the wrong direction,

and in a way to corrupt it ? When all the fluids of the body are

conveyed to one part of the system, what becomes of the rest?

When all the devotions of man are addressed to man, what be-

comes of God? And what a monstrosity is that faith which has

become erroneous and false to such an extent as this ?

But do not believe that this faith, even in its own sphere, has

all the prerogatives ascribed to it. There are, I allow, inflexible

spirits, whom age only hardens, and who die in their superstition,

fanatical, to the last, touching enlightenment, civilization, and free-

dom. But the greater number disabuse and free themselves before

they die. Some of them have been seen smiling at their former

worship, and trampling under their feet with disdain the ruins of

their former idols. The soul is easily satiated with what is not

true; and disgust is then proportioned to previous enthusiasm.

Ye will come to this, ye who believe in the regeneration of the

human race by political freedom
;
ye who have never known that,

until man becomes the servant of God he can never enjoy true free-

dom
;
ye will groan over your dreams, when popular passions have

perhaps coloured them with blood ! Ye will come to this, ye who

are confident in your native generosity, in the liberality of your

sentiments and the purity of your intentions, in a word, ye that

have faith in yourselves. When a thousand humiliating falls have

convinced you of your weakness, when disabused with reference

to others, ye shall be disabused also with reference to yourselves,

when ye shall exclaim, like Brutus, " O virtue, thou art only a

phantom !" what will then remain to you? That which has remain-

ed to so many others, the pleasures of selfishness or of sensuality,

the last bourne of all errors, the vile residuum of all false systems.

If, indeed, it shall not then be given you to accept in exchange for

the faith which has deserted you, a better faith, which will never

desert you, and which it now remains for us to announce.
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We declare to yon the faith of the Gospel ; study its characteris-

tics, and become acquainted with it? excellence.

No where is the importance of faith so highly estimated as in

the Gospel. In the first place, you learn, at the very first glance,

that it Lb faith which saves, not for time, but for eternity. "By
faith ye are saved," says St. Paul. " If thou confess Jesus Christ

with thy mouth, and believe with thine heart that God hath raised

him from the dead, thou shalt be saved." " Christ is the author

of salvation to all them that believe." This is the first character-

istic of Christian faith, that salvation depends on it.

lint do not, on this account, consider it as a meritorious act.

While in other religions faith is an arbitrary work to which it has

pleased the Divinity to attach a merit and a recompense, a work

without any other value than an accidental one, communicated to

it by the promise from on high ; in the Gospel, faith is represented

as having an intrinsic power, a virtue of its own, a direct influence

upon the life, and by the life upon salvation. Faith, in the Gospel,

does not save, except by regenerating. It consists in receiving

into the heart those things which are fitted to change it. The

Christian, with reference to God, to himself, to life, has convictions

entirely different from those of the world, if, indeed, the world has

upon these subjects any thing which resembles convictions. But

such is the doctrine of the Gospel, that when it penetrates a spirit

agitated by remorse and the terrors of the judgment to come, it

produces in it a gratitude and a joy, the inevitable effect of which

is to impel it in a direction opposite to that which it has hitherto

followed. The believer has found peace ; can he abandon the

source of peace ? Can he wander away to shattered cisterns that

can hold no water, when within his reach he has fountains of

living waters springing up into everlasting life ? Can he fail to

obey Him, who, for his benefit, became obedient unto death,

even the death of the cross V Will he not submit to the pro-

vidence of that God, who, having given to him his only begot-

ten Son. lias proved to him, that in all things, He can desire

nothing but his happiness ? Will he who loves his Father in

heaven hate any of his brethren on earth ? And will he fail to

pray, who know* that the very Spirit of God makes intercession

for him with unutterable sighs 2 Yes ! Christian faith is the victory

over the world
; Christian faith contains all the elements of a holy
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life. And what proves this better than all reasonings is, the many-

holy lives, so consistent and harmonious, of which Christianity

alone supplies the model, and especially those wondrous revolu-

tions which render truly converted persons new creatures ; which

subdue to sweetness so many angry souls, to patience, impetuous

natures, to humility, haughty spirits, to sincerity, dissembling

characters, to tranquillity, troubled hearts ; which, in a word,

creates in man a new soul, capable of all the virtues the very op-

posite of the vices which tyrannized over him.

The unity of life ought to correspond to the unity of principle,

and not only so, but to its immensity. Faith in something finite

can produce only finite results; faith in anything imperfect or

fleeting, only imperfect and fleeting results. But God is the prin-

ciple which includes all principles; he is more, he is the principle

which regulates and quickens all. Every thing is false and muti-

lated if it relate not to God; but all is true, complete, united, fruit-

ful, which has the true God for its principle. What part of the

field of morals can remain sterile and useless under an influence

from which nothing can escape? Over what virtue cannot God

preside? With what duty can he dispense? How shall He, who

is justice, goodness, and beauty supreme, fail to attract to himself

whatever is just and great and beautiful? It is on this account

that the knowledge of God, of the true God, is the only principle

of a perfect morality; and most insensate is he who would ascribe

to God any other.

But do not demand of Christian faith only splendid things. It

has these, it is true, but it holds in tension all the strings of the

soul at once, and extends its influence to all points at the same

time. We have seen Leonidas perish at Thermopylae for the sal-

vation of Greece. Christian faith would teach a Christian to do

as much as that; but it would also render him capable, every day,

of a thousand little sacrifices. It would arm his soul against all

internal assaults of anger, of envy, and of false glory. Could the

faith of Leonidas do all these things?

This infinite variety, this immensity of application of the Chris-

tian faith, is better explained by a reference to its dominant cha-

racteristic, which is love. Love prescribes no limits. Were a

sentiment only of legal justice in the heart of a Christian, he would

try to measure his task, he would trace for himself precise limits,
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he would know where to stop; but obeying because he loves, loving

Him whom he cannot love too much, lie abandons himself to the

impulse of his heart as the worldling abandons himself to his pas-

sion. He never says, and he never can say, it is enough. He
would fear that he loved no longer when he could say to his love,

"Hither shalt thou come, and no farther." Love knows neither

precaution nor reserve; it ever desires more; it is inflamed by its

own movement, it grows by sacrifices themselves, expects to re-

ceive in the measure that it gives, and is itself its own reward; for

the true reward of love is to love still more. Where, then, in its

applications, shall a faith stop which resolves itself into love?

It is scarcely necessary, after all this, to prove that Christian

faith is an energetic principle of action. To abstain and sustain

constitute but half of the morality founded upon love. Very far

from confining itself to a character of obedient passivity, the holy

impatience of love seeks and multiplies occasions of testifying its

ardour towards the Saviour God from whom it has emanated.

Faithful to the express commands of the Gospel, and the example

of Jesus Christ, whose holy activity never relaxed, Christian love,

each moment, creates for itself new spheres of labour, and new

domains to conquer. Will not even the enemies of Christianity be

the first to admit an activity which vexes and alarms them daily?

Do not those who accuse Christian faith of fanaticism render a

beautiful homage to the force of action which dwells in it? Christ

well characterized the faith which he brought into the world, when

be said with so much energy,—"If ye had faith as a grain of mus-

tard seed, ye would say to this fig tree, be thou plucked up by the

roots, and be thou cast into the midst of the sea; and it shall be

done." Such, indeed, is the power of Christian faith, that, long

before the appearance of Christ, when it was nourished only in the

shadow of Him that was to come, already Christians by anticipa-

tion, under the ancient covenant, we are rendered capable, by

their faith, of the most heroic efforts and the most extraordinary

works. Read in the eleventh chapter of the Epistle to the Heb-

rews the picture of what this faith enabled the Christians of the

ancient covenant to do; bring together that picture and the one

presented from the days of the apostles to ours, and you will not

doubt, that if faith, in general, is an energetic principle of action,

Christian faith is the most energetic of all.
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A last characteristic of this faith is its certainty. I do not speak

of that array of external proofs which form the imposing bulwark

of the Christian revelation; proofs for which the sceptics of our day

affect a contempt so little philosophical, and which scarcely one in

a hundred gives himself the trouble to examine. I do not speak

of them here, for they are not equally within the reach of all the

faithful. But the Christian has a proof better still; he has God
present in the heart ; he feels, every moment, the influence of the

Spirit of God, in his soul. He loves; therefore he has the truth.

His proof is not of a nature to be communicated by words ; but

neither can words take it away. You cannot prove to him that

he does not love God ; and if he loves God, will you dare to insist

that he does not know him? I have already asked it once, and I

ask it again: Can he who loves God be deceived; is he not in the

truth? And if Christianity alone gives him power to love God, is

not Christianity exclusively the truth? Such is the certainty in

which the faithful rejoice. I do not add that it is cherished and

quickened by the Holy Spirit. I only speak of obvious facts, facts

respecting which the unbelieving as well as the believing can satisfy

themselves. And I limit myself to saying, that the faith of the

true Christian has for its peculiar characteristic a certainty which

elevates it above that of any other belief.

Behold, ye men of the world, ye thinkers, ye great actors in the

concerns of time! behold the faith which I propose to your hearts,

empty and famishing for faith, deceived rather by faith itself.

Certainly it does not depend upon me to make you accept it, by

the picture I have traced, nor upon you to become its votaries,

through this simple exposition. Arguments do not change man;

it is life which teaches life; it is God who reveals God. But is

what we have said without some attainable end and application ?

No, if we have succeeded in making you understand at least the

imperfections of your faith, and the superiority of Christian faith

with reference to life and action. As to the first point, it is, I be-

lieve, beyond contradiction. As to the second, we have proved, it

appears to us, all that we had to prove. We have not demonstra-

ted that the Christian religion is true, that the revelations upon

which it rests are authentic. Our only object was to demonstrate

that like all other beliefs, it renders homage to a want of the hu-

man soul, and, what no other belief has yet done, that it has
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satisfied this want; that it furnishes to man a principle of energy

and action, the distinctive features of which are not found united

in any other faith ; that it has an intensity, a generality of appli-

cation, an elevation of tendency, and in fine a certainty which no

other possesses; that in all these respects it presents a type of per-

fection which baa never been realized in any human invention; and

that if God himself has given a faith to the world, it is impossible

that he should have given a better in any respect. After this, it

would appear quite superfluous to enquire if the Christian religion

is true. To us this proof is sufficient; and we earnestly pray that

it may strike others as it strikes us. May such, by the grace of

God, be the result of this meditation.
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VIII.

ATHEISM OF THE EPHESIANS.

"Without God in the world."

—

Epeesians, ii, 12,

THESE words were addressed by St. Paul to the recently con-

verted Christians at Ephesus, and form a part of the chapter

in which that great apostle reminds them of the state of darkness,

of moral depravity and condemnation, in which they were plunged

before the messengers of salvation had proclaimed to them Jesus

Christ. The painful truth included in this text, being estab-

lished by the infallible authority of the divine word, and being

found in accordance with the whole current of Christian revelation,

we might dispense with the task of seeking any other proofs of it.

But God has not forbidden us to prove and illustrate the perfect

and wonderful harmony of his word with the clearest principles of

reason and nature. On this account we invite you to investigate

with us the proofs of that proposition of St. Paul, that the Ephe-

sians, before knowing Jesus Christ were without God in the world.

Aid us by your attention. And if you involuntarily feel some

prejudices against the position we are about to sustain, be willing

to repress them for a few moments. I am not going to prove that

the Ephesiaus, before their conversion, did not believe in God;

that were an untenable position. The belief in God is so inherent in

the human race, so essential to our reason, that the most depraved

persons can with difficulty free themselves from it. Not every one

that wishes it is an atheist; the very devils believe and tremble.

How could Paul say such a thing of the Ephesians, in sight, as it

were, of the temple of their Diana? How could he say so when,

at Athens, beholding altars every where, he had reproached the

inhabitants of that celebrated city with being in some sort too

devout? What he wished to say, and what we seek to prove, is,

that in the case of an unconverted Epbesian, nay more, of the
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most enlightened Ephesian, of him, who in the steps of the philo-

sophers had risen to the idea of the divine unity, it would have

been the same thing, not to believe in God. as to believe in him,

as he did.

And if this even should appear to some hard to believe, I beg

them to give attention to the following question. What is it to

believe in the existence of a being? Is it not to believe that there

is a subject, in which certain qualities unite, that distinguish it

from all others? Do not these qualities, or properties, make the

particular object or being what it is. and not something else ; and

when we deny all these qualities, or properties, one after another,

does it not amount to denying the object itself?

What would you say of a people who had resolved to give them-

selves a king, who had even invested a man with that illustrious

dignity, but who, from some motive, should take from him succes-

sively the right to raise armies, and to make war and peace, the

privilege of nominating to offices, and the revenues necessary to

sustain his dignity, and finally those marks of respect which his

title appears to demand? You would say that this people had no

king. In vain would a man exist among them whom they called

king; he is not one, since he cannot be such without certain qua-

lities and prerogatives he has not. This is a republic, under the

name of a monarchy.

What, in like manner, would you say of a man, or of a society,

who should say, we acknowledge a God, but who should refuse to

that God the attributes most essential to his dignity, and most

inseparable from the idea of his perfection; and reduce him, so to

speak, to nothing but a name? Assuredly, you would say, that

such a man and such a society do not believe in God, and that un-

der the name of religion they profess atheism.

Very well, it will be said, the principle is incontestable; but who
<hv:mis of disputing it? Is there in the world any one so unrea-

sonable as to deny the perfections of God, such as his goodness,

hi- justice, and liis providence? Yes, there is one in the world

win. denies them. It Is tin- Ephesian before his conversion.

Here we have a second step to take We have seen that to

deny the attributes essential to the nature of God is to deny God;

yon must also grant us now, that to deny the acts which are a

necessary consequence of his attributes is tc deny those attributes
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themselves. In other words, it is to deny the perfections of God,

to refuse to him the exercise of these perfections. But what is a

perfection without its exercise? What is holiness without its ap-

plication? What is it but a useless power? It is a name, it is

nothing.

You believe in the justice of God, St. Paul might say to the

Ephesians. You believe then, that God sustains, defends, and

vindicates a moral order, which he has established, for the benefit

of his creatures, and for his own glory. You believe that this jus-

tice, being infinite, cannot be satisfied but by an obedience entire

and unreserved. You believe that this justice, being spiritual, de-

mands the obedience, not of the hands only, but of the heart and

the will. You believe that this justice being inviolable, can receive

no stain without demanding a reparation, sudden, complete, ab-

solute. You believe all this, you say ; consequently, you believe

also, that your sins ought to be punished, that your heart which

is not given to God ought to be condemned; that your penitence

effaces none of your transgressions, since what is done cannot be

undone, and violated order is not less violated; that your good

works can no more do so, since the good you have done in repa-

ration of your sins ought to be done just as much as if you had no

sins for which to make reparation. You believe, then, that you are

condemned, necessarily condemned. If you do not believe it, you

have a God without justice, that is to say, you have no God.

I suppose, however, might St. Paul say, that you believe in his

justice; but do you believe in his goodness? You believe in it,

you say. But certainly not in a goodness limited, mingled with

weakness, liable to change. You believe that God loves his crea-

tures with an everlasting love ; that no tenderness in the world,

not even that of a mother, is comparable to his; that it is not only

your body, but your soul, that God loves ; and that this love is as

active as it is eternal. Is it not true that you believe all this ! Ah

!

who does not believe it ; who does not need to believe it? Is it

not under the features of love that you are pleased to represent the

Supreme Being ? It is so. But between you and his goodness,

what frightful phantom rises, and covers, as with boding wing, his

face full of benignity? It is the phautom of his justice, the image

of your sins. Try to invoke, as a Father, him whom you have

never ceased to offend ! Try to believe in all the goodness of God,
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in spite of his vengeance I

1 Terrible alternative, not to be able to

admit the goodness of God without denying his justice, nor to be-

lieve in his justice without denying his goodness. No, not to you,

is he the gracious God ; but he shall be, ifyou will listen to the mar-

vellous fact, we are charged to announce to you. A Redeemer has

been found ; the great mediation, so often shadowed on earth, in

all the religions of the nations, has been realized in heaven. God
has given his Son, and his Son has given himself, to oiler to his

Father the only satisfaction he conld accept, the only atonement

which could be efficacious, the only reconciliation which "reconciles

all things." If he had not given himself, justice, which nothing

can arrest, would have had its course. But can you, who have

not received Jesus Christ, believe in God as a gracious God?

Can you from the depths of your misery and rejection cry to him,

"Our Father who art in heaven?" You have in the world a

master, an accuser, a judge ; have you truly a God ?

You believe in providence, might St. Paul say to the Ephesian.

Ah ! blessed is he who believes in so great a mystery ! It is a

proof that he has passed from death to life. But do you know

thoroughly what it is to believe in providence? Alas! I doubt it;

lor why, when an event occurs, which involves your welfare, do

yon immediately speak of fate or chance? And why, when you

receive some benefit from men, does your gratitude stop with them,

instead of rising to the Eternal? And why, when you receive some

evil from them, do you think only of being indignant towards the

mortal hand which strikes you, and never think of adoring witli

ilic divine authority, without whose permission you could not

have been struck? And why, in view of the revolutions of the

world, do you pereeive nothing but secondary causes, which indeed

ought t<» lie carefully studied, but from which you never rise to the

-ivat lii-t CtUfiO? Is that to believe in providence? But Avhat

we have ju-t referred t<> is only a part of the sphere of the activity

•f JehoTftb. It be controls the world of things, he governs also,

under another name, the world of morals; and that name is the

ll<»ly Spirit. Do you believe in the Holy Spirit? Do you believe

that from him proceed all good reooiutions and all good thoughts?

Do yon believe thai hie influence is freely given by our heavenly

1

t Imply tho administration ofjustice, particular-

ly in the infliction of punishment.— T.
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Father, to all those who ask it? It would seem to require no great

effort to believe that. No doctrine is more reasonable. We can-

not, without absurdity, deny to God, who has made our minds, the

power to influence and direct them. But if you do not believe in

the Holy Spirit, in that quickening soul of the moral world, I ask

you, what God do you possess?

Behold, my brethren, what St. Paul might have said to the

Ephesians before their conversion. Behold, too, Avhat he could not

say to them after their conversion. The Christian sees manifested

and developed, in perfect harmony, the justice, the goodness, and

the providence of God. In Jesus Christ they are consummated,

realized, enthroned. In him the divine justice has been accomplish-

ed,—by him the goodness of God has been proclaimed,—by him,

in fine, the government of the Holy Spirit and a moral providence

have been placed beyond a doubt. These truths are the whole

substance and aim of the Gospel. The Christian alone knows God

;

the Christian alone has a God.

I feel as much as any one, all that is paradoxical and harsh

which such an assertion at the first moment presents. But I ask,

what is that God who should have no right either to our adora-

tion, our confidence, or our love? And, indeed, how can we adore

a God whose justice, pliable and soft, should accommodate itself

to the corruption of our hearts, and the perversity of our thoughts?

How, on the other hand, love a God whom we could not behold

but under the aspect and with the attributes of a severe and in-

exorable judge? How could we confide in a God who, indifferent

to our temporal interests, and to those of our souls, should exercise

no supervision over our conduct and destiny? And, we ask once

more, what is a God whom we can neither know, adore, nor love?

In truth, my brethren, for it serves little purpose to soften the

words, the profession of the faith of the Ephesian is an involuntary

profession of atheism. St. Paul might say to him, do not exile

your God, amid the splendours of a distant glory, whence the Sun

of righteousness can never warm the moral world, and shed upon

it the purifying influence of its rays ; or, if such be the God you

wish, do not, I pray you, mock yourselves so cruelly; and at least

respect, by never pronouncing, a name, which you can no longer

regard as holy, or rather pronounce it unceasingly, as the name ot

a being for ever absent and lost; cultivate, and, so to speak, en-

7 II
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haiice, by your tears, that idea the grandeur of which will remind

yuu ofyour destitution ; but do not abuse, do not flatter yourselves,

by imagining you have a God, when you have nothing more than

the idea. Acknowledge to yourselves, not that the universe has

no God, a thing you have never been able to doubt, but that you,

in some sense fallen below the rest of created beings, are without

God in the world.

Behold what reason, honestly interrogated, furnishes us touch-

ing the religion of the Ephesian before his conversion. But as his

religion, Mich also will his life be. For it is impossible that he that

is without God in the world should live like him who has a God.

Ami to prove it. we do not require to develope to you his moral

conduct, and show you how far he is removed from that holiness

of which God is at once the source, the motive, and the model.

Without running over the whole circle of his relations, it is suffi-

cient to say what he is with relation to God; in other words, to

point out the place which God occupies in his moral life. That

place, alas ! how small it is ! The idea of God is neither the centre

of his thoughts nor the soul of his life, but an idea accessory, su-

pernumerary, very often importunate, and associated indifferently

with his other thoughts. If God did not exist at all, the circle of

his ideas would not be less complete, nor his reason less satisfied.

When he is occupied with the idea of God, it is as a simple view

of the intellect, not as a real fact, which determines the aim of

existence, and the value of life. He applies it less to practical

purposes than the astronomer the figure of the earth, the course of

the Btara, and the measure of the heavens. His belief in God is

iftnosl purely negative. It permits God to exist, not being able to

do otherwise; but this belie!' neither controls his life nor regulates

hifl oonduct He believes in God; he says so wh en occasion re -

quires it; but it docs not gratify him to speak of it to his family

or his Wends; he lerer entertains his children with it, and he

makes HO DBS "i it in their education. In a word, his thought is

not full of God, does not live upon God; BO that we might say of

him, in this first relation, thai he is without God in the world.

there IS one Voice in the universe. The heavens declare

1

I; though they have no language, properly speak-

ing, their voire i.^ heard BVen by the dullest ear; ami through the

ear, that rofce BOmetimei penetrates to the heart. Yes, in view
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of tli at magnificent aspect of nature, all full of love and life, the

heart of the Ephesian is sometimes softened. I will not ask him,

why, in gazing upon these beauties, his heart soon aches, and his

bosom heaves with sighs ; I will not ask him whence comes that

involuntary sadness which succeeds the rapture of the first view.

I will not say that what then weighs upon his thoughts is the con-

trast between nature so beautiful and a soul degraded ; between an

order so perfect, and the disorder of his feelings and thoughts;

between that exuberance of life, spread through immensity, and

the consciousness of a fallen existence, which dares not reflect up-

on its duration. I will not ask him to observe that this feeling is

so appropriate to a soul like his, that he recurs to it at each emo-

tion of joy, as to a signal, appointed to poison and to tarnish it.

And I will not conclude, as I might do, that all this comes from

the fact, that God is absent. No, I shall only ask, What is that

emotion? What does it prove? Does it give you a God? Alas,

that confused feeling has moved the souls of millions who have

gazed upon these beauties, and has left them such as they were.

Nature, which excites alternately pleasure and pain, regenerates

no one. Observe the Ephesian, whom it has touched. That fleet-

ing motion, as soon as dissipated, restores him wholly to the world.

Even if he rendered worship to his Creator, his life is not a wor-

ship; it is not devoted to the Lord of heaven and earth. His con-

duct obeys a thousand impulses by turns, but he does not knowr

the meaning of that admirable precept, "Whatsoever ye do, do it

for the Lord, and not for man
;
glorify God in your spirits and in

your bodies, which are his." It is not for God that he is a liter-

ary man, a merchant, an artizan, a man of property, a labourer,

a citizen, or the head of a family : it is for himself. He is his own

God and his own law.

Events adverse and prosperous come by turns. They succeed

each other without interruption, and always find him without God.

Happy,—he has no emotion of gratitude to the Lord. Unhappy,

he does not receive the occasion of it as a reproof or a counsel.

Sick,—he thinks not of the great Physician. Dying,—he has no

hope of heaven. In a word, that thought of God which must be

every thing or nothing in the life is nothing in his ; nothing, at

least, worth estimating. He yields nothing to it, sacrifices nothing,

offers nothing. And, after all this, he will tell us that he has a

God!
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Bnt we have spoken long enough of this imaginary being, this

n nregenerate Ephesian. Are there, in your opinion, no sceptics but

in Ephesus? Is there no heathenism but in the heathen world?

Is the portrait we have drawn applicable to those thousands,

alas! to those millions of the heathen of Christianity who also live

without God in the world? Let there be no delusion here; this

description is either false or true. False, it applies to no one, and

to the Ephesian idolator no more than another; true, it has its

originals in all ages, in all countries, and, without doubt, also

among us.

God forbid that I should make but one class of all the persons

who do not believe the Gospel. There are those among them who

with a slow but persevering pace are climbing towards the truth.

There is already something of Christianity in those serious and

tender souls who are seeking, on all sides, another God than that

which the world has provided for them. For already, without

having a clear notion of the Gospel, they have received from the

Holy Spirit a secret impulse, which urges them to seek a God, in-

vested with those attributes which the Gospel has revealed, a God

of providence. Religion stretches out her hands to them, and

salutes them with a gentle name, even at the time they would seem

to resist her; for she discerns in them a thirst for righteousness

and peace, which she only is capable of satisfying. And she waits

for the happy moment when, recognizing the striking harmony

between the Christian revelations and the imperfect revelations

tin v have received from the voice within, these Christians by an-

ticipation, these Christians by desire and want, shall become such

in fact and profession.

But this takes nothing from the truth we have established, touch-

ing the unbeliever who is living without God in the world. And
whither would this lead us, were we to pursue the subject? We
have spoken only of his opinions, of his interior feelings. And his

actions do not they prove his thoughts, according to the energetic

Language of the prophet, are all as if there were no God? This I

should aim t<. show, if the limits of this discourse permitted it. I

should discover it to you, as much in the virtuous as in the vicious

unbeliever. 1 should show you in both the same forgetfulness of

God, the same indifference to his glory, the same idolatry to self.

But a subject of such importance requires space. It is not in a few
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words that we can clear up all the difficulties with which it is con-

nected.

But why do I occupy your attention with these things? Have

they reference to you ? Or is this sermon not made rather for a

pagan than for a Christian temple? But is it that doubt and error

never come to sit in a Christian church? They may enter thither

to seek for light! God bless so good an intention, for there is piety

even in that! In such a case, it is proper to speak of these things.

But even in an audience, all the members of which are penetrated

with the truths I have discussed, such a subject is also appropriate.

The Christian cannot but gain something by enquiring diligently

into the foundations and privileges of his faith. He ought to love

to review the titles of his adoption. He ought also to learn how
to exhibit them with dignity, and explain them with gentleness,

to those who ask from him an account of his glorious hope. And
although the Gospel can prove itself true by its own power, and

without any human aid, to a soul thirsting for righteousness, nev-

ertheless the examination of these proofs, so rich and so beautiful,

is a natural mean which God often uses to produce or confirm faith.

May such, in some degree, be the effect of this discourse. May
you return to your houses more convinced and affected with the

wonderful attractions of the Gospel. May you exclaim with the

sacred poet, u O God, I rejoice in thy word as one that hath found

great spoil. It shall be a lamp to my feet, and a light to my path.

Thou hast made me to know the way of life, I shall ever be with

thee; thou hast held me by thy right hand. Thou wilt guide me
by thy counsel, and afterwards receive me to glory !"
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IX.

GKACE AND LAW.

" By grace ye are saved."—Ephesians, ii,5.

IN no language is there a more attractive word than grace; m
the Gospel there is none more offensive to the men of the world.

The idea of being saved by grace offends their pride, shocks their

reason. And they prefer, a thousand times, to the word grace, so

sweet and touching, that of law, so formidable and severe. They

desire us to speak to them of the precepts of the Gospel, of the

morality of the Gospel, but they are not pleased when we call

their attention to the gratuitous pardon it announces. We shall

not at present explain the causes of this predilection and of this

repugnance, which appear to contradict the deepest tendencies of,

human nature. But we shall endeavour to show that, so far from

these two things, grace and law, being irreconcilable, the one con-

ducts necessarily to the other; that the law conducts to grace, and

grace, in its turn, leads back to the law.

Alter we have deduced this truth from the very nature of things

we shall appeal to experience, and enable you to see that whoso-

< rer truly admits the one never fails to admit also the other. Thus

if it should please God to aid us, one of the principal objections

which the world raises against the Gospel will be removed.

I say, then, that the law conducts naturally to grace. To con-

vince yon of this, will you consider the law with reference to four

things, or four points of view which it offers to your contemplation?

Its nature, its extent, its authoritative character, and finally, its

sanction or guarantee.

If you ((insider the nature of this law, you will see that the

question has little to do with ceremonies, customs, and external

performances. Upon this point there is no difference of opinion.

[f these things were commanded by Heaven, thev would doubtless
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form a part of our duties. Bat the law, such as Christians and

even pagans conceive of it, is the moral law, the law which sub-

jects the life to the conscience. And this law commands us, not

merely to act justly, but to be just; not only to do right but to

feel right ; that is to say, it demands our heart.

As to the extent of this law, a word will suffice; it is the law of

perfection. He who understands it resembles that hero so fre-

quently mentioned in history, who believed that he had done no-

thing so long as any thing remained for him to do. No relation

of his life, no moment of his career, no part of his duty, can be

withdrawn from this universal empire of the moral law. To obey

in every thing, to obey always, to obey perfectly, such is the un-

changeable rule of his conduct. 1

In the third place, this is not a mere choice, a plan, or a calcu-

lation, on his part; he is bound to the law by the chains of an

imperious and absolute obligation. In his eyes, the only thing

necessary is to obey. Happiness, power, life, are not the end, but

the means of fulfilling the moral law. The question with him is

not about enjoyment, or power, or life, but about obedience. The

laws of nature may change, those of duty remain. The universe

may dissolve, the moral law continues. In the confusion of all

things, and amid universal disorder, the will to do right does not

cease to belong to him; and his activity would fail of its objects,

and his efforts of their end, if he did not forever feel under obli-

gation to be righteous.

1 That this is a just view is evident from the fact that perfection, 'which

is the absence of all sin, and the possession of all virtue, is absolutely ne-

cessary to our happiness. God cannot require less of his creatures than

what will secure their permanent well-being. The spirits ofjust men made
perfect, and the angels of God, are happy because they are holy. They
"obey in every thing, obey always, obey perfectly." Hence we are enjoined

to pray, " Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven." Our heavenly Father
then, has given us a perfect law, in order that he may secure for us a per-

fect felicity. He has forbidden all wrong, he enjoins all virtue; for all

wrong is injurious, all virtue is beneficial. One sin, sanctioned or permit-

ted, one virtue, neglected or not commanded, would tarnish our felicity,

and introduce disorder into the divine administration. The law then is

the law of perfection. It has no limits but those of possibility. It forbids

all sin, it enjoins all purity, in thought, word, and deed. Like its author,

it is " holy, just, and good, " and therefore immutable and eternal. If. then,

it bears severely upon us, if it condemns us utterly and irrevocably, this only

proves that we need pardon and regeneration.— T.
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That he may never forget it, a sanction is attached to the law.

Happiness has been invariably attached to obedience, misery to

disobedience. On earth, disgust, remorse, and terror, indicate to

rebellious man the most terrible punishments concealed in the sha-

dows of the future. "The wrath of God is revealed from heaven

against every soul of man that doeth evil."

Try to deduct any thing from this formidable enumeration; try,

and you will see, with each attempt, the burden aggravated by new

weights. Say that obedience has its limits, and we shall ask you

to point them out. Say that a compromise may be made between

heaven and earth, and we shall demand, by virtue of what autho-

rity you dare to make such a compromise. Say that each man

has his standard, and we shall enquire of each one of you, if he has

reached that standard. Say, that God has no need of your sac-

rifices, we shall wish to know if the commandments of God are

regulated by his needs; and we shall compel you to acknowledge,

that on such a supposition, God would not command anything,

since assuredly God has no need of any thing. Say that many of

the duties imposed upon you are doubtful ; but whence come the

greater part of these doubts, if not from your reluctance to obey?

Moreover, do you fulfil those duties of which you do not doubt?

Say that obedience is impossible; but show us how, while you find

it impossible, it yet appears to you highly reasonable; show us why

your conscience persists in declaring authoritative a law, which

your experience declares impracticable; show us why, after each

transgression, you have in vain said, I could not have done other-

wise; and why remorse does not cry the less vehemently in your

soul. .Remove this contradiction if you can ; as for us, we cannot

remove it.

To present to God our bodies and spirits a living and holy sacri-

fice ; to devote to him our whole life ; to seek nothing but his ap-

probation: " to love our neighbour as ourselves ; to use the world

as not abusing it
;"—such is a feeble sketch, a rapid outline of the

divine law. Let others seek to efface, to obliterate the distinctive

features ; we shall deepen the impression. Let them seek to lighten

the burden, we shall press it with all our might. We shall, if pos-

sible, overwhelm with it the presumptuous creature who seeks to

shake it off, in order that, under the oppressive weight of this ter-

rible and inexorable law, he may utter that desirable and salutary
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cry which implores grace, and to which the Gospel alone has re-

sponded.

If, then, you have formed a just idea of the moral law, if you

have accepted it, not enfeebled and mutilated, but in all its strict-

ness and majesty, you will acknowledge yourselves violators of

that divine law. You will feel yourselves capable neither of ful-

filling all its precepts together, nor even one of them in a manner

full and perfect ; and in the profound conviction of your misery

and danger, you will either abandon yourselves to an inconsolable

despair, or you will cast yourselves at the foot of the eternal throne,

and beg grace and pardon from the Judge of your life.

It is thus the law leads to grace. But observe particularly that

I have not said that the law explains grace. The work of redemp-

tion is a mystery, and will always remain a mystery ; the Gospel

itself only announces it, does not explain it. All I meant to say

is, that to him who contemplates the holy image of the law, there

is an imperious necessity to rely on grace or perish in his sins.

It is at this point that St. Paul has again exclaimed, " Do we
make void the law through faith ? God forbid ! yea Ave establish

the law." This is the second truth we have announced
;
grace, in

its turn, leads back to the law.

In the first place, you will consider that grace, as it is manifested

in the Gospel, is the most splendid homage, the most solemn con-

secration, which the law can receive. This grace is of a peculiar

character. It is not the soft indulgence, and the easy indifference

of a feeble father, who, tired of his own severity, shuts his eyes to

the faults of a guilty child. It is not the weakness of a timid

government, which, unable to repress disorder, lets the laws sleep,

and goes to sleep along with them. It is a holy goodness ; it is a

love without feebleness, which pardons guilt, and executes justice,

at the same time. It is not possible, that God, who is the supreme

sanction of order, should tolerate the shadow of disorder, and leave

unpunished the least infraction of the holy laws he has given.

Thus, in the work of which we speak, condemnation appeal's in

the pardon, and pardon in the condemnation. The same act pro-

claims the compassion of God, and the inflexbility of his justice.

God could not save us without assuming our nature, nor assume

our nature without sharing our misery. The cross, the triumph

of grace, is the triumph of law. Penetrate this great mystery, and
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you will acknowledge that nothing is more beyond reason, and yet

nothing more conformed to it. Among all the inventions of men,

you will seek in vain, for another idea, which exhibits in harmony

all the attributes which compose the perfection of God. 1

Thus, then, in the idea of evangelical grace, the moral law is

1 To every unsophisticated reader of the Scriptures, nothing can be more

evident than the saeritieial or substitutionary character of our Saviour's

sufferings That Christ was sinless, all will admit; that he was treated as

if he won- a -inner; that he was thus treated by the appointment of God as

well as his own voluntary choice, and that his sufferings were a part of a

great scheme, devised by infinite wisdom, for the redemption of man, will

also be acknowledged. Moreover, that he suffered for us, suffered what we

ought to have suffered a thousand times over, but which we could not have

suffered without utter perdition, and that God accepts his sufferings, not as a

full or commercial equivalent for our punishment, but as an expiation or

atonement for our sins, on the ground of which, our faith in Christ is ac-

counted for righteousness, and procures for us pardon and eternal life, will

•!y be denied by any serious and candid believer in divine revelation.

• He who knew no sin was made sin for us, that we might be made the

righteousness of God in him." Here then is the sinless suffering for the

sinful, the innocent dying for the guilty; and if this be not sacrifice, expia-

tion, substitution, we know not what it is. The case indeed is peculiar.

There is nothing like it, there can be nothing like it, in the transactions of

men. But the infinite Jehovah, the supreme Sovereign of the universe, the

source and embodiment of ail law as well as of all grace, may accept such

orifice, in place of the direct execution of his laws, and present it to

the world, as bis selected plan for the salvation of the guilty. Thus is ho

just, and yet the justifier of him that believeth in Jesus. The fitness and

efficiency of such an appointment are shown in its effects. Aprioriitmight

l foolishness, but experience has proved it to be the power of God and

the wisdom of God, not only for the relief but for the reformation of them
that believe. Our author then is justified in speaking of the cross of Christ

as an exhibition of justice and of grace. While it relieves the conseienee

6f the sinner from the burden of guilt, and inspires him with an immortal

. it .-ink'i a death-blow at his sin, and penetrates his heart with grati-

tude and love. " A cold and sceptical philosophy," says Robert Hall,

Works, Vol. I, p. L'77, "may suggest Bpecious cavils against the doctrines

<»f revelation upon this subject ; cavils which derive all their force, not from
the superior wisdom of their authors, but solely from the inadequacy of

Daman reason to the full comprehension of heavenly mysteries. Uut still

is a simple grandeur in the fact, that God has set forth his Son to l><>

afflcient to silence the impotent clamours of sophistry, and
> all serious and humble men a firm conviction, that the law is

exalted, and the justice of G riously vindicated and asserted by

such an expedient. To minds of that description, the immaculate purity of

the divine oh racter, its abhorrence of sin, and its inflexible adherence to

moral order, will present th< I he cross, in a more impressive light

than in any other object."— T.
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found highly glorified. Why should it not be found equally glori-

fied in the hearts of those who receive grace? How can we be-

lieve seriously, in that bloody expiation, without perceiving all

that is odious in sin, vowing towards it a profound hatred, and

desiring, if I may so express it, to do honour to that ineffable and

unmerited grace? What! has Christ died for our sins, and can

we love our sins ? What ! has Christ died because there is a law,

and shall we not feel ourselves bound to redouble, and constantly

to renew our respect, for the law? Human nature must have lost

all its essential traits, all the fibres of the heart must have been

broken, when the conviction of so great a benefit has failed to ex-

cite all our love ; and it would be a strange love which did not

produce obedience. He who says in his heart, " Let us sin, that

grace may abound !" must be a man who has neither understood

nor received grace ; for the natural and reasonable conclusion is

this, since grace abounds, let us sin no more ! Thus, as I said, at

the commencement of these remarks, grace leads back to the law.

I say more than this; I say that it alone leads thither. Of this

you will have no doubt if you consider attentively what the law is.

The law is not perfectly fulfilled except by love. But love is not

commanded, it is inspired. The severest injunctions, and the most

formidable threatenings could not create, in the soul, a single emo-

tion of tenderness to God ; love alone gives birth to love. Thus,

as long as we have before us only the law with its threatenings,

we do not fulfil it in the spirit by which it ought to be fulfilled,

that is, we do not fulfil it at all. The Gospel has said that, "love

casteth out fear ;" it is also just to say, that fear casteth out love

;

for we cannot love when we fear. It is the privilege and the glory

of the Gospel to give to the soul enlargement and freedom
;

grace

being proclaimed, and fear banished, we dare love, we can love.

"I will run in the way of thy commandments," says the Psalmist,

"when thou shalt enlarge my heart." The heart opens and ex-

pands under the gentle warmth of divine love, and the sweet rays

of hope. Obedience becomes joyous ; it is no longer a painful

effort, but a spontaneous and involuntary soaring of the renovated

soul. As the waves of a river, once impelled in the direction of

their channel, do not require, every moment, a new impulse to

continue therein, so the life which has received the impulse of love

is borne away entire, and with rapid waves, towards the ocean of
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the divine will, where it loves to be swallowed up and lost. Thus

perfect obedience is the fruit only of love, and love is the fruit only

of grace.

This idea receives additional force, from a more complete view

of grace. Grace is something more than pardon
;
pardon is only

the inauguration of grace. God exercises grace towards us, when

he forgives our sins ; and he exercises it again, when he acts upon

our hearts, to incline and form them to obedience ; or, if you pre-

fer it so, when he cherishes and perpetuates the first impressions

we have received from his mercy ; when he incessantly awakens in

us the recollection, the idea, the feeling of these impressions; when

he prevents the dust and gravel from obstructing the blessed foun-

tain he has caused to spring from the rock cleft asunder by his

divine hand. All this he has promised ; all this he has pledged to

us ; all this, then, is grace. But what effect will such promises,

such assurance have upon the heart, but to soften and encourage

it ? What disposition will he be likely to cherish towards God who

knows not only that God has loved him once, but that he loves

him always, that he thinks of him, provides for him, watches over

him continually, conducts him gently and carefully, as a shepherd

conducts one of his flock, from the mountain to the plain, bears

him in his arms, and caresses him as a nurse bears and caresses a

child ; in a word, to borrow the language of Scripture, " is afflicted

in all his afflictions ?" l This, we repeat, is grace ! Is it, or is it

not, favourable to the law ? In other words, is it adapted to de-

velope, or i3 it only fitted to stifle in us, the principle of love ?

Who, having considered the nature of the law and of grace, can

now say, that law and grace are incompatible? The matter is

beyond dispute. But wo have a corroboration of this truth in ex-

perience. It fully confirms what reason has already proved.

In the first place, we affirm that those who admit grace admit

also the law. Here, it is quite evident, we do not speak of that

dry dogmatism, that dead orthodoxy, which is no more Christianity

than a statue is a man. We grant that there is a way of receiv-

ing the doctrines of the church which leaves them without influence

upon the life. But we speak only of those whose Christianity is

vital, of those who have accepted grace, with the same feeling,

1 Isaiah, lxiii, 14. ; lxvi, 12 ; lxiii, 9.
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that a shipwrecked mariner seizes the saving plank which is to

sustain him above the waves and carry him to the shore. Well,

have you remarked, that those Christians by conviction and feeling,

who confess that they are saved only by grace, have less respect

than others for the law? On the contrary, have you not observed

that what distinguishes them is precisely their attachment and zeal

for the law? And yet, strange to tell! some have succeeded, by

means of certain sophisms, in spreading the idea that the doctrine

of such Christians is subversive of morality, that their faith is a

pillow of security, that it extinguishes the necessity for good works,

and opens the door to every vice. But their conduct has refuted

all these sophisms. The flesh might say let us sin, for grace

abounds, but the spirit teaches them a very different logic. It is

true, they expect every thing from grace, but they labour as if

they expected every thing from themselves. In the world we are

surprised to see men, who long since have made their fortune,

rising early and retiring late, and eating the bread of carefulness,

as if they had yet their fortune to make. Well, then, those of

whom we are speaking have also made their fortune,—they are

saved,—they say so ; but every thing which a man would do, who

thus far had not the least assurance of his salvation, they do assi-

duously, and without ceasing. And they not only labour, but

they pray; they supplicate the Spirit to sustain them in their

feebleness; with fervour, they exclaim, "Oh, who shall deliver us

from this body of death?" With the great apostle they repeat,

u As for me, I have not yet reached the goal; but this I do, leav-

ing the things that are behind me, and marching to those that are

before, I advance to the goal, to the prize of the heavenly calling

of God in Christ Jesus." In a word, the conduct of these disciples

of Christ is such that it would be difficult to find among the par-

tizans of the law a single individual as careful to bridle his tongue,

to repress the risings of passion, to observe every iota of the law,

and to fill up his life with good works. And yet they attach to

none of their works the hope of their salvation. What proof can

be stronger, that grace and law are by no means contradictory!

If it is true, that those who admit grace admit also the law, it

is, unhappily, no less true, that those who do not admit grace do

not admit the law. This assertion will not surprise us if we re-

collect what the law is, and what it is to admit it. Who, in the
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elevated and spiritual sense we nave given to these expressions,

admit the law, who wish to do so completely? Not those cer-

tainly who reject grace. Every where among the children of the

world the law of God is taken at a discount. Each accepts of it

whatever he finds proportioned to his powers, and convenient to

.his circumstances ; each makes a law according to his own standard.

Morality changes its form and dimensions with each individual.

And, what is especially worthy of notice, in this connection, is,

that they make only those sacrifices to the law which cost them

i nothing, those indeed which are no sacrifices at all. But each

appears to demand favour for every cherished inclination, for every

reserved vice, for every idol he has not the courage to break; the

avaricious man, for the mania of gain and accumulation, the sen-

sual for the indulgences he cannot renounce, the vain for the dis-

tinctions by which he is flattered. In a word, behind conscience,

and amid the deep shadows of the soul, each cherishes, perhaps

unknown to himself, some idolatrous altar. It is this which ex-

plains the strange preference which worldlings give to the law over

grace. Never would they prefer the law if they saw it entire;

and they prefer it only because the delicate point, the wounding

point, if I may so express myself, remains hidden from them, and

only its flattering aspects, its smooth sides, its easy duties, are

familiar to their minds. But with whom do you find this disposi-

tion to attenuate the law, or rather this incapacity to admit it?

With the partizans of grace, or with those who reject grace? With

the disciples of the world, or with the children of the Gospel?

But are there not, you will say to me, even among those who

do not admit salvation by grace, men penetrated with the holiness

of the law, and desirous of fulfilling it ? Ah ! my friends, you

speak of a class of men very remarkable, and very interesting.

There are nun, I am far from denying, to whom God appears to

manifest himself as he did to Moses on Sinai, with all the majesty

of a lawgiver and a judge. By a celestial favour, which may be

called a commencement of grace, they have felt the grandeur, ne-

ity. and inflexibility of the moral law, and at the same time,

have believed themselves capable of realizing it in their lives. Full

of this idea, thev have set themselves to work; now retrenching,

DOW adding, and now correcting ;—ever occupied with the desire

of perfection, they have subjected their souls and bodies to the
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severest discipline. But when they have seen that the task had

no end, the process no result ; when one vice extirpated has only

enabled thetn to discover another ; when, after all these correc-

tions in detail, the sum jof the life and the foundation of the soul

were not essentially changed ; that the old man was still there, in

his ill-disguised decrepitude, that the disease of which they had to

relieve themselves was not a disease, but death itself: that the

great thing at issue was not how to be cured, but how to live
;

when, in a word, they have seen that their labour did not bring

peace, and at the same time, have felt their craving for peace in-

creasing with the efforts they made to satisfy it,—then was verified

in them what Jesus Christ has said, "Whosoever will do the will of

my Father shall know whether my doctrine comes from God or

from man." " Yes, that doctrine which is nothing else than grace,

they have acknowledged as one which proceeds from the good and

holy God ; as the only key to the enigma which torments them.

They have embraced it with affection ; they have sold all to pur-

chase that pearl of great price ;" and have thereby once more

proved what we seek to establish, that " the law is a schoolmaster,

leading to Christ ; and that by the road of the law we arrive at

grace. A great number of conversions which rejoice the church

have no other history.

Thus, if there are among us those who have not yet resolved to

accept salvation from God, as a gratuitous gift, as the price of the

sufferings of Jesus Christ, I will state the reason of it, without

circumlocution. It is because they do not yet know the law.

They may speak, if they will, of righteousness, of perfection, and

even of love ; there are many things of a terrestrial nature to

which they might apply each of these words ; it is loug since hu-

man language has rashly usurped the words of the language of

heaven. But how far is that which they call righteousness, per-

fection, and love, from what our Lord has denominated such ! Ah

!

if they had but the faintest idea and the feeblest desire of perfec-

tion ; if the august image of regeneration, of the life in God, did

but once shine upon their minds, what a revolution would be made

in their ideas ! how life would change its aspect in their eyes! how

their views of happiness and of misery would be suddenly displaced

!

How little would every thing be to them, in comparison with that

peace of God to which they did not expect to come but by way of
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the law ! When, after having panted, for a long time, under the

iron yoke of the law, and traced in a field of duty, so many barren

furrows, they should see shining upon them, at last, the divine

promise, when the Desire of nations, the. Desire of their hearts,

should present himself before their eyes, with the touching dignity

of Mediator ; when he should teach them to breathe the gentle

name of Father, which their lips could never before utter ; when

they should see the links of an ineffable communion, formed be-

tween their unhappy souls and the eternal Spirit, O then would

they love, would they comprehend, would they accept that grace

which to-day is to them only an object of scandal and derision.

Open their eyes, O Lord, to the majestic splendours of thy holy

law, to the sweet and tender light of thy compassion ? Penetrate

them with a reverence for thy commands, and then with love for

thy love. Lead them by the road of the law, to the secure port,

the eternal asylum of thy grace in Jesus Christ

'

Note.—We would here say, what perhaps we ought to have said before,

that ia translating passages of Scripture, we have usually given the author's

renderings, except in most of the texts at the head of the discourses.
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MAN DEPRIVED OF ALL GLORY BEFORE GOD.

" All have sinned and come short of the glory of God."

—

Rom., iii, 23.

FIRST DISCOURSE.

rj^HE two truths to which we invite your attention to-day have

JL not met the same fate in the world. The first is not disputed

;

there is no one who does not acknowledge that "all men have sin-

ned;" but there are few persons disposed to admit that " man is

deprived of all glory before God."

There is such an agreement as to the first of these propositions

that it would not be necessary to dwell upon it, if those who are

unanimous in receiving it did not strangely differ from one another,

and sometimes even from themselves, touching the extent and

meaning of this declaration. Some of them regard sin as essen-

tially a negative thing ; that is, as an absence, a want, a defect

;

in their belief, no element of positive evil resides in the heart of

man. Others, on the contrary, believe that sin consists in a di-

rect preference of evil to good ; that vice in man is not a weakness

but a depraved force; that the will is not seduced but corrupted.

You hear some explain sin as an accident of human nature ; the

result of the action of external circumstances upon the soul. Evil,

according to them, does not proceed from the soul, but comes to it

;

the soul receives it, docs not produce it. Again, you hear others

maintain that the germ of sin is in the heart ; that it seeks occa

sions to manifest itself; that every thing may become an occasion

to it, and that man is not a sinner by accident, but by nature.

The one, while recognizing, in the heart of man, a tendency to evil,

regards that tendency as a primitive law of his being, an interior

force, rivalling the moral element which gives it an opportunity of

displaying its force, and triumphing, with so much greater merit

and honour. The others maintain that God has not made evil ;

7 1
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that an adversary lias come and sown impure tares among our

•wheat; and that harmony, not combat, is the regular and healthy

state of every soul.

Reason sheds very little light upon all these questions. How
many philosophers and profound thinkers have they not already

completely defeated ! Nevertheless, from all the intricacies of lo-

gic, and from the hands of sophists, one truth has always escaped,

intact, entire, and invincible ; it is, that men have sinned
; that

all, more or less, live in disorder ; that, as long as they are in the

ilesh, they are enveloped in sin ; and that, by an inexplicable con-

trast, they join, with the consciousness of their servitude or capti-

vity, an irresistible feeling of guilt and responsibility.

As to a more perfect knowledge of the nature, the extent, and

the consequences of sin, we shall never obtain it, unless we have

recourse to the Christian revelation. This revelation does not con-

fine itself to saying that all men have sinned
; it throws a vivid

light upon this declaration by the words which terminate my text:

" They are deprived of all glory before God. r
' To every one that

adopts this second sentence, the meaning of the first becomes per-

fectly clear and precise. It is then to prove that man has no sub-

ject of glory before God that we are to apply it.

We have already said, that this declaration meets with more

w ho deny it than the first. What does it, in fact, mean ? It

means that man has nothing in him which he can urge as a dis-

tinction in the eyes of God, as a merit or a defence; nothing

which can, in itself, assure us of his good-will. Is not this truth

disputed?

We by no means dispute it, some will say ; for it is quite evi-

dent that all we are we owe to God ; our good qualities are his

work ; and, in this view, the most virtuous man is included with

all others in the application of this sentence: "They are deprived

of all occasion of glory before God."

We admil it willingly, and the apostle himself would equally

admit it. ]t was St. .Janus who said to the primitive Christians,

" Every good gift and every perfect gift cometh down from the

Father of lights;'' lie alone produces in us both the execution and

the will, according to his good pleasure. " What have we that we

have not received from him; and if we have received it, why do

we boast as i! we had not received it V But it is clear that it is
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from another point of view that the apostle reasons in the chapter

where our text is found, and that it has another meaning than

the one which these persons would give it.

It is not merely a homage which the apostle would render to

the author of every perfect gift ; it is a condemnation he would

pronounce. Upon whom? Upon man in every condition? No
;

but upon man unregenerate. upon man in his natural state. And

the expression of the apostle evidently signifies that as long as

man has not accepted the benefit of redemption by Jesus Christ,

he is, with relation to God, in a state of reprobation, from which

he has in himself absolutely nothing that can deliver him. This

proposition, I believe, will find a considerable number of opponents.

We do not wish to burden this sentence with what evidently

does not belong to it. We do not wish to confound two distinct

spheres. In the presence of his fellow-man man is not absolutely

without glory. Man can offer to man something to be admired

and praised, or at least to be respected. Indeed, it would be to

belie our own consciousness, and place ourselves in an untenable

position, in all cases to refuse a sentiment of approbation to the con-

duct of our fellow-creatures. In other words, man is frequently

forced to recognize in man something which he is obliged to call

virtue.

Virtue he discovers and recognizes not merely in the Christian,

whose moral nature has been renewed by the Gospel, but in others.

Far from all admiration being confined to that quarter, the admira-

tion of men, nay more, of Christians, is frequently directed towards

the natural or unregenerate man. Whatever may be the harsh

assertions of an ill-understood orthodoxy, it is certain that the

Christian who is the most disposed, in theory, to refuse all reality

and all value to human virtues, every moment contradicts himself

in practice. A benefit received from one of his fellow-men moves

his heart ; he speaks of gratitude, he is, in reality, grateful ; that

is to say, he recognizes, in his benefactor, a benevolent and dis-

interested intention ; he attributes to the action for which he

has occasion to rejoice another value than the personal profit he

derives from it, an intrinsic or a moral value. His benefactor is

something else in his eyes than a tree, well planted, which bears

spontaneously good fruits ; he sees in him a generous will, which,

without being incited from without, has used its capacity and
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means to procure an advantage to a sensitive being. I know, in-

deed, that a narrow system may, at length, re-act upon the soul,

and reduce it to its own standard, but it cannot tear from the soul

those instincts so deeply rooted in it. And all that such a system

can do, with reference to the essential nature of the soul, is to re-

duce it to silence, but not to stifle it.

In favour of the reality of human virtue, in some degree, we

boldly invoke the testimony of all men, if not their express and

voluntary testimony, at least that sudden and irresistible testimony

which may be called the voice of nature. We shall obtain from

them a testimony even more explicit than this, if we can, for a

moment, induce them to descend into the arena where the facts

wait to be combated. Of these facts we shall, without hesitation,

abandon to them a great number. We shall consent to reject as

far from the sphere of virtuous actions all those which may be

explained by custom or prejudice; all those in reference to which,

interest, gross or delicate, may have played a part ; all those which

the applause of men might or could follow. They may do with

such actions what they please ; we defend them not ; our cause can

dispense with them. But as to those in which virtue can be

explained only by virtue,—those which have been performed far

from the eyes of man, and without any reasonable hope of ever

attracting their attention,—those which, so far from having been

able to count upon their suffrage, had, in prospect, only their con-

tempt,—those in which opprobrium could not be converted into

gtory by the enthusiastic adherence of a certain number of parti-

zans,—those, in a word, which could never have existed unless

there had been in the hearts of their authors an idea of duty or a

sentiment of disinterestedness; all such they must leave us; and

however small may be their number, and however widely separated

by great distances on the earth, and by centuries of time, we bc-

'• that thcv sufficiently protest against a vain denial, and in

their mournful rareness prove the presence and perpetual action of

a moral principle in the boson <>f the human race.

We have, in this oaase, the (iospel itself in our favour. Wc
see there tin- Bame writers win- h.ive taught us the entire fall and

ooodctnoatioii of man. unhesitatingly according to human virtues

t])O0e prefect which could OOt lie accorded to them in a system

which denies all moral value in the actions of men. It is true

JtU .
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they acknowledged that, in an elevated sense, there is none righte-

ous, no, not one ; none that doeth good, no not one ; that all flesh

has corrupted its way ; but, after all, the same writers praise a

barbarous people who received them, after their shipwreck, with

much humanity (Acts, xxviii, 2) ; they return thanks for the affec-

tionate care of a man, who, without knowing them, and without

expecting any thing from them, did them all the guod their situa-

tion required (Acts, xxviii, 7). And St. Paul, the very one who

takes away from man all occasion of glory before God, acknow-

ledges, iii his Epistle to the Romans, that the Gentiles do naturally,

at least in a certain measure, the things which are according to

law, and by this means he shows, that what is written in the law is

also written in their hearts. After these testimonies a Christian can i

have no difficulty in admitting a principle of action in man different

from that of self-interest ; and this principle being once recognized

and defined, it is of little consequence by what name it is called.

Singular thing ! it is among the followers of Christianity, and

among them only, that our position ought to find opponents. And

we see rising against it, in the ranks of those who oppose Chris-

tianity, as great a number of adversaries. It is sometimes against

the natural man that we have to defend the reality of natural vir-

tues. It is before man himself that man can scarcely find favour,

It is man that refuses to man the occasion of glory which we have

not hesitated to accord to him. The very same persons who tax

Christianity with misanthropy and exaggeration, when it proclaims

the nothingness of human virtues, are often, in the practice of life,

the most sceptical of all virtue. They demolish, stone by stone,

the edifice which they are eager and in haste to re-construct, when

the question is agitated about finding a retreat against the over-

powering assertions of the Gospel. Ready to defend against it, in

general, the goodness, and even perfection of our nature, they con-

tradict themselves, in detail, in a manner the most striking. To

them all men are good, but each man is bad. Their distrust and

caprice give credit to no action and to no man. Nothing beautiful

or good escapes the corrosion of their cruel interpretations. They

have in reserve for each good action a bitter and degrading expla-

nation. When a beautiful fruit falls into their hands, their first

idea is not to nourish themselves by it, but to find there the hidden

worm which gnaws its interior. Thus their habitual practice belie3
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their theory. But what shall be said of those who admit into their

minds two contradictory theories ; of those who, reproaching Chris-

tianity with the harshness of its doctrines, have adopted, accord-

ing to their own estimate, opinions as harsh, and perhaps more so;

of those who, analyzing the human heart, flatter themselves that

they have discovered (happy discovery !) that all its fibres vibrate

to that of selfishness; who ask man to sign with them the sen-

tence of his own dishonour, and yet demand a glory in compensa-

tion for that which they have taken away from us? There are

times when this bitter contempt of human nature, this denial of

all moral worth in man, becomes a general belief, and almost a

popular instinct. This is seen especially at the termination of

great and cruel deceptions on society, when having, through faith

\in its leaders, given its adherence to seducing theories, confirmed

by imposing words, it discovers that it has been deceived, and in

the disgust which follows its previous intoxication, includes in an

equal contempt, all professions of faith, all protestations of bene-

volence, of justice, and devotion. The profanation of words leads

to the contempt of things. In morality, as well as in religion, un-

belief is the necessary re- action of hypocrisy. In the train of

religious contests ordinarily comes religious scepticism ; and wars

ipf opinion, after an enormous expenditure of maxims, declama-

tions, and protestations, end by giving birth to moral scepticism.

This kind of disgust which usually follows in the train of great

social commotions, we produce at pleasure in ourselves, during

quiet and ordinary times, by the general contemplation of society

and the study of history. Those whom their individual relations

might have led to accord some respect to humanity, in passing

from individuals to the race, insensibly change their views. It is

that in this aspect of mankind the conviction of the degrada-

tion of human nature does not fasten itself strongly upon their

soul. A conviction bo much more painful, when identifying itself,

k, with the consciousness of the whole human race, they

feel "ii itfl behalf an immense remorse. The guilt uf the whole

human family is heaped upon their conscience, as that of anaccom-

I
e. Their pride yields in spite of them to this humiliating fel-

lowship
; because In view of so many transgressions, revealing, in

their own heart, the hidden germ, from which unhappy circum-

stances might cause the same iniquities to spring forth, they feel
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themselves condemned by the crimes of society, degraded by its

degradation, hnmbled by its shame. 1

This is not all. How, say they, confusedly, can generous juices

circulate in a tree with that poisonous sap? And when, not only

in the same nation, but also in the same individual, we see devel-

oped together the most ordinary vices by the side of the loftiest

virtues, the most unnatural sentiments by the side of the noblest

emotions, are we not led irresistibly to doubt the reality of good in

the midst of so much evil ; and, at the sight of these golden parti-

cles scattered in the mud, to suppose that this noble metal is not

actually there, but that a singular play of light from above has, at

times, given to some portions of the mud the appearance and glit-

ter of gold? Let us examine, let us analyse, and we shall be sur-

prised to see how many virtues are entirely false, how many actions,

good in themselves, are dishonoured by an unholy motive, how

many others by an admixture of impurity. Let us demand from

ourselves an account of our admiration; by tarnishing the principle,

we tarnish the object. Let us enquire if the enthusiasm we have

1 If humanity is corrupted in the mass, it would certainly be very difficult

to prove that it is pure in the details. If the race has fallen, surely indi-

viduals cannot be innocent. That there are among them diversities of cha-

racter, some being better and some worse, at least with reference to certain

aspects of character, none will deny ; but that the taint of sin has, more or

less, reached the heart of every man, all experience and observation go to

prove. Even if an individual were conscious of some purity, ought not the

very fact that he belongs to a degenerate race, to excite in him some suspi-

cion as to his own integrity ? Can he condemn the whole of his kind and
acquit himself ? Can he look upon the wreck of humanity and feel that ho
alone has escaped ? Can he complacently say, Man is sinful, but I am holy

;

man is fallen, but I am safe ? Impossible ! For each man is a part of hu-

manity, and must yield, in spite of himself, to that " humiliating fellow-

ship." If he does not, if he separates himself from his fellow-sinners, and
says, " Stand by for I am holier than thou," what estimate is formed of him
by others, and even by those who are the greatest sticklers for the natural

innocence of man ? Do they not denounce him as a Pharisee or a hypo-
crite ? And do they not thus recognize the truth of what the Scriptures

have said, that " there is no difference, for all have sinned and come short

of the glory of God "
? We cheerfully admit that man, though fallen, has

a noble nature. It is a palace deserted. Enough of its primitive grandeur
remains to prove that God once dwelt there. Its silence and desolation are

mournful, but they are the silence and desolation of a majestic ruin, beauti-

ful even in decay. Besides, the materials are entire, and may yet be re-

constructed on a new foundation, and once more attract the presence of the

King of kings.— T.
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felt in view of great historical virtues was entirely pure, and if it

had not for its principle less the love of virtue than the love of glory.

Let us enquire if virtue, stripped of every poetical circumstance,

reduced to the persevering but uniform, the zealous but concealed

observance of duties which spring from a vulgar position, if virtue

under such a form, and the less suspected on that very account,

does not inspire us with an interest comparatively feeble; and if

th is be not a sentiment quite as moral as that which transported

oa from that dull and gloomy horizon to a dazzling one, where great

achievements and mighty intellectual powers enhanced in our eyes

the qualities of great hearts. If our admiration thus permits itself

to be corrupted, will virtue itself be incorruptible? If glory has

deceived our enthusiasm, has it exerted less influeuce on the great

actions which awakened it in us? And must we not place to its

account a part, alas! a very great part of the virtues we admire?

You see, thus, that if the opposition of one class of religious men

gives a defender of human virtues something to do, the opposition

of another class of opponents subjects him to no less embarrassment.

Fur we confess, that after the knowledge of human nature we believe

ourselves to have acquired, we should, to-day, find a difficulty, if

we wished to do anything more than save a few remains from the

|
wreck. For we believe in the wreck of humanity ; we believe that

'
its unfortunate ship has perished; the remains of that great cata-

strophe float on the waves. A few of these are yet fit for some use,

but none of them can bear to the shore the least of the passengers.

Convinced fully that man is fallen, we cannot, however, admit that

he has become an entire stranger to every moral sentiment; we

thick we can see, through his corruption, traces—sometimes bril-

liant traces—of jastice and benevolence, to which we cannot refuse

'our admiration; in a word, we believe that man is not stripped of

all occasion of glory before man.

Let man be satisfied with us; we have done him justice. Let

him surround himself with these splendid rags; let him admire

them ; let him try to clothe and adorn his nakedness with them
;

we agree to it; we go further;—we respect those rags, and we
know why. Lut whatever high value he may place upon his proud

indigence, what peace and hope can he derive from that incoherent

and contradictory assemblage of the most extravagant moral ele-

ments; that will which acknowledges the law, yet tramples it
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under foot, which loves duty and yet hates it ; that heart which

receives, with the same favour, and cherishes together, passions

the most brutal, and devotion the most heroic? Will he persuade

himself that all in him is good ; or that the good can compensate

for the bad ; or that this mixture constitutes order itself, aud that

God wills the bad as well as the good? A craving for unity,

stronger than all reasonings, appeals to him against it. An an-

guish stronger than all the consolations of a false wisdom repeats

to him that there is no safety but in unity. A confused sentiment

warns him that a good which does not conquer the bad is not the

true good ; and that a virtue which leaves a vice to dwell by its

siddfis not true virtue ; that true virtue, dwelling in the centre of

the soul, would exclude, by its very presence, everything which is

not virtue ; that what he has honoured, under this name, is not

then truly virtue, but its shadow, or its remembrance ; while a

voice of condemnation resounds hoarsely, during the whole of his

life, above the applauses which by turns he gives and receives.

Cruel doubts! Frightful shadows! What will disperse you?

What will shed upon the close of this gloomy career a consoling-

light? The light which will illumine the past will illumine also

the future ; that which will explain the evil will also indicate the

cure ; it is under the ruins of our ancient dwelling that we must

seek the foundations of the new. Unity, light, and hope we find

all at once, in the word which has said to all men without distinc-

tion, " Ye are stripped of all glory before God." Let us together

consider that great truth.
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XL

MAN DEPBIYED OF ALL GLOEY BEFOBE GOD.

" All have sinned and come short of the glory of God."—Rom., iii, 23.

SECOND DISCOURSE.

IX a preceding discourse, we have said that man has some occa-

sions of glory before man. Poor distinctions which he disputes

to himself, and which, after a more attentive examination, he veiy

often tears to pieces with a blush. Of what remains, of what ought

not to be refused him, he cannot make a counterpoise to his mi-

sery; his shame, even in his own eyes, will always be greater than

his glory. The general condition of humanity, even in eras of

culture and in centres of civilization, always appears to him one

of degradation and ruin. This is a conclusion to which he is al-

most infallibly conducted by a profound study of human affairs.

It is a result also to which many good men are brought by the

mere examination of their own hearts, and the rigorous analysis of

their actions. 1 Such is the condition of man ; such is his glory
;

let him take possession of it; but let him not stretch forth his hand

to a higher glory, the glory which comes from God This we ab-

solutely refuse him,

I It may be thought strange that while good men readily confess their

sinfulness, bad men generally deny it. Sceptics, it is found, are ordinarily

proud and self-conceited, lint some ofthem have been compelled to con-
fess their conscious weakness and imperfection . Few men were probably
more calmly and proudly self-complacent than Goethe, who, with a clear

and majestic intellect, had an irreligious and sensual heart ; a fact of which
he was not altogether unconscious. The following, from Eekerman's Con-
rersations, p. 309, is an indirect but Striking testimony to this fact. " It

is from olden time/' said Goethe, " said and repeated, that man should
strive to know himself. To this singular requisition no man either has
fully answered, or shall answer. . . . Man is a darkened being ; he
knows not whence he comes nor whither he goes ; he knows little of the
world, and less of himself. 1 know not myself, and may God protect me
from it."— T.
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Already, by his own reflections, whether he form a moderate or

an extravagant estimate of his moral worth, man is necessarily

driven to acknowledge that he cannot pretend to much glory before

God. That God, whose piercing eyes try the hearts and the reins

can see there a thousand imperfections, which we do not see; and

since nothing can corrupt his judgment nothing can induce us to

hope that he will fall into the slightest mistake respecting us.

Moreover, he is a God, perfectly holy, "whose eyes," saith the

Scripture, "are too pure to look upon iniquity." When he sees

evil in the heart, he does not receive from it those feeble impres-

sions which we do. He has a horror of every thing which violates

order; and this horror does not, like ours, attach itself exclusively

to those actions which are more repugnant to our feelings than

others, or which more sensibly disturb social relations. Far above

such distinctions by the majesty of his nature, his divine impar-

tiality attaches itself to the principle of actions; it is by their prin-

ciple he judges them ; and from this point of view he does not

always mark, with a stronger reprobation, the enormities which ap-

pall us than the defects to which our blame scarcely reaches. Hisj

justice, all divine, by disarranging our classifications, raises all to

the same level, and gives the name of crime to customs which do!

not cost us the slightest scruple. Not only our vices, but our im-

perfections, our pretended indifferent actions, frequently our very

virtues, rush at his bidding to swell the ranks where already crowd

so many obvious crimes. Judged by this holy and formidable

Judge, even the good man is transformed into a criminal, and mo-

dels of righteousness appear as models of iniquity. If it is thus

that God judges us, and how can we believe that he judges other-

wise, there is doubtless left us very little occasion of glory before

God. But is it not possible for you to judge of this by yourselves

by placing your minds, as far as may be, in the point of view oc-

cupied by your Creator? You can certainly do this, by consid-

ering the perfect law, where, as in a mirror, the divine perfection

itself is reflected. The perfect law, or the law of perfection, has,

in its application, no other limits than those of possibility. You

need not consider it as a whole; take only one of its articles, that

which commands us to do towards our neighbour whatever we

should desire him to do towards us. I am not afraid that you will

refuse this precept ; no one refuses it. Those who do not wish to

I
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hear us speak of Christian doctrine willingly receive Christian mor-

ality; they pride themselves on feeling its beauty; they exalt it

above all others. Singular prepossession ! For the morality ought

to be much more offensive to,them than the doctrine; the doctrine

is consoling, the morality discouraging. But however that may bo

judge yourselves by this one article; for if this article be true, if

it ought to be maintained in all its force, if it does not behove you

to mutilate or weaken it, acknowledge that it condemns you. To

treat your neighbour as you would that he should treat you! Such

18 the precept,—but pray, when have you observed it; or rather

what day, what houi have you not violated it? This precept, you

know, is not negative; it embraces all the offices, all the cares, all

the devotion and ardour of charity. It supposes that he who would

observe it shall not live for himself; that the welfare of his breth-

ren shall become the principal motive of his life; that he shall in-

clude the whole world in his embrace, by the power of a generous

love. Well, this positive aspect of the precept I will give up to

yon ; and suppose, against all philosophical truth, that the negative

part is independent of the other, and that charity may be confined

to abstinence and omission. Thus, if any one abstain from doing

to another the evil which he does notwrish to receive from him, he

is, by that alone, to be regarded as charitable. Well, have you,

even in this limited sense, fulfilled the law? Do you fulfil it,

when you use your right with rigour, and when no obligation com-

pels you to use it thus? Do you fulfil it when you give your

neighbour examples which it Would be injurious to you to receive?

Do you fulfil it when, without necessity, you wound his self-love

you whose self-love is so sensitive? Do you fulfil it when you

n fuse him those attentions which you are yourself so eager to

receive? Do you fulfil it when you judge his actions with an

unfeeling severity, which you would not pardon in him, if he were

to exercise it towards you? Of two duties, one, at least, is im-

paled upon yon; either you must abstain from these things, or re-

nounce whatever, up to this moment, you have required from

another; you most either give wha! you have required from him

or not require from him what you arc unwilling to give him. Have
you fulfilled this law? Save you not violated it every moment?

Pat! in review, in the same way, all the other articles of the law.

Examine yourselves under the various relations it embraces. Hear
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its decision ; for it is as if God himself spoke. Then estimate your

deficiencies, and see the ground covered with your broken merits,

your prostrate virtues. You went to meet God, in pompous ap-

parel, and with a mignificent train ; lo ! you have arrived in his

presence with the double hedge of the precepts of the law; look

now, on each side of you, look behind you! What remains to you

of that proud train? Are you not alone, and without support be-

fore God, and reduced humbly to beg mercy from him whose jus-

tice you came proudly to claim?

I have said mercy, for without going farther, I can already say

it. The law in fact demanded nothing less than its full observance
;

your conscience also demanded as much ;
for at each duty neglect-

ed, at each transgression committed, it failed not in a single in-

stance to utter the cry of alarm. Even if you had fulfilled all its

requirements, you must yet have placed yourselves in the rank

of unprofitable servants. If, then, you have not been raised to the

rank even of unprofitable servants, what is your position ? And,

to go to the bottom of the matter, what do you think of those fre-

quent, those perpetual transgressions of the law, except that you

have not loved it ? For, if perchance you have fulfilled some of

its precepts, you did so, because it happened to be agreeable to your

inclinations, while the law in itself, the law as law, was hateful to

you ; and hence, if you have occasionally fallen in with it, you

have never obeyed it. You will, therefore, conclude with me that

you are rebels ; that some acts of obedience, apparent and acci-

dental, cannot remove from you that terrible distinction ; and that

mercy, not justice, is your only resource.

At this point it seems to us that we have said enough to reach

the end of all Christian preaching, that is to cast the sinner trem-

bling at the foot of mercy. But we do not forget what is the

precise subject of this meditation. We have shown thus far, or

rather we have ascertained with you, that man has few occasions

of boasting before God. We must go still farther we must prove,

according to the declaration of the apostle, that " all occasion for

boasting is excluded."

To glorify himself before God ! And for what ? For having,

whether in virtue or in vice, incessantly disobeyed him ? For this

is the crime which equalizes, among all men, all moral conditions.

Other iniquities are individual ; this is the great iniquity of the
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human race. Virtuous or vicious, wc have all excluded God from

our thoughts, from our motives of action, from our life. We have

all equally violated the first, the greatest of all obligations. We
are all, in the same degree, transgressors of eternal order.

Let a man (I will, for a moment, suppose what is impossible,)

let a man present himself to us, who can say, I have observed all

the commandments of the law from my youth, only I have cared no-

thing for God. I have fulfilled my duties, only I have neglected the

one which is most essential. I have been virtuous in every point,

only I have committed the greatest of crimes. With how much

propriety shall we say to him, you have not been virtuous at all

;

that is impossible. From the same source cannot spring sweet

water and bitter. The same soul cannot contain elements so con-

tradictory. The mind refuses to conceive an alliance so monstrous.

And if you persist in calling virtue, acts which we admit enjoy the

esteem of men, you compel us to affirm that such acts cannot con-

stitute true virtue. Detached from the true principle of all good,

they wither, as necessarily as a flower separated from its roots,

and " the jealous God" can never honour a proud virtue which has

never honoured him.

And let no one say that this is a dispute about words ; that

obedience only is essential ; and that he who obeys the law and

his conscience obeys God. If the one is identical with the other,

if the one costs no more effort than the other, whence comes that

universal repugnance to pass from the one to the other, from the

law to the Lawgiver, from conscience to God ? Whence comes that

inconceivable preference of the thing to the person, of the idea to

it- -ource, of the abstraction to the living being? Why will not

man obey the voice of God except indirectly V Why obstinately

refuse in immediate contact with his heavenly Father? If he re-

spects the law as coming from God, if he honours conscience as

the roice of 1 tod, n hence comes it that God himself is not the direct

end and object of his homage? The truth is, it is not God he

honours in the law and in conscience, but himself. lie appropri-

ate these two elements ami these two authorities to his own use,

transform! them into his own being, and by adoring them as a

put of himself, in reality adores himself.

What Imports it, yon say, that I neglect the lawgiver provided

J observe the law ? Toil idea would be admissible, to some ex-
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tent, in our relations with the lawgivers of this world. They are

but men, your equals, mere representatives of the justice and

order, which a higher power has deposited in society. They pos-

sess no dignity, the source of which is in themselves. It is not thus

with God ; he represents no one. He is not the organ of law
; he

is the living law. The law itself is not law except as it comes

from him. He is himself the supreme and final reason of all that

he does, the supreme and final reason of all ideas. While it is the

law which we honour in the person of the legislator, here it is the

legislator that we must honour in the law. To observe the law

without respect to the lawgiver is actually to violate the law ; for

our first duty relates to the lawgiver. To respect the ideas, and

neglect him who is their author and source, who is the cause of

their truth, and of whom those ideas are only the shadow or the

reflection, is the most appalling of contradictions. To admit con-

science and duty, justice and injustice, as realities, and to make

an abstraction of the Being who alone is the sanction of these

ideas, who alone gives them a basis, who alone, binds the chain of

them to a fixed point, who alone, we may say, explains their

presence in the human mind, and renders them conceivable, is a

profound absurdity. Finally, let us try to extend and elevate our

conception a little. Let us transport it, as much as our feebleness

will admit, to the idea of the God of Moses ; of him who named

himself I am that I am ; of the necessary Being, the universal

Being, say rather, the Being ; of that God who is not an idea, a

form, an abstraction, but Being ; of that living, infinite person-

ality, who is essentially one ; of that eternal Me, of whom the me

of each of us is only a mysterions emanation ; of that Being who

is the source of all things, and constitutes our power, our breath,

our life, nay, all in us which is positive and true. 1

i This is a sublime definition of God, but to say that the me of each of us,

in other words, that -which constitutes our personality, is an emanation of

God, is liable to be misunderstood. If by this expression it is meant that

the soul of man was created by God, without any reference to the mode of

that creation, then it is true. But if it is meant to convey the idea that

the soul is a part of God, a portion of his essence or substance, which has

proceeded, or flowed out, so to speak, from his infinite pleroma, or fulness,

then we deny it, as unphilosophical and unscriptural. God is a unity, an

infinite, undivided, and unchangeable essence. He cannot be increased or

diminished. Nothing can be given to him, or taken from him. He cannot,
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After this, is there oue of us who will dare to say that it is thi

law which concerns us, and nut t tie lawgiver?

therefore, giro off portions of himself ; nor can those flow from him of theii

own accord, as rays hum the sun, or streams hum the fountain. That. he
has all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge, that he can perforin all

possible things, and bestow all possible blessings, is cheerfully granted*

But he cannot (with reverence be it spoken) impart any portion of his owa
infinite essence, he cannot divide or diminish, multiply or increase, what
properly constitutes himself, his personality, or, as the French and German*-?

call it, the infinite and eternal Ms. >.o creature, then, however highly en-

dowed, is (jod, or a part of God. lie may be made in the image of GodjP

that is to say, he may he created a spiritual, intelligent, and moral agent

k

but he cannot partake of his essence or personality, which is equally i: -a.

pable of division or multiplication.

God has the power of creation ; an original and peculiar as well as r v-

Starious and amazing power, lie speaks and it is done ; he commands^

and it stands fast. But to say that he creates by giving out portion ; of

himself, or nailing with his own essence, now forming souls of it, and r-o'*

bodies, is assuming what can never be proved, and what seems to contract'

diet our most necessary conceptions of the nature of God. For if-:. 1

creates thus, then all spirits, and not only so, but all matter, is God. Em I

thing is God, and God is every thing. This is the idea of Pantheism. It il

the very basis of the doctrine of an impersonal God, from which the athc-

and impiety of "young Germany
-

' are legitimately born. For if the
]

mises be just, the conclusion is logical and irresistible. But the doctrim i

Pantheism, whether it appear in the gorgeous dreams of oriental theosoj

the subtleties of Spinoza and Hegel, or the blasphemous ravings of Gutzl c
and Heine, is neither, in its premises nor conclusion, the doctrine of

Bible nor of common sense. For while God is " in all and through all,"

he is above.' all and independent of all. The soul of man is a creation, so is

bis body, so are all souls and all bodies. " In the beginning, God ere;

the heavens and the earth." " He said, Let there be light, and there w;h

light." Ue said, " Let us make man in our image," and man was made in

his image. But while the soul exhibited the image of God, it vas neither

God, nor a part of God, but a separate being, free and responsible agem,

iaw i.. the Almighty. " Our (Jod made the heavens." " From him
com. ill everj good ami perfect gift." 'flic God of the Bible, then, the <

of Christianity, is a personal Uod, an infinite but independent Intelligence,

a holy and ever-blessed Sovereign, to whom we owe the homage of the heart,

adienoc af the life.

This is a subject of great importance, and cannot be discussed in a note
;

but we could not justify ourselves La passing it over in silence. Our antic

•ftewi an-, doubtless, scriptural ami philosophical, but the expression i;

last required tins explanation. His definition of God is remarkably Bti

,ml reminds us of Sir Isaac Newton's, which is the best we have i

toon Wa subjoin it with translation. The original may be found in

. Stewart's Dissertations, Part II. p. 105, Note.

•« Dews eternal eat at infinitus, omnipotens et omnisciens; id est, durat

ab yjterno in letenium, et adust ab iidinito in infinitum. Non est leternitas
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You place your Creator ou the same level with a human legisla-

tor, and because the latter demands nothing more than obedience,

you claim that God will not demand more. But in the divine Leg-

islator do you recognize nothing more than a legislator ? Is there

nothing but the law between you and God? Is it the law which

has conferred upon you so many means of enjoyment and happiness?

Is it the law which has conceded to you the empire of nature ?

Is it the law which has formed between you and your kindred the

I mysterious and delightful union of hearts? No; in these im-

[
mense benefits, one of which would suffice for the happiness of

beings less privileged, the Lawgiver conceals himself, and the

I Father appears a father whose goodness transcends all thought.

. And you think that a cold and servile obedience can acquit you

before him ! You think that the power to love which he has planted

in your bosom ought never to remount to him ! That all your

obedience should not be love! That your heart should not seek

beyond the law and beyond the Lawgiver, the Father, the Good-

ness, the Love, from whom proceed for you, life, and even love

and felicity ! And you say coldly, unnatural creatures ! We obey,

|—it is enough ; are we not acquitted? And of that law which

you pretend to fulfil, do you not understand that you have violated

the first and the greatest commandment, by refusing to God love

for love ! No,—tell me not that in the law you honour the Law-

giver; unless, perhaps, he should be honoured by fear ! Tell me

not that your homage secures your felicity, unless, perhaps, a feel-

ing, in which, in all its power, eould not draw a demon from hell.

I infinitas, sed ieternus et infinitus ; non est duratio et spatium sed durat

.adest. Durat semper et adest ubique, et existendo semper et ubique,

rationem et spatium constituit."—" God is eternal and infinite, omnipo-
irit and omniscient ; that is, he endures from eternity to eternity, and is

|

sent from infinity to infinity. He is not eternity and infinity, but eter-

I and infinite ; he is not duration and space, but endures and is present.

B endures always and is present every where, and by existing always and
ry where, constitutes duration and space."
What a comment on the I am that I am of Moses !

" Tell them I am ! Jehovah said

To Moses, while earth heard in dread
And smitten to the heart,

At once above, beneath, around,
All nature, without voice or sound.

Replied, Lord, Tnou art !"

1 K
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may suffice by itself to introduce you into heaven ! The law prac-

tised in such a spirit, kills, docs not save you.

You honourconscience ! Indeed, I believe it. It would be difficult

not to honour it to a certain extent. It would not pardon neglect.

/Invisible sting, planted by the side of the soul, the least irregular

j
motion impels the soul against that hidden point, and inflicts a

I painful wound. But if conscience, after God had been exiled from

the human heart, still remained there, it would be incessantly to

warn it of God. But who receives that warning ? You recognize

the authority of conscience; you say that you have frequently

heard it ; but you ascend no higher. Thing truly inconceivable !

Separated from the idea of God, conscience, in our nature, is no-

thing but a mockery, an enigma, a nonentity. Well, it is on this

very footing that the greater part of mankind admit it. Indeed,

you see some, to whom the idea of the judgments of God and a

rinal responsibility is completely foreign, who at least reject it, and

who, nevertheless, speak fluently of conscience as their internal

guide ; forgetting that if conscience has no one from whom it derives

authority, and to whom it can appeal, if it does not deduce its

power from God, it has nothing to say, nothing to command. Why
is it heard? Why is it acknowledged ? Because this is not a matter

of choice. Conscience is in us; nor does it depend on us that it

should not be there ; absent, we cannot recall it, present we cannot

deny its presence. But its presence, often otherwise unpleasant,

and viewed with an evil eye, is not the presence of God. Con-

science is only the permanent and indelible imprint of a powerful

hand, which after having pressed us, is withdrawn from us, or

rather from which a hostile force has torn us. The hand is gone,

. the imprint remains. That mysterious impression, which we have

not made upon ourselves, leads the man who reflects, to a confused

idea of God. It causes him to infer, and to seek after the absent

hand ; but, by itself, it cannot enable him to find it.

Would you have a sensible idea of conscience in man? An
ungrateful child, impelled by infatuated pride, and seduced by evil

counsels, escapes from the paternal roof to taste an independence

which has been represented to him as the greatest of blessings,

lie plunges into the world, without means or prospect. His dis-

orders and . though they may not provoke the severity of

civil justice, mark him, in all places, under his distinctive traits,
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as a rebellious and unnatural son. But in the midst of his wan-

derings, something indicates that he is derived from a good family

;

in his language, a happy choice of expression ; in his manners,

something superior ; in his behaviour, even honourable actions,

which form a striking contrast with the general character of his

life; in a word, a lingering something, which it is difficult to efface

from the original habits of a man well brought up, accompanies

him into all the places and all the societies where such merit is

least appreciated. It seems as if we might expect every species

of evil from a being who has voluntarily broken the heart of a

father ; and yet, quite often, when the seduction of example im-

pels him to overleap the last barriers of honour, he hesitates, he

draws back ; self-respect appears to hold him still. Clinging to

him, in spite of himself, the recollections of his first condition fol-

low him, surround him, and intercept, on the way to his heart, a

part at least, of the pestilential malaria which the world exhales,

and prevents him from running from excess to excess, and from

fall to fall, through all the possible consequences of his first crime.

Faithful image of man in his state of defection, conscience yet

speaks to him. Sometimes he follows it ; but as for Him in whose

name it speaks, who has planted it in the bosom of man as a per-

petual monitor, as a cry of recall incessantly repeated,—he hears

him not, he serves him not, nay more, he abjures him ; and yet he

cannot be still, because, after all, he has, now and then, yielded

something to the clamorous importunities of conscience ! Ah ! if

he had always heard it, always followed it, the difference would

not have been great, for it is not thus that God teaches his rights

and our duty. Whatever may be the dignity of conscience, a dig-

nity it borrows from God, God will not be supplanted by it. Far

from yielding to it any of his rights, far indeed from abdicating his

authority in its favour, as some appear to suppose, God, who will

not permit prescription to be established in opposition to his claims,

has sometimes commanded conscience itself to be silent before him.

It is on the idea of his immediate right to obedience that many of

the dispensations and decrees of the ancient economy rest. Indeed,

if you look at that history as a whole, you see that while God, in

general, respects his own work, by recognizing and even sanction-

ing the moral law, which he has written, from the beginning, in

the human heart, you perceive also, that, as he occasionally inter-
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venes by his power, in the working of miracles, without changing

in any respects the combination of forces of which he has com-

posed the universe, so likewise, in the sphere of morals, he imposes

a momentary silence on the sensibilities of our nature, and even on

our conscience, by commanding what these would not even have

permitted. AVhile Abraham is commended for having led his son

to the funeral pile, in spite of the murmurs of the paternal heart,

and Saul is punished for having obeyed an emotion of pity, and

not committing what, on another occasion, would have been called

an abuse of victory, do we not recognize in these two terrible facts

a striking symbol of the truth which I advocate, namely, that God
is above conscience, that it is to him our obedience ought to be

addressed, and that his divine jealousy cannot be satisfied at a less

price ?
1

Let us confirm these principles by an important consideration.

It is, that obedience to God, I mean to God immediately, is alone

capable of producing virtue. If recalling all that we have con-

ceded in a preceding discourse, some should find in this assertion a

Contradiction as well as a paradox, they will give some attention

to what remains for us to say.

Is virtue a word or a thing, a fiction or a reality? If it is a

1 The procedure of God is ever in harmony with conscience and law. So

far as these are perfect they are but an expression of the divine character

and will, lie may seem to suspend their action, as in the case of Abraham

and of Saul, but the result shows that he was, all the time, acting in har-

mony with their fundamental principles. But as the law resolves itself

into tie' will <>f God, and he lias the sovereign disposal of life and death, he

has a right to take the life of his creatures, or command it to be taken

whenever be pleases. Still he will always act in harmony with law, that is

LO say, with his own nature. " He cannot deny himself." " Shall not the

Jndge "fall tin- earth do right ?" But he must he judged by his own start*

•lard ; he mu*t he permitted to interprel his own doings. He has, there-

for.', only appeared, in special exigencies, and for purposes at once good

ami wise, t<» suspend the action of natural and moral laws; but he has

never annulled them, never violated them. All has been order in nature ;

:ill has been righteousness in morals. If at any time his hand has parted

.aid Itself upon the conscience of man, it has been done to"

show that be is infinite and supreme; that he is above all law and con-

,
or lather that he is one w ith a perfect law and a perfect conscience,

and can use them, as he pleases, to promote the sublime purposes of his

provide! oe. Henoe, to protend to follow the dictates of con-

science, or obey tie- law, independent of the will and authority of the Law-

giver, is truly " a profound ab urdity."—T.
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thing, a distinct reality, it must be one in its principle, one in its

origin. If it has several principles, it is several things at once ; it

is an artificial assemblage of several phenomena, on which has

been imposed a collective name, and the real nature of which re-

mains by itself inexplicable. It must necessarily be admitted,

that beyond filial piety, justice, benevolence, veracity, chastity,

there is one thing which is none of these in particular, and which

embraces them all at once ; a principle, according to which we are

not only respectful sons, or just, benevolent, sincere, or chaste

men ; but all this at once, all that we ought to be; a general power

which must conform our soul to moral order in all its extent, and

cause us to love it in all its applications ; which, in a word, creates

in us, not virtues but virtue. Does this word virtue, in its general

or abstract sense, signify any thing? Is it a central fountain, of

which particular virtues are the streams, a trunk, of which parti-

cular virtues are the branches? If you deny this, you are on the

way to materialism ; for it alone can solve your theory. If, on

the contrary, you affirm it, point out to us this trunk, this source.

The discovery of this original principle has been for a long time

the task and the despair of moral philosophy. Will you seek for

it in the conscience ? From the conscience, in its actual state, you

may derive some particular virtues, but their course, followed back,

will not enable you to reach the primitive stratum, the original

treasury, whence these waters flow. What is there, in the con-

science of man, more general than that which we have already

cited, " As ye would that others should do to you, do ye even so

to them 1 '? But how far is this from embracing the whole extent

of moral being ! How should such an axiom contain the obliga-

tion to purify the heart? How could you conclude from it the

duty of rendering to God the homage which is his due? Vast as

it is, it embraces not the half of our duties. And in practice,

what deficiencies, what inconsistencies, would it not permit to

remain ! What, then, is human morality but a disconnected and

fragmentary thing, even in the man who is the most distinguished

for his character ! In vain do you search there for the common

principle of all morality. In a word, he derives from his conscience

only some virtues; he cannot derive from it virtue.

Hence it is, that virtue ought not to be sought after any where

below God, who is its supreme and only source. In fact, the love
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of God is virtue. The power which produces in man simultane-

ously, as from a single fountain, all the virtues, dwells only in

this sentiment. Thus it is, that in the production of this affection

in the human bosom, the Scriptures make regeneration to consist.

It does not teach us to be virtuous by successive additions, by

placing one virtue, so to speak, side by side with another. It

unites us to God by faith; and this faith, which produces love, de-

velopes simultaneously in the renewed soul all those qualities and

habits the combination of which forms virtue. And it is because

he plants that one germ in the very centre of the soul, and not at

different points on its surface, that he attaches a sovereign impor-

tance to internal dispositions. The Bible alone has said, with a

perfect knowledge of its cause, "From the heart proceed the

springs of life." Social virtues, followed as an end, by the ordi-

nary moralist, are in the eyes of the Christian moralist only the

development of internal virtue, the sign and manifestation of its

presence in the soul. Human morality, in its most perfect state,

is only an ingenious mosaic, the least concussion of which makes

it a heap of variegated rubbish; Christian morality is the mighty

pyramid, every part of which finds the same support in its im-

mense base immovable as the ground upon which it stands. 1

With whatever pretensions man may approach his divine Judge,

he cannot present himself with virtue; he has it not, for he has not

the love of God. What glory, then, could he find before God?

i The materialists derive the idea of virtue from order, fitness, harmony,
utility; and since the maxim of their philosophy is, nihil est in intellect**

,,-ni /nit prim in t< ruo, there is nothing in the intellect which was not

first in tin- sriiM'-i
; virtue, according t<> them, is a thing altogether outward

and artificial, a matter of mere expediency, or of taste. The Spiritualists,

on tin- other hand, maintain that it is innate and universal. Some of them
would perhapt say, that it is reason in its highest state, or that it is God
m tin- loul. This latter view, though an approach to the truth, is yet

vague and unsatisfactory, [ndeed, ever] one acquainted with the history

of metaphysical enquiries knows that no subject has more completely bc-

red and baffled tin- profenndesi thinkers. But even if the nature of

virtue were perfectly understood, the great question would yet remain,
i be produced in the human heart ' Our author says that the

louroe; and he Is unquestionably right. For
in, the itrongesl and puresl in man, placed on an infinite object

is alone fitted tooontrol the whole lite. It then becomes universal, resist*

mil Inexhaustible. Prom its very nature, it renders virtue precious

n lake, and dearer than all other interest. By enthroning Uod
'

i akei truth and holiness omnipotent and immortal.— T.
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Acknowledge that all occasion of glorifying himself is excluded; ex-

cluded for the man whom the world despises ; excluded for him whom
it esteems. "There is no difference," says the apostle, "for all have

sinned." Up to this point, the possibility of a difference may be

conceived; but he adds, "and are deprived of all glory before God."

Here differences disappear; for this sin, which is sin properly

speaking, is the same in all. In this point of view the most gene?

rous man has a hard heart, the most just is unrighteous, the most

honourable, unfaithful, the most loyal, rebellious, the most pure,

adulterous; for every thing he has spared his fellow-men he has

clone to God. 1

Do not suppose we are ignorant of all the murmurs, which feel-

ing or natural prejudice may raise against this declaration. We
might confine ourselves to replying that it remains true notwith-

standing, and with an evidence stronger than all prejudices. But

the consideration of an interesting fact will double, if it be neces-

sary, the evidence already so great.

It would be natural to presume, that the more virtuous a man was,

the less disposed we should find him to subscribe to the doctrine of

our text, or at least to permit himself to be placed, in this respect, on

the same level with a man decidedly vicious. I do not deny, that

we might easily find, among honourable people, some specimens of

this natural pharisaism. But what we often meet with among the

noblest souls, and much more frequently among them than others,

is a disposition to complain of themselves, and voluntarily to place

themselves below those persons Avho, in the general opinion, are

greatly their inferiors. May it not be that these noble spirits, to

whom their very superiority may be the commencement of a re-

velation, perceive dimly, that in the midst of their amiable virtues,

i This, an objector might say, is to confound all moral distinctions. But

if the author's premises are true, his conclusions are inevitable. If man
is destitute of love to God, the fundamental principle of virtue, he is des-

titute of all true morality. His heart is corrupt, and his outward and

temporary virtues are radically defective. They may be useful in society,

but they do not unite him to God, nor fit him for immortality. He is con-

demned by the state of his own heart, with which the government of God

is chiefly occupied, and must therefore be ranked with the ungrateful and

disobedient. He needs, as well as they, to be forgiven and renewed. If

saved at all, he must be saved by grace, as much as the Thief on the cross,

Mary Magdalene, or Saul of Tarsus. " God hath concluded them all in

unbelief (rebellion) that he might, have mercy upon all."—T.
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and promises that, under his guidance, he shall be able to stand

without fear in the presence of his Jndge. One moment.1—cries

the proud criminal,—one moment! Who hath said that I have

need of grace; and on what grounds dees he come to offer me that

humiliating benent? A

Is it pretended that they needg Ifostl drag, as suppliants,

these noble companion : :be foot of a tribune,

crime alone ought to a: my sins have need of indulgence,

rtoes claim nothing but justice; and j : it is prett

absolve them! Yes, it is pretended* to absolve them, unhappy

one, whom pride deceives! Bat what difference will it make.'

With them, or without then re condemned; mid:,!. :

about to strike; the Bridegroom is k the it lamp

burning? Is your soul united to God? Are you his by the dis-

positions of your heart? Can you be happy in th-

of Christ, and of God himself? This, this is the real question,

.1 question; and in this solemn hour, when your terrestrial

dwelling is about to fall upon your head, when a single moment
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man of God cries in the Scriptr. I hath concluded all in

rebellion, that he may have mercy upon all." With him there is

no respect of persons, no respect of sins : he stops not at

shades of difference : he does not' apply to us our own vain mea-

iginal crime is equal in all; and since he fa

eluded all in rebellion, he includes all in mercy. Labourers of the

1, of the eleventh hour ! n

urers at ail. and who, having arrived at the fatal hour of

midnight, having nothing to offer your Master I n and

tears, there is room for you all in his arms. But you must throw

yourselves there; you must seek no other aid; you must

expose yourselves to the malediction of the pro:

they who go down I for be!p !"' That is. cursed be they

.-fusing to t ^e refuge in the recol-
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lection of their good works, their good will, their good intentions,

or in a false pretext of a feebleness which they could not vanquish,

or in the impious idea that God will pardon them at the expence

of his justice ! The amnesty is doubtless for all, for all equally

;

but it must be accepted just as it is offered ; not as a right, but as

a gift; not as an abandonment of the principles of the divine

government, but as the price of the sacrifice of Jesus Christ, as a

return for the ransom he has paid and the pledge he has offered.

Such are the feelings with which we must come before that offended

Master, who alone has a right to regulate and appoint the terms

of the treaty which he will conclude with us. It would be to sanc-

tion and confirm the first rebellion by a second, to dispute about

the terms of the treaty, to propose modifications of it, to cavil

about the clauses, say rather, not to accept it with all the eager-

ness of gratitude and all the fervour of love. Weigh all these

things, my dear brethren, and let those who feel internally that

they are not reconciled to God, ask themselves without delay:

Why do we hesitate to couclude with divine justice? Shall we

persist, without a shadow of hope, in making common cause with

rebels ? Do we wish that death should surprise us included in

revolt? Let the world insult our feebleness; there is no cowardice

in capitulating with God. He is mad who would sell, to a vain

renown for courage, the hopes of eternity ! Unhappy he who can

spend a whole life without loving and serving God! We are here,

then, O Lord; take us to thyself, take us wholly; we would not

live to ourselves, we would live only to Him who hath loved us

first, loved us with an eternal love !
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XII.

THE PRINCIPLE OF CHRISTIAN MORALITY.

" The love of Christ constraineth us."—2 Cor., v, 14.

A SHORT time since, one of those fugitive publications which

are intended to offer daily aliment to the public curiosity

called the attention of its readers to a new work, which ought, if

we might believe the critic, to alarm all the friends of pure moral-

ity. That dangerous work developes an idea which shows how

the doctrine, and perhaps the intention of the author, is corrupted,

namely, that all the efforts of man cannot secure his salvation,

and that he can do nothing to merit it. You will ask me what

that book so severely criticised is. I know not, for it is not even

named ; but it might be the New Testament. For the New Testa-

ment also declares that man is not saved by his works; that the

gift of salvation is entirely gratuitous ; and that it is neither of

him that willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of God that showeth

mercy. And since the Gospel neither supposes nor admits of any

other means of salvation, it clearly follows that no other means

which we may attempt would conduct us to that result, not even

the greatest efforts we could make to fulfil the will of God. Such

is the doctrine in all its nakedness, I was going to say, in all its

crudeness. What, then, must we do? As to the men who call

themselves Christians, and yet censure these doctrines, it would,

perhaps, be sufficient to reduce them to silence, by showing them

that the doctrines they revile are the very doctrines of the Gospel,

and that the church, for about eighteen centuries, has professed

and proclaimed them as fundamental truths. But as these incon-

siderate critics exhibit, besides a great ignorance of the contents of

the New Testament, a striking want of reflection and of true philo-

sophy, it may be proper to examine the maxim in question, as a

simple idea, as a pure theory, in the light of reason alone. This

is what we propose to undertake; and we hope that the result of

this investigation will show that this doctrine is not only reason-
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able and moral, but that it alone is reasonable, that it alone is

truly moral.

And first of all, let us give a full statement of the difficulty which

is presented to us. " A doctrine," it is said, " which teaches that

we cannot merit salvation, which denies the sufficiency and con-

sequently the necessity of good works, is directly contradictory to

the idea of morality ; for morality is the science of duty, and in

the doctrine objected to there is no place for duty. Moreover,

this doctrine contradicts the New Testament ; for on all its pages

it enjoins good works, while this doctrine excludes them." Let us

meet this objection. And to those who urge it upon us, let us, in

our turn, put some questions.

If there is a religious morality, that is, a system of duties with

reference to our Creator, must we not possess some motive to induce

us to practise these duties? It is admitted. Can there beany

other motive than the two following, interest and devotion? 1 Xo,

it is not possible to conceive of a third. Well, then, to these two

motives correspond two systems, which we proceed to examine.

According to the first of these systems, every man comes into

the world with perfect faculties, with obligations corresponding to

these, and the expectation of a destiny suited to the manner in

which he shall have used these faculties and fulfilled these obliga-

tions. Between God and him there exists a tacit contract, a reci-

procal obligation. Man promises obedience, and God promises

happiness. He that does good shall be recompensed ; he that does

evil shall be puni.-hed. This is sufficient to make us practise all

our duties.

In this first system, then, interest is the motive proposed to us

;

an interest, doubtless, very elevated, nay, the greatest of all, but

ii interest. Bnt who d<>e> not, at the first glance, see how
insufficient and defective is such motive? In the first place, this

1 rinciple introduces into morality a foreign element, we may say

.1 In. Mil.- element, Bince virtue consists essentially in self-sacrifice.

Thia principle does not at first manifest all its hostility to the true

Spirit of morality. But let it work, and you will speedily see it

subduing every thing to itself. It will soon teach you that it is

.-nit which gives to actions all their value; that it is the net

1 Bj devotion, the author means the disinterested love of
Virtue, benevolence, as tome li.ive called it.— T.
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profit or loss which determines their essential character; that good

is no longer good in itself; that it is good only as it secures happi-

ness ; and that vice is no longer vice in itself, but that it is vice

only as it exposes to calamity. Promises have only to be attached

to vice, and it will become virtue, threatenings to virtue, and it

will become vice. Nevertheless, if morality is not a vain word,

virtue, separated from its hopes, must still be something ; and vice,

separated from its dangers, must also be something. This is not

all ; for we must not forget that Ave are treating of religious

morality; of duties which have God for their object; and that the

first of all these duties, the only duty, properly speaking, is love.

The law is not fulfilled except by love. But interest, carried to

its utmost perfection, selfishness the most refined, can never rise to

love. Under its influence a man may estimate the value of actions;

he may make calculations with reference to the external life ; nay,

more, he may give all his goods to feed the poor, and his body to

be burned ; but he can no more cause himself, by self-interest, to

love, than he can from the collision of two pieces of ice produce

the slightest spark of fire.

Disgusted with this wholly selfish morality, other minds have

dreamed of a different system. They have absolutely excluded

interest, and professed to cultivate virtue for its own sake. " Is

not virtue," say they, "independent of the advantages it procures,

worthy to receive our homage, and occupy our thoughts? Is it

necessary for God, who is truth, beauty, goodness supreme, to

encourage us by promises, to frighten us by threatenings, in order

to secure our obedience ? In serving him, we ought to blush to

yield to other impulses, than those which result from his perfections

themselves ?

Well, who of us will venture to say that these are not right?

Who will not heartily subscribe to this elevated system? But, on

the other hand, who will realize it? This system is beautiful, it

is lofty, it is true. It has only one defect,—it is impracticable.

A truce to reasonings; let us speak only of facts. Where are

those who serve God from pure love ? JSay, where are those who

love God at all ? Let us not seek to deceive ourselves. Those

fugitive emotions, which the thought of the Creator, or the con-

templation of his marvellous works, causes us to feel, those super-

ficial impressions, otherwise foreign to so many hearts, are by no
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means love. If we love God only when we find our happiness in

subordinating to him our thoughts, affections, wishes, nay more,

our whole life ; if we love God only when we lose our will in his
;

if we love God only when offending him appears to us the greatest,

the only calamity on earth, and pleasing him the greatest, the only

felicity ; if we love God only when our heart places between him

and creatures the same distance he places himself,—answer, ye

who hear me, who is it that loves God? True, the worldling quite

often exclaims, I certainly love God ; nay, who does not love him?

But nothing marks, with greater clearness, the estrangement of our

heart thau the audacity of this pretension. He who begins to love

God is the first to be alarmed at his indifference to God. We love

Gcd!—ah ! let us not rashly say so. When we shall cherish for

him the tenth, the hundredth part of the affection, which we

cherish for a parent, a friend, or an earthly benefactor, it will be

time, perhaps, to say that we love him. Till then, let us be silent,

and prostrate in the dust.

But if we do net love him, what becomes of that disinterested

morality which we were right to prefer ? What becomes of that

refined system of which we were so proud ?

It is true, that in the world, there are men who have set out to

serve God. They have acknowledged that he had a right to be

served; they have felt internally, their obligation to devote to him

their life. But in what has that attempt terminated, except in

proving that they did not really love God? The worldling, the

frivolous man, might tell you, with confidence, that he loves God;

but go and ask troubled and burdened spirits, who laboriously and

painfully drag the long chain of the precepts of the law, go and

ask them if they have that love in their hearts. Ah! it is not of

love of which they will speak, but of fear, that is to say, of interest

Btill. Tliey will tell you of the majesty of the divine law, of its

inviolability, of its threateningB. They will tell you that their

sins are a burden greater than they can bear. They will tell you

that instead of the Father they were seeking, they have found

only a master and a judge; that bis wrath has concealed from them

his goodness; that fear has left no place for love, and that before

loving they most hope.

Mark it well ; before they love they must hope. And this is the

method of the GospeL It remains for us to devclope it.
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You have seen that interest is not worthy to serve as a motive

power to our moral conduct. You have seen on the other hand,

that an obedience based only upon love has no place in the heart

of the natural man. Here, then, we experience a double embar-

rassment; we must discard interest, and produce love; but how

discard interest, and produce love? The Gospel engages to an-

swer these two questions.

Do this and live, the majority of moralists say to us ; so also do

the Scriptures of the Old Testament. That is to say if we regard

the spirituality, the perfection of the law, do what is impossible,

and live ; do what is impossible, or perish.

It was necessary that such a morality should be taught in the

world; it was necessary, also, that God should proclaim it in the

old dispensation ; it is still necessary that it should be preached in

our days, among those who resist the Gospel; because the blessing

must be estimated by the want, the remedy by the evil. Those

who reject Jesus Christ must learn how far they are from fulfill-

ing the conditions of their existence, and how much they need

that the exigency thus created should be met by Him who can meet

all exigencies, supply all deficiencies, in a word, by Him who only

can create ; for the thing to be accomplished is nothing less than a

creation. In this very law, or morality, "is a schoolmaster that

leads to Christ." 1

But in the case of him whom the conviction of his guilt and im-

potence has led to Christ, a new order of things commences, a new

morality springs up. The Law has said,
—"Do these things, and

live," but the language of the Gospel is,
—"Live, and do these

things." In the ordinary morality, obedience precedes and pro-

duces salvation; in that of the Gospel, salvation precedes and

produces obedience.

Do you perceive that this simple transposition harmonizes every

i The apostle Paul describes Christians as " new creatures," or as the

original reads, "a new creation in Christ Jesus." In another passage, he
speaks of them as passing "from death unto life." So that the language

of Vinet is fully justified by the word of God. Besides, does not reason

itself corrobate this view ? If man is not pure and virtuous, he is morally

dead ; in order then to live, he must be born again, that is to say, he must
receive a new moral life. He needs two things, pardon and sanctification.

The bestowment of these by the Gospel is surely nothing less than " a new
creation."—T.
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thing? We knew not what to do with interest, nor where to find

love. Both of them find a place in this system, but in a new

order, and in a new relation. Might I venture to say the Gospel

expels our selfishness by satiating it, exhausts it by giving it

everything? It effaces seJfas its very first act. At the outset,

and once for all, the greater part is given to interest, or rather the

whole is given to it, every thing that can fill the capacity of the

heart of men and of angels; eternal life, salvation, in the highest

and most perfect sense of the word. The Gospel begins by de-

claring that we are saved, not by our works, but independently of

them, nay, before our works. It relieves us of the intolerable

burden, which caused us to bend under the obligations and terrors

of the law. It gives rest and enlargement to the heart. It re-

stores it to liberty. And of this liberty what use do we make?

It is here the beauty of the evangelical system is seen. Joyful

over his dissipated fears, happy on account of his deliverance, and

tranquil with reference to his future fate, but, above all, admitted

to contemplate God in the perfect manifestation of his love, con-

fiding in God, whose goodness knows no change; in a word, con-

quered by gratitude, he is seized with a desire to do every thing

for Him who hath first loved him, and given himself for him.'

"He loveth much, because he is forgiven much." Will he neglect

the law? On the contrary, it will become to him more dear and

sacred. But he will observe it in another spirit,—as the law of

love, as the law of a Father and a Saviour. He will acknowledge

that it is perfect, that it is sweeter than honey, that it restores the

soul. lie will delight in it after the inward man. He will prac-

tise it doubtless from a sense of obligation, but also from taste,

from inclination, soon even from instinct; and he will observe it

more and more, as it becomes dearer to his heart by the good fruits

which it brings forth. It will no longer be necessary to say to

him, In the name of your eternal interests, in the name of the

terrors of the judgment, do this and live; because his eternal in-

terest8 have beeo provided for, and the sentence which condemns

him has been nailed to the cross. But it will be said to him,

Walk in good works, for which ye were created in Christ Jesus.

Ye are bought with a price, therefore glorify God in your bodies

and in your spirits, which are his;" or, as the apostle says in

another place, "T beseech you, by the mercies of God, that ye
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present your bodies a living sacrifice unto God, holy and accept-

able, which is your reasonable service."

Doubtless this fulness of confidence, this victorious assurance,

is not imparted in the same degree, to all Christians; and if many

possess it in the first moment of their conversion, others arrive at

it only by a slow and laborious progress, while others, all their

life long, rejoice with trembling. But observe two things par-

ticularly; in the first place, it is certain that in view of all those

to whom it has been given to believe in the merciful sacrifice of

the Saviour, God is love. They know, they feel that they are

loved; they see that the designs of God respecting them are salva-

tion and peace; and this conviction which reveals to their mind

another God than is known to the world, also inspires them with

other dispositions than those of the world. They loved that God

who has loved them personally and tenderly; and thus it is that

love becomes the principle of their moral life. Secondly, the Gos-

pel, by incessantly declaring that their works cannot save them,

by impelling them continually towards the idea of a gratuitous

salvation, for ever urges them towards divine love, and forces all

their thoughts to concentrate on that great object,—the compassion

of the Saviour. With these persuasions, with this constant direc-

tion of the mind, it is impossible that the life should not become a

life according to God. These Christians, then, do not form an

exception to the position we have laid doAvn. But this is not all.

Sincere faith is, in reality, full of hope. The individual who

firmly believes that the blood of the new covenant has been shed

for him, cannot be persuaded that lie who has enabled him to be-

lieve, hath bestowed a gift illusory and vain. He cannot deny to

himself the faithfulness of God. And if sometimes the inefface-

able conviction of his own unworthiness, the consideration of that

law of the flesh in his members which fights against the law of

the spirit, the view of so many deplorable infidelities in the bosom

even of the church may, for a moment, obscure his hope, these

very things make him recur with redoubled fervour to Him, who,

finding nothing in us to make us acceptable in his sight, has been

willing to save us through the faith which he has given. Do not

imperatively demand from that Christian soul the triumphant as-

surance which the Lord has not made the privilege of all believers.

He has it not, perhaps; but he loves; he has renounced all merit;

1 L
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he expects nothing from himself, but every thing from his Father.

1 ask you, if he has not complied with the terms of the Gospel?

1 ask you, when he obeys fromleve, without hope in himself, with-

out mercenary and sordid views, if that principle of Christian mor-

ality, the superiority of which we have endeavoured to establish,

is a stranger to him, and if the occasional shadows which becloud

his hope, in any measure detract from the system we have devel-

oped

True, the Gospel speaks of a recompense, a reward, a crown.

Hero is only one truth ; but it may have two aspects. It is quite

evident that faith produces love, that love produces obedience, and

an obedience which makes no calculation. But it is equally true

that the Avorks of such an obedience are good works; that such

works lead to happiness as a necessary consequence; that God has

not desired, and cannot desire the restoration of man without the

design of rendering him happy; and that, in this view, tha Gospel

has been able, in God's name, to speak of a recompense and a crown.

Thus, then, we find in the same truth two ideas, not contradictory,

but correlative ; faith given as a grace, and the fruits of faith as a

recompense; the believer not labouring for a recompense, but God

treating him as if he owed him something; salvation preceding

obedience, since the cross, the means of salvation has preceded the

works of the believer, and in another sense, that is to say, in the

order of time, obedience preceding salvation, since the full enjoy-

ment of the l'l«-ss"mLr s promised to the believer does not commence
till after he has finished his work. There is, then, no contradiction

bot mutual correspondence between the diverse declarations of the

New Testament; and all the passages which it contains respecting

wards of the faithful, cannot shake its great, its vital prin-

ciple, namely, that obedience is the Bruit of salvation, and that the

believer obeys, not that he may be saved, but because he is already

»ved Besides, What need have we to confirm all these ideas,

When t
! :<- tacts utter a language BO clear? Seek among all men

who make ;i n of ( 'hrist ianitv . these to whom Christian-

ril !. i fficacious, those who have received the Gospel in

tamest, and apply it with fidelity in their life, and ask them, iii

riew of their good works, what is the principle of these works; and

there \t not one of them but will answer, I obey because I love;

I love
I pai loned me.
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Even if the common morality, that, I mean, which rejects the

doctrine of the atonement, should succeed in producing the same

effects, the same works as the evangelical morality, the latter would

no less possess a striking character of superiority; for as a modern

writer has judiciously remarked, virtue in the one is but the means

;

in the other it is the end. In the one God is served as a mean

of happiness; in the other he is adored for himself. In the one

we cannot free ourselves from mercenary views ; in the other we

obey only from a pure and generous impulse. In the one it is ser-

vile fear; in the other filial reverence. ''Having such promises,

dearly beloved, let us perfect holiness in the fear of the Lord."

In the one there is self-interest, and consequently bondage ; in the

other all is love, that is to say, freedom.

After these reflections, it will be easy for you to appreciate the

criticism which we referred to at the beginning of this discourse.

You can judge if that is an immoral doctrine, which teaches that

all our efforts cannot secure our salvation, and that nothing can be

done to merit it. You know now that this doctrine is that of love;

and of love in two senses at once, of a merciful love on the part of

God, of a grateful love on the part of man. It is not a bargain,

but a free covenant between God who has loved us first, and us

who love him on account of his very love. What! is duty less

sacred to us because we love him who imposes it? What! is the

lav/ the less acknowledged by us the more we acknowledge him

who has given it? What! do we hate sin less because its expia-

tion has cost the purest blood in the universe? What! shall we

feel ourselves under less obligation to obey, because we cannot

estimate all the immensity of the Father's love? Is a doctrine

which doubles the weight of all duties, the force of all precepts, the

pressure of all motives, an immoral doctrine? Is it not rather, as

we said at the beginning, the best,- the only good morality?

That the grace of God maybe turned into licentiousness we are,

not anxious to deny. That such an insult to the majesty of God,

to the majesty of divine charity, transcends all other baseness,

every one will acknowledge. On this account it must be admitted

that the greatest manifestation of the goodness of God has given

occasion to the greatest manifestation of the wickedness of man.

If God had found it necessary to prescribe the use of no other

means than such as it would have been impossible for us to abuse,
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we might not have falleu so low, that every thing reveals it, or

rather we might not have fallen at all. The effects we have de-

scribed we have presented as natural, and doubtless they are such,

but not as certain in themselves; the will of God and the grace of

his Spirit alone secure them. It is true, then, that many have

abused them, and that many will abuse them ; but those who abuse

them do so to their destruction, while those who use them
T
do so

to their unspeakable benefit. The latter have reasoned well, con-

cluded well; the former have made a deplorable mistake; and in

every case what cuts off all difficulty is, that while a small num-

ber only have accepted and fully understood grace, natural morality

has never saved a single person, because it cannot regenerate him

;

while the dispensation we have explained, is the only one which

has proved its efficacy to save the soul. That which changes the

heart, which causes it to be born to a new life, which invests all

obligations with a sacred authority, and transfers a religious cha-

racter even to the slightest duties, which , in fine, elevates moral-

ity to the region of the absolute and the perfect, is the dispensation

of the Gospel, and that alone. How far, then, how infinitely far

from truth and justice are those who charge with immorality the

doctrine wre exhibit.

That doctrine which has been described to us in the nineteenth

century, as a shocking paradox, is the same as that professed by

all true Christians since Jesus Christ. It is the morality of St.

Paul and of St. John, of Fenelon and of Pascal, of Newton and of

Oberlin,—it is Christian morality. Salvation by faith is spoken

of in your churches, and you receive that expression. Very well!

this molality is nothing else than salvation by faith, or the recovery

of the soul, by trust in the divine compassion; and how far will

not this make the doctrine go back into the past? Under the

ancient covenant, believers among the Jews already lived by this

faith in tin- gratuitous merry of the Lord. Ascending from one

i ration to another, you see them all drink of the water of this

spiritual rock, which is Christ; yon sec Moses prefer the reproach

of Christ to all the treasures of Egypt
;

you sec this divine promise

throw its pure and consoling light upon the mournful path of our

firsl ing forth from the shades of Paradise. This is the

morality for which, during four thousand years, God prepared siek

and fallen humanity; the morality whose majestic foundations, so
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long prepared in darkness, the death of Christ has brought forth

into the light; the morality of all future time; in a word the mo-

rality of humanity, which can sustain no other. O, if there is one

among you, whom prejudices, like those which have given rise to

this discourse, still keep far away from the Gospel, we conjure

him to study the system of the Gospel, and after having admired

its beauty, consistency, and harmony, let him ask himself the ques-

tion, if it is possible for man to invent it? Let him ask himself,

if there is not here more than a system ; if there is not a fact, vast

and divine, the greatest in the entire history of the universe? Let

the cross become to him a reality, Jesus Christ a Saviour, the

Gospel good news, an authentic message from heaven; and let him

adopt this morality, alone worthy of God, alone adapted to our

wants, and alone capable of regenerating our souls.
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XIII.

NECESSITY OF BECOMING CHILDKEN.

" Verily I say onto you. except ye be converted, and become as little children,

ye shall not enter the kingdom of heaven."—Matt,, xviii, 3.

I
HAVE sought, my dear hearers, in the preceding discourses,

to render Christianity acceptable to your reason; I have con-

stantly attached the chain of my arguments to the immutable

principles of nature. I have appealed from yourselves to your-

selves. I have thus, as it were, erected a tribunal before which

the religion of Jesus Christ has appeared to be judged. What I

have done, was, in my judgment, permitted to me. Preaching

ought always to set out from a point admitted by all, in order to

arrive at one which is not ; with men convinced of the truth of

Christianity, it sets out from the declarations of the Gospel itself:

with those who are not thus convinced, it must set out from a

point further back, a point which can be nothing else than some

one of those convictions which are common to all our hearers,

imparted by nature, or acquired by study. We have no regret,

then, at the course we have followed ; but we acknowledge that

the attitude in which we have been forced to place Christianity,

shall we venture to say it, of being accused by you, and defended

by us, ifl not Bncfa as we should have preferred; and we have not

able to conceal from ourselves the danger both to you and to

uost inseparable from such a method. By continually invok-

ing the testimony of your reason, we had to fear inflating that

reason ; and, on the other hand, of giving to the Christian

revelation a false air of philosophical system and theory. We
may also have given some occasion to believe that the work of

conversion to Christianity Is accomplished entirely by human

means; that one becomes a disciple of Jesus Christ in no other

« ay than he becomes a disciple of Plato ; that in this marvellous

transformation, reason and philosophy accomplish the whole
; in a
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word, that the proud thinker could make that long aud important

transition from the world to Christianity, without losing any thing,

or yielding any thing on the way.

It is this impression which we shall now endeavour to destroy,

if we have permitted it to be formed in you. Christianity, which

has seen us patiently defending its rights before our petty tribunal,

mast, from this moment, assume the accent which becomes it, and

dissipate the illusions you may have formed touching its position

and your own. Have you thought, perhaps, that it sought nothing

but your adherence, and, too well satisfied with having gained it,

would leave you at rest, as after an affair amicably settled between

it and you? Have you thought, by declaring its pretensions ac-

ceptable, by pronouncing, so to speak, its sentence of acquittal, yon

had done all that it required, and that its relations to you would

continue on the same footing of equality on which they commenced?

Assuredly you were greatly deceived. It must by no means, be

concluded that you are converted, because yon have yielded to the

historical, the mora!, or the philosophical evidence, with which it

is irradiated in every part. That work, to take it in its true nature,

is not even begun ; all that we have said, and all that you have

believed, is scarcely a preface to it
;
you have not yet read a single

syllable of the book itself. The road to the kingdom of heaven has

been pointed out to you : but you have not entered that kingdom.

Such as you are naturally, you cannot enter it, for, says the Mas-

ter himself to you, " Except ye be converted, and become as little

children, ye shall not enter the kingdom of heaven."

Remember the reply of Archimedes to the tyrant of Sicily, who
grew impatient with the slowness of his method or the difficulty of

his theorems, "There is no royal road to science." With greater

reason, we say the same to you, respecting our subject. Christ-

ianity does not offer, does not know, any privileged road. I ac-

knowledge, that so long as you make enquiry touching the truth

of the Christian revelation, the nature of these preliminary invest-

igations is such as to leave undisturbed the sentiment of your inde-

pendence and your dignity. This part of the route is wide ; it has

room for all your pretensions. Here you can enlarge and expa-

tiate at your ease, and occupy it entirely with the sumptuous array

of your science. But this road, however wide, terminates for you
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and fox* every one, at a gate BO Strait and low, that far from being

able to pass it, with all your magnificence, you cannot even enter

it, except on condition of lessening yourselves, and exchanging, so

to speak, the stature of a full-grown man, for that of a little child.

"Except ye be converted, and become as little children, ye shall

not enter the kingdom of heaven.

"

Is this the same as saying, that at the decisive moment on which

depends an entrance into the kingdom of heaven, man is called

upon to abandon his reason, to regard as null and void all the

knowledge he has acquired, and that the childhood, which is made

a condition of his admission, is nothing but ignorance and stupidity?

Those who can believe this, forget that the New Testament every

where supposes the contrary, and that the Christian religion

includes in itself the richest source of intellectual development.

They forget that from the very first it has rendered popular the

loftiest ideas ; that the apostles were not afraid to say to mew
already converted, ;t We speak as unto wise men ;" and that in

one of the epistles is found this remarkable antithesis, "Be not

children in understanding ; howbeit in malice be ye children, but

in understanding be men." 1 Cor., xiv, 20. A man in reason,

—

a child in heart,—such must the Christian be ; such is the disposi-

tion with which every one must enter the kingdom of heaven. 1

suppose you to have the first ; have you the second?

So long as you were only examining, in the pride of your reason,

the evidences of Christianity, its records and its testimonies, every

thing was allowed you which is allowed to full-grown men; you

win.- required to be nothing else. But when, at the conclusion of

these independent researches, your conviction has bound you to

the doctrine of Christ ; when by any means, you have acquired

assurance that Jesus Christ came into the world to save sinners,

<.!' which each of you may well say, he is chief; when, to take a

particular case, that great thinker, that subtle genius, that learned

man. has ascertained that he has been picked up in the highways

of the world, as an abandoned child, without protection, without

I lothing and food, without power to proceed on his way, or even

voice to enquire the road, will it become him to affect the airs of a

'"dig of Importance? And will he not be bound to confess him-

self a child, let himself be treated as such, become such in reality?
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What, then, in the eyes of God, is he whom the world honours

as a wise man ? What is he but an ignorant one ? What he that

is strong among men but weakness itself? What he that is intel-

ligent but a fool? What he that is rich but a pauper? Even if

he should have discovered new heavens, or founded an empire on

the earth, what is he in the eyes of God but a madman who has

forgotten the first of truths ; who is incapable of spelling the first

syllable of the name with which the heavens resound, and which

angels adore 5
who cannot fulfil, cannot even begin to fulfil the

first, the holiest, and the simplest of his duties, and who with all

his knowledge of nature, estranges himself so far even from nature,

that he adores what he ought to despise, and despises what he

ought to adore!

That which a little child is, with reference to the knowledge which

such a man possesses, he is himself with reference to the knowledge

of God. But that which a child has he has not. The child has, for

all power, the consciousness of his feebleness ; for all science, the con-

sciousness of his ignorance ; for all wisdom, the instinct which carries

him towards his natural protectors. The man of the world has not

this wisdom. He wishes, unaided to raise himself from the cradle,

where he lies in his weakness. He wishes to find the road for him-

self, in a region of which he is ignorant. He rejects the hand which

is held out to sustain him, and ever pre- occupied with his part as

a full-grown mau, he will not recollect that he is only a child.

This despotism, so natural and so common among those who are

destitute of Christian convictions, is often seen perpetuated even

among those whose reason has been conquered by the Gospel.

They are ready, in their character of full-grown men, to sign the

deed which acknowledges the Gospel, but they cannot persuade

themselves to become children, that is, to become Christians. It

is here they encounter the great stone of stumbling which their

wisdom had not foreseen. It is here they stop disconcerted, as if

caught in a snare. It was not with this in prospect that they

embraced Christianity. They were deceived ;
they have been led

further than they wished to go; they will not go back, that is

henceforth impossible ; but neither will they go forward.

They must go forward. They must put their heart in harmony

with their intellect. Christianity is not a system out of us, but ft
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life within us. Christianity is a renovation of the soul; it is

nothing less. A Christian is not a man who has expelled from his

mind one theory, to give place to another. He is a man humbled;

A\hu feels that he can live only upon mercy; who adores, who

blesses that mercy; who nourishes himself upon the promises of

God aa his only hope; who continually renounces himself, and de-

votes his life daily to the Saviour. He does not live himself, but

his Saviour lives in him. x\nd the life which he still lives in the

ricsh he lives by faith on the Son of God, who hath loved him.

It would be very agreeable, doubtless, and very nattering to

his self-love, to present himself to the world as a man who, amongst

;iil systems, had made his choice, and is ready to furnish evidence

of his good judgment, by giving an account of the reasons which

have led him to embrace Christianity as a system eminently ra-

tional. But the question at issue is a very different one from that

of a mere profession. Look at a child. He not only does not

blush to acknowledge his father, but he glories in it. It never

occurs to the mind of this young creature that the father whom
he respects is not respected by all. He places him in his esti-

mation far above all other men. He yields to him respect and

obedience in every place. Even in the one where his father is

obliged to take a humble attitude, he perceives not that his father

is not to every one what he is to him; or did he perceive it, he

would be astonished and afflicted, and say so in sufficiently deci-

sive tones. Ask from him who is yet only a philosophical Chris-

tian, these testimonies, these acknowledgments, this open and

honest profession. Require him to declare, without embarrassment

;ii)d circumlocution, and in all places equally, his exclusive trust

in the blood of thf new covenant. Let him place himself at the

of the cross, humble, poor, and wretched. Let him, full of

lore for his Father, Seized w itli admiration of that glorious goodness,

feeling that nothing is great, nothing beautiful by the side of that

divine work, give free expression to the emotions of his heart, and

speak of the oewa of salvation as news always fresh, always in-

to which the attention ought to be devoted by

choice, in the midst of all other news. Ask for all this, and you

v. ill ask in vain. He lias not believed, in order that he might

ich an issue! He did not anticipate this. In truth, you

a tonish him greatly.
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A little child has, with reference to the relations of society, views

more philosophical than any philosopher. To him men are men.

Custom does not, in his view, communicate to them any new

quality. He loves them if they are good ; he loves them if they

love his father. In this respect the Christian is a child. He per-

mits the relations of society to exist; he accepts social distinctions

for temporal use; and frequently conforms to them, from Chris-

tian prudence; but his heart, internally levels all these distinctions.

Christian love is the great leveller. He is not afraid to treat all

men as brethren; for he sees in them the children of his father;

and if there be any to whom his heart yields a preference, they

are those who love his Father. The differences of rank not only do

not arrest his love, but barriers more difficult to overleap, those

which are raised by difference of culture, intelligence, and charac-

ter, he scales with equal ease. He has always something to say

co the simple, something to learn from the ignorant, some sympathy

with characters the most diverse from his own. Neither weari-

ness nor disgust accompanies him into society thus diversified.

One great common interest brings all minds into harmony. Here

all feel themselves equally learned and ignorant, equally foolish

and wise. The differences which subsist in another sphere are not

remarked. They are, with reference to the final aim of life, of

but very little importance. Wherever the Christian meets a

Christian, he finds an equal. On the contrary, nothing is more

foreign to the Christian in theory. In order to form a common

bond between him and the Christian, something more than Chris-

tianity is needed. There must be, if not equality of rank, at least

equality of culture. He has nothing to say to the unlettered

Christian; he feels ill at ease in his company; he dreads it. He
must have similitude of views ; a difference disturbs him. He can-

not raise himself above the impression which produces an opinion

so little rational. He cannot abstract himself from forms, to

attach himself to principles, that is, to Christianity itself. He
seeks equals and fellows, rather than brethren.

A little child can do nothing of himself; but he expects every-

thing from his father. He knows that he is loved by him, and

that he will refuse him nothing that is necessary. He prays. The

life of a little child is prayer. What reason has man to think and
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not the efficient cause of any of the emotions which spring up

within us. All that it can do is to conduct us into the presence

of facts ; then it retires, and leaves the facts to affect and modify

us. It is thus that it places us in the presence of the fact of re-

demption, a fact which includes this singularity, that however

well fitted it may appear by its nature to touch our hearts, it yet

meets there the most formidable obstacles. In theory, we say to

ourselves, that in this fact every thing is so combined as to move

the heart : in practice, it would appear as if it were only fitted to

revolt it. Thus the Gospel does not ascribe to our natural faculties

the power to believe in it, and appropriate it to ourselves. " No
one can believe," it says to us, " that Jesus is the Son of God but

hy the Holy Spirit ;" which doubtless means, that no one can,

without the aid of the Holy Spirit, endue himself with the disposi-

tions of a true disciple of Jesus Christ. No one, to speak after

the manner of our text, can enter the kingdom of heaven except

he be converted and become a little child.

Hence this transformation into infancy does not even belong to

you. All that you can find in yourselves is the conviction that,

proud and independent by nature, you must ask God to break

down that haughtiness, to reduce you to the measure of little

children, to give you their hearts. And it is not you, learned

men, and men of genius alone, who need to ask this. Your pride

does not surpass that of other men, as your talents surpass theirs.

They too, in their mediocrity, are haughty and proud, for they

are men; humble and modest, perhaps, with relation to men,

haughty and proud with reference to God. Their reason makes

DO less pretensions than yours ; their dignity is not less exacting
;

it costs them as much to abase themselves, as if, like you, they

had their heads in the clouds. To be children, little children, to

walk wherever they are led, unable to quit the hand which guides

them, to depend on the divine mercy for the supply of their daily

want.-, to associate with the humble, to be seen in the company of

little ones, to pnl themselves on equality with the poor in spirit,

—what abasement, what disgrace! Happy, however, they who
have accepted that disgrace, and covered themselves with it! The

shame of cart h is the glory of heaven. J f it yet shocks you, if you

an- not yet pleased to become the children of God, know that.
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notwithstanding your professions, you are not yet in the kingdom

of heaven
;
you are on the threshold of a door open to your in-

spection, but forbidden to your entrance. You must beseech God

to break to pieces your pride, by giving you a lively consciousness

of your sinful state, a profound view of your misery, an implaca-

ble hatred of yourselves, such as sin has made you, and a solemn

conviction of your danger. Tell him to cast you down, to put

yon so low in your own esteem that you may feel yourselves but

too happy to be born again simple children, under the paternal

hand. Then, not only will the religious convictions you have

acquired profit you, but they will no longer be a burden, a care,

an importunate thought, too oppressive, wherever you may drag

it. They will constitute the foundation of your peace, the source

of your happiness, a life in your life, a life in your death, your

hope in time, your glory in eternity.
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XIV.

THE CLAIMS OF HEAVEN AND EABTH ADJUSTED.

"Set your affection on things above, not on things on the earth."

—

Col., iii,2.

T J1IIIS precept, and a multitude of analogous declarations spread

JL through the Scripture, are a subject of offence to many readers.

They see in them the providence of God contradicted by his word.

It is God himself that has placed us on the earth, and it is he who

wills that all our thoughts should be in heaven. It is God who

has placed us, by our bodies, our wants, and our faculties, in a

close and necessary relation with the world
;
yet it is he who

wishes to bind our hearts to eternity, by indestructible ties. It is

he who admits of no division, no compromise, and proposes to us

the choice between heaven and earth, as a choice between life and

death.

Ought it to surprise us, say superficial readers of the New Tes-

tament, that, pressed between two opposing necessities, we should

decide, after some uncertainty, either to throw our whole life

into the future, or lose it entirely in the present? If some minds.

struck with the instability of the world, hasten to flee from under

the roof of a ruinous edifice, retire irito the profound solitude of

their own thoughts, concentrate themselves upon a single idea.

iii.it of eternity, and renonnce the activity of social life, in order

to consecrate themselves entirely to the care of their salvation

;

while others, abandoned to the influence of external impressions,

spirits tickle, active, enrious, governed by the instinct of sociability,

and the charm of life, engage, body and soul, in the bustle of

human d do not permit a single thought to escape to-

wards the invisible world, and the things of eternity, we once

more enquire, ought we to be astonished at it?

Alas, no, it is not surprising. We need not be astonished to see
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the false reason of man corrupt and bend to its liking the simple

doctrines of the Gospel. But if we embrace the whole of its teach-

ings, we shall really find nothing in the Gospel which tends, even

in the slightest degree, to the separation or divorce of our two lives,

to the mutilation of our double nature. We are not taught there,

that God, in giving us the Gospel, intended violently to rend our

nature, and to place in competition two necessities, equally im-

perious. On the contrary, we are persuaded, while reading that

divine book, that God has been pleased to establish in our life a

perfect and unalterable uuity, to form of the two principles of which

in an is composed a single being; not to destroy one activity for

the benefit of the other, but to give to both one aim, and to the

whole life a single significance; not to kill, but to regenerate man.

The anchorite of ancient times, the partially enlightened believer,

who, in our day, would bring back the life of the anchorite, both

misapprehend the design of God. If Christian perfection had re-

quired their retirement from this world, God would have made for

them a separate world, where the wants of the body, the necessities

of physical existence, and the engagements of society would never

have disturbed the current of their serene contemplations. God

has not made such a world. By invincible ties has he bound them

to the world of sense, and the relations of society. He has com-

pelled them to labour for their fellow- creatures, and their fellow-

creatures for them. And no less has he demanded that they should

labour for their salvation.

Indeed, our situation would be favourable, and our task easy,

if it were only necessary to leave society, in order to find God

;

if God did not permit us to breathe the dust of the arena, or to

hear the noise of combat; if we could triumph without having

fought; if religion consisted not in overcoming temptations, but in

encountering none; if it were permitted us, in order to become

saints, to cease to be men, and if we could cast far away from us

the noble burden of humanity, as a great orator, in ancient times,

expressed himself. 1

i There was a celebrated people of antwjmty (the Spartans), a part of

whom had succeeded in subjugating the other., and causing them to accept

the severest laws. The conquered and the conquerors continued to occupy

7 M
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That the world, in ifs actual constitution, has its temptations,

its dangers, and its snares, we are not permitted to doubt. That

it is wise to shim dissipation, to avoid even useless agitations, to

seek, as much as may be, the repose of a retired life, there to re-

fresh the soul, and very frequently to enter the closet in order to

examine ourselves before God, are maxims with which it is im-

portant to be thoroughly penetrated. The peaceful uniformity of

the same soil, and to form, as it were, a single people. But the difference

of their respective positions showed itself in the difference of their employ-

ments. The conquerors aimed to arrive, as a people, at an ideal and un-

exampled perfection. Consequently military exercises, the strictest order,

privations the most painful, became the foundation of their life. None of

the members of this association were permitted to go beyond the bounds of

the republic, nor was a stranger allowed to penetrate within that sacred

territory. It might be called a military monastery, subjected to the stric-

test rules. But as it was necessary, after all, in the midst of this sublime

discipline, to live, the vanquished race were charged with providing for this.

On them was imposed the vulgar but indispensable task of cultivating the

earth, of exercising trades, in a word, of supplying all the material wants,

which even the loftiest spirits cannot hinder themselves from feeling.

Thus, on the one side, improvement ; on the other, labour ; on the one, in-

tellectual and moral life, on the other, material life and mechanical em-
ployments ; on the one, a polity almost become a species of religion, on the

other, industry without liberty, and very nearly without thought. Such
was the organization of that strange people. This state of things is a

feeble image ; still it is an image of the system we oppose. In fact, this

system divides mankind into two classes, two communities ; the first of
whom save their souls by withdrawing from the obligations of society.

while the others destroy their souls by submitting to them. The former
seek the food which endureth to life eternal, the latter ruin themselves by
seeking the food that perisheth. And, finally, what is not only strange,

but abominable, the one class labour, at the expense of their salvation, that

the other may he at liberty to secure it ; for in the end it comes to this.

However -piritual some may be, they bars bodies, temporal interests, and
families. They need the products of nature to feed them, the products of
art to clothe them, laws to live in peace, and a government to protect
them; and all these wants, reducing them only to strict necessity, sup-
poee a development of knowledge,—a mass of studies, of which it is dif-

ficult, at first right, to form an idea. The possession of so much of these

grots and absolutely accessary commoditiea as would be sufficient to render
the return of famine impossible, attaches itself, as all will admit, to the
highest speculations of science, and to the most ingenious inventions of
the arts. Bp that, since it u impossible to live without food, without
clothing and laws.it would be absolutely necessary, in the system under
consideration, that one part of the human family must destroy their souls
in order to secure the evstei.re of those which are saved.
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the pastoral life did not excuse Abraham from seeking a place

favourable to prayer, under the shade of the oaks of Mamre. How
often did our Saviour himself retire to the mountain in order to

elevate his pure spirit to his Father and ours. But in the same

degree that these precautions are conformed to Christian wisdom,

so is the idea chimerical, that all that we have to do to flee from

the world is to avoid contact with society.

Vain hope ! in the heart of deserts and in the deepest solitudes

we may yet find the world. It is not met with altogether in the

hurry of business, or in the agitations of society. It lies in the

depths of our heart. The world consists of our passions, which

solitude does not extinguish, and to which it sometimes lends fresh

energy. All the evils and troubles of life do not come, to borrow

the expression of a great philosopher, " from not being able to re-

main in our chamber." They come from our not being able to

escape from our natural corruption ; a corruption which follows

us to the recesses of forests and of deserts, as it accompanies us

into the streets and squares of our cities ; whilst, in the midst of

the most complicated and difficult business, in the anxiety even of

high functions, the Christian finds in his heart a solitude, a tran-

quil world, a retreat more inaccessible than that of his closet, where

he lives by his sduI, while his body is given to a thousand cares,

where his spirit peacefully composes itself, even when his person

seems to be diffused and dissipated. Many a hermit lives in the

world ; many a man of the world lives in solitude.

To renounce the necessities of our earthly sojourn, to regard all

temporal activity as perdition, is to insult the wisdom of God,

which has imposed them upon us. What ! could he create a world,

the necessary effect of which would be to abuse himself? What

!

are nature, society, labour, the institutions of his providence, so

many things he has cursed? On the contrary, is not the world,

in the variety of its aspects and movements, a temple, all the parts

of which are destined for his glory ? What ! do idleness, apathy,

isolation, uselessness, alone honour him ? Far from us be such a

thought ! It is not by remaining motionless in the heavens, that

the stars celebrate his greatness and power, but by revolving

swiftly in their immense orbits ; and it is from our activity, from
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the free and extensive development of our powers that God has

been pleased to derive a part of his glory.

There are dangers in social life ! Certainly, I believe it ; they

are such as to make us tremble. But God is doubtless not igno-

rant of this ; it is not certainly for nothing that he has promised

his Holy Spirit ; or that Jesus has said to his disciples, " In the

world ye shall have afflictions ; but be of good cheer, I have over-

come the world." Since it has pleased God to place us in these

formidable relations, can Ave doubt that his grace provides for the

exigencies which are his work? To believe otherwise would be

to call in question the goodness and perhaps the justice of God.

Ties of family and of country, culture of arts and of knowledge,

industrial and social activity, ye are the indispensable conditions

of our existence
;
ye are the road through which we must pass

;

but ye are not the end of our being. That end is heaven. But

the error lies in confounding the road with the end, the means

with the result. The error lies in attaching ourselves to earth,

which is the road, not to heaven, which is the end.

This distinction is conformed to our text. It does not say, Do
not occupy yourselves with the things of the earth ; but, Do not set

your affections on the things of the earth. Act as travellers who

give to their business all requisite attention, but are in haste to re-

turn to their native land. Act,—but for heaven; labour,—but

for God.

Labour for God; because it is your vocation, primitive and un-

changeably your supreme duty, the first and last end of your

existence. Alas! of all ideas, the most absurd is the most diffused.

As if we existed by ourselves, we live for ourselves! Creatures

dependent at every point of our existence, we have made ourselves

our own law and our own object! Committing sacrilege every

day, we conceal ourselves from our Creator! Oh! it is this that

marks, even in noble spirits, the profound and general depravity

of the human race. This is the seal of our reprobation, that we

have forgotten why and for what Ave Avere sent into the Avorld.

All evil comes from this; and each particular sin disappears in

this great and primal sin. Christians! I adjure you, by your very

name,—live for Him who has loved you. He had infinite rights
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over us as our Creator, but, by a miracle of love, he has added in-

finite to infinite. He has consented that righteous blood should

flow for you. He has given up to the pangs of death, Him, in

whom his own holiness was reflected, as in the purest mirror. At

the intercession of his Son, his wrath was turned away from you,

to fall on that Son himself; Christ became sin, that your sins

might be forgotten. And now, thanks be to him, ye may enter,

creatures degraded aud defiled, race adulterous and dishonoured

!

ye may enter, "with everlasting joy on your heads," into the

house of your celestial Bridegroom, to adorn yourselves anew with

his glorious name, and to partake with angels in a destiny of

honour and peace. After this, is it necessary to say to you,

Christians, labour for God; attach yourselves to things above?

Ah ! if the name you bear has not told you all this already, all the

words in the world will tell you nothing.

Work for God, set your affection on things above ; because such

an activity is the only one which offers to your energies an em-

ployment worthy of them. By acting only with reference to the

world, what use can you make of those powers really proportioned

to them? Whatever you do, you will always fall below your

capacity, and a whole world thrown into your soul would not fill

this abyss. You may fill up your time, by attaching a work to

each of your hours, but would it fill up life thus to fill up its time?

Life ! Is it only a dimension? Is it merely a line without breadth,

a chain which you must only take care to have unbroken? When

every hour of a long life has been marked by an employment or a

thought, does it follow thence that you have lived? O immortal

beings, creatures, of God! life consists in the employment of all

your powers; and you have divine powers. Life consists in the

fulfilment of your destiny; and your destiny is heaven! Do not

tell me you have lived, you who have a soul to aspire to the in-

finite, but which you have chained down to finite objects; a heart

to love God whom you have not loved; an intelligence to serve

Him, but whom you have not served. You have passed through

life, at the side of those who lived, but you have not lived. To

live, my brethren, is to perform a work which lasts. It is to ac-

cumulate something more than vain recollections. It is to convert

ail our present life into the future ; it is to prepare for its death

;
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it is to make it, in advance, triumphant, glorious, full of immor-

tality. To live, is to act on earth as a citizen of heaven.

But, at the close of our course, to be reduced to say, I have

laboured, but have already received all my recompense. For a

perishable work, I have received, from the world, a perishable

reward. The world has my labour and keeps it. I have received

its pay, but I cannot retain it; for I am about to leave the world.

I leave it, with empty hands, with exhausted powers, with beg-

gared spirit, and withered heart. I leave it, but I know not

whither I am going. Alas! why ha\Te I lived? What business

had I to live? Have I truly lived? Is it not a dream? Was it,

then, that I should consume myself for nothing, that I was brought

into existence by my Creator? Did I not feel something within

me, greater than every thing I have yet seen, every thing I have

yet felt, every thing I have yet done? Has not my soul urged

me a thousand times, to take my flight above all sensible objects?

Yet what have I done but to prostitute that soul to objects of

sense, and to every thing which my awakened conscience, to-day,

calls vanity? O deception, illusion, misery! O life lost! O spirit

abused, dissipated, degraded by vain thoughts ! O wretched past,

without hope for the future

!

I say nothing of the remorse which ought always to crown a

life thus lost, but which does not always crown it. Last and pain-

ful blessing, or prelude and foretaste of the greatest pangs, remorse,

we know, does not always assist at that solemn and mournful re-

view which the worldling involuntarily takes of his past life, when

about to die. Upon this last and terrible subject, supply what I

do not say, and which no one can say but feebly. Represent to

yourselves the busy worldling, arriving exhausted and panting,

with the long chain of his miserable toils, at the foot of the eternal

tribunal; and, penetrated witli horror at the picture, you will no

longer permit us to say, but you will say yourselves, Let us labour

for <i<>d; let us set our affections on things above, not on things

on the earth.

I am aware that some may say to us, "We cannot suitably

care for the things of the earth, without taking some interest in

them. We cannot succeed in a situation without a certain incli-

nation for the things of that situation, nor in a study without a
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taste for it, nor in any particular career, without loving it. Can
it be Delieved that our interest in heaven can take the place of all

these other interests? Can it be supposed that the mere sentiment

of duty should supply a sufficient stimulus? Do we not, on the

contrary, learn that the more we are attached to the things of

heaven, the less fitness have we for the things of earth? What
then becomes of that boasted harmony of which you speak?"

The objection has weight ; and I wish no one to conceal from

himself its force. It is certain that if we confined ourselves to

contrasting two duties, that of being occupied assiduously with the

things of earth, and that of loving only the things of heaven, we
should only augment, instead of removing, the difficulty. But

with a little attention, you will, I hope, see that the objection rests

on an error. It consists in taking the words of the apostle, u the

things above," in a too spiritual sense. The things above are not

precisely those of another world, but those of another sphere than

the habitual one of our thoughts. They are not the things above

•our heads, but those which are above our natural sentiments. The

tilings on high are here below, if we wish it; the things on high are

the dispositions of a heart renewed by the Spirit from above; they

are all those sentiments, motives, impulses, which belong to a re-

generated soul. To set our affection on things above is to set our

affections on God himself; it is to subordinate our life to him; it is

to seek and find God in every thing.

And what shall hinder any of you from finding Him in nature,

the secrets of which you study with so much perseverance ; in the

functions you fulfil with so much interest; in that art you cultivate

with so much ardour? Why! Is not God in all that is true,

beautiful, great, useful? Is he not in every thing, except evil?

Is not every thing which is good only himself? And in cultivat-

ing the different domains of nature, of art, and of civil life, is it not

God himself with which the Christian is occupied; and in each of

the things that interest him, is it not God also whom he admires

and loves?

Loving God, then, is the secret which reconciles all. This is

the secret of being occupied, with interest, in the things of earth,

without ceasing to love the things of heaven. To love God is to

love the life he has made, and the death he has ordained. But, ye
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it is to make it, in advaT
(jreame(j f a comprom ise between heaven

tahty. To live, is to Appeared incessantly tormented with fears

fiTa^ tue close Tow the cause of your condition; ye fear God,

but ye clc>|
)ufc nave him. Piety, doubtless, also has its scruples;

but let us #)' 01'k» .e not to confound the scruples of a delicate love,

which is afn\w of not giving every thing to its object, with the

apprehensions of a selfish heart, which is destitute of the courage

to do one of two things, either to give himself wholly to God, or

wholly to the world. "Is this permitted; is this not permitted?

Is this worldly: is this Christian? May we see such society, form

such an enterprise, devote ourselves to such study ?" This, in the

mouth of a son, signifies, How shall I keep my heart for my father?

But, in the mouth of a slave, How far can I follow the desires of

my heart, without irritating my master? Miserable and vain dis-

cussions, the principle of which it is easy to discover. WhaMs
this perpetual bargaining between man and God? What sort 7/?

a Christian is he who is perpetually occupied in minutely adjusting

God's part and his own, and ever filled with the dread of making

his own too little? What sort of a believer is he who pretends to

divide himself into two, the worldling and the believer, as if there

was no absolute necessity that the worldling should be altogether

a worldling, and the believer altogether a believer? What kind of

a man is he who has two hearts, the one for the world, the other

for God? What kind of devotion is that which makes its own

conditions, which keeps its reserved rights, which stipulates its in-

demnities? O, love is a better casuist. Love has speedily cut

the difficulty; every thing for God, nothing for self, is its motto.

Every thing for God, provided God is mine. Then let him enrich

or impoverish my life, let him extend or limit my activity, let him

gratify or oppose my tastes ; if I have my God, I have all things

at once. It is him I wish to serve, him I wish to please; the rest

is a matter of indifference.

If you love God, you will easily and at once see what employ-

ments are incompatible with his service. The love of God will

endow you with a new sense, with a sure and delicate tact, by

means of which you will recognize without difficulty, the works

which please, and those that displease him; for all kinds of acti-

vity are not good. This is the first effect of the love of God.
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There is another. It gives to the soul very great freedom. It

renders legitimate a multitude of works, which could not be such

without it. If you love God, you can enter into the bustle of the

world, into the business of public life, into the culture of the arts

and sciences; for all this you do for the glory of God, with grati-

tude and submission ; all this leads you to God, instead of taking

you far from Him ; and, if I may say so, your courses which, in

appearance, are the most adventurous, never remove you far from

port. The most elevated functions and lowest offices, the greatest

enterprises and the most petty details, the work of a year and

the work of an hour, all are done for the Lord; consequently, all

are permitted, all are good. But beyond this sphere, and without

this direction, all is bad, even that which generally passes for legi-

timate and praiseworthy ; all is bad for God is not in it. You can

still be useful, merit and obtain esteem ; but with reference to God,

to yourselves, to eternity, you have done a work, vain, ungrateful,

and wretched.

Ill-instructed casuists, whose delicacy "strains out the gnat,

and swallows the camel," abandon, abandon the idle scruples which

attach to some isolated actions, to some particular details of your

life, and at once bring into question your entire life. It is of that

life as a whole, of its general character, of the spirit which animates

it, which it concerns you, before all, to form an estimate. It is

not some good works, it is not a factitious virtue, laboriously

studied, and laboriously imitated, which will prepare you for

heaven. It is not upon this or that observance neglected or per-

formed, upon such an action permitted or forbidden, or in itself

indifferent, that the chances of your eternity will turn. Doubtless

each' of your actions has its moral value, its character, its colour;

but each, also, is but the natural product of a principle, and in this

respect has a character which, rather than its own, represents your

moral value. It is this internal value which you must know ; it is

this also which God knows, and according to which he will appreci-

ate and judge you. Do you know the standard by which he will do

this? He will measure you by your love to him. He will enquire

only about one thing, Are you his, by your heart? But his stan-

dard ought to be yours; and in this question,—Am I acting for

God ; is it my desire to do his will ?—ought all your casuistry to

be contained.
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See, then, what wind fills your sails, and you will know whither

you are going. Demand of yourselves an account of the sentiment

which controls your life, and you will kuow what it is worth.

Every one is able upon this point to give a precise answer; be-

sides, here are two tests, the application of which will leave you

no further uncertainty.

In the midst of the occupations and the cares which necessarily

bind you to the earth, do you love to occupy yourselves with the

things of heaven ? Have you a relish for the word of God? Are

you pleased to consult it, to elevate, by its means, the point of

view from which you regard all your affairs, to stretch, as it were,

over the limited horizon of your terrestrial life, the boundless

horizon of eternity ? Many, when they involuntarily bring these

two views together, find no relation, no harmony between them,

but rather, a sort of contrariety. The aspect of heaven, an ^f

divine things, disturbs them in their labours; it deranges and dis-

enchants them; it vexes and oppresses them. They could wish

they had never cast their eyes in that direction; for that of which

they had a glimpse has made them fear, for a moment, that their

life, which hitherto appeared filled up so well, is, in fact, filled up

with vanity. Thenceforward, they shun this view, and these re-

flections; and, in order to protect their labours from such painful

control, plunge themselves wholly in the present. In proportion

as that vision of divine things is weakened and effaced, they

speedily resume their Conner ardour; but they are not active and

persevering in the things of their profession, except on condition

of caring as little as possible for their heavenly vocation. And yet

they do not profess to renounce that heavenly vocation. They are

entirely satisfied to have in reserve an asylum and place of repose;

resembling in this the prodigal son, wandering in the highways of

the world, it phases them now and then, to think of their Father's

DOfese, but not to dwell there. They are pleased to believe; they

would dread to lose their religious conviction ; but they dread still

more to sec it become too strong. They fear those unexpected

moments, brought <>n by God himself, when the truth of religion

suddenly appears all radiant with evidence, and all powerful with

reality. They dread that tyranny of a living faith, which would

overturn their life, disconcert their plans, give another course to
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their activity, and destroy the position they have assumed in the

world. Frightened at that lightning, they hasten to shut their

eyes, and, by a strange contradiction, dread both their scepticism

and their faith. Brethren, do such people labour for the earth, or

for heaven?

I have spoken of another touchstone. It is the thought of death.

Let any one who doubts as to the legitimacy of his efforts, and the

employment of his life, place himself in the presence of death. Let

him with closed eyes, consider his last hour, that hour when, as

it has been said with propriety, " There remains nothing with us but

Avhat we have given. Let him for a moment feel that he no longer

belongs to the earth, that he lies upon his funeral bed, that he

listens to that solemn warning, "Son of man, return, give an

account of thy stewardship." Let him say to himself, that in a

few hours, lying under the ground, he will be as much a stranger

to what occurs six feet above him, as if he had never formed a

part in the number of the living. Let him see vanishing, and be-

coming extinct, the splendour of renown, and the power of reputa-

tion, his personal influence, his property, his name and his memory
;

and proceeding to his last inventory, let him take account of what

remains to him, that is, I repeat it, of what he has given. Well,

has this activity, these labours and services, this fortune, or this

poverty, been given, as it might be wished, wholly to God? Has

he performed works which can follow him ? Can he take with

him into the other world, and lay down at the feet of his Master,

all his labours, all his studies, all his life? Was it for God that

he used his position, fulfilled his charge, cultivated his mind, in-

creased his fortune? On which side was his life, apparent in the

world, or hid with Christ in God? Is he about to be separated

from every thing? Is he going to die, or is he going to live ? If

in the presence of this solemn thought of death, he does not feel

his past life a burden which oppresses him, but as wealth which

supports him; if the thought of the activity which is about to be

interrupted does not inspire him with regret, but with hope, then

that activity is good; he may yield himself to it without fear; for,

in occupying himself with the things of earth, he labours for those

of heaven.

This, my brethren, is what we wonld impress upon your mind,
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and upon our own. No truth is more important. A moment will

infallibly come, when it will .appear evident to us; but we ought

to anticipate that moment; for the same truth which is salutary to-

day may be overwhelming to-morrow. Salutary while life yet

belongs to us, overwhelming when that life is leaving us. If, then,

our life needs to be reformed, let us reform it; that is to say, let

us reform our hearts, " For out of the heart proceed the springs

of life."

Reform our hearts! what an expression, my brethren! Ah!

when the dead in their tombs shall be heard crying out, \Ve live,

it will be permitted to sinful men also, to cry out, We reform our

hearts. To love God above all other things, to love nothing but

in subordination to Him, to submit our life to a oU^le principle,

and our conduct to a single impulse, can this be done oy a simple

act of our will? Upon this point, let us consult our own experi-

ence. It declares to us our profound incapacity to displace, by

ourselves, the centre of our life. Consult the experience of be-

lievers. They inform us, that it is by faith in a crucified, glorified

Saviour, that they have found the power to do it. Consult the

New Testament. It teaches us that in this great work, "it is God

that produces in us the will, and the execution, according to his

good pleasure." Let us not seek to deceive ourselves; let us not

boast some external reforms, of which we have found ourselves

capable ; the reformation of our habits is nothing, without the re-

formation of our heart. Let us frankly acknowledge our weakness

;

let us ask, let us entreat, let us pray without ceasing, till assistance

come, till our heart is altogether where our treasure is ; till we are

one in thought and affection with Jesus, till we have in our life

but one aim, the service and glory of the Father who sent him.

May the Lord shed upon us all his spirit of grace aud supplication 1
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XV.

THE PUBSUIT OF HUMAN GLOEY INCOMPATIBLE
WITH FAITH.

* How can ye believe, who receive honour one of another, and seek not tie

honour which cometh from God only \—Johx, v, 44.

GLORY ! how beautiful is that word ! How many hearts it has

caused to leap ! Is there one who, in all possible cases, can

hear it or utter it without emotion ! Primitive and indestructible

tendency of human nature, the love of glory lives in all hearts, is

found in all conditions, occupies a place in all enterprises, and may

be compared to that wind, loved by mariners, without which the

oar and the paddle would in vain fatigue a waveless sea.

Ask honest men, endeavour to reach the bottom of consciences

more concealed, you will learn what power the presence, the ex-

pectation, the name even of glory exert over all those who are ani-

mated apparently by other motives. In the efforts of the patriot,

the devotion of the hero, the perseverance of the philanthropist,

the ardour of the philosopher, nay more, in the speculations of the

man of business, the love of glory has almost always a place, and

very often the first place.

" What!" exclaims that poor and obscure artizan, his brow all

covered with the sweat of labour, "what! I pretend to glory!

You may assure yourself I never cared for it," Yes, perhaps,

when obliged to devote yourself entirely to the care of your sub-

sistence, you had no thought but for the first necessities of life.

Then that indestructible love o/ glory slept in your bosom. But

the first ipants appeased*; how prompt it will be to awake ? Do not

deceive yoursfif. What is called glory among heroes, politicians,

and men of genius, will, under another names become one of your

principal motives of action. What are the pleasures you expect

from that mopey which your industry accumulates? Ease, do you
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say, security, material advantages? It may be so, but to the

honest, you still count among these the pleasures of passing for a

rich man, and of securing that kind of consideration which is not

easily refused to wealth. This, then, is glory.

There is in every soul an imperious want, a violent desire to add

to its individual life, a foreign life, if I may say so, a life beyond

itself, the seat of which is in the opinions of others. To be praised,

admired, or at least, esteemed, is the secret desire of every human

being whom misery does not compel to degrade himself to a lower

ambition, and whom a profound degradation has not rendered in-

sensible to the opinion of his fellows. We have, indeed, already

within ourselves a judge, who is very indulgent with reference to

our qualities and conduct; but this judge does not suffice us. It

appears that, irresistibly driven to the sentiment of our nothing-

ness, and dreadiug to be compelled some day to undeceive ourselves,

we feel the necessity of appealing to other men to aid our self love,

and of deriving from them an additional life, which we find not in

ourselves. So true is it that this pursuit is derived from a con-

sciousness of our weakness, that of all men, he who should seem

the proudest, would be a man to whom, upon this point, his own

opinion was sufficient.

Do not, then, deceive yourselves. Eich or poor, high or low,

we all love glory. This craving for the esteem of others follows

us as our shadow. It glides with us everywhere. Chased away

under one form, it produces itself in another. From retreat to re-

treat, from corner to comer, it eagerly pursues its timid enemy,

humility. Does she think she has escaped from it, she lifts up her

e»«a and finds it before her. The love of glory can find a place

even in the tears and mortifying confessions of penitence. It

secretly animates the voice of the moralist who thunders against

glory; and 'sometimes, alas, it accompanies into the pulpit the

preacher who condemns it.

We cannot deny, that, in a certain degree, the esteem of others

ought to be a real want of each individual. In the first place, the

privation of this esteem would divest us of a greater part of the

advantages attached to the social state. What credit is to a mer-

chant, good reputation is, in the same degree, fo every member of

society. In the second place, without some mutual good-will, so-
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ciety would not be supportable, and good-will is inseparably con-

nected with esteem. Besides, public confidence is the first condition

of the good we desire to do. To be refused this confidence, would

paralyze our best intentions. It is necessary, then, to obtain and

to keep it. All this explains and justifies the natural sentiment

which causes us to place a good reputation in the number, and

even in the first rank, of temporal blessings. Under these various

relations, it has a right to the same care which we give to our

health; it has a right to such care, more especially because it not-

only bears upon our own welfare, but upon that of our family. I go

even further; I acknowledge that, in the absence of Christianity,

the love of esteem is one of the best things which can be met with

in fallen man. In the absence of an object worthy of our homage,

it is an indirect homage to those moral ideas of which society can-

not divest itself, and is the best of those social elements which keep

men united. But how different from this necessary care of a tem-

poral blessing, for which we ought to give thanks to God, as for

all others, is that pursuit of glory, from which we see issuing two

very clearly marked characteristics. The first, that of making the

esteem of men the rule of our actions. The second, of seeking in

addition to a good reputation, praise, fame, celebrity. This is

what our text condemns; the praise of men as an end of our

actions, their approbation preferred to that of God, the glory which

comes from men eagerly desired, the glory which comes from God

neglected.

Remark particularly that my text does not only say, ye love to re-

ceive gloryfrom one another; it also adds, ye seek not the glory which

cometh from God alone. The glory, then, which comes from God

only is a thing to be sought after. The following words of Jesus

serve as a supplement to those which he uttered on another occa-

sion: "There is no one who hath forsaken house, or brother, or

sister, or father, or mother, or children, for my sake and the gos-

pel's, who shall not in the present time receive a hundred fold."

(Mark, x, 29, 30.) In like manner, there is no one who, for the

love of Jesus Christ, has renounced human glory, who shall not

receive a hundred fold from Him who required the sacrifice. In

the kingdom of God, then, there is no sacrifice without compensa-

tion, and the compensations of God are infinite. In our souls,
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there is no want be will not satisfy, but in his own way; that is

to say, by giving us, instead of the gross aliment which our deluded

hunger seeks, a purer aliment, which it knows not. We were born

for glory. Well, he invites us to seek it. The same invitation is

abundantly reproduced in the gospel. There, glory is represented

as an object worthy of our pursuit, as the final recompense of our

toils, as the price of the blood of Jesus Christ. The blessings of

heaven are offered to those "who, by persevering in good works,

seek honour, glory, and immortality."

Here, it is no longer man that praises man ; it is no longer the

wretched flattering the wretched ; it is the human soul satisfying

itself with true glory in the bosom of the God of glory. It is the

Christian, expecting and obtaining from the mouth of the only wit-

ness whose regard he seeks, these noble and precious words, u Well

done, good and faithful servant; thou hast been faithful over a few

things ; I will advance thee to many things." This is the glory

which ought to be desired, which ought to be the end of life,—

a

glory we cannot dispense with without crime. It is the glory which

cometh from God alone.

But as to human glory, Jesus Christ is so far from authorizing

the pursuit of it, that he declares it incompatible with Christian

faith. "How can ye believe," says he, "who love to receive

glory from one another, and seek not the glory that cometh from

God alone."

Indeed, this love of human glory is one of the principal quick-

sands of Christian faith. We can more easily and much sooner

vanquish all other obstacles. When the soul, oppressed by the

consciousness of its sins, and anxious respecting its future destiny,

turns in the direction of religion, it meets, on its way, numerous

enemies of its salvation. Proud reason is there objecting to the

obscurity of the Christian doctrines, and urging it to reject what

it cannot comprehend. Indolence dissuades it from the conquest

of a kingdom, " which is taken by force, and of which only the

violent take possession;" and sensuality makes it afraid of a chaste

and austere life. But when all these perfidious counsellors have

been successively driven away, human glory, more dangerous still,

and more certain to be heard, presents itself.

If to believe were merely to recognize as true, certain facts and
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doctrines of the gospel ; if faith were only an act of the mind, in

which the heart had no part, it would doubtless be impossible to

see how the desire of human glory could hinder us from believing.

But to believe in Jesus Christ is another thing; it is to receive, to

choose, to embrace him, with all those qualities which are ascribed

to him in the gospel. It is to submit to him our heart, our will,

our life; in a word, it is to become the subject, the servant of this

divine Master. But there is a disposition of soul in which, though

the mind is subdued, the heart is yet undecided and rebellious.

We desire to believe, and cannot ; or rather we believe, and do

not believe. As to conviction, indeed, Ave are within the exact

terms of the gospel, but we are not within the gospel itself. We
possess it as a treasure of which we have not the key, with which

we can do nothing, and upon which we cannot live. " We have a

mime to live, but are dead.'
T

I believe it important to insist on this singular state of the soul,

because it is common and little noticed. There are among us,

perhaps, few sceptics, properly speaking, who account to themselves

for their scepticism. But there are among us many persons whose

intellects believe, whose hearts doubt. Surprised themselves at

the discordance which they observe between their opinions and

their feelings, they seek for the cause, and cannot imagine it. If

they had searched thoroughly, they would have discovered it in

the illicit retention and guilty cherishing of an idol which they had

not the courage to sacrifice. Ordinarily it is some unhappy bias

which strikes their Christianity with paralysis and death; somo

forbidden thing, obstinately kept in their tent, which has caused

the curse to rest upon it. This is the secret of so many half-con-

versions, of so much defective Christianity. This explains the

character of those men, who, according to the remarkable expres-

sion of the apostle, " are ever learning, but never coming to the

knowledge of the truth." It is said that when a mighty ship is on

the point of being launched into the sea, when all is ready, when

the last blow of the axe has caused the last support to fall, the

spectators are often surprised to see the noble vessel remain im-

moveable on its smooth base ; the curious eye seeks every where

for the mysterious cause of this immobility; and in a short time a

mere pebble is discovered under its keel, which resists the whole

7 N
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force of that colossal ship. Do you, then, from whom the secret

of your delay and irresolution on the way to truth has been con-

cealed, search well, and in some unseen recess of the soul, you

will perceive some favourite inclination, some inveterate habit,

some passion ashamed to show itself, which, in its obscure re-

treat, opposes the generous launch which bears you towards the

Saviour.

Let us apply this general observation to human glory, and set

forth a truth which presents itself in the very commencement of the

subject. The moral law is a law of perfection ; this every one will

admit without difficulty. But in order that the pursuit of glory

should not prevent us from keeping this law, it is necessary that

the being from whom we expect glory should be perfect in disposi-

tion, principle, and action. If he is not, he will not require from

us perfection in return for his approbation, or as a pledge of it;

for you may be sure he will not put his admiration and praise at a

price so high. But more than this, he will with difficulty permit

himself to be surpassed. Perfection, nay, the very tendency to

perfection, will offend his jealous eyes. He will deny the necessity

of this tendency, or rather he will deny the reality of it in your

heart; he will misrepresent your intentions ; he will call good evil,

and candour hypocrisy. What I say upon this point, I do not say

of this or that individual, or of any one in particular; for it would

be absurd to pretend that no man would consent to find his su-

perior in another; admiration and enthusiasm are tacitly involved

in the confession of inferiority. I speak of the world in general,

of its tendencies and its maxims. I compare its morality with

that of the law of perfection; and I see that it is separated from it

by an abyss. I recognize that in all times the tendency to per-

fection has cost those who have frankly avowed it, either repose

or fortune, honour, or even life. Whence I conclude that he who
-lrsires the glory which comes from the world must descend to the

lard of the world, by espousing its maxims, or at least taking

care not to profess, I do not say opposite, but only loftier maxims.

That we may leave nothing equivocal in this subject, let us reply to

those who cite the universal enthusiasm excited by generous

actions, and the spontaneous acclamations which greet the appear-

ance of a great character, that there is nothing in such facts which
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contradicts what we have advanced. That man has not lost the

power of admiring moral beauty; that the poetry of virtue has ai

charm to him ; that such bright flashes dazzle him; that even in the

person of an adversary or an enemy, certain traits of veracity,

fidelity, self-sacrifice, and mercy, irresistibly seize upon his heart,

—who could or would deny? But I have spoken of the law; of

the law which embraces all these virtues, but which includes them

under the notion of obedience; of the law, which is to all such oc-

casional manifestations what the light is to the lightning, of the

law fulfilled, but not absorbed by love; of the law or system ac-

cording to which man does not rise alone, choose his own virtues,

consult his own nature, take his own impressions for a guide, or

seek his own glory; of a law in which he subordinates himself to

rule, loses sight of himself before the rule, and retains in the free-

dom of love, all the submission of fear, and in an intelligent

fidelity, all the scrupulousness of blind obedience. Perfection is

here, and no where else. It wrould not even be found in the prac-

tice of all the virtues, if these virtues were not united in one

bundle by the tie of obedience. But is this the law of the world?

Has the world received it? Can the world endure it? And if it

is not in its nature either to receive or to endure it, does it reserve

its suffrages and its applause for those who have made it their

law? And the question is not, whether in the depths of the hu-

man conscience, this perfect virtue may not, in its principles,

receive a silent homage; whether many persons do not internally,

and so to speak, unconsciously decree the first rank to that virtue

which they know not how to obey, but ever wish to obey. This

I believe
; but whence comes the applause of the world? For whom

does it prepare crowns? For whom does it raise thrones? And,
t<> present the same question in another form; if one who obeys the

perfect law obtains its homage, on what ground does he obtain it?

To what part of his being and his life is it addressed? Is it not

to that which may be insulated and detached from the fundamen-

tal principle of his conduct? Is it not the natural man that they

admire in him? Has the supernatural man, the new man, the

man of God and of the law, any share in that homage? You
kuow as well as I; you perceive without difficulty, that here the

exception confirms the rule: and you will conclude with me, that
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to secure the glory which comes from men, he must lend himself to

their maxims, and proportion himself to their measure ; that he must

not surpass, that is, humble those, from whom he expects glory;

and, on the other hand, in order to be perfect, that he must seek

the regard, and be ambitious of the approbation of a perfect being.

Let us now descend from these general ideas to application and

details.

How can the soul, which prefers the glory which comes from

men to that which comes from God only, believe in Jesus with a

real and efficacious faith ? He has been compelled to acknowledge

Jesus as the Son of God ; but the world refuses him that august

title. Since the appearance of that divine Prince of humanity,

the world has heaped opprobrium upon the adorers of Jesus. An

external and formal adherence to him has been permitted in con-

sideration of circumstances; but earnest and efficient faith has

generally been exposed to derision. Is it, then, easy for him who

values the opinion of men, to confess that divine Saviour, still spit

upon and scourged as in the Prsetorium, still crucified as in Gol-

gotha? And must he not, in order to lie prostrate at his feet, have

bid adieu for ever to the esteem and approbation of that crowd

which reject him?

"He that says he believes in Jesus Christ, ought to live even as

Jesus Christ lived." But how did he live? In a manner so dif-

ferent from received opinions, that it may be said that his religion

is quite opposed to that of the world. For the world has its

religion, wherein all the passions of the flesh are elevated into

divinities. Here is pride; but we are to follow the steps of Him
who was meek and lowly in heart: here is sensuality; but we are

to conform our spirit to His who had not where to lay his head:

here is independence; yet we are to resemble Him who came into

the world to serve, not to be served; here is selfishness : and we are

to be clothed with the dispositions of Him who gave his life for his

friends. In a word, we must embrace a life, some of whose virtues

please the world, because they are of use to it, but the general

character of which wounds ;md condemns it. How can all this be

done by him who cleaves to the approbation of the world?

How, for example, shall he use his Christian liberty, who is

afraid that this liberty ni;ty pass for presumption and arrogance?
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How shall he conform his life and his maimers to evangelical sim-

plicity who dreads to hear himself taxed with parsimony and

meanness? How shall he persevere in the exercises of Christian

devotion, who dreads to see falling upon his family and upon him-

self, some of those insulting epithets which ignorance and envy

pour upon piety. A thousand considerations of this kind form

themselves around him like a net, which binds and imprisons him.

At every step which he wishes to take, he is held back by some new

fear; vexed, he surveys, from the place he dare not quit, the course

he ought to pursue; amidst a thousand emotions unceasingly

repressed, and of repentings which exhaust the soul, he arrives

at the tomb, without ever knowing the joyous liberty of faith.

And even if we did not risk a departure from the path of virtue,

while following the attraction of human glory, such a pursuit

would not be less incompatible with the spirit of the Gospel. In

fact there is, according to the Gospel, but one rule of our conduct,

the will of God; one glory to seek, the glory that comes from God.

But suppose we prefer to that glory the glory that comes from men,

aud content ourselves with making common cause with them; we

invade the eternal rights of God, so firmly established in the Gos-

pel, by impiously erecting the tribunal of man at the side of, and

even above, the tribunal of God.

The God of the Gospel, my brethren, is a jealous God ; he is a

God who will suffer no division, either in adoration or obedience.

To seek our law any where but in him is to renounce our Law-

giver ; to seek glory any where else is to renounce our Judge. And

surely he must hold himself honoured by the rivals we give him

!

Worms of the earth, creatures of a day, poor sinners, equalled in

our esteem, mingled in our homage with the eternal Jehovah,

King of immensity, Sovereign of hearts, adorable Source of all

holiness. The fickle judgment of a feeble intelligence preferred to

the infallible judgment of the God of truth ! Glory asked of shame,

shame cast upon glory! For there is not even equality here; the

creature is not equallized to the Creator; it is placed above him.

From the very moment that the comparison is conceived, the out-

rage is consummated, the Creator is degraded below the creature;

because in such an approximation, to hesitate is already to choose.

And who could imagine to what glory we immolate the rights of
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our Creator! If it were a splendid example, if it were the sur-

frages of all people, and of every age, we should not be less cul-

pable; yet such a thing might be conceived. But we do not seek

so high for pretexts to insult God. On the contrary, we descend

exceedingly low, to the very dust, to solicit praise. It is to the

false tongue of a neighbour, to the smiling flattery of a wit, to the

condescension of some earthly grandee, to the fear of ridicule, to

the false customs of society, to some transitory fashion, to the

pleasure of making a little stir in the circle of our acquaintances,

that we wantonly abandon the dignity of the government of God,

and the honour of his name. Behold the glory of man which we

prefer to the glory of God ! Certainly, my brethren, it would be

difficult to enlarge upon this subject without a profound contempt

of ourselves.

Conclude, then, that the pursuit of human glory, by hindering

us from believing in Jesus Christ, or what is the same thing, from

applying that faith, is incompatible with Christianity.

There is only one kind of approbation which can be sought with-

out danger; in heaven, that of God, on earth, that of the saints.

And we must not seek even the latter, except as a manifestation

of the divine approbation. In general the reproofs of the just are

of more value than their praises. Let us not forget those beauti-

ful words of David:—Let the righteous smite me, it shall be a

favour: let him reprove me, it shall be to me an excellent balm."

(Ps. cxli, 5.) He has not spoken thus of the praises of the righteous.

And let none oppose to us such passages as the following, " What-
soever things are of good report, think of." (Phil., iv, 8.) "Be

ul to do that which is good, not only before the Lord, but

before men." (2 Cor., viii, 21.) These passages, the true meaning
of which is established by the general spirit of the Gospel, are

authoritatively explained in those precious words of the Master.
11 Let your light so shine before men, that others seeing your good

works, m:iy glorify your Father iii heaven." Here, not the creature,

bat the Creator is to be glorified. And the esteem of men is pre-

tested t<> the Christian, not as his aim, nor even as his encourage-

ment. Let all the glory return to God, and then let him u give

M of his own." Let God glorify us, if he deems it best. Such,

upon this matter, is the sentiment of the true Christian. Our
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doctrine, then, remains entire. The pursuit of human glory is in-

compatible with the profession of the Christian. He ought to be

ambitious only of the glory that comes from God.

Brethren, if our object were not to induce you to conform to a

precept, and to follow a counsel, but to acknowledge a truth, you

have already heard enough. You do not need arguments to con-

vince you that the approbation of God is alone worthy of being

sought. For this purpose you have only, in thought, to pass the

limits of time, and transport yourselves to the last day, and the

tribunal of God. There you will see the value of human opinion.

The glory of the world, formerly so dazzling in your eyes, will ap-

pear to you like one of those deceitful fires which rise from the

marshes, and owe their pale rays only to the thick darkness of the

night. That renown, which it is said, ought to pass through all

ages, and levy a perpetual tribute of admiration from posterity,

will appear to you no more than the puerile chimera of a vain-

glorious delirium. The infinite value you have attached to the

opinion of your companions in trial, will appear to you an inex-

pressibly ridiculous blunder. Your immortal glory, as you are

pleased to call the celebrity of a day, will be dissipated and absorbed

in a glory truly immortal, the glory of God and of saints. You will

there feel,—God forbid that it should be with bitter regret,—that

these simple words of your heavenly Father, "Well done, good

servant, thou hast been faithful over a few things,
1

' will dim the

lustre of those pompous terms with which you have filled your

panegyrics, wherein you have audaciously stolen the titles of the

Creator to decorate a creature. "Well done, good servant, thou

hast been faithful over a few things!" Who on earth contents

himself with such slight praise? But in heaven, and from the

mouth of Jehovah, such praise is of immense value ; and never

did adulation the most extravagant, enthusiasm the most intoxi-

cating, fill him, who was the object of it, with a transport com-

parable to that with which these simple words can fill the glorified

believer.

This, my brethren, is what you may say to yourselves. You

may further say, that even on earth, the triumphs of self-love are

vain and miserable ; that they do not fill the heart ; that they can

only deepen more and more the immense and devouring void ; that
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the first effect of a triumph is to produce the desire for another;

that changes of opinion are excessive and cruel; and that he is a

fool who places his happiness at the mercy of that fickle and incon-

sistent opinion. You will say to yourselves that, when the craving

for esteem and applause seizes upon a soul, it permits nothing good

to subsist along with it; that there is uo longer room for love in a

heart which glory fills; that nothing withers the soul like this

dangerous passion; and that it steals from us the purest pleasures

and the noblest emotions of which the soul is susceptible.

I repeat it, then, that, if to be conformed to truth it were only

necessary to know it, you might rely upon yourselves for the suc-

cess of this discourse. But experience has proved to you the

contrary. There are a thousand truths that have subdued your

intellect, without controlling your life. Know, then, that this

work is not yours, and that you will never save yourselves. Ah

!

you feel it, perhaps. To renounce the esteem of the world, to

cease making it an end and a rule, and to seek only the approba-

tion of God, is a miracle which belongs only to God to work in

yon, and which it is your privilege to ask of him. May you, then,

may Ave all, ask it of him, with sincerity, earnestness, and perse-

verance. May we see forming in our hearts a holy tranquillity,

with reference to the judgments of men. Freed from the heavy

chains of opinion, may we feel ourselves free to believe, to love, to

obey, till the day comes, when, delivered for ever from that im-

portunate vision of human glory, we shall rejoice in the rays of a

true glory, in the bosom of our God and of his Christ.
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XVI.

POWER OF THE FEEBLE.1

" There are many members, but only one body. The eye cannot say to the
hand, I have no need of thee ; nor the head to the feec, I have no need of

you. Nay, those members which seem to be the feeblest are the most
necessary."— 1 Con., xii, 20-22.

u nnHE kingdom of God cometh not with observation." It was

J- by these words, and many others like them, that Jesus

Christ turned the attention of the Jews, from their accustomed

prospect of glory, splendour and power, to that of the Gospel, com-

posed as it is of far different aspects. But the friend of the simple

and meek, the God of the poor in spirit, the Prince of the little and

the feeble, could not make himself understood by a multitude of

carnal Israelites, carried away by false greatness. The same thing

happens in our days ; his humility conceals him from our proud

hearts. We voluntarily make a selection in his gospel, leaving to

him the lowliness he has chosen, and taking to ourselves the loftiness

he has disdained. And here I do not speak only of external pomp of

which it is easy to see the nothingness, but of the splendour of cer-

tain spiritual gifts which distinguish a Christian, without the aid

of external circumstances, and may appear to us worthy of our

ambition. But it is not ambition, whatever fine name it may as-

sume, which is favoured by the Gospel ; and we find the proof of

this in the passage in which St. Paul contrasts the various gifts

which the Spirit of God had just shed upon the church, "There

are many members, but only one body. And the eye cannot say

to the hand, I have no need of thee ; nor the head to the feet, I have

no need of you. Nay, those members of the body which appear

the feeblest are the most necessary."

The day of Pentecost was, even to the carnal eye, a very great

1 Preached on the anniversary of the day of Pentecost.
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da)'. The mighty rushing wind, the tongues of lire, the miraculous

gifts suddenly distributed among the npostles, and that extraordi-

nary energy which made them new men, were doubtless all won-

derful. Nevertheless, the festival of the Holy Spirit includes still

greater things ; and the Gospel, which to-day recounts to us the

effusion of these splendid gifts, authorizes us, by the voice of St.

Paul, to proclaim the superiority of some other gifts more obscure

and inconsiderable in appearance, of which the Holy Spirit is

equally the author. This is what we propose to do, to-day, while

explaining these closing words of the apostle, " the members of

the body which appear the feeblest, are yet the most necessary."

The Greek word rendered feeble, in our versions of the Bible

dees not, in this place, signify feebleness, properly speaking, but

inferiority. The more feeble members are those less remarkable,

or less distinguished. Besides, if the same word is used to desig-

nate two different ideas, it is because they have some relation to

each other, at least in the vulgar opinion. It is so common, when

one possesses power, to exhibit it, and even to make a parade of

it, that a life, obscure, concealed, modest, almost always suggests

the idea of timidity and feebleness. If this opinion is often well

founded in the world, it is not so in the church : and it is the

church which is referred to in my text. This body is the church,

these members are the members of the church, and the more feeble

are those who have received the less splendid and apparently

less elevated gifts of the Holy Spirit. Such are the feeble mem-
bers which Paul represents as the most necessary. But as the

apostle has spoken, in the whole chapter, of the gifts of the

Holy Spirit, since it ia with reference to these, that he distinguishes

the members of the church as strong and feeble, we believe that

we may present the idea of the apostle in this form. The gifts of the

Holy Spirit, which are the most feeble, are also the most necessary.

The gifts of tin' first r;mU, I mean the more splendid gifts, are of

two kinds. Those that are supernatural, such as speaking in un-

known loagnes, curing diseases, predicting the future ; secondly,

those, that are natural, some of which relate to the heart, such as

a triumphant jov, a faith changed, as it were, to sight, a kind of

anticipation of the privileges of the celestial city ; while, others en-

isle to the intellect, 8S the gift of teaching and convincing, a per-
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suasive eloquence, profound knowledge of the Scriptures, and gene-

rally all those talents which can be applied to the service of religion.

Such are the gifts of the first order ; but, in the present day, we

cannot accurately distinguish, in such an enumeration, those na-

tural talents of the mind from those peculiar sentiments which

grace has produced in a Christian soul.

In the train of these gifts, to speak after the manner of the

apostle, come the gifts that are more feeble. These are humility,

by which a believer abases himself before God, and regards others

as more excellent than himself; fidelity, which will not be unjust

iii the smallest, any more than in the greatest things
;
purity of

manners and of thought, which keeps undefiled the temple where

the Holy Spirit deigns to dwell ; truth which would not, for the

greatest bribe, open its lips to the slightest falsehood ;
contentment,

which bears all losses without a murmur, because its real treasure

cannot be taken from it ; activity, which remembers that the

kingdom of God consists not in words, but in deeds ; charity, in

fine, but not charity factitious, borrowed, learnt by heart, but a

true love, a tenderness of soul, which alternately pities and con-

soles, soothes and beseeches; which cannot revile or despise;

which bears all things, excuses all things ; which rejoices not in

iniquity, but rejoices in the truth.

Would you not, my brethren, regard him as supremely happy

who had received from the goodness of God all these gifts united ?

Well one may possess them all, without making any noise in the

world. A multitude of persons may have this assemblage of gifts

truly divine, without being remarked, without being suspected.

And in what caverns, you will ask me, in what deserts are these

excellent persons concealed? In what deserts? In your cities, in

your villages, in the midst of yourselves, to whom they hold rela-

tions of business and of friendship ; in the world, where they have,

so to speak, a profession, a post of duties. If you cannot discover

them, look to yourselves ! You have the eye of flesh that sees

their bodies, the eye of self-love which sees defects
;
you have not

the spiritual eye which seeks complacently in every soul, not vices

and imperfections, but the glorious and delightful traces of the

presence of the divine Spirit. And how otherwise could you per-

ceive such persons? They have neither the vanity which pushes
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itself forward, nor the talents which, willing or unwilling, compel

belief. Let me speak plainly upon this point. Persons advanced

in spiritual attainments often deceive themselves. Involuntarily

they seek splendour and power, and nothing in the sphere to which

they belong reveals to them either the one or the other. That

faithful soul I have described to you cannot perhaps give an ac-

count of his thoughts ; he is scarcely conscious of his state ; he has

the appearance of seeking long after that which he has found

;

he appears behind those whom he really precedes. His faith is

not always a well connected system ; it has many deficiencies,

many apparent inconsistencies ; faithful in principle, he errs some-

times in form. That very joy which seems inseparable from

Christianity, does not appear very perceptible either in his aspect

or in his discourse. That enthusiasm which kindles on the coun-

tenance of some, is foreign to his character, frightens perhaps his

timid humility. In a word, his life is one " hid with God," which

God only knows, and which God only appreciates.

But these obscure gifts are the ones which Paul exalts in my
text, and proclaims as the most necessary. This is true, in the

first place, with reference to the individual who possesses them.

What is the great point at issue for him ? What is his supreme in-

terest? Is it the re- establishment in him of the divine image ;
it is

regeneration ; for regeneration is salvation ? Well, that regenera-

tion consists entirely in the obscure or feeble gifts of which we

have spoken. The other gifts which God may confer upon a soul

are, to speak justly, divine favours, by which he would make

known his munificence ; they are the splendours which he scatters

here and there, as he judges necessary, special privileges, which

serve to indicate, even on earth, to what glory a regenerated soul

may attain in heaven. But it is not on this condition alone that

In- La regenerated and saved. Nor is there all the difference which

might be thought between the more splendid and the more obscure

gifts. When the sun sheds his beneficent rays upon our globe, he

penetrates at once into palaces and cottages ; but in palaces his

beams are reflected from crystal and gold ; in cottages they fall

upon tarnished surfaces which give back no reflection ;—no mat-

ter, in the cottage as well as in the palace, he diffuses heat and

life. In the humble retreat of the poor, as well as in the mansion
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of royalty, what has penetrated is equally the star of day, the king

of the heavens, and the soul of nature. So, also, in the case of

the obscure Christian, it is truly the Holy Spirit that dwells within

him. If that Spirit does not reveal himself there with as much
splendour, he dwells with no less entireness, and with all his

essential characteristics. That which distinguishes a Christian

is not precisely enthusiasm and ardour, still less talent and elo-

quence ; but humble faith, the faith which knows how to wait, hu-

mility, and especially love. With these gifts, he has passed from

death to life : what needs he more ?

More? Ah! God has doubtless shown his wisdom in rarely ac-

cording more. Danger is attached to all elevation, from which

spiritual elevation is not excepted. Internal gifts are those parti-

cularly, which, incorporated with our being, appear to form a part

of ourselves. We too easily forget that we possess them by grace,

and that it is absurd to glorify ourselves on account of what we
have received. Pride, which ferments secretly in the recesses of

our soul, takes occasion to gain entire possession of it. Hence

burning fervours and extraordinary talents have often been seen

opening a passage to spiritual pride, which, like all other pride,

goes before destruction. This danger is so real and so great, that

onr Lord frequently takes occasion to bring some internal humilia-

tion upon those whom, without this, their privileges would elevate

too high. St. Paul, without explaining himself further, tells us

"of a thorn in the flesh," which doubtless reminded him of his

former misery, and preserved him from being elated with pride.

And to how many distinguished Christians has God shown himself

on purpose sparing of some grace, the possession of which would

have made their glory too complete and their position too perilous ?

How many Christians have found, in the necessity of struggling

with some obstinate bias, or in the presence of some irresistible

^oubt, a counterpoise to that presumption which naturally springs

from the consciousness of power ! By which we may judge how

iwise is that precept of the great apostle, " Seek not high things,

but walk with the humble."

These obscure and feeble gifts are also the most necessary to

•the church. All the graces of God, splendid or obscure, have be-

nefited the church ; but God having multiplied feeble Christians,
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and distributed more sparingly those that are strong, has by this

sufficiently indicated the importance he attaches to the former. If,

in the primitive church, he granted extraordinary gifts to believers

generally, it was only in a certain measure, and for a time. In

general, he has appeared disposed to humble power, reserving

triumphs for weakness. u He has chosen the foolish things of the

world to confound the wise, and feeble things to confound ,;the

strong, things vile and despised, yea, things that are not to bring

to nought things that are." He has brought into competition,

riches and poverty, wisdom and ignorance, philosophy and rusticity;

but poverty, rusticity, and ignorance have conquered. From time

to time he has called to his aid genius and power, and permitted

them to co-operate in his work ; but when he has so willed it, the

sling of the young son of Jesse has sufficed to overthrow Goliath.

The smallness of the means has only served to enhance the power

of him who employed them. In all time, the church has been

sufficient to the church, truth has been sufficient to truth. Elo-

quence and enthusiasm have not done so much for this sacred cause

as the modest virtues, the uniform activity, and the patient prayers

of thousands of believers whose names are unknown.

The consideration of the great movements which have been ac-

complished in the bosom of the church, have led some persons to a

different judgment. A Paul, an Augustine, and a Luther, were

certainly not feeble members of the church. Such men, or rather

.such powers, have been ordained of God, in the course of time, to

prepare the soil of the church for a glorious harvest, to open to the

Christian lift a favourable and more extensive sphere. And God

forbid that we should fail to recognize the importance of these

grand manifestations ! But the reign of God on earth is nothing

else than his reign in each of the souls which compose the church.

And if the prosperity of the church has for its measure the number

and reality of individual conversions, if God is more honoured in

the profound emotions of SOtila subdued by grace, than by the

public and solemn proclamation of the doctrines of revealed reli-

gion, let u acknowledge as a truth, that the feeble members of the

Church contribute much more, proportionally, to the reign of God,

than the powerful members of whom we have spoken.

As to the latter, it seems to us that admiration very generally
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excuses us from imitation. Appearing at intervals, such men do

not come into contact with us all. In this respect, their writings

and their memory but imperfectly replace their life ; for it is by

feeble things, by ordinary and familar details, that they could

make upon us a deep impression. Life alone could have acted

upon life. But isolated from us by circumstances, by their very

greatness, by their fame, they can exert upon us only an indirect

and general influence, doubtless favourable aud salutary, but going

uo further than simply disposing us to observe and study the

feeble members of that flock, of which we must form a part in

order to be the children of God. These latter models appear more

within our reach, although their gifts may not be in reality either

less precious or less divine than those of the first class of Christians.

We feel that nothing can excuse us from their possession ; that

nothing can supply their place; that while we maybe neither

wise, nor eloquent, nor rapt by religious ecstacy, to the third

heavens, we must be holy ; and that is the natural vocation of

every soul, and the design of God respecting us all. This holiness,

proportioned to our measure, and adapted to a sphere of activity

which does not transcend our own, attracts us by its simplicity,

while it strikes us by its beauty. Mysterious in its origin, won-

derful in its nature, nay, miraculous, if we consider the changes it

produces, but not the less human, attainable, and practicable, it is

the prose of the kingdom of heaven, which each is bound to speak.

Yes, these lives, habitually imbued with the spirit of Christianity,

of a single and even tenor, of a strict consistency, of a solemn

unity, of a sweet serenity, and an indefatigable and tranquil ac-

tivity, of a zeal which does much, and says little,—lives whose

Christian character appears as much more incontestable as enthu-

siasm takes a place inferior to that of charity are what accom-

plish the most for the cause of Christ. These constitute the salu-

tary contagion which is perpetually acting in the church, which

has kept, through the most disastrous times, so many hearts for

the Lord, and, in more favoured epochs, multiplied them abun-

dantly.

These observations sufficiently prove that sincere aud humble

piety is the greatest of forces, and that the more feeble members

of the church are the most necessary to its establishment and its con-
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quests. It is not more difficult to prove that these are the members

which are the most necessary to civil society. This is to add the

last feature to their character ; for we ought not to lose sight of

the fact that the Christian is a citizen, and that every thing he has

received from above has been given him to be used in society. We
have distinguished two kinds of striking superiority, the one relat-

ing to the heart, the other to the intellect. As to the first, it has

sometimes produced very great effects, but rather in the bosom of

the church itself and in our spiritual relations, than in the relations

of ordinary life. As to the second, which consists in mental gifts,

it is beneficial only when it is animated and sanctified by the spirit

of piety. But what is necessary to society is this very piety. The

domain of piety is not confined within the circle of its meditations,

to the inner life, and religious worship
;
piety is profitable for all

things, is applicable to all things. But we go further, and say,

piety is the only principle of the life of states, and the only remedy

of diseased society. Behold, with all its array of human virtues

aud brilliant talents, what an aspect society presents. Raise your-

selves a little higher than the limited circle of your domestic rela-

tions, though you may find even in these relations, in one way or

another, the proof of what I advance ; contemplate that vast hori-

zon of society, listen to that frightful tumult of all the passions un-

chained, plunge into the heart, and into the remotest recesses of

that gloomy labyrinth ; in a word, for a few moments contemplate

the world. Of course you have not the scrutinizing glance of Him
who searcheth the hearts and the reins

;
you cannot go to the bot-

tom of that revolting sink of iniquity which lies concealed in the

heart ! . . . My brethren, we cannot see the glory of God till we

die ; can we then, without dying, contemplate human iniquity V

lint yon bare Been the surface; that is enough. Judge now, if the

finest talents arc capable of establishing harmony in that chaos,

peace in that tumult. Judge also, if the presence of a small num-

ber of men, full of Christian joy and enthusiastic fervour, and for

that very reason unintelligible to the mass, could exert over it a

sensible influence. O the true leaven in that mass is the humble,

tranquil, obscure, active virtue of the thousands of the faithful,

diffhsed through all the recesses of society, struggling by their ex-

ample and their prayers against the general depravity, and causing
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their light to shine before men so sweetly, as at least to attract

some souls. It is such, that the Lord has cast, as seed into the

world, a grain of which will produce in some twenty, in others

thirty, and in others a hundred fold. These are the first-fruits of

that great harvest which is ripening in the field of the world, and

which, we have the assurance, will one day cover with its fruits

the entire face of the earth.

That day is not yet come ; and the circumstances which are to

bring it develope themselves slowly. Every thing in the world

moves more rapidly than the progress of that kingdom of love and

peace. What improvements are to be made before man will deign

to care for the improvement of his soul ! Is it not strange to see

him making himself sure of every thing except his salvation ; res-

toring every thing except his conscience ; speculating on every

thing except eternity? Admirable age, to which nothing is want-

ing but the one thing needful ! Political society is settling itself

on new foundations, the rights of man are secured, and therein I

rejoice ; but in the midst of this development of arts and opulence

I seek for the Holy Spirit, that spirit of moderation, of disinterest-

edness and of purity,—where is it? Science, literature, public

instruction extend their domain ; culture diffuses itself into all the

places, and amid all the conditions from which it was banished

:

intelligence is every where honoured ; and therein I certainly re-

joice ; but amid these triumphs of human thought I seek for the

Holy Spirit, the spirit of humility, of piety and of charity;—where

is it ? Ah, my brethren, it is still necessary that the divine Con-

soler should console all, that this power should subdue all, that this

life should animate all. Strive by prayer for the advent of that

glorious day ; contend for Jesus Christ, who has contended for

you ; supplicate with fervour that his kingdom may come
;
pray

that " at his name every knee may bow, and every tongue confess

that he is Lord to the glory of God the Father." Ask not for the

extraordinary gifts which he shed upon the apostles in their day,

but pray that the Holy Spirit of God may multiply among you the

number of those feeble members, that is, of those humble and faith-

ful Christians who are the power and hope of the Church. Let

all of us together ask it from the Father of lights ; and beseech

him to add to the church, even on this day, some souls that may

be saved.

7 O
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xvn.

THE INTOLERANCE OF THE GOSPEL.

" He that is not with me is against me."

—

Matt., xii, 30.

rPHESE words were uttered by Jesus Christ, after the perform

-A- auce of one of his most splendid miracles. The Pharisees

pretending that he had performed it by the power of the devil, Je-

sus Christ showed them that it was absurd to suppose that the

.

devil would aid in the establishment of a religion altogether opposed

to his interests. Is Satan, said he, divided against himself? Then,

rejecting such an idea, our Saviour added, that if Satan was not,

his accomplice, as the Pharisees supposed, it followed that he was

his adversary. And why? Because with reference to Jesus Christ,

,

it is absolutely necessary to be one thing or another. Every one

who is not with him is for the same reason, against him.

Thus Jesus Christ took occasion from a particular fact, to pro-

claim a great truth, one which is doubtless found diffused through

the whole gospel, and results from the general spirit of the Chris-

tian system, bat which had not yet received an expression so pre-

cise and solemn. It is this declaration of our Lord that will occupy

our attention to-day. Our design is to develope the evidences of

its truth ; but it is necessary, first of all, to explain its principal

terms.

Who is the man that is against Jesus Christ? It must be suf-

ficiently obvious to all, that by this expression, our Saviour designs

every man to whom the Gospel is an object of aversion and hatred,

whether lie conceal his sentiments ia his heart, or manifest them
in his words am! net ions. Who then is the man that is not with

or for Jesus Christ? AVe do not need to collect the features of

sucli an one, by moans of our imagination. The world is full of

persons who arc not for Jesus Christ. Wo recognise them in all

ihose members of the Christian church who belong to it only by
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birth, and by certain external usages, but whose whole life proves

that the church inspires them with no interest. They have ac-

cepted a religion as one accepts a country, not by free choice, but

by necessity. Christians by birth, they are not such by affection.

Having examined neither the proofs which establish the truth of

Christianity, nor the objections by which it is assailed, they believe

on the faith of others. They have some general notions of the

doctrines of revelation, and have admitted them once for all, with-

out ever thinking of them again. In a word, religion is to them a

matter of high propriety, an interesting fact, a social necessity, but

nothing more. It is neither the rule of their life, nor one of then-

interests. They aid neither by their prayers, nor their efforts, in

the advancement of the kingdom of God. They do not inform

themselves whether it advances or recedes. Every thing has more

importance to them than the success of that great cause. Such are

the principal features of the characters of the indifferent.

.Now what says the Saviour with reference to these men? "They

that are not for me are against me." We do not know a better

way of establishing the truth of this, than by showing the falseness

of the contrary proposition, namely, "One may not be for Jesus,

and yet not be against him; he may be neither his friend nor his

enemy; he may observe with respect to him, a species of neutrality."

Let us see if such neutrality is possible.

I observe, in the first place, that a real neutrality is one of the

rarest things in the world. Man is not made for indifference ; un-

doubtedly he may feel neither love nor hatred for things which are

completely foreign to him, and to which no circumstance directs

his attention. But whatever affects him nearly, every thing which

exerts an influence upon his fortune, nay more, every thing which

he sees exciting general interest, becomes to him an object of some

kind of sentiment. His tastes may change, but like a pendulum,

he oscillates perpetually from affection to aversion, and from aver-

sion to affection, without ever stopping in the intermediate space.

His soul being made for feeling, and feeling being his life, he is, so

to speak constrained to love or hate, and to flee from indifference

as a kind of death. Each of as, by reflecting upon himself and

consulting his recollections, will recognize this disposition without

difficulty. This fact, then, will be sufficient to put us on our guard
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against the notion, that we may not be for Jesus Christ, and yet

not be against him.

But if the observation we have just made be true in general, it

is especially so in the domain of religion. A religion is an opinion

and a system ; but what distinguishes it from all opinions and

systems is, that it professes to be the work of God, and " all in all"

to man. Any religion which should lay claim to less would belb

itself, and be unworthy of the name of religion. If a religion is

true, it follows that we ought to love it with all our heart ; if false,

to detest it with all our heart ; for the question turns upon a mat-

ter of the highest excellence, or a criminal imposture; a work of

God, or a work of the devil; a thing adapted to destroy, or to save

our souls. Is neutrality, in such a case, possible ? Can we re-

main, without any sentiment, in the presence of a fact, immense,

overpowering, absorbing, which unceasingly solicts a decision? Is

it not here that iudiiference must find its limit?

But I go further, and say, if we had even remained indifferent,

we would not the less have made, without willing it, a choice. Be-

cause true religion, meriting nothing less than our whole love, not

to devote ourselves to it is to be against it ; and a false religion,

not deserving any thing but our deepest hatred, not to oppose it

is to be for it. Here any middle course is impossible. The indif-

ferent person will hear false religion on the one side say to him,

Since you are not against me, you are for me ; and on the other

side, true religion cry to him, Since you are not for me, you are

against me.

And to make this last truth more evident, suppose that God

manifest in the flesh has descended to the earth, in the person of

a being resembling you ; that the character of that being is the

ideal of perfection ; his work, the salvation of the human race; his

|i)veepts, holiness itself; his feelings in reference to you, a bound-

l.-v compassion. You acknowledge in him all these attributes.

and you say to him, Since thou art the ideal of perfection, the rule

of holiness, God himself manifest in the flesh ; since thou hast shed

thy blood upon the cross for the salvation of my soul, I cannot be

against thee, but J will not be for thee. And for whom, then,

gtest God, for whom, then, is that heart! for it is necessary to be

for some one : the heart must attach itself to something; it does
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not live but as it loves. For whom, then, will you be, if not for

God? Probably for yourselves, I suppose. But what is that

you, separated from God, except the flesh in all its corruption

and sin in all its deformity? And if a man is for such things,

is he not against God ? If he is for his own depraved will, is

he not against God? If he is for a demon, is he not against God?

No, my brethren, there are in the world only two empires, which

I need not name ; but I affirm that he who is not in the one, is

necessarily in the other ; that he who is not with Jesus Christ, is

against Jesus Christ. Behold the neutrality of the indifferent!

The better to appreciate this neutrality, let us enter the heart of

the indifferent, and give account of the feelings which reign there.

He says he has no hatred. Let us pass it over. This hatred we

shall soon meet again. But are there in his heart love and obe-

dience ; love especially for Jesus Christ? Assuredly not, seeing

he is not for Jesus Christ. Well, to refuse love to Jesus Christ,

I affirm, is to do him all the evil which an open enemy could, or,

at least, would do. If Jesus Christ had come into the world, as a

king into a revolted province, in order to extinguish rebellion, and

cause the silence of terror to reign in it, he might be satisfied with

a trembling submission, and care nothing for the evil we do him.

But such a submission he did not desire, nor can desire. That

alone which he desired, that alone for which he descended to the

earth, the end to which he directed all his toils, was the conquest

of our heart. Separate from that triumph, every other is nothing

to him. If, then, instead of our hearts which he demands, we
contemptuously offer him a passive submission which he does not

atic ; if, in the place of that devout gratitude which he has merited

by his blood, we propose, as a matter of favour, to spare him our

insults, would not this of itself be the crudest of insults, the only

one, indeed, to which he could be sensible? For what is our

hatred in his eyes but the more clear and frank expression of the

divorce which exists between him and us ; a somewhat more dis-

tinct form given to the outrage which our ingratitude constantly

presents before his eyes ? But perhaps you consider it a more

serious thing to attack and oppose him. Indeed, you are mis-

taken ! For what could your miserable attacks add to the crime of

your ingratitude ? Ah, since you have the misfortune not to love
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him, attack, combat, make war upon him, as you please. The

Almighty will do well to be moved by the rebellion of an insect

!

Agitate yourselves, then; struggle in your dust; raise an entire

world, if you can, against the King of worlds
;
you will not retard

for a single instant, nor drive back a hair's breadth the progress of

the eternal counsels ; not that Jehovah will notice your ridiculous

efforts because he sees all things; but because he has seen, before all,

that you do not love him, a fact which ranks you with his enemies.

ANY have spoken of love, and what shall we say of obedience?

Is there obedience in the indifferent? No, doubtless
; for he who

loves not, obeys not. It is true that a ssrvile fear may fulfil some

external duties, and produce a formal obedience ; but the Gospel

requires a spiritual obedience, which is not possible without love.

To subdue his passions, to use the world as not abusing it, to live

in all humility and charity, to consecrate all his powers to the ad-

vancement of the kingdom of God, is what the indifferent will not

do, what he cannot do ; he lives, then, in disobedience. But I ask

you, how would that man be regarded in a state, who would not

obey its laws ? Certainly as an enemy ; even if he had never taken

.

up arms against it. Is not a rebellious subject an enemy ? How,

then, shall he be considered, who cares no more for the spiritual

laws of Jesus Christ, than if Jesus Christ had never given them ?

Certainly as an enemy. Whence it follows, that he who is not

for Jesus Christ is, for the same reason, against him.

But, we will not content ourselves with having shown that in

principle the indifferent is a real enemy of Jesus Christ. We will

show you further that, when circumstances will it, he becomes an

enemy positively, and in fact. What, in reality, is this indiffer-

ence, but a secret aversion to Christ and his doctrine, as we have

already seen, a discord between the soul and Jesus, a slumbering

enmity ? As long as it is not excited by circumstances, it remains

asleep, it has no consciousness of itself, it does not feel that it hates

;

and in some persons, it remains in this form, the most dangerous

perhaps, all their life long. But in many others, unforeseen cir-

cumstances awaken it, and cause it to appear in its real character.

Sometimes, it is a clearer view of the truth, by which it is awaken-

ed. That truth from which they turned away their eyes, by-and-

by strikes theni with unexpected vividness ; they see at once that
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the Gospel is a serious reality, and that they are about to accept

or reject it. They call up the whole period during which they

have sinned without reflection ;
they feel, above all, that they have

a heart which cannot relish the strict maxims and spiritual savour

of the Gospel, and perceive the moment they treat it seriously, they

must change their whole life. Then its renunciations, privations,

sacrifices present themselves in a crowd ; indignation penetrates

their soul ; but instead of directing it against themselves, whose

conduct condemns the law, they direct it against the law which

condemns their conduct. Thenceforward they can never speak of

neutrality or indifference ; the vail is torn away, the wound is

made, the hatred is aroused. Ever after they are directly against

Jesus Christ.

Sometimes, also the transition of enmity to its true form has

been occasioned by the religious revival of those around them.

Persons have found themselves in the situation we have just de-

scribed ; the truth has pierced them with an unexpected wound
;

but after a moment of indecision, their indignation, which knew

not Avhat to fasten upon, has turned against themselves. In the

necessity of hating either themselves, or the Gospel, they have pre-

ferred to hate themselves. And from hatred of themselves, they

have naturally passed to the love of Jesus Christ. Then regene-

rated by the Spirit from on high, they have lived a new life ; and

notwithstanding their humility and reserve, there is so much dif-

ference even externally, in living for the world, and living for God,

that the change has struck their neighbours. Their life has become

a living gospel. The indifferent and neutral have then read the

Gospel, not in dead characters upon inanimate leaves, but in

living letters in the hearts of men. This has formed, if I may so

express myself, a new edition of the word of God, with the com-

mentary of the Holy Spirit. Then the same struggle has been

produced in the hearts of the indifferent Ave have already described,

the evidence of the Gospel, the divinity of Christ, and the infinite

solemnity of life, have burst upon their vision, and overwhelmed

their soul. Then have they found it no longer possible to shut

themselves up in a system of cold neutrality. The soul too strongly

pressed, has been compelled to take a part,—alas ! it has taken its

part, and that is to hate! but in spite of appearances, its position is
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not essentially changed ; it has the same aversion to the Gospel,

only with a more vivid consciousness, and a deeper feeling ; and

we can only say, that in this is verified the prediction of the aged

Simeon, who, when holding the infant Jesus in his arms, exclaim-

ed,
u By thee shall the thoughts of many hearts be revealed."

To hate Jesus Christ, such is the result in which neutrality and

indifference eventually terminate. To hate Jesus Christ! what

words are we compelled to utter ! The most confirmed sceptic-

would not have himself considered as one who hates Jesus Christ.

But this sentiment which horrifies the sceptic, is, ye indifferent

ones, the habitual sentiment of your soul!

But that you may know at least what you do by hating Jesus

Christ, come and see. That teacher, full of grace and truth, who

went every where sowing the word of reconciliation ; that compas-

sionate physician, whom no wretch approached without being con-

soled ; that friend, wiio sought to gather you to himself, before

impending calamity, as a hengathereth her brood under her wings,

is the being whom you hate ; that model of purity and charity,

that man in whom his most furious enemies could not discover the

shadow of a stain, is he whom you hate ; that celestial hero, who,

bearing on his conscience the guilt of humanity, sunk, in the garden

of Gethsemane, under the burden of the sins of the whole earth,

and drained for you the cup of divine wrath, as he lay prostrate

in the dust, bathed in sweat and blood, is he whom you hate; that

victim, who for you painfully climbed up the height of Calvary,

permitted himself to be fastened to the cross, and suffered, in his

person, all that imagination can conceive of agonies, and whose

last groan was a prayer for his executioners, is he whom you hate!

Do not reject this statement. If you are nothing for him, who
has been every thing for you ; if you do not give one pulsation of

your heart for him who has given up his life for you ; if your life

is a perpetual resistance of his laws, you are his enemies ; if you

love him not, you hate him
; and if you do not yet fight against

him, yon will fight against him soon.

I have arrived at the close of a painful demonstration, which 1

did not undertake, I ought to confess, without repugnance. But

knowing too well the condition I have described, fully persuaded

for a long time (hat be that is not with Christ is against him, I
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have felt it my duty to point out to my brethren the dangers of a

neutrality in regard to which many perhaps deceive themselves

I would, therefore, say to them, after the example of Joshua,

" Choose ye this day whom ye will serve." Those have chosen,

who, with slow and laborious step, but without irresolution, have

commenced their march towards the land of infinite discoveries
;

who, not yet possessing the whole truth, seek it with sincerity and

patience ; who, solicited by the flesh and the world, turn with a

sigh to God, who can aid them, and who, every day, offer to the

Saviour their good- will, not being able to offer him any thing else.

May God preserve us from discouraging any one, and " crushing,"

as the poet says, " the new-born germ, from which may spring an

angel !" But there are others who have not chosen, and care not

to choose. Some of them persuade themselves that provided they

are neither for nor against Jesus Christ, he, in like manner, will

neither be for nor against them. It was necessary to show such

that the neutrality in which they concealed themselves is a real

enmity, and that it will be judged as such. It was necessary to

arouse such by our warnings, and, in our feebleness, we have

made the attempt. Bless, Lord, these warnings, given in thy

name. Cause them to penetrate, and take possession of all the

souls which need to hear them j nay, of all our souls ; for who does

not need to be warned ? Inspire us all with the sincere desire to be-

long to Jesus Christ entirely and for ever.
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THE TOLEBANCE OF THE GOSPEL.

" lie that is not against us is for us."

—

Luke, ix, 20.

SOME days ago, we developed the meaning of these words of

our Lord, " He that is not with me is against me." That

was presenting to you the Gospel in all its intolerance. For the

Gospel has its intolerance, although it sympathizes not with per-

secutors, and breathes entire religious freedom. Its intolerance

consists in considering every one as an enemy who is not its friend.

We endeavoured to convince you that this intolerance is reason-

able, conformed to the nature of things, and worthy of God. To-

day we attempt to explain these words, which are also those of

our Saviour, " He that is not against us is for us." At first sight,

nothing seems more contradictory than these two propositions.

Rut the contradiction is only apparent; these two statements, in-

stead of neutralizing, complete each other ; they give a natural

explanation of each other's meaning, and, to speak exactly, are

only two aspects of the same truth. If our preceding text lias

shown us the intolerance of the Gospel, this shows us the limit of

that intolerance. If the first has informed us of what the Gospel

will not endure, the second teaches us what it will endure. If the

one establishes the intolerance of God, the other attacks and re-

proves the intolerance of men. These two expressions, these two

truths, support each other, and hold such a relation the one to the

other, that, in discussing the first a few days ago, Ave pledged our-

selves, as it were, to discuss the other to-day. This we proceed

to do, without however concealing, that if our first subject was

difficult, this is still more so. You will all feel this, more or less,

and for the same reason, understand how necessary it is in such a

matter, that the Holy Spirit, which has purified our intentions,

should enlighten our understanding, and direct our words. Ask
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this from him, on our behalf, and ask also for yourselves an atten-

tive spirit, a docile heart, and that quick intelligence of divine

things which cannot be given but by the Spirit of God.

While Jesus, accompanied by some disciples he had chosen, is

exercising in Judea, his ministry of compassion, a man casts out

demons in his name. His disciples wish to prevent him from doing

so, because he follows not Jesus with them. But the Lord rebukes

this indiscreet zeal, by saying, "Forbid him not; for he that is not

against us is for us."

He that is not against us is for us. In the sense of the text we

explained the other day, these words would be false; for we have

seen that if any one is not positively the friend of Jesus, he is his

enemy. But let us carefully notice what is referred to in the words

we explain to-day. It is a man that cast out demons in the name

of Jesus, only he does not follow Jesus with his disciples.

But such a man, though he did not form a part of the company

that followed Jesus Christ, was certainly not against him ; he was

for Jesus Christ as much as the disciples themselves, and perhaps

even more so. But what in fact was necessary in order to be Jor

Jesus Christ? To confess his name and to do his work; and these

two conditions were united in the man under consideration.

He confessed the name of Jesus Christ; for the Gospel informs

us that it was in the name of Jesus that he cast out demons. Thus

Jesus was to him what he is to all Christians, "He that was sent to

destroy the kingdom of Satan,"—he before whom all the powers of

darkness and the empire of evil must bend and fall,—whose name

alone, invoked through faith, is an impenetrable buckler against all

the fiery darts of hell,—in a word, a Saviour, because he saves us

from our most cruel, from our only real enemy.

Not only did this man confess the adorable name of Jesus, but

he performed his work, he cast out demons. He fought under the

banner, and for the cause of Jesus. He advanced, according to his

ability the triumph of his Master. He made the enemies of Jesus

his enemies, and the great design of Jesus his interest. What more

did those disciples who accompanied Jesus in all his wanderings ?

The following we read in the chapter from which our text is taken,

l, And behold a man of the company cried out, saying, Master, I

beseech thee, look upon my son ; for he is mine only child. And
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lo, a spirit seizes him, and causes him to cry oat; and it teareth

him so that he foameth again, and bruising him, hardly departeth

from him. And I besought thy disciples to cast him out; and they

could not. And Jesus answering, said, O faithless and perverse

generation! how long shall I be with you and suffer you?" (v. 3D

—41). To whom, in your opinion, did lie address these overwhelm-

ing words, "Unbelieving and perverse generation," but to his dis-

ciples ? With whom if not with the disciples was Jesus tired of

associating? And these very disciples, destitute of the faith, ne-

cessary to perform the work of their Master, are the ones opposed

to the labours of that unknown man? And why? Because he

followed not Jesus with them.

Such, in fact, is all the difference which appears between this

man and the disciples. It must be confessed that at first sight it

is striking. How can he be for Jesus Christ and not follow him ?

But without seeking, by means of gratuitous suppositions, for the

reasons which kept this man by himself, and compelled him to

serve Jesus at a distance from him, let us observe, that at this pe-

riod, our Saviour was accompanied only by those whom he had

expressly ca^ed, by authoritatively separating them from their

labours and their families, in order to prepare them for a glorious

apostolate. It was thus he commanded Peter to leave his nets,

and Matthew his bank and follow him; but such an appeal doubt-

less had not been addressed to this man. It was only a little later

(chap, x,) that seventy disciples were associated with the twelve

apostles; and who knows that this adorer of the name of Jesus

did not take the first place among them?

But all this is not of so much importance as the reflection we

are about to present. What is it to follow Jesus Christ? Accord-

ing to the apostles, yet imperfectly enlightened, it is to accompany

the person of the Saviour in all places, and it was thus they followed

him. But such a view is gross and carnal, and we appeal, on this

point, to the apostles themselves. One of them, the organ, in this

matter, of the sentiment of all, has clearly expressed it, in saying,

"If we have formerly known Christ according to the flesh, we know

him in this manner no more." (2 Cor., v, 16.) And well has the

apostle said so; for to know Jesus Christ is not to have seen him

in the flesh ; to follow Jesus Christ is not to follow his person. To
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know and to follow him is to recognize him as God manifest in the

flesh, to rest upon his promises, to breathe his spirit. In this sense

we can follow him, though separated by a thousand leagues and a

thousand years.

Let us see, according to this view, how the apostles followed

him, at the period referred to in my text. The imagination is

pleased to represent that retinue of frieuds accompanying Jesus

every where; but it sees them such as they since became, not such

as they were then. Did these men, whom Jesus had chosen, not

for what they were in themselves, but, as one may say, for what

they were not, in order more fully to illustrate in them his power,

really follow Jesus Christ? Did they follow him when they disputed

among themselves who should occupy the first place in heaven ?

(Mark, ix, 33, 34.) Did they follow him, when they besought him

to bring down fire from heaven, to destroy an unbelieving city?

(Luke, ix, 54.) Did they follow him, when, doubting whether

they had done wisely in attaching themselves to him, they asked

from him indemnities and pledges for a sacrifice scarcely commenced?

(Mark, x, 28.) Ah ! how many times, in the midst of that com-

pany of apostles, was the Son of God alone? The sole confidant

of his own high designs, the sole auditor of his own divine thoughts,

how often did he seek around him in vain for a single soul that

comprehended him, a single heart that loved him as he wished to

be loved ! In this point of view his solitude was profound. It

was one of the most painful trials of his life, as it was to be the

bitterest pang of his death. What, then, did these disciples claim

when they said, "This man followeth thee not with us "? What

difference did that establish in their favour; and how could they

know that this unknown person did not follow Jesus better than

they did themselves?

O, how does intolerance here, as in all other cases, show itself

the close companion of weakness, and tolerance the associate of

greatness! Jesus is the most tolerant of beings, because he is the

most holy. Every thing which affects his person as a man, dis-

turbs him not, wounds him not. What is it to him that this man

does not follow him with the twelve? He casts out demons, and

casts them out in the name of the Son of God. It is enough ;
this

man is for him.
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On the contrary, see these apostles still so weak in faith. Their

disposition is the reverse of that of Jesus. What wounds them is

not what wounds the cause of God, but what offends the person of

their Master as a man, say rather, what offends their own person !

Whaty in fact, is their complaint? "He followeth thee not with

us
;

" he is not one of us. True he confesses the name of Jesus

;

true he casts out demons; but he follows not Jesus with us; it is

enough ; he is against Jesus. You have seen the tolerance of God

;

behold the intolerance of man.

The question now presents itself, whether this declaration of Je-

sus is applicable only to the occasion on which it was uttered ; or

whether it may not be applicable to our times and our circumstances.

Are there, in our day, persons who wish to forbid others to cast

out demons in the name of Jesus, because they follow him not with

them? My brethren, while admitting some differences produced

by difference of times, and giving to some expressions a more ge-

neral sense, we meet, in our day, the same kind of intolerance as

that which merited the rebuke of our Saviour, and we find for his

words an immediate and constant application.

To prevent a man casting out demons in the name of Jesus, is

what we cannot always do; but to reject, to exclude, to condemn

him we certainly can. To cast out demons, as the man in the text

did, is what cannot take place in modern times; but to oppose the

power of the devil, by repelling his pernicious inspirations, by

avoiding the snares he Lays for our souls, by extirpating from our

own hearts and those of others, the germs of vice and error he has

deposited there, is as possible in our day as in the time of the apos-

tles; and, thanks to God, is what we frequently witness. Finally,

to condemn, reject, and exclude a man, who, though he follows

not Jesus with us, does, nevertheless, perform the works we have

just indicated, is still seen, and Been everyday; and this therefore,

furnishes a perpetual application for these mosl benignant words

of the Saviour, -'Why do yi forbid him? 11" that is not against

for us.'
7

Je DS has disappeared from the earth, we cannot, therefore, fol-

ios person; bnt in the spiritual .-ci.se we have explained, some

are easily induced to believe thai they follow him better than others.

Such a church, or such a community believes that to follow Jesus
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Christ, it is necessary to be with it, form a part of its organization,

join the society of which it is composed, espouse its interests, hang

out its banner. This church, this community, then, still appears,

as in the times of Isaiah, to utter these words, so full of presump-

tion and bigotry, "Stand back, come not near me; for I am holier

than thou." (Is., lxv, 5.) And more than this, we see that pro-

position put in practice, which shocks us so much in the doctrines

of a communion from which we have separated :
" Out of our church

no salvation !

"

Yet, it is certain, in the first place, that no church can flatter

itself, that it is exempt from faults and imperfections. No church

can offer itself as a perfect model to all others ; consequently, no

church can pretend that out of its pale it is impossible to belong to

Jesus. It is absolutely necessary, then, in order to judge of those,

who are not of its body, to have recourse to some other test than

the gross one of opening its registers, and seeing if such a name is

found there.

Even, if it were perfect, and permitted to think so, it would not,

on that account, be justified in condemning those who do not be-

long to it. And for this simple reason, that perfection in doctrine

and in morality cannot be the heritage of all; that some parti-

cular errors, some imperfections of detail, do not hinder a man

from being essentially, in a good state ; that in every case there

is a progressive improvement, with which none can well dispense

;

that, in general, no one arrives by a single effort, at what is best

in theory and practice; and that all that man can reasonably re-

quire from his fellow-man is, that he should follow the road which

conducts thither.

What I have just said is not intended either to rejoice the careless

or alarm the strict. For, in the first place, it is certain that the Gos-

pel requires nothing less from all its disciples than perfection, both

in faith and in morals ; and secondly, it has so clearly traced the

limits, beyond which there is nothing but error and condemnation,

that it is impossible, on this subject, to make the slightest mistake.

What is the man who follows not the Saviour with his apostles, but

nevertheless, is for Jesus, according to the declaration of Jesus

lumselt'V He is one who casts out demons in the name of Jesus.

I say, then, to every intolerant community, You condemn that
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man because be follows not Jesus with you; but is it necessary to

be with you in order to confess the name of Jesus? This, however,

is evidently done by the man whom you condemn. I admit that

lie has not studied so profoundly the system of religion as you have;

that he does not with such exactness unite its different parts; that

he does not so thoroughly understand the Scriptures; that the gifts

of the Holy Spirit have been conferred upon him, in scanty measure,

and apparently according to his necessities; but he confesses the

name of Jesus. The consciousness of his misery has led him to

Christ; he has cast himself into the arms of the Saviour; he has

loved him with all the love of which his heart is capable. It is in

Him that he seeks an asylum against the wrath to come, a conso-l

lation in his sorrows, a resource in his wants. It is through Him

that he invokes his Heavenly Father; and it is the name of Jesus,

which he loves to whisper in the silence of his closet, and delights

to honour before men, as the only name by which he can be saved.

What wants he more? What ! join himself to you? Confess your

name as equal to that of the divine Saviour? Hang out your ban-

ner by the side of that of the Lamb ? But who has told you that,

1 pray you ? Whence do you derive it but from yourselves ? I

think all that you can claim from him (my text teaches so), is that

he be not against you, that he do not reject and condemn you.

Nay more, even if he had declared against you by prepossession

and error, he has done nothing more than }
rou have done to him«

(

If he ought not to do so, why do you yourselves do it? And if

you can do it, why might not he? The wrong is reciprocal ; anil

! all he and you have to return within the bounds of equity.

I acknowledge, however, that it is not every thing, simply to

confess and invoke the name of Jesus. "Not every one that saith

unto inc. Lord, Lord, shall enter the kingdom of heaven. " lie

must, in addition to this, east out demons in the name of the Lord,

that is, he must sanctify himself. And this is precisely what thaj^

man has done whom yon condemn. lean easily believe that hei*

behind yon, bnl he advances; 1 can easily believe that you are faf

before him, but lie follows you; I can believe that you have fount)

means of edification of which In- is ignorant, and admit, that if ho,

were more enlightened, he would profit by the resourses you havl

found, and that he would join you. Nevertheless, he has under-
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stood and his conduct proves it, that whosoever says he belongs to

Christ ought to live even as Christ lived ; that the crucifixion of

the old man with his lusts is the only homage worthy of being of-

fered to the Saviour; that he must cast out, in his name, the demons

of pride, of sensuality, of self-love, and of self- righteousness which

infest the heart of man; that he must contend against them by vi-

gilance and prayer; and that unless he is made a new creature in

Christ Jesus, he cannot see the kingdom of heaven. I say to you,

God alone may require more; yet I believe he casts a look of be-

nignity and peace upon that servant, who has been faithful in few

things it is true, but yet faithful. It is for you, then, to condemn

him ?

How often have I seen, bearing the burden of the day, and

bending under the cross of his Saviour, a man to whom intolerance

has scarcely accorded the name of Christian. Contending with

old weaknesses, so hard to remove, bowed down under the habits

of a long life, and still retaining the visible imprint of his fetters,

inveterate habits and usages still revealed in him the old man.

Yet he had heard the call of grace, and according to the measure

of strength given him, he had made his way out of that valley of

the shadow of death, by a painful path, bathed in sweat and tears.

He confessed Jesus with sincerity; but with the feeling of wretch-

edness scarcely removed. It was only with timidity, that he could

deem himself one of the sheep whom Jesus knows, whom Jesus

loves, and whom his crook conducts to the pastures of life. And
I have seen men, on account of the incoherence of his language,

the remains of his ancient habits, and the feebleness of his charac-

ter, take it upon them to refuse him the title they accorded to them-

selves, and dispute his interest in their common hopes! Yet these

men call themselves Christians! And they were such in fact; but

the remains of the old man persuaded them, that in order to follow

Jesus Christ, he must follow him with them, seek their society, relish

their discourse, adopt their practices. But I have consoled my-
self by remembering that they were at one time more exclusive

still, that Christianity had already partially subdued their native

intolerance ; and by reflecting, that in proportion as they should

more fully taste the gift of God, they would put on more and more

that divine compassion, charity, and meekness, which ought ever
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to distinguish the elect of God, his saints and well beloved ones

;

for tolerance I have said already, is always in proportion to holi-

ness.

Ah! if in our day, we had to complain only of the intolerance

of Christians, we should be tranquil. Faith, which is the occasion

of it, is also its remedy. But there is a more formidable intolerance,

that of unbelief, or a dead faith. We have seen, with profound

regret, Christian communities condemn men, though they cast out

demons in the name of Jesus ; but we may also see unbelievers

and formalists condemning others, precisely because they cast out

demons in the name of Jesus. Tolerant of indifference and luke-

warmness, it is for zeal and living faith that they reserve their

intolerance. And, what is remarkable, it is not because they believe

themselves to possess the depository of truth and the standard of

morals, but on the contrary, because they feel that they have them

not, and cannot suffer any one to enjoy a blessing, of which they are

destitute. And not only do they condemn them by their words,

but they hinder them, when they can, they interdict, they perse-

cute them. They deny and trample under foot, not merely the

letter and spirit of the Gospel, but the most sacred rights of the

human race. And the immense progress of light is not sufficient

to repress these excesses, and public reason is scarcely shocked at

them.

My dearly beloved brethren, pray with me for the peace of Je-

rusalem
;
pray that the powers of darkness may not long oppose

the reign of light
;
pray that the consciences of men may receive

no other impulse than that of the Holy Spirit. Above all, pray

that Christianity, becoming purer in all the souls that have re-

ceived it, may present, in every place, the example of that di-

vine tolerance which shone in the person of its adorable founder;

pray that all Christians may become more and more worthy of

that divine banner, under which they have ranged themselves, the

device of which is Love! And thou eternal God, Father of our

Lord Jesus Christ, thou who art clothed with all perfection, and

whose eyes are too pure to behold iniquity, but who art full of pa-

tience and long-aurTering, breathe thy indulgent spirit into those

who themselves need it so much from thee; teach them tolerance

to those whom thou dost tolerate
;
give to them the dispositions of
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Jesus Christ, who, satisfied with a pure intentiou, and an honest

will, waits long for what he might demand at once. Teach us,

like him, to look upon the heart, upon what is essential, and not

upon vain circumstances. Enlarge our heart ; tear away the pre-

judices and pride which have narrowed its entrance, and grant

that all those whom thou hast given us as brethren, may find there

an asylum and a home!
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XIX.

THE WOEK OF GOD.

" Then said they unto him, what shall we do that we might work the

works of God ? Jesus answered and said unto them, this is the work
of God, that ye believe on him whom he hath sent."—Joux, vi, 28, 29.

FIRST DISCOURSE.

HAVIXG witnessed the miracles of Jesus Christ, and particu-

larly that of the multiplication of the loaves, the people

clung to the steps of that wonderful man ; and the same Jesus,

accustomed to go before his brethren, appeared, in this instance,

doubtless for very wise reasons, to conceal himself from their pres-

sing importunity. When they reached the other side of the sea

of Tiberias, whither lie had gone, as it appears, to be free from

their solicitations, he receives them with these mortifying words,

"Verily, verily, I say unto you, ye seek me not because ye saw

the miracles, but because ye did eat of the bread, and were satis-

tied." But it is not enough to mortify them, if he does not instruct

them : and therefore he adds, " Labour not for the food that

perisheth, but for that which cndureth unto eternal life, which the

Son of man will give unto you ; for him hath God the Father sealed."

It would seem as if the reproach with which Jesus commenced,

might have taken from the multitude the desire to prolong that

conversation. It would seem that, discouraged by the severity of

his first words, and the more as that severity was just, they would

think only of retiring at a distance from Jesns Christ, from whom,

for the moment, they could not hope to obtain any temporal favour.

If a man, before whom we had presented ourselves with all the

tokens of respect and confidence, should receive us as Jesus Christ

on tin.- occasion received the .lews, -we should be too much morti-

fied, or perhaps irritated, to engage in conversation with him, or
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even to remain in his presence. The Jews, however, remained,

and put questions to Jesus, as if the gravity of his words subdued

and retained them in spite of themselves, or as if they hoped, by
a serious question, to give him a more favourable opinion of them-

selves and their motives ; and since he had said to them, labour,

which to thein signified " do works," they asked him, tl What
shall we do to work the works of God ?

"

What does this question mean ? About what did the Jews en-

quire? They spoke of the works of God, and by that expression

they doubtless meant, works which God loves, which God com-

mands, which render us agreeable to God, and like God. But did

they wish to know how to be enabled to do such works, or did

they wish to know what these works are? If their question had

the first meaning, it were a good one ; it would indicate, on then-

part, an idea truly just, and a feeling truly valuable ; it would

prove that above all they felt the need of an internal force, of a

controlling principle, which might enable them to will all that God
wills. That question would prove, that in their actual condition,

they felt themselves incapable of doing those works before they

had received a new spirit, a new heart, a new life. That question

would then only be an humble acknowledgment of their misery

and weakness. But that confession is not included in the question

they addressed to Jesus. Do we not know them ? Do we not

know their leaders and guides? Is there not an immense distance

between that sentiment and the gross and interested motive which

caused them to persist in following Jesus Christ ? If Jesus Christ

had attached that meaning to their question, would not his answer

have apprised us of it? No, every thing concurs to prove, and the

form even of their question indicates, that their thought was this,

Tell us what are the works of God that we may do them.

But consider, that they knew well enough, or at least might

have known, if they wished, what are the works of God. Moses

and the Prophets had taught them with sufficient clearness and

fulness. There was no precept of Christian morality which might

not be found in the writings of the old dispensation, by every one

at least who could read them; and Jesus Christ came not to

teach new duties, but to enforce the obligation which binds us to

the old, and give us new power to fulfil them. These Jews, then,
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enquired about what they knew already, and not about that of

which they were still ignorant. They said, We can, but we do

not know. They should have said, We knoiv, but we cannot, or

rather we will not ; or again, We cannot will; for in every thing

which concerns obedience to the law of God, to will is to be able.

Since they thought thus, it is quite clear, that they spoke of

various works, and what they said to Jesus Christ was, Teach

us what are " the works" of God. This was the spirit of their

time and country. To them, as well as the Pharisees, their models,

morality was composed of a greater or smaller number of practices

and observances ; and the difficulty was to know them all, in order

not to neglect any, not even in their slightest details. Work after

work, nothing but works, namely, those external acts, which the

hand does and the eye sees. Such to them was the spirit of mor-

ality ; such, to the best of them, was virtue. There were among

them a few who formed a higher idea of morality, a few who

placed above works the motive or the sentiment by which they

were inspired, and to whom the obedience of the heart was the

most important of works ; a few also who felt their fallen condi-

tion, and their inability to do the works of God, before receiving a

new heart from God. Nay, perhaps some of those who addressed

the question, "What must we do to work the works of God," did

so in good faith.

Let us not reject such, or treat them with greater severity than

did Jesus Christ himself. It is even something to enquire concern-

ing the works of God in order to do them ; for it was said of him

who endeavoured from his youth to fulfil them all, that " Jesus

ioved him." (Mark, x, 20.) It is something, we say, to enquire

concerning the works of God ; it is much in comparison with the

indifference of that multitude, who cared not to know, because

they cared not to act. The reply of our Saviour includes, I ac-

knowledge, the rectification of a false idea. It teaches the Jews

that they were deceived, but it is not a reproach ; it is an instruc-

tion ; it is a lesson. Let as endeavour to penetrate its meaning.

We arm ourselves with our Saviour's language against two op-

posite errors. It is a sword, the edge of which may be succes-

sively directed against Jews and Christians, or rather against a

certain number of Jews and a certain number of Christians;
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against those who, in each of these two churches, corrupt, by ex-

aggerating the principle upon which their church is based. There

are two churches, in fact, but not two religions. 1 Judaism and

Christianity can be nothing but two eras of one and the same truth,

two poles of the same axis, the prow and the stern of the same

vessel. Each of these two systems has its word of order and ral-

lying ; that of the Jewish church is law, that of the Christian

church is faith; but the error to which each is exposed is to lose

sight of and exclude the principle to which it does not owe its

name, but without which it can possess neither force nor life. The

error of the Jews is to reduce every thing to works, and never to

ascend to faith ; that of Christians is not to see that true faith is

a work, and if it is not a work, that it is nothing. But these two

errors do not characterize so much two epochs, one of which is yet

remaiuing, and the other of which is past, but two classes of per-

sons or two tendencies, which reproduce themselves in all times

and places. In addressing ourselves to both, we are certain not

to see one portion of our words lost in the abyss of the past, and

the other only finding an application in the present. The two

errors we have marked are actual and living, and both doubtless

will find representatives in every community.

It appears to us that our Lord had more reasons than one to an-

swer the Jews as he did, and that his response may be taken in

more than one sense; and first, in the following. " You curiously

enquire concerning the works of God, and how they may be done ;

you run after righteousness and obedience
;
you seem to say to

God, Speak, Lord, thy servants hear. Well, then, the Lord is here

in the person of his Messenger ; behold before you Him of whom

Moses, in former times, has said, " The Lord will raise up for you

a prophet like unto me, him shall ye hear';'' but you do not hear

him, you do not hear him as a prophet, as the only prophet re-

sembling your great and first prophet, as the Messiah of God, as

your King and Saviour, as the reality of the types, the fulfilment

of the prophecies, the end of the law. In vain you press around

i Yinet here uses the word church in a somewhat loose and general sense,

as descriptive of a system or a community. The term, in strict scriptural

usnge, has a very different sense. It is, however, certain there was a term

church among the Jews, just as there is such a church among nominal

Christians ; but the term may be applied indiscriminately to all or both.— T.
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him and follow him to the desert ; you follow him as one who has

satisfied your wants, as one, perhaps, who has done great works,

but not as him who is the way, the truth, and the life. You re-

cognize him perhaps as a messenger of God, but nut in a high and

incommunicable sense, as him whom (rod hath sent to accomplish

all his will with reference to you and all mankind. He of whom
Moses spoke, in whom Abraham rejoiced, whose humiliation Isaiah

predicted, and whose day Daniel indicated, is come; he stands be-

fore you, he utters in your hearing words full of grace and truth,

yet you do not perceive him. You, who are so quick to recognize

the signs of the times, who are so smitten with every thing which

is called glory, you do not discern this time, yon do not perceive

this glory. It is not enough even that you do not acknowledge

him whom God hath sent, ye do not even listen to what he an-

nounces. If any one should come in his own name, with pro-

mises of worldly glory and prosperity, you would receive him

readily enough ; but you do not receive Him who comes in the

name of God, with divine authority, and in the Spirit of God.

Your hardened heart rejects " the sent of God," and yet you care

for the works of God ! What hypocrisy and blindness ! The works

of God ! Bat first do this, give glory to God by receiving Him
whom he hath sent ; and when you enquire as to the means of ho-

nouring him by your works, do not begin to dishonour him by

your unbelief. How can you do the works of God when you shut

the doors of your hearts against Him who speaks in >iis name?
First open your eyes, believe in the Messenger of God, believe in

God himself ; this is the work I propose to you on this behalf;

this is the work which must be done first; the others you will not

do before.

We venture to attach another meaning to the words of onr Lord.

God has promised to ^\\^\, in the course of ages, another prophet,

one resembling your first prophet, and who could not resemble

him, except by being bis superior, if, like him, and on the same

foundation, be is to found a church and a people. God has pro-

mised this, and you believe it. IJut if you believe it, you admit,

on the same ground, that this new prophet will teach you to do

the works of God. For if he does not teach you this, what would

he teach you? But how could he teach you were he not that pro-
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phet? How, again, could you learn any thing from him who says

he is that prophet, but is not? Will you give the lie to all your

prophets, and say that this prophet was not to come? Will you

say he was to come, but that the man before you, this Jesus,

mighty in words and in deeds, is not he who was to come? You
may shut your eyes to the light, but know, after all, that these

works respecting which you show some anxiety, you will never do

but by faith in him whom God hath promised; know that without

liim ye can do nothing; know that ye must be united to him,

partake of his spirit, believe the truths he announces, and especi-

ally believe the truth of which he is the representative, in order to

do the works of God. Others have done these works before you,

who, not seeing the Messiah with their natural eye, have seen him

by the eye of faith, have embraced him by hope, have possessed

him by love. In whatever way he communicates to men that

wonderful power, it is he, and no other, that communicates it.

Believe, then, that it is he who was to come, and ask him ; or be-

lieve that he is not the promised one, and do not ask him. Deny
at once that advent, and whatever must accompany it ; deny the

Messiah, when he is come, but never hope to do the works of God
until with the heart and the mouth you have said; " Blessed be

he that cometh in the name of the Lord !*' x

We are approaching, step by step, the most profound sense, the

real sense, of our Saviour's reply. It is proper to believe, without

comprehending it, that the power to do the works of God depends

upon faith in him whom he hath sent ; but it is given to us to

comprehend it, as it was given to those, who living before the ad-

vent of Jesus Christ, were united to him by faith, to experience it.

Let us take up the question of the multitude.

That multitude appear to be animated by a laudable desire.

They wish to do the works of God. The works of God,—expres-

sion strong and emphatic in its brevity,—are the works which

God commands, which are done in his spirit, which honour him,

and which, consequently, he accepts and approves. This, doubt-

less, is the idea of the Jews. But it does not go to the bottom of

i These meanings of our Saviour's language so admirably paraphrased

by our author, are not really two, or double meanings, but simply t'.vo

aspects and applications of one and the same meaning.— T.
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the subject, for it does not reach the principle of true obedience,

and the only condition of real works of God. A work of God is,

above all, a Avork which has an affinity to God. All other cha-

racteristics are comprised in this, all depend upon it. But we can-

not, without an abuse of words, speak of an affinity to God which

does not consist in love. Indeed, if you do not love God, you

have no relation to him but that of fear. But fear is not an

affinity, it is its opposite ; it does not unite, it separates. If the

object of God in giving a religion to men is to unite them to him,

if the very name of religion expresses that object, it is necessary,

first of all, that this connection of love should be established be-

tween men and him. And all the works which men may do, with-

out this connection, are not works of God. It is impossible they

should be performed in his spirit, because nothing but love can

transfer his spirit to ours. jSTor is it possible they should honour

him ; for if love has not dictated them, fear has, and fear does not

honour him. It is equally impossible he should approve them
;

for what he desires, the only thing, indeed, he can desire, is out

heart, and that is not in them. In fine, it is impossible they should

be the works he has commanded ; for, what is singular but true,

that which he has enjoined is not the accomplishment of one

work more than another, but the accomplishment of every work,

with a recognition of its cause, and a pure motive. For it is the

motive, in some sense, which is the object of the commandment

;

the first and great commandment, the summary of the law, both

for Jews and Christians, being love. Shall we not add, then, that

a work of God, or a work worthy of God, ought, necessarily to be

a work of freedom. And since there is a law Ave have not made,

which binds us, willing or unwilling, a work commanded cannot,

at the same time, be a work of freedom, but by the intervention of

love, which, to speak corrccthr

, is freedom in obedience. "We may
conclude, then, that the Jcavs, whose question was entertained by

our Saviour, wonld have addressed to him one more Avorthy of his

approbation, if, instead of saying, What shall we do to perform the

works of God, they had said, .Master, what shall we do to love God?

Call to your recollection thai scribe avIio one day said to Jesus

Christ, "Master, thou bast well and truly said, that there is only

one God, and none other but he ; and to love him with all the
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heart, and with all the understanding, and with all the soul, and

with all the strength, and to love our neighbour as ourselves, is

more than all whole burnt-offerings and sacrifices." (Mark, xii,

32, 33.) What do you read after these words? " Jesus, seeing

that he had answered intelligently, said, Thou art not far from the

kingdom of heaven." (ver. 34.) Measure the force of these words

in the mouth of Jesus. To be thus intelligent is more than all

the wisdom of sages ; to be not fa?' from the kingdom of God is

more than all the glory and magnificence of kings. Nevertheless,

the superiority of that man is enclosed within two limits ; if on

the one side he is separated from the folly of the world, on the

other he has not yet seized that kingdom which cannot be moved.

Jesus Christ only said, that he was not far from it. But this is

ever a sublime and glorious testimony : and Jesus Christ would

have degraded it by according it to the Jews whose question we

are considering. Why ? Because they were not intelligent, like

that scribe ; because they did not appear, like him, to understand

that love is the fulfilment of the law, and the true secret of doing

the works of God.

But it may be asked, why did not Jesus Christ, on the latter

occasion, at once say to the Jews. The work of God is to love him,

instead of saying, The work of God is to believe on him whom he

hath sent? Why, he might have said both the one and the other

;

but after having in other interviews declared that the means of

doing the works of God was to love him, he went further this

time; he proceeded to the very termination of his idea, and of the

truth, and made his hearers acquainted with the means cf the

means itself, that is to say, the means of loving God. But that

means is believing on him whom God hath sent. To say to the

Jews that they must love God would not be teaching them, properly

speaking, any thing new ; it would only be sending them back to

the most express and solemn declarations of the ancient law. And
it is worthy of remark that Jesus Christ did not himself cite that

supreme ordinance, but drew it from the mouth of his hearers, and

only appeared desirous of receiving their acknowledgments re-

specting it. Happy they, doubtless, who of their own accord, and

by the secret inspiration of the Holy Spirit laid down at his feet

that avowal, so sweet, and yet so formidable? Jesus Christ com-
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mended their wisdom, and announced to them, that they were not

far from the kingdom of God.

But in this instance, omitting apparently a truth which is to

find itself entire in the answer he designs, instead of sending them

to love, sending them to the source of love, he replies to them, in

that striking sentence, " The work of God is to believe on him

whom he hath sent." Transported to that elevation, they will

there infallibly find the answer to their question, the end of their

anxiety, the beginning of life.

And who is he whom God hath sent? What is it to believe on

him? And what connection is there between that belief and the

love of God? What connection? It probably escapes, in the first

instance, the greater part of the hearers of Jesus Christ, but it will

not escape them always, and certainly it cannot escape us. He
whom God hath sent in his well-beloved, his Son, his other self;

it is himself in a person like unto us; a man, perfectly man, a God,

perfectly God. To believe on him, is not simply to believe what

we have jnstsaid, but to believe that he hath been sent to us. given

to us; it is to believe that the supreme object of the Father's love,

he whose very name of Son worthily characterizes his nature, the

perfection of glory, embracing in a boundless love the whole human

race, has clothed himself with our mortal flesh, in order to be our

Redeemer from death, our Representative, our Surety and Inter-

cessor. Take away, by a mournful supposition, take away Jesus

Christ from the world, with his might of compassion, and his title

of Saviour, and by consequence, replace humanity where Jesus

Christ found it, before an unknown God, the God of Sinai, enve-

loped in thick clouds, penetrated here and there, only by threaten-

ing flashes of lightning; or before the God of* the philosophers,

—

power without personality, essence without feeling, gulf of existence,

terror of the imagination and the heart; or, finally, before two closed

gates, one of which is the gate of perdition, the other that of anni-

hilation. 1 fes, replace humanity where Jesus Christ found it,

i It may !>'• thought singular, that the God of the philosopher should ge-

nerally be an Impersonal God, a God either so spiritual, or so material,

that be cannot !"• separated, even in idea from the universe he lias made ;

.1 God so infinite, and so creative, thai without violation or determination

<>f the will, In' mii>! over produce whatever exists in what we call the crea-

tion, throwing off continually, as from an ezhauetlesa centre, all beimrs, and
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and say to tbat humanity, Love God, if there be a God, love him
if he be just, love him if he loves you ! From the depths of those

palpitating hearts, you will hear uttered a thousand anxious cries,

cries incessantly checked. Yes, God loves us ; but what if he should

all modes, of being; a God so perfect and absolute, that he has, properly
speaking, neither mind nor body, but is all mind and all body, and not only
so, but blends and absorbs all finite existences, material and immaterial, in

his own boundless essence. According to this view, men and angels, with
all material things, are but the necessary and outward manifestation of
God, a part therefore of God, shadowy and imperfect, and destined, in due
time, to return unto God. So that lie only exists as the infinite and eter-

nal Me, "power without personality, essence without feeling, gulf of exist-

tence (gouffre des existences), terror of the imagination and the heart."

It may be deemed singular, we say, that philosophers have generally

formed this conception of God, which, by the way, is the idea of the more
dreamy and speculative systems of pagan idolatry, and easily harmonizes
with the grossest superstition on the one hand, and the deepest sensualism

on the other. But when we look into the matter more narrowly, it will

not appear so strange as at the first view. For those who reject revelation,

necessarily reject the idea of an absolute creation, and a superintending

providence, truths which lie at the basis of all correct theology; and hence,

they plunge at once into that ocean of difficulties, where all the speculations

of ancient heathen philosophy were engulfed and lost. Assuming the ax-

iom, ex nikilo, nihil fit, "from nothing, nothing is made," which is true in

one sense, though not in another, true perhaps in an absolute, but not in

a relative sense, that is to say, true when applied generally, but not true in

reference to God, and the possibility of his creating separate substances or

essences, whether minds or bodies, in a way not explained, or perhaps ca-

pable of being explained to us; assuming this, the philosophers referred to,

make creation a necessary, and not a voluntary act of God, and represent

matter as a mere modification of himself. Here then the distinction be-

tween God and his creation, between spirit and matter, vanishes, leaving

but one substance, one essence or being, in existence, which may be called

God, Nature, or the Universe, as individuals may please. Dr. Norton, in

his Essay on the Latest Form of Infidelity, states, apparently on good au-

thority, "that the celebrated Atheist Spinoza, composed the work in which

his opinions are most fully unfolded, in the Dutch language, and commit-
ted it to his friend, the physician Mayer, to translate into Latin; that,

where the name of God now appears, Spinoza had written Nature: but

that Mayer induced him to substitute the former word for the latter, in

order partially to screen himself from the odium to which he might be ex-

posed."

Spinoza, as all will admit, is the father of modern Pantheism, the high-

priest in reality of trancendental and mystical Atheism. He is much ad-

mired by the Hegelians, and even by the Electics, of whom Cousin is the

most distinguished representative; and his works have recently been repub-

lished and extensively circulated in Germany and France. In his i

mons Ethics, he sets out with the proposition that "there cannot be two

-\
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not love me! Yes, God is just, but if lie is just, he is formidable,

and Iioav can I love liirn; and if not just he is not to be revered,

and how can I love him? God exists, that is clearer than the light

of the sun; God is good, since he is God; but if he is God, he is

hoi)',—what can I thence conclude, what can I hope? "What does

he will? What has he resolved? Can I love him simply because

he is worthy of love? Can I love him if he does not love me? Can

I love one who perhaps hates me? Can I love in such uncertainty?

And must not God first set my heart at liberty, in order that I

may run in the way of his commandments?

I represent thoughtful and not frivolous men speaking thus; the

latter perhaps imagine they love God, for the very reason, perhaps,

substances or essences "—" that substance is self-existent and infinite," and
consequently, that there " is but one substance," which he calls God. " By
God," says he, " I understand a being absolutely infinite, that is, a substance

consisting of infinite attributes, every one of which expresses an infinite

essence." (See Posthumous Ethics, Schol. in Prop. 8; Schol. in Prop. 10).

On this ground, God cannot in the proper sense of the term create; "for
one substance cannot be produced by another substance." Hence, also,

Spinoza denies all miracles, taking the very ground of Hume, that they are

impossible; and so they are, if there be no independent and all-controlling

God. " I will show from Scripture," he says, impiously referring to the

word of God for authority, just as Satan did in a similar instance, "that
the decrees and commands of God, and consequently his providence, are

nothing but the order of nature." (Tractatus Theologico Politicus, cap.

vi,—as quoted by Dr. ^Norton in his Latest Form of Infidelitij). Views si-

milar to these are taken by some of our New England Transcendentalists;

so that R. W. Emerson and Theodore Parker deny all inspirations and
miracles, and though the latter continues to preach and even to pray, the

former has wisely abandoned both as unphilosophical and useless.

This, then, is the God of the philosophers; a God without volition, with-

out affection, without righteousness, without even personality,— a mere
idea, a transcendental and pantheistic fancy; and not "the Lord our God,"

who is "above all, through all, and in all," the Father and Saviour of the

human family. 0! it is fearful to think, that it is an all-controlling and
omnipotent Uod that the philosophers reject. " We are free," Fays one of

them ( Beine in the Kirche-Zdtung, Feb. 1830, quoted in the Biblical Re-
pertory), and need no thundering tyrant. We are of age and need no fa-

therly care. We are not the handiwork of any great mechanic. Theism
is ;i religion for slaves, for children, for Genevese, for watch-makers.

Jdi we Btari back with horror from the god of the philosophers ? What
then? Are frc infidel* still1 Or do Ave accept the God of revelation ? But
he is just,—he puniahes sin,—he has concluded all in unbelief. He demands
the heart, the life, the all; and how can we give it unless we are forgiven,

reconciled, and born again !— T.
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quite obvious in their view, that God is worthy of love because he

is God. But mankind generally are not frivolous, they are serious,

and have proved it, Their religious, opposed to the principle we

have recognized, do not bind man to God; they do not breathe the

spirit of love, they do not inspire it nor propagate it ; they rather

propagate dread of the name of God, and clearly testify what, in

our present condition of uncertainty and perplexity, is our natural

instinct and inevitable tendency. Enough exists to compel these

presumptuous men, at least to doubt, whether it is natural to love

God. But let them retire within themselves, and interrogate their

own thoughts. They speak of loving God; but do they know well

what it is to love God? Do they reflect that God requires that

he should be loved as God. There are terrors, there are abysses

in that single word; a world intervenes between their thoughts and

the truth. That pagan philosopher was more serious than they,

and knew better the real conditions of humanity, who, either with

indifference or grief, I know not which, exclaimed, "It is impos-

sible to love God."

But is the world, let them proceed to say, is the world" so worthy

of love, that it ought rather than God to possess our hearts? Is

the world more attractive than God.

If such were the question here, the intellect has already decided

it; but the will does not immediately follow. The intellect is

prompt, very prompt ; it seizes, at a single glance, eternal verities

;

but the flesh is slow, and lingers behind. In our present condition,

we do not need to be told, detach yourselves from the world, to be

able to love God; but cleave to God, to be able to detach your-

selves from the world. The attraction of the world is always ex-

perienced we feel it without an effort of the will ; it is in resisting

it that we must use our will. But the attraction of God in our

ictnal situation, is felt only by our intellect, and penetrates no

ther. We must first of all love God, which depends not on our

*yill, because Ave cannot love an object in which we do not find

our happiness. God must reveal himself to us as the supreme

happiness, and not merely as the supreme perfection and the sove-

reign laAv. Even then a great number, perhaps, will not love him

;

but certain it is, that before knowing him in this character, none

will love him ; and if any one among men is capable of loving, he
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will love him henceforth or never. He certainly will love him

who, haunted by the recollection of his transgressions, overwhelmed

by the pressure of the law, consumed with sorrow for his lost in-

heritance, hungering and thirsting for righteousness, that is, for

God himself, when he sees him revealed, with all the characteristics

of certainty, as a God merciful and gracious, a father, and not a

judge, nay, more than a father, as a compassionate, devoted, and

tender brother

!

Either the human heart is incapable, from its nature, of feeling-

love, or that man will feel it who, enveloped in ignominy as a gar-

ment, has seen the God of glory descending even to him, to seek

him in the depths of his disgrace ; who, from the gloom and sorrow

in which his conscience kept him plunged, has seen himself trans-

ported into a region of light and happiness; who, in respect t<;

himself, has seen verified that amazing language of the prophet,

"In all their afflictions he was afflicted ;" who has seen,—O my-

stery, O miracle!—his God travelling by his side, in the rugged

path of life; nay, voluntarily assuming the burden which was

crushing him; a God humbled, a God weeping, a God anguished,

a God dying! 1 That long contest, if I may dare to say it, that

agony of God for generations, that painful birth by which huma-

nity was brought forth to the life of heaven, has been revealed to

him in the ancient dispensation; he has been shown the very steps

of God impressed upon the dust of ages, and mingled with the

1 The translator must here take the liberty of repeating what has been

already said in a note to the discourse on the Genius of the Gospel, p. '>,

to which he would refer his readers, and remind them that where our au-

thor refers to God as " weeping, anguished, and dying;" he refers to " Cunt

manifest in the flesh," in others words, to Jesus Christ as human and di-

vine. It is expressly said by the prophet, with regard to the infinite Jeho-

vah himself, that, "in all their afflictions he was afflicted ;" and it may not

be :i> unphilosdphical :is some persons imagine, to represent the Divine

Mind as sympathizing in the profoundest manner, with the struggles and

sufferings of humanity. There is deeper meaning than rationalists wot •'''

in the words of the apostle, " For scarcely for a righteous man w ill one die;

peradventure for a good man some would even dare to die. But God eom-

mendeth his love towards us. in that while we were yet sinners Christ died

for us." We are said to die when body and spirit separate ; but the spirit,

docs not perish. It sympathizes in the agony of dissolution, but it lives on,

as perfect as ever. So the Divinity in Jesus Christ may have sympathized,

in a manner inexplicable to US, with the anguish ofhis death, and yet lived

on, in immutable perfection and blessedness.— T.
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footprints of the human race; but at the trace which that God has

left on the rock of Calvary, the rock of his heart is broken, the

vail of his understanding torn away ; and what he could never think

of without temerity, he thenceforth conceives as necessary, that if

God has thus loved humanity, he ought to love it as God has done,

that is to say, with the same spirit, and in the same manner.

What, then, will he do? None will ever love God, or that man

will love him; that man will never love God, or he will love him

from this hour. Who can conceive of any means of producing

love superior to this ? What could God, yes God himself do

more? What could he give, after having given himself? That

man, then, has only to believe in order to love ; and because he

loves, the works he will thenceforth perform shall be works of God.

On this we make two remarks; firstly, that all the works he

would have done, without that love, will be sanctified by means

of it; secondly, that he will do works he would never have done

without it. For it must be confessed, that while the death of Je-

sus Christ has created no duty absolutely new, while all that is

binding since his advent was binding before,—for God is the God

of all times; it is yet certain that the feeling with reference to our

duties, and the vivid conception of their nature, were not the same

in fallen man as they were after God had added, if I may venture

thus to express myself, to his nature as God, the nature also of

man. The commandment, then, according to the expression of

Jesus Christ, is old and new; old in itself, new in us. The mora-

lity of Christians is not like that of the men of the world; it is so

little like it, that those who frankly recognize and fully observe it,

form, in the midst of mankind in general, a peculiar race, and, as

it were, a new order of humanity. It is so little like it, that those

who profess it are inconceivable to those who do not profess it,

and the most common life, if in other respects Christian, fails not

to exhibit, in certain traits, an extraordinary and mysterious prin-

ciple, the name of which no one knows but he who possesses it.

(Rev., xix, 12.) However high the capacity of the natural man

may be raised, there are virtues which are found only in the prac-

tice of Christians, sacrifices of which Christians only are capable.

Why? Because in their very faith, in that work of God of which

our Saviour speaks, is comprised a sacrifice more profound, move

7
'

U
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entire than all others, a sacrifice in which, by anticipation, all

others are consummated. Love which springs from faith is deeper

and purer, more inexhaustible and immortal than all other love;

for while all other love finds its limits in the nature of its object,

the love which has God for its object will in vain seek limits in that

which has none. We never devote ourselves, without reserve, to

a finite object ; for what finite object can compensate us for the

sacrifice of ourselves? Must it not, at the very least, leave us

glory, which is approbation from without, or that internal appro-

bation, which is still glory? But between God and the creature

that loves him, there can be no reserve; for God is either all good-

ness and all glory, or he is not; and if he is not, we could not love

him ; but if he is, we can sacrifice ourselves, for there is nothing

to lose with him. What thenceforth can prevent us from giving

him every thing, and him from giving us back ourselves? I have

said ourselves, for we are more truly in him than in ourselves ; it

is no more we that live, but Christ that liveth in us; and our life,

to use the language of Paul, is hid with Christ in God.
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THE WOEK OF GOD.

" Then said they unto him, What shall we do that we might work the

works of God i Jesus answered and said unto them, This is the work,

of God, that ye believe on him whom he hath sent."

—

John, vi, 28, 2V».

SECOND DISCOURSE.

WE have said enough to the Jews, enough to that numerous

class who persist in seeking the foundation of their hope in works.

Let us now turn to Christians, and, after having shown that the

condition of life and salvation is found only in faith, let us endea-

vour to prove that this faith is a work. But this word suggests a

difficulty at once.

And when, it will be said to us, did believing become a labour

;

when did it become a work? Do we not every day hear these

two terms, believing and acting, opposed to each other? Do we

iiot continually hear you speaking of men who believe, and do not

act? And when St. Paul tells us that man is saved by faith and

not by works, and St. James declares that faith without works is

dead, do not these two apostles make works and faith entirely dis-

tinct? 1 Besides, who, when asked respecting the nature of faith,

1 Let no one take exception to this discourse from the peculiar use the

author makes of the term "work." By this he simply means a voluntary

act, and hence he insists that the exercise of faith, involving, as it does, an

act of volition and affection, is a real work. This position he sustain* be-

yond the possibility of refutation. But he rejects as heartily as the most

rigid Calvinist could desire, the idea that faith is a legal work, or in any

sense a work of merit, on the ground of which a sinner might claim salva-

tion as a right. Indeed he maintains that it is just the opposite, and in-

volves a renunciation of all merit.

—

T
.
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will call it an action, and not rather a disposition or state of the

mind? We say an involuntary state, since, if it depends upon us

to examine or not to examine before believing, to act or not to act

after having believed, it does not absolutely depend on us to believe

or not to believe. Some one may propose to prove to me that a

certain substance is the remedy for a certain disease with which I

am affected. I may refuse my attention to the proofs of that truth,

and such refusal is a voluntary act. I may consent to hear them,

and such consent is also a voluntary act. In fine, after having per-

mitted myself to be convinced, I may use or not use the remedy the

efficiency of which nas been proved to me, and there, again, I will

and act. But to believe or not to believe in proofs communicated

to me, is a thing in which my will has no part. It is a fact and

not an action. And if it is sometimes said that such an one would

not believe, what is this but saying that he could not, or rather

that he would not listen to his reason and his conscience, which

would have compelled him to believe? Why, then, has Jesus

Christ said, that ''the work of God is believing," which is precisely

the same thing as saying, that believing is a work, that it is a de-

termination of a will?

Such is the difficulty we propose to remove. We might confine

ourselves to a single reply, and it would be peremptory ; for if faith

is not a work, how could it be commanded; and if commanded,

why is it not a work? Who would think of commanding any thing

which did not depend upon the will? But this reply would only

reduce to silence those who may have provoked it; that is all.

At bottom it does not edify, and we wish to edify. For this pur-

pose we go further into the matter, and say, without fear, taking

our departure from the words of Jesus Christ himself, that the

1 The author would willingly say that faith, irrespective of the righteous-

ness of Christ, is nothing. But it is the glory of this act of the soul, thnt

it makes the righteousness of Christ its own. It does not passively receive

it, or acquiesce in it, but embraces it, with a strong and tender affection, and

by this means incorporates it into its own nature It- is thus not merely ;i

voluntary but a holy act. This, and this only, is the faith that justifies,

an<l which is imputed to us for righteousness. Without it no one can be

saved, on which ground it may properly be styled the condition of salvation.

It is not however, a meritorious, but a natural condition. The righteous-

ness of Christ is "unto and upon all them that believe," and upon them

only. Bee the author's note ;it the close of the discourse.— T.
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faith which is not a work cannot be imputed to us, cannot abso-

lutely save us. 1

On this point we appeal to the- consciousness of all. We do as

the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews does, when he exclaims,

"It is impossible that the blood of bulls and goats should take

away sin." (Heb., x, 4.) Does he reason, or invoke any exter-

nal testimony? No, he simply affirms; "it is impossible," is his

language. It is a self-evident truth, written in the consciousness

of every man, winch none would venture to dispute. And we, too,

after his example, say it is impossible that what is not righteous-

ness should be imputed as righteousness. It is impossible that an

involuntary act should become the condition of salvation. It is

impossible that a pure and simple acquiescence in proofs should

bear the slightest relation to the possession of celestial happiuess

and the enjoyment of God himself. It is impossible that God
should ever have said, "Believe in any way and in any spirit that

Jesus Christ is he whom I have sent, and that belief shall secure

your everlasting life."

We say that such a thing is impossible, because it is written, on

the one hand, that we are justified by faith, and on the other, that

without holiness no man shall see the Lord. But in order that

these two declarations should not contradict each other, it is ne-

cessary that holiness should be included in faith, in the same man-

ner that a plant is included in its germ. In other words it is ne-

cessary that faith should be sanctifying. But how should it be so

if we receive it only by the intellect, and not by the heart, or as

if it were a matter of indifference, provided we believed in some

way or another? In such a case, faith would not justify by mak-

ing us holy, but without any such influence; it would justify what-

ever were its object. Faith in the earth's rotundity would be as

beneficial as faith in Christ crucified. The former, it is evident,

has no relation to the heart, does not affect the conscience, puts in

motion none of its moral forces, leaves the whole interior of man
in a state of slumber. But that makes no difference ; for, accor-

ding to the system in question, it is the mere abstract fact of faith,

and not its object, which saves us; and the former of these objects

is entirely suitable for such a purpose. But if faith does not jus-

tify except when it sanctifies, it justifies by virtue of its object;
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and if that object does not sanctify, except so far as we submit to

it not only our intellect, but our heart, conscience, and will, in a

word, all in us that is free, then assuredly is faith a work.

It will probably be said, that the object of Christian faith is such

that it is impossible to believe without feeling, in some degree, the

virtue inherent in that object. We reply, alas, no it is not impos-

sible. "VVe do not undervalue that virtue, and we are willing to

suppose that a goodly number of those to whom it has been given

without effort or examination, to believe, are, from that moment,

born to a new life. And wdiat is this but to say that faith has be-

come a work in them, what, indeed, we claim it should be to pro-

duce the fruit of salvation? But how many there are who in their

souls have not submitted to that necessary process ! How many

there are to whom Jesus Christ has been presented and demon-

strated, but who have not believed, because in a certain sense, they

would not believe, or to speak more accurate!}*, would not exam-

ine the arguments and facts, which might have compelled them to

believe. J± work proceeding faith, or a work in the act of faith

itself, work, action, volition, in one respect or another; we cannot

withdraw faith from that condition, we cannot divest ourselves of

that necessity.

We are here reminded that the faith of Abraham was imputed

to him for righteousness. But what was it in reality that was thus

imputed to him ? Was it his having believed that God who had

appeared to him with the irresistible proofs of his divinity was truly

( rod ? There was no choice in that, consequently no righteousness.

Will you then impute to the Hebrews as righteousness, their hav-

ing believed that the manna which fell from heaven in the desert,

that the cloud, at once luminous and dark, which went before

them, that the sea elevating its waves like walls, on the right hand

and on the left, attested the presence and protection of God ? That

M.-re to confound, in both of these cases, faith with vision. No,

faith on the part of Abraham begins at the moment when, through

a visible sign, lie believes in the invisible
; at the moment when he

goes under the command of God to meet the unknown, the uncer-

tain, nay more, the impossible ; for what more impossible than to

immolate his own son ? In these cases, there was no faith with-

out previous sight ; but subsequently to believe without seeing,
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because sight had been enjoyed, to oppose the word of God to the

most appalling, the most overwhelming appearances, to advance

with assured step in the night, to plant a firm foot in the void,

—

is that a state or a work ? Is that to act, or only to believe ? To
believe in this manner, is it not to obey ? Yes, faith is the inter-

nal obedience of the conscience and the will. The faith of Abra-

ham was then a work, and this was the reason why it could be

imputed to him for righteousness.

To yield to proofs and authorities, which it would be impossible,

even if we desired it, to resist, is not to believe but to see ; it is to

be forced, like Abraham, to recognize the voice of God in the vi-

sion, or like the Hebrews, the presence of God in the cloud. What
in such a case, could be imputed to our will, is having given atten-

tion, if indeed we have done so, but not our having seen. Faith

does not begin, except where volition begins, where the heart per-

forms a part, where in a word there is action. Faith is then a

work, or it is nothing. But every one understands how faith, that

is, such a faith, can be imputed for righteonsness, but no one can

comprehend how a simple state, by whatever name it may be call-

ed, can ever be designated as righteousness or unrighteousness

;

for righteousness is the will in order, unrighteousness is the will in

disorder; it is ever the will, at least, in its internal action.

And let no one say that the question turns on comprehending or

not comprehending. Such an idea may find its application in other

circumstances, but it has nothing to do here. We affirm that the

question does turn upon comprehending, and that this is one of

the things which no one can believe without comprehending. I

acknowledge, if religion were composed only of things comprehen-

sible, it could not be the true religion ; but neither would it be such

if it were composed only of things incomprehensible ; for religion

is a virtue, it is a duty, or it is nothing ; but where can there be a

virtue without conscience, a duty without thought? Let every

thing else in religion be incomprehensible, this at least cannot be

such. Good cannot be good, nor can evil be evil, unless I recog-

nize it as such. Take away this, and the very name of religion

vanishes, nothing but fatality remains. Religion, it is true, must

bind me to God, but through my convictions, through the acknow-

ledgment of my conscience. Whatever binds me to God in any
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other way is not religion, otherwise the animal abandoned to his

instinct, the tree that bends under the wind, the star which re-

volves in the heavens, would possess religion as much as I, would

in fact, be religious beings. If there is anything in religion I ought

to comprehend, it is assuredly the duty which stands at the head

of all my other duties, and gives birth to them all.

So far from regretting that faith is represented as a work, I

would rejoice at it. I would lay it down as a principle, that faith

in him whom God hath sent, in order to be imputed as righteous-

ness, must be a work, or, that it may become such, and conse-

quently would seek to discover how much of volition it includes or

developes.

And to begin prior to the exercise of faith, or to the moment

when we believe, let us acknowledge that it is even here a work,

a good work, to examine an object of belief, when it is presented

or proposed to us by persons worthy of respect, when it concerns

our souls and God, that is to say, what is greatest in man, and

greatest above man, in a word, when it has for its end our supreme

interest, I mean our relations to God, and our eternal state. He
who in such a case refuses to examine, does a work, and that work

is bad ; on the other hand, he who examines also does a work, and

that work is good ; he does not yet believe, but he has acted
;

work has preceded faith. Let us suppose him no longer an unbe-

liever or a doubter, but a man who believes. He holds for true,

and we shall not enquire how he has been led to do so, that God
has sent his Son into the world to save sinners. That I allow may
be a faith of the intellect and of the head. It may be that this

man has adopted that creed, either on hearsays or proofs, as he

might have adopted one just the opposite, without feeling an inter-

est in its contents ; in the same manner that he has admitted, from

arguments to which he could not reply, that the earth is a globe,

:md that it revolves around the sun. Such a condition of mind is

certainly difficult to conceive in a man whom a serious interest in

the concerns of his soul has induced to examine that great ques-

tion ; for if his examination has been earnest, will not his faith also

be earnest V After all, such a condition is possible, it is to be met

with ; and there arc not wanting persons, either perfectly indifler-

eut to the character and contents of the religion they profess, or
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who adopt the doctrine of salvation as one upon the whole agree-

able and proper. If there are those who believe in this way, and

would to God it were a mere supposition, their faith can have no

more moral value than that of the man who believes in the round-

ness of the earth and its circular motion about the sun ; and since

the human mind absolutely refuses to admit that a faith without

any moral quality can be the condition of salvation, these two

classes of men are, in reference to their salvation, on the same le-

vel and in the same situation ; and it appears no more absurd to

say that one man will be saved for believing in the astronomical

truth to which Ave have referred, than to pretend that he will be

saved for having believed, with all the power of his intellect, in the

truth of the Gospel, and the advent of Jesus Christ. The first of

these beliefs is morally as valuable as the other ; and if in any re-

spect the second even somewhat excels the other, it is perhaps

because its object is more inconceivable. How many persons do

we see, especially in the church of Koine, who make the merit of

faith to reside in believing what is difficult, so that the more incre-

dible the things which they believe, the greater is their faith, and

the better their title to salvation.

But if there are many who believe thus, there are those who,

receiving the same truth, believe it very differently. In their case,

to believe in salvation by grace is to consent to be saved by grace,

whether that consent accompany or follow, or has even preceded

belief, properly speaking. What is certain in this case is, that be-

lief, unless associated with the consent of the heart and of the will,

is only a mere belief, and by no means faith. Such consent is the

essential, the capital element in faith ; so that if any one, without

a knowledge of Jesus Christ, had felt his need of a Saviour, had

sought after him, and, so to speak, had eventually accepted him,

he would possess the essential conditions of true faith, and would

receive the benefit of it.
1 Thus the distinct belief in the mystery

of godliness, inasmuch as it is only a belief, may remain without

effect in the case of him who possesses it ; while the disposition of

heart which would receive Jesus Christ, were he known, may have

i This is to be regarded as a supposition or hypothesis, for the sake of

argument and illustration. Still such a case may actually exist. Who
shall set limits to the power of the Spirit, or the compassion of God ?—T.
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all the characteristics and all the value of real faith ; for the latter

is a work, and the former is not.

This is a work assuredly, and because it is a work, it is a work

of God. What in fact is included in such a belief? If what it in-

cludes does not characterize it as a work of God, no human work

ran merit that name. Indeed, what must join itself to every other

work to make it a work of God, forms the very foundation of this.

There is a mysterious salt, without which every work becomes

corrupted ; well, the work of which we are speaking is precisely

that mysterious and preservative salt. What is it that corrupts

all our works? Pride and self-righteousness; pride, which per-

suades us that our own personal powers are sufficient for the task

imposed on us ; self-righteousness, which ascribes the merit of

them to ourselves, and robs God of it ; I say, pride and self-right-

eousness, which prevent us from believing that we need God's fa-

vour, and are dependent upon his grace, make of each man his own

God, and erect an altar to him in his own heart. Such is the con-

cealed atheism of every man, before the grace of God has opened

his eyes. It is this which mingles itself with all our works, and

even with all our religious acts. Such is the atheism of many pre-

tended Christians, less Christians, perhaps, on that account, than

many pagans. But we ask, once more, what does the faith in him

whom God has sent include ? What does it suppose, if not the

complete renunciation of our pretensions, the acknowledgment of

our state of guilt and condemnation, the confession of our inability

to save ourselves, the solemn abdication of our merits, an entire

resignation of ourselves to the true author of our salvation ; in a

word, God put into his own place, and we into ours, God on the

throne, and we in the dust? Is believing in this way not doing a

work, the first, the most indispensable of works, the work which

is the source of all other works, in a word, the work of works ?

And are we not justified in claiming, that if this is a work, it is

also, and for the same reason, a work of God?
But this is not merely a work, it is a labour, an effort. Suppose

one of two cases. Suppose that the soul is thus stripped before or

after believing, no matter which, it is necessary in every case that

this self-renunciation should take place voluntarily ; and after as

well as before, before as well as after, it is an act of the will. It
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is not necessarily comprised in mere belief, it does not necessarily

follow it ; and since in reality, to speak with exactness, it may be

accomplished by one who has not yet believed, so may one believe

without having accomplished it.
1 Whether it be before or after

the possession of certainty, it is a special task, as painful as it is

indispensable. To strip ourselves, under the hand of God, of all

self-righteousness and self-confidence, and acknowledge ourselves

sinners and undone, will cost the flesh a combat more or less

long, more or less sanguinary. The victory is so difficult, secured

by means so foreign to us, and in a way so mysterious, that no

one who has gained it would be unwilling to declare that to him

faith is a work of God in every sense of the term, that is to say,

the action of God in and by his own.

It is thus we may comprehend how faith is commanded as a

work, and presented as a duty,—I acknowledge as the most diffi-

cult of duties. But some one, for want of reflection, may say,

Why is the most difficult at the commencement ? To which we

reply, Why should not the most difficult be at the commencement?

What earnest work is there of which the first steps are not the most

difficult? But why do we speak here of a commencement, as if

there were in reality any thing beyond it ; and as if this were not

the only work, and all others but the simple consequences or ap-

plications of it ; as if any work could be done independent of this

first work ; as if any work, separated from this fundamental one,

were not as difficult as itself; as if each particular work did not

include that work of God, spoken of by Jesus Christ, and as if it

were not necessarily present in every true work of God? For there

is only one alternative; either your works are done in the spirit of

pride and self-righteousness.,—and such, I admit, are less difficult

than those my text proposes to you,—or, on the other hand, you

must allow that they are works of God, and therefore contain the

great work of which my texts speaks, that is, the entire renuncia-

tion of the natural man ; and if they contain it, how can they be

said to be less difficult? They are that very work under different

forms, and with different applications. Jesus Christ has truly

i The author here evidently speaks of a formal belief, in which there is

necessarily no act of self-renunciation. This, therefore, may precede or

follow such a belief. It may be accomplished with or without it.— T.
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said, that there is in reality only one work, which is, from the

heart to believe on Him whom God hath sent.

We have said that the first act or work which is included in a

time faith, is an internal self-renunciation, a voluntary substitution

of the righteousness and power of God for our own power and

righteousness; for we cannot really put on Christ, without first

stripping off self. But is there not something more in faith? Faith

embraces Jesus Christ, in his entire character. But Jesus Christ

is at once the most absolute grace and the most perfect law ; so

that to believe in him is to embrace a grace and a law. And by

what name but that of faith do you call that confidence, with which

the Christian accepts the law from his Saviour, whatever may be

the difficulty, or the danger connected with it, and that too, simply

because it is the law of the Saviour? Those commandments which

revolt the flesh he accepts ; those sacrifices to which he sees no li-

mits, he adopts ; those combats which form a part of his profes-

sion, he anticipates ; and those difficulties, to which he would have

hitherto yielded, he meets, even at the moment when he has a

more profound and vivid sense than ever of his personal weakness.

Is there, in one of the dogmas he has accepted, any thing more

mysterious than this obedience, in some sense, supernatural? Is

there in grace any thing more obscure than the law, I mean the

law as he understands it, and thenceforth accepts? Where are

the powers at his disposal? Where will he find the means to be

used, in such a case? What miraculous bridge will be stretched

between his duty and its accomplishment? He does not see, but

he hopes. For if faith be what it is styled in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, a vivid representation of things hoped for, a demonstra-

tion of things not seen, is that confidence he feels in his Surety

faith, or is it not? Why do I speak of hope? Before even hoping,

he must decide ; before believing in victory, he must believe in

duty ; he embraces it with closed eyes; he cleaves, in duty, to

what he lovea the least; and thus he better recognizes his natural

vocation, which is to combat and sacrifice self. But what is be-

lieving in this way, except to perform an act of will ' What is

such a faith but a work in all the force of the term, and a work

which does not differ from others, except that it is done in the

solitude of the heart, aud with God only for a witness?
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Let us resume. We have supposed a man who, seriously pene-

trated with the interests of his soul, and the great importance of

eternal things, examines before believing,—which is itself a work
;

a man who, in submitting his mind to the truths of the Gospel,

consents to the humiliation they require, and the self-sacrifice they

impose,—which also is a work
; a man, in fine, who, in advance,

voluntarily embraces all the consequences of grace, that is, all the

duties of the Christian life,—and this, furthermore, has the charac-

ter of a work. What are all these combined? Faith. What,

indeed, is faith without them. What is faith, reduced to an intel-

lectual conviction of the truth of the Gospel, but a naked accept-

ance of salvation as salvation? Is this still faith? If so we
should be justified in saying that there are two faiths which equally

justify, equally save ; which is the same thing as to say, that salva-

tion is to be had at two unequal prices, and on two different con-

ditions. In the case of one, on condition of believing, upon any

authority, that a certain fact has taken place ; in that of others, on

condition of having chosen the truth, having submitted to it their

heart as well as intellect, and having transferred to God entirely

the confidence they had in themselves. The first of these acts, in

which the heart has nothing to do, is imputed for righteousness
;

the second, in which it bears so great a part, is also equally im-

puted for righteousness. The faith which does not depend upon

the will is commanded, as well as that of which the will is the

organ. Faith passive and servile has the same value as faith ac-

tive and free ; consequently the obedience of servitude is equal, in

moral worth, to the obedience of freedom ; knowledge is equal to

love ; the fact to the action. We do not accept this doctrine, be-

cause we find it neither in our conscience nor in the Gospel. We
acknowledge that every beginning of what is right is good, in the

hands of God, that passive and servile faith may become one that

is active and free. But until this is the case, we claim that it is

not faith, at least not living faith ; and not merely because faith

without works is dead, but because the faith which is not a work

is dead.

We confess that we feel ourselves well fortified, with such a

view, against the objections of sceptics, who, for ages, have de-

clared themselves scandalized with a doctrine which seems to ab-
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solve man from the necessity of being virtuous, and even of using

his will, because it imposes upon him, as the only condition of sal-

vation, a mere opinion of the intellect. Shall we be equally forti-

fied against the objections of Christians, those we mean who un-

derstand differently from us the doctrine of salvation by faith ? It

will be left for you to judge.

Perhaps they will say to us at the outset, the language of the

Gospel is more simple than yours. It does not say to us, Believe

in such a manner ; but, Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou

snalt be saved. And if it speak so, what then? What does that

make against our position ? How does it prove that the object of

faith is every thing, and its nature nothing? It is, doubtless, ne-

cessary, in order to enjoy the benefits of faith, to believe in its ob-

ject. It will, also, frequently happen, that he who has believed,

no matter how, will not remain there. His faith in a matter of so

great importance as salvation by grace, will not leave him always

indifierent. As many others have set out from the conviction of their

misery to embrace with ardour the promise of that redemption, the

contemplation of so great a blessing will lead him, also, to feel,

what without it he never would have felt, his misery and his guilt.

In the majority of cases, then, it is already much to have believed

by the intellect or by the heart, with or without the concurrence

of the will. We do not deny this ; and certainly we are not sur-

prised that the Holy Spirit, who knows what is in the soul, and

what reaction the unexpected offer of salvation may exert upon

the conscience, has said, by the mouth of the apostles and of Jesus

Christ himself, believe, only believe, and ye shall be saved. But

would this be saying, that faith of any kind would, in reality, be

imputed for righteousness ? Who will dare to claim it? And can

it be that on the nature of faith, the Gospel says nothing more than

this, and never makes it a work ? We v. i'l not repeat what we

have already said, that what is not a work, and does not spring

from the will, could not be commanded. We will not avail our-

selves of our text, where faith in him whom God has sent is ex-

pressly called a work. But how many passages in the Gospel

directly or indirectly establish this truth. And to confine ourselves

only to one, which, by way of analogy, will suggest a host of others,

what do you think of those persons who are represented as receiv-
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ing the word into good and honest hearts? What is that good and

honest heart, if not a heart sincere and earnest? And if such, ac-

cording to our Lord, is the only soil which bears fruit, how can we
doubt that faith, planted in the intellect only, should be a faith

sterile and dead ?

But faith, it is said, is the work of God, and we make it the

work of man ; it is a grace, and we make it a merit ; and thus

attack the Gospel in its essential and fundamental character.

What does this objection amount to ? When in evangelical teaching

were the terms work and merit synonymous ? And when was re~

commending a man to do works recommending him to procure merit?

Cannot we, then, insist on any duty, or call for any sacrifice, with-

out replacing on its pedestal the idol of self-righteousness, which

the Gospel abhors, and which Jesus came to cast down ? The

consequence is horrible, but inevitable. If, in giving to faith the

name of a work, we have brought an accusation against the doc-

trine of the freeness of salvation, all other works, all Christian

morality, bring against it the same accusation. If to represent the

will as intervening, in faith, is to maintain that man can of himself

do any thing, those who have represented all works of morality as

voluntary acts, have affirmed that man can do every thing. If,

on the contrary, they have spoken thus of morality in general,

without incurring a reproach so grave, we shall incur it no more

than they. Besides, the reserve they attach to every appeal

which they make to the human will for the fulfilment of the law,

we attach with as much right and propriety to the appeal we
make to men to believe on him whom God hath sent. For if,

after having said to Christians, " work," they add, " for it is God
that worketh in you to will and to do," we, on our part, after say-

ing to unbelievers, " believe," add, " none can say that Jesus

Christ is Lord but by the Holy Spirit." It is God who com-

mands, and it is God, also, that gives us the power to believe.

What, I pray you, is that work which we make the condition of

salvation? Have you duly considered it ? That work is essenti-

ally the abandonment of all merit, the renunciation of all salvation

coming from works. That work is the exclusion of works as a

title to the Divine favour. What ! have we drawn from such a

Bource as this ? Have we merely transplanted and not extirpated
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error ? Have we impoverished ourselves, only to grow richer in

reality ? Do not permit yourselves to be deceived or terrified by

words. One fact remains ; man will never be saved as long as

he believes he has power to do it by his own works
; nay, he will

never be saved until he renounces the desire of being saved by his

own works. Not that renunciation will save him ; for such an

act supposes that he has nothing in himself, absolutely nothing

by which he can be saved ;—but is such a renunciation a con-

dition of salvation, or is it not ? Yes, it is a condition of salva-

tion. Is such renunciation an action, a work, or is it not? Yes,

it is an action, a work. A work, then, is presented in the Gospel,

as a condition of salvation ; but like all works, and more clearly

than all works, it is a grace, a gift, and not a merit. It is, Ave re-

peat it, the work of God, in every sense which can be given to that

expression ; in the sense that it is according to the mind of God,

and in the sense also, that it is God that works it by us, and inns.

If the reproach of injecting into the bosom of religion the impure

doctrine of self-righteousness and merit in works, falls with pro-

priety on any one, it is upon those who refuse to faith the charac-

ter avc ascribe to it. It is upon those who make faith a servile

and sordid work. For what can be more sordid and servile than

to claim salvation, and the eternal society of God, as the price of

a passive acquiescence in a certain doctrine, without putting our-

selves in fellowship with it, and in passing, with bended head, like

slaves, beneath the yoke of mere knowledge. 1 This is not less a

work than the one we propose, but it is a work without freedom,

without morality, without religion. My brethren, you must con-

sent to acknowledge this ; on whatever side you turn, it is a work

you find there ; but in the one case, it is a work of God, in the

other, a work of man. A faith which is neither the one nor the

other, cannot be conceived, cannot be found.

But we confound, it will be further said, profound and sacred

distinctions. We commingle elements which the Gospel has care-

fully separated ; wc carry disorder and confusion into that beauti-

ful economy, which, placing faith on one side, and works on tlio

other, has traced limits which it does not become any one to ef-

1 The author's allusion here is to the custom of incorporating captive*

into the Roman armies, by passing them under the yoke.— T.
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face. If we have effaced them, acknowledge that the words of out-

text might furnish our excuse. Who can be surprised that once

at least, some one has given to faith the name of a work, a name

which our Lord himself lias thus formally given it? But no, we

have effaced nothing. The distinction exists. It has even up to

a certain point, the quality of an opposition ; but it does not de-

pend upon a word. Even if faith should be a work, it is not less

a work distinct from those which are conceived and accomplished

without it. Let any one call it a work as long as he pleases, it

will be no less faith ; it will be no less the condition of works, the

beginning of works, the most difficult of works. It will no less

remain the strait gate that must be entered, the condition that

must be fulfilled, the victory which must be gained, the yoke which

must be borne before you can do the works of God. And if you

accede to all this, the distinction subsists, the truth is saved. Af-

ter which we shall admit without difficulty, that it may be useful,

and perhaps the matter has been thus ordained, that it may be ne-

cessary that this distinction should have the form with which it is

invested in the Gospel, and that the difference of the words should

mark the difference of the things. But he who looks into the mat-

ter more narrowly perceives that the Christian life is one and indi-

visible in its nature and tendency; and he only who can separate

a river from its source, and show us where the ouurce ends, and

the river begins, can also separate faith from the life that flows

from it, and show us where faith ends and work begins. Let the

liver expand or dig itself a deeper channel, let it flow with a scarcely

perceptible motion, or leap in cataracts, let it reach the ocean by a

course the most direct, or by a thousand various windings, let it

confine itself to a single channel, or pour, through many different

channels, its abounding waters; is it not ever, whether near or at

a distance from its source, the same river, the same water? Spi-

ritual life is also a river, in which the mass of water, the direction,

the channels, every thing in fact but the liver may vary. That

water, springing up into everlasting life, like a river, may change

its name in its course, as a river often changes its name. Now it

is repentance, now conversion, now sanctification ; all these names

distinguish the places and times of the same fact; sanctification is

already in repentance, and sanctification is a conversion that per-

7 It
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pctuates itself; conversion is a sanctification begun, and faith, ac-

cording to the idea we have given of it, encloses, only to manifest

at a later time, but really encloses, all the elements of the Christian

life. Is not the whole river in its source? Who that has seen

the source has not seen the river? In the same way, the whole

life is in faith, and he who has seen faith has seen the life. Faith

is not a separate work, it is every work, every work of God. Might

not the man who holds an acorn in his hand say. I hold in my
hand an oak? For that acorn is all that is necessary in itself to

become an oak.

Let us leave these reasonings and images, and open the New
Testament. We must absolutely falsify it, to maintain that faith

is not altogether the work of God, or refuse to acknowledge, that

if imputed for righteousness, it is because it possesses a righteous

character. Do you not say that faith without works is dead? D<>

you not say, that without holiness no man shall see the Lord?

Do you not say, that every one shall be punished or rewarded ac-

cording to the good or the evil he has done in the body? Ah, then,

what account do you give of the fatted calf killed for the prodigal

son, and the joy of angels, greater over one sinner that repents

than over ninety and nine just persons that need no repentance?

It will serve no good purpose to reply, that they have done works

since their conversion. Have the others ceased to do them?

Have not the others done them for a long time? Why, then.

is he who labours in the vineyard from the eleventh hour treated

as h-? who laboured from the first? Why, for we must say the

whole, why have not the just, who have spent a long life, more

to hope than those who, having lived fewer years, have, with

the same zeal, done fewer works? Why, if it is not that faith

is the work entire, the whole work of which particular works are

the development or manifestation? Why if it is not that salva-

tion depends upon what we are, and not upon what we do. and

that the times and opportunities God gives us for action, are des-

tined essentially to make us /»<<„,„ what we ought to f" ' how

important is this lesson, since it is the last that Jesus gave us. and

Hiice he cb< \ it. in the solemn hour of his passion. It

was on the cross, and when he was just about to yield his pure

spirit to God, that he said to the thief crucified at his side (J.uke,
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43). "To-day -halt thou be with me in paradise!" Yet lie

wv a robber! And you have said, without holiness no man shall

see the Lord, and every one shall receive according to the good or

evil he has done in the body. Bat yon add. he believed, for he

said (v. 42). "Remember me when thou comest into thy kingdom, M

—and his faith was imputed to him for righteousness. But it is

you also who have said that faith without works is dead : and what

had that man done, if not the works of the devil? Said

Christ, on one occasion, to the multitude, "I have done

many good works among you, for which of these good works do ye

stone me?" And we are tempted to say to the Saviour, That dud

has done many bad works : Lord, for which of these, dost thou

give him heaven"? Ah, my brethren, it is that an instant may

have the value of a whole life, and a single movement of the heart

nay equal in value a long career of good works; it is that Jesus

Christ who read the heart of that man, saw therein all the good

works he would have done had he lived, and imputed them to him,

as if he had done them: it is that if he had not done every thing

he would have done, he is by his faith, from that moment, all that

he ought to be: it is that, if he had not done works, he had done

the work, which is to believe in Him whom God hath sent.

"Remember me when thou comest into thy kingdom
!

" That

request comprises two ideas. I have need of a Saviour,—O Jesus,

be that Saviour! To use the second of these expressions one must

positively believe in Jesus Christ, he must know that he is come,

or that he will come. On this account we say, happy they who

have seen and have believed ! But for a man simply to say. I

have need of a Saviour ; and further to add. my burden is greater

than I can bear ; Lord, be merciful to me a sinner, and if thou

canst forgive, forgive ; in a word to feel his transgressions, to de-

plore them, to cry to God from the depths of his sorrow, to refuse

for that internal disease all the dangerous remedies and deceitful

palliatives of superstition, to embrace, were it offered, the pardon

of God as his only resource, does he necessarily require a knowledge

of the promise, or to have heard the name of Jesus pronounced?

.no: believe it. -The precursor of the Messiah, the prophet

of repentance, Joho the Baptist, comparing his ministry with that

of Jesus, called himself a voice qftJie earth: as if he had been sent
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to give a voice to the sentiments which were ever on the earth,

and which formed themselves of their own accord in the bosom of

the natural man before the advent, nay, before the anticipation of

the sovereign Mediator.1 But these sentiments, which are of the

earth, are the same as those we have described, although they ma-

nifest themselves in very few individuals; and the distinct know-

ledge of Jesus Christ is the only means of awakening them in the

majority of men. We ascribe them unhesitatingly to grace, to the

influence of the Divine Spirit, who has always breathed wherever

he would, and has never permitted himself to be bound; that is to

say, we believe that in all times and in all places there have been

involuntary witnesses to the great truth which lies at the founda-

tion of all evangelical truths, namely, the conviction of our first

fall, and the inability to raise ourselves without the interposition

of God himself. 2 Well, then, on what elevation will you place the

1 This idea is probably derived from John, iii, 31.—T.

2 It is by no means difficult to prove that some of the more pure and
thoughtful minds among the ancient heathen philosophers had a just

sense of their own ignorance and sinfulness, and longed for a purer and
better state of things, nay more, gave some vague intimations, and, as it

were, natural predictions of a future glorious Deliverer. Plato, in his

Theoetetos, as his readers are well aware, discourses largely of a former
" incorrupt and happy condition of the human race," a sort of golden age,

in which " God familiarly conversed with men, taking care of them as he

does a flock," but that growing " terrestrial and vicious," intermingling
" the divine nature" yet remaining in them, with much "deadly evil," as

lie frequently calls the depravity of man, "came to shame and ruin." A
passage in one of his Dialogues represents Socrates meeting one of his dis-

ciples, and attempting to convince him that he knows neither what to pray
for, nor how to pray. He then proceeds to say," It seems best to me that
we expect quietly, nay, it is absolutely necessary that we wait with patience,

till such time as we can learn certainly how we ought to behave towards
God ami man. Till that time arrives, it may be safer to forbear offering

sacrifices, as you know not whether they are acceptable to God or not." In

another passage in his TheaUtot, he remarks, that " Our recovery from
corruption must be by a speedy flight to God ;" and one of his followers

Commenting on this, says, that " this flight is not to depart from the ear.;,

hut that we become, even while we are on earth,righteous and holy and wise."
" I agree with you, Socrates," is the reply which Plato, in his Dialogues,
puts into the mouth of one of in-, disciples, to the argument of Socrates on
the immortality of the soul, "that to discover the certain truth oftlie.se

things in this life is Impossible, or at least very difficult. We ought, therefore,

by all means to do one of two things : either by hearkening to instruction,

and by our own diligent study, to find out the truth ; or if that be impossi-
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souls in whom the truth revealed itself before the great truth of

the mediation of Jesus Christ was made known to them, the souls,

which, as much as was possible for them, believed before they had

seen, in comparison with those who, having known Jesus Christ,

believe in him with a literal and passive faith, not with a free con-

sent, but with a servile belief, and who, to express the whole in a

word, do not embrace him, and adorn themselves with his merits

and glory? Which of these, the first or the second, best fulfil the

conditions of true faith? To whom preferably will their faith be

imputed for righteousness? To those whose faith is complete but

dead, or to those whose faith is incomplete, but living? To

those whose faith is a work, or to those whose faith is not a work?

To those who have not known the Saviour, but have desired him,

or to those who, knowing him, do not desire nor value him? To

ble, then to fix on that which appears to human reason best and most pro-

bable, and to make that our raft while we sail this stormy sea, unless one

could have a still more sure and safe guide, such as a divine revelation would

be, on which we might make the voyage of life, as in a ship that fears no

danger." It is well known that Plutarch, who lived about the middle of the

first century, but had no acquaintance with Christianity, made a wonder-

ful approximation to the truth, and possessed certain traits of character

which as we may suppose would have prepared him to welcome the Gospel.

" Would that an apostle could have visited him in his youth," says a writer

in the Christian Review for December 1844, " and commended to him the

gospel of Christ. What a new and heavenly light might have shone around

him in respect to the great problem which he mentions on the twenty-

ninth page (Delay of the Deity in the Punishment of the Wicked), ' It is

likely that the soul of every sinner revolves these things within herself, and
reasons, How, escaping from the memory of her iniquities, and delivering

herself from the consciousness of them, and being made pure, she may,
anew, live another life.' We do not wonder that a bishop of the Greek
church in the middle of the eleventh century was prompted to pour forth

the following prayer :
' If indeed, O my Christ, thou mayest be willing to

deliver from thy threatening any of the heathen, deliver for me Plato arid

Plutarch ; for in word and in conduct they both are the nearest conformed
to thy laws. But if they knew not that thou art God of the universe, here
is need only of thy goodness, on account of which thou art willing to save

all gratuitously.'
"

>~or is it among the heathen only of ancient times that we find individuals

thus " hungering and thirsting after righteousness." Though in general

debased and hardened beyond expression, some of them really seem to have

been taught their need of pardon and sanctification by the Spirit of God.
The Karens appear to be a people " prepared for the Lord," and some of

them have come long journeys to meet the missionary of the cross, in order

to hear respecting "the true God and eternal life."— T.
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those who believe in a Saviour, or to those who believe in their

need of a Saviour? Your consciences will pronounce.

Ah, if long before the advent of Christ, there existed some such

men, and in the present day, beyond the limits of Christendom,

they are still found; if there are some whom the vague rumour of

a Saviour has caused to emerge from their forests and jungles,

through a thousand dangers to meet the messengers of that un-

known Saviour, if Christian missionaries have found that noble

want of expiation, of mercy, and of reconciliation with God and

with conscience already awakened, and ready to break out, even

among savages, to whom we have long hesitated to give the name

of men, what shall we think of that multitude of persons, bora In

the visible church, before whose eyes, to speak after the manner of

the apostles, Jesus Christ has been vividly pourtrayed, and who,

entire strangers to that ardour with which those less favoured em-

brace him without knowing him, disdain, reject, and insult him,

exclaiming with the unhappy Jews, Away with him! away with

him! crucify him! crucify him! We will not have this man to

reign over us,—we have no king but Cassar, we have no king but

that proud Me, that imperious Caesar, that cruel despot who drags

us through the dust of the world, and the mire of sin, to the thresh-

old of eternity!—Who speaks of examining? We will not ex-

amine, for we will not believe! Ah, happier in their humiliation

and anguish, are those who would believe, but cannot; those who

cherish an inextinguishable thirst for righteousness; those who feel

that in the privation of all things, they would have e\ery thing if

they had God; those who daily strip off their own merits, without,

however, being able to reclothe themselves, for he with whose

righteousness they might clothe themselves, has not yet been re-

vealed to them ; because some obstacle springing from within, or

from without, has flius far hindered them from believing on Jesus

Christ. One day they will believe ; God will not leave incomplete

a work, the better part of which is already accomplished in them.

But that painful trial may yet be prolonged ; the intercessions of

the church must labour with them, and contend for them; from

our temples and closets, those who have been delivered before them,

must cry to the great Deliverer, "They believe, Lord, they be-

lieve; help thou their unbelief!"
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NOTE TO THE FOREGOING DISCOURSE.

We doubt not some ideas and expressions in the above discourse

have startled some readers. After all, they may be scriptural and

just. It is quite clear that our author fully believes that no man

can be justified except on the ground of our Saviour's merits. But

those merits cannot become ours except conditionally. A certain

state or attitude of mind and heart is requisite for their reception

and enjoyment. This is produced by the Holy Spirit. It may

exist among those who have never distinctly known Christ. We
say simply that it may exist ; for it cannot be affirmed dogmati-

cally. God alone can determine a question of this nature. But

supposing it to exist, and moreover, regarding its existence as highly

probable, it would be equivalent to the faith of those who really

know the Saviour; and in a general way, might be said to be reck-

oned for righteousness. At all events, it would fit those, who had

experienced it, to receive Jesus Christ the instant he was made

known to them. Were they introduced to heaven, they would

immediately fall down at his feet, and adore him as their Lord and

Saviour. Let it be particularly observed also, that our author does

not describe this as a natural state of mind, but as a preternatural

one, that is to say, one produced by the secret action of the Holy

Spirit upon the mind. So that such a supposition does not violate

any principle of evangelical belief. A hypothesis it may be; but

it is certainly an innocent one.

If decided exception is taken to any of our author's views, it will

probably be to those on imputation, a subject poorly understood,

even by some well-read theologians. It is important however, to

remember that Vinet does not contrast the imputation of faith for

righteousness, with the imputation of Christ's righteousness to the

believer. In his view, they are one and the same thing. Faith

makes the righteousness of Christ its own, incorporates it, so to

speak, with its own nature; and it is for this reason, doubtless, that

it is imputed for righteousness. But the righteousness of Christ

without us, and irrespective of faith, cannot justify the ungodly.

We must receive Christ, and make his righteousness one with our
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spiritual nature, before it will avail for our justification. "Justi-

fied by faith, we have peace with God through Jesus Christ our

Lord." Thus, the righteousness of Christ, in order to be upon all,

must first be unto all. It must be received by the whole heart, as

its portion and its joy. "As many as received him, to them gave

he power to become the sons of God, even to them that believed on

his name." It is clear, then, that to be justified by faith is the

same thing as to be justified by Christ, and that faith is imputed

for righteousness, because it appropriates the merits of Christ

to itself, in other words, makes us one with Christ one in sym-

pathy, feeling, and aim. "There is therefore now no condemna-

tion to them that are in Christ Jesus, who Avalk not after the flesh,

but after the spirit." But we will permit the author to speak for

himself, in the following note, appended to the second volume of

his discourses.

"A friend has reproached me, on account of the function I have

ascribed to faith, a function which, in his estimation, belongs only

to Jesus Christ. l Faith,' says he, 'whatever it may be, can never,

as a work, be imputed for righteousness, that is to say, become the

cause, or rather the source, of our justification before God."

My honourable friend well knows, that faith is imputed to us, as

it was to Abraham, for righteousness; only he does not wish to

have it on the ground of merit. Merit is certainly beyond us. lie

is therefore perfectly right, and if the idea of work involves that of

merit, the name of work cannot with propriety be applied to faith.

Yet we ought not, for fear of one error, to plunge into another.

These words, being imputedfor righteousness, are naturally under-

stood in the sense of, holding the place of righteousness, and righte-

ousness, in this passage, signifies the observance of rites, which

Abraham did not observe, and which Christians observe no more

than he; but these rites are the type of works. St. Paul then

teaches, with reference to men in general, that their faith will take

the place of works which they have not done, and it is on this

ground that he speaks, in many places, of the righteousness of

faith, or of the righteousness which is by faith; it is always faith

taking the place of works, faith reckoned as righteousness, faith

becoming the condition of a new covenant, as obedience was that of
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the old. 1 Now this condition is a legal, or a natural one. If it is

legal, we fall back upon the notion of work, and perhaps of merit.

But if it is natural, we ought to understand, that it ties the knot of

the covenant; for it is in the nature of such a faith to unite us to

God, and such union is the basis of sanctification and of salvation;

but here work re-appears, work, I say, and not merit. If faith is

a condition in any sense, what is it? In considering what is said

upon this subject, I continue to believe that faith, that is to say,

something which is in us, and of us, is in the sense of fact, the

condition of salvation, which, in the sense of right, is unconditional.

The matter at issue is that of accepting, on the basis of grace, a

salvation which cannot be obtained on the ground of work. That

pure and simple acceptance is imputed to us for righteousness, or

if the phrase is preferred, takes the place of righteousness ; on this

we are agreed. If, then, I say, in addition, that faith is a work,

either in that which prepares and produces it, or in itself, or final-

ly in its development, I affirm a thing which is true, and which

can be proved, but which introduces no embarrassment into the

exposition of Christian doctrine. If there is any difficulty in sepa-

rating the objective ^r divine element, in faith, from the subjective,

or human element, and giving to each their respective parts, that

difficulty exists no more in my system than in that of my oppo-

nents. What, according to my theory, is found added to that

difficulty? It is the difficulty which is common to both, and which

ought to have occupied their attention first of all. I will return

to it presently ; but let us first see, whether as it is affirmed, it is

one and the same thing to exhibit faith as the natural condition of

salvation, and to make it the cause or source of justification before

God. In my judgment it is not one and the same thing; the cause

or source of salvation remains with God. A benefit is lost to me,

if I do not accept it ; but this is not equivalent to saying that in

accepting it, I am my own TJenefactor. My benefactor, in the

1 If the Gospel sometimes speaks ofjustification by grace, faith is always

implied, and these words, being justified by faith, are the most common;
this is the consecrated expression. See Gal., v, 5 ; Phil., hi, 9 ; Heb., x, 39;

Horn., iii, 24 ; Rom., vi, 11, etc. Thus.it is not grace absolutely and naked-

ly which takes the place of righteousness, but faith, which moreover is the

gift of grace. See Gal., v, 5. Doubtless, no one will pretend that in these

passages faith means the object of faith.
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Gospel, is He who has decreed that my faith should take the place

of the works I have not done. Did this substitution or exchange

depend upon me 1

? Could I claim it, or imagine it? Is it not evi-

dent that all the honour of that commutation reverts to God alone?

If this conclusion is not evident, it is not my theory that obscures

it. If the glory of God is found diminished, it is quite as much

by the system of my opponents as by mine. For in either case,

man must do his part, man must believe. In both it is necessary

that, something having taken place without us, something should

take place within us. From these two things, and not from one

of them, results salvation. Let us dwell upon this a moment.

The whole work of salvation, from the beginning to the consum-

mation, belongs to God. Let us set out from this. But salvation,

that work of God, has two distinct parts; the one objective,—that

is, pardon under the form of redemption;—the paternal arms are

open to receive us ; we find ourselves, without any co-operation on

our part, absolved from our past sins (2 Peter, i, 9) ; a new career

is opened to us, in which we advance continually under the shadow

of divine forgiveness, ever active and inexhaustible as the merit of

Jesus Christ; the other subjective, that is faith, which, reduced to

its most simple notion, is still subjective; it is always / that be-

lieve, though God has enabled me to do so; this faith which pro-

duces joy and love, unites me indissolubly to God, and crowns the

work of my salvation, which could not be consummated except in

60 far as I am united to God ; in other words, it is no more / that

live, but Christ that liveth in me. In my salvation, then, there is

something from me,—God has taken something of mine in order to

save me; he has employed me to accomplish my own salvation.

Such a conclusion cannot be refused on any system, if we will only

rest satisfied with our Saviour's words, u God so loved the world

that he gave his only-begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him

might not perish but have everlasting life.
1
' It is not I, then, who

save myself, in any respect, or in any degree ; but I cannot be saved

without my own action.

St. Paul was full of such thoughts when, writing to some who
believed, he besought them to be reconciled to God. (2 Cor., v,

20.) To beseech has for its correlative to yield; to yield is an act

of the will ; but this act of the will could only be the immediate
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con tinuance, or prolongation of the act of faith, or of the acceptance

of the divine pardon. In faith then, as well as in that which con-

tinues it, there is an act of the will, which is no less an act of the

will for being a gift of God. And when St. Paul said to believers

u Labour for your salvation!" (Phil., ii, 12), he makes an undoubt-

ed appeal to their will. "Labour for your salvation
!

" or, according

to the literal sense, work out, accomplish, achieve your salvation

!

Who would have dared to say such a thing, if an apostle had not

said it before him? But if one is obliged to admit that in setting

out from faith man works, why does it cost him an effort to con-

cede that in faith itself there is work ; and why should one of these

scandalize him more than the other? He must accept both, but

must not, on that account, say that faith is the source or cause of

salvation. For this work of man is still a grace ; it is God that

works in us both to will and to do of his good pleasure. (Phil., ii,

12.) There are other passages still more specific. St. Paul (Acts,

xiv, 22) exhorts his disciples to persevere in the faith ; he had, then,

before their conversion, exhorted them to believe, and the matter

of an exhortation is a free act.

Besides in the discourse under consideration, I have prescribed

nothing; I have not even dogmatized; I have only explained how

such an act as faith may be called a work, and even a moral work.

It can easily be supposed that, when I see faith producing works,

I should not curiously analyze it to discover there the voluntary

and active element of which I have spoken ; I should remain satis-

fied that he who lives according to the will of God, has believed,

and believed well. If any one esteems my explanations and dis-

tinctions superfluous, so be it. I could never violate principles,

since I could say, that we are saved by means of, or through the

medium of faith (Eph., ii, 8) ; that without faith it is impossible to

please God (Heb., xi, 6) ; that true faith rests on the power of God

(1 Cor., ii, 5); and that no one can say but by the Holy Spirit

that Jesus Christ is Lord. (1 Cor., xii, 3.) And here I revert

to what I have said respecting the thief on the cross. My exege-

sis of that narrative in sacred history has been complained of.

But what have I said of it? That he was saved by means of faith.

And now let us reason the matter. Can any one, without holiness,

see the Lord? No. Was he then actually holy? No. But,
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through faith in the Saviour, he had the germ of holiness; the di-

vine eye saw the tree in the germ. Thus, what I say, you say

also on this. Is this, then, saying that faith was the source or

cause of his salvation? Certainly not, but the condition, or what

we express by this word, a secondary source springing from the

first, a canal for irrigation, flowing from the river. And if I now

add that the cry of the thief was the confession of an humbled

soul; if I say that, all thief as he was, he received the word appar-

ently with a good and honest heart (Luke, viii, 4), or that God

opened his heart (Acts, xvi, 14) to believe in Jesus Christ, it seems

to me that I do not make him the author of his own salvation ; and

on the other hand, I can, as it appears to me, understand a little

better, how Jesus could say to him, " To-day shalt thou be with

me in Paradise."

I hope this note may explain, and also, if necessary, rectify

whatever in the discourse under consideration may have given

some offence or excited some uneasiness. It is all I could say at

the close of this volume. If I had been aware of it sooner, I would

certainly have reviewed the discourse in question, and it i$ proba-

ble should not have left it absolutely such as it is now. I invite

criticism, and in advance, thank those Avho, discussing fundamen-

tally the opinions I have expressed, shall separate the tares from

the wheat, and reduce my idea to terms more precise and clear.

No one, I venture to say, will be more obliged than myself.

In conclusion, the following is the definition of faith given by

one of the most judicious theologians of the English church. It

does not differ, it appears to me, in idea, from the one I have

given.

''Faith, in its most general acceptation, is belief in the truth, or

the assent which our heart gives to the testimony of God, the tes-

timony which his word expresses, and of which we make applica-

tion to ourselves. To believe in Christ is to receive from the heart

the testimony which God has given of his Son; it is humbly, sin-

cerely, and frequently to ilec for deliverance to that Divine Re-

deemer; it is cordially and frankly to accept his person and the

salvation he has accomplished in his triple office of prophet, priest,

and king.*'

—

Foundation and Nature of Faith in Jesus Christ, by

Thomas Xcott.
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Mestrezat has said, "Justifying faith is nothing else than a seri-

ous and intense consideration of Jesus Christ; and a man, who

will be cited in his turn (M. Burnier, Instructions Pastorales), has

recently defined faith, ' the look of the heart towards Christ cruci-

fied.'" 1

1 This definition of faith reminds us of the definition of gratitude given

by one of the dumb pupils of the Abbe Sicard. Being asked what she un-

derstood by this word, she immediately wrote down, " Gratitude is the

memory of the heart." If gratitude to God and his Christ be the memoiy
of the heart, surely faith may be termed, the look or the vision of the

heart,—T.
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XXL

CHBISTIAN JOY.

" Rejoice evermore."—1 Thessalonians, v, 16.

CAN joy be the object of a precept, or a formal injunction ? We
are disposed at first to deny it. Joy is not an action, it is

not even a moral sentiment; I mean one of the dispositions of

the soul, for which it is more or less responsible. It is simply a

state most desirable, provided it is not evolved at the expence of

conscience and duty. We are just, sincere, benevolent, on condi-

tion of willing to be so; we are joyful only when we have occasion

for it. Being in reality nothing but an internal feeling, the vivid

conception of our happy condition, it appears no more natural to

exhort us to be joyful than it is to exhort us to be prosperous.

Nevertheless, it is not the Gospel only, nor the Gospel first, that

has enjoined us to be joyful. Philosophers have not failed to do

so; and it is worthy of remark, that in this they have only been the

echoes of that popular Avisdom, which, in all times, has suggested

to philosophy its most important maxims.—"Keep joyful!" such

among our ancestors was the expression most frequently associated

with the words of adieu. The sages of the world have only at-

tached their seal, and given a more precise form to that vague in-

junction. But we must do them justice ; for in their point of view,

and in proportion to the light they have, they are right. Organs

of human consciousness, they possess, we acknowledge it, the com-

mencement of all truths, which God alone could carry out and

complete, by directing and prolonging them to himself.

The sages of this world are right. Sorrow is the death of the

soul, joy is its life. Sorrow drives us back, and shuts us up within

ourselves; joy, so to speak, opens us, dilates and expands us; it is

to the soul what a gentle heat is to the body. Every one has felt

this. Sorrow, that is the sorrow of the world, is the most opposed
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to the employment of our faculties, and consequently to action.

We are never induced to act but by means of some attraction or

hope. But sadness discolours every thing, strips objects of their

charms, and darkens the prospects of the future. It deprives the

soul of all its aspirations; enchains all our powers and produces an

internal paralysis. It thus renders us equally useless to ourselves

and others; in which two respects it has incurred and deserved the

anathemas of philosophers.

Joy, the condition of development, of energy, and action, joy,

the essential principle of life, has appeared to them so much more

worthy of being recommended. And indeed it ought to be enjoined,

if it is really susceptible of it. But who can seriously, and for it-

self, enjoin joy? Who can, with one hand point to obligation in

this case, without indicating with the other its means and its mo-

tives? Who especially can prescribe to us a durable and lasting

joy? Who can oblige us to make it the foundation and texture of

our internal life, when, in fact, sorrow is the foundation and tex-

ture of our external life, or when in that internal life itself, sorrow,

forestalling joy, has taken entire possession of our soul, in one case

by temperament, in another by reflection?

O then, do ye command me to be joyful, change my tempera-

ment, which impels me invariably to sorrow, or destroy by facts,

decisive facts, the result to which other facts have irresistibly drag-

ged my thoughts. But if ye cannot provide me a new tempera-

ment, nor extinguish the reflections which have given the prevailing

colour to my whole life, what have ye to offer me, except that

which I can easily find without you; which has been commended

to me already, and which every man opposes, with more or less

success, to the waves of sorrow, which return unceasingly, from

the midst of our life, as from a profound ocean, drenching and

overwhelming the soul—namely, diversion, self-oblivion, and de-

lirium ?

For every soul, doubtless, carries within itself a treasure of sor-

row. It is even a condition of our nature, that in all our joys,

even the most intense, I know not what sorrow ever mingles, as

in a song of gladness, a hollow murmur, or a stifled groan. It

might be said that the very voice of joy awakens in the depths of

the soul a slumbering grief; that the feeling of our misery waits

/
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that precise moment to seize and hold us, and that the fires which

illumine our night serve as a signal to the phantom which haunts

us. We may go further, without anticipating the ideas to which

the remaining part of this discourse is to call our attention, and

say that the purest, the deepest, the holiest joy, so long as life and

mortality retain us in their bands, is not exempt from some returns

of melancholy. After all, these returns are far from disturbing and

impoverishing the soul. On the contrary, they nourish it ; they

enhance its joy ; they put new songs into its mouth. Neverthe-

less, that joy is the honey of Samson ; it has been found in the

lion's mouth ; the sweet has sprung from the bitter ; and if the bit-

ter is no longer felt, it does not fail to recall itself to our memory.

Consequently, there is no joy without some anxiety and alloy.

But if you are anxious to oppose to us, not a fact which contra-

dicts what we say, for that you will not find, but one which, am-

plified, may appear to give joy a higher place in the world and in

life, than we have accorded it; if, in a word, you would seek an

example of the fullest and most exquisite joy the world can taste,

we will readily aid you in your search, and spare you much use-

less labour. Accompany us to those men in whom the most ex-

cellent part of humanity is, so to speak, abolished ; those whom no

lofty thought ever visits
; those to whom the language of the soul

is completely foreign and unintelligible ; those perpetually occupied

with amusements ; hearts inexpressibly light, too light to descend

into the depths of their misery, too vain to be unhappy, and in

whom moral grief finds no place to rest or linger for a moment.

Behold the elect of joy ! These are they whom sorrow scarcely

knows, whom it visits only at long intervals, whom it seems even

to forget until the moment when it falls suddenly, with all its

weight upon their frail spirits, alas ! finding it easier to crush them

than to move them !

Borrow, on the other hand, is the lot of profound souls and

strong intellects. The more we feel, the more we suffer. The fur-

rows traced by powerful thought become chasms under its influence.

It might indeed seem strange that in proportion to the moral

worth of the soul, it should have less of happiness, and that joy

should prefer to dwell in the most frivolous minds. Whatever

there is in us of reason and justice protests against so great a dis-
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order. But that disorder exists; joy is not tlie fruit of reason.

What then is that reason, that philosophy, which counsels and

commands us to be joyful? It is a philosophy which declines to

know the world, to fathom human life ; or if it has discovered the

truth, interdicts it as dangerous and fatal. It is a philosophy

which involves, if not the most formal, at least the most decisive

confession of the misery of our condition ; for what is our nature,

if we dare not look it in the face ; and what is life, if we must con-

ceal from ourselves its true character and real value ?

You have not then, O men, any other possible choice. Think

and weep, or rejoice &n condition of not thinking at all. I mean,

of not thinking upon what concerns you the most nearly. For I

am aware that, in other respects, thought applied to other objects

is a diversion to the mind, and in proportion as it is more profound

and grave in appearance, it renders us more frivolous in reality.

Among the means of dissipating our minds, of separating us from

ourselves, none is more effectual than intense and earnest study.

This apparent seriousness expels true seriousness more certain ly

and more rapidly than even the amusements of the world.

It is necessary, my brethren, to inform you what stifles and kills

the germ of joy in the heart of the man who thinks? Teach yon!

I flatter myself that I have only to remind you of it, or perhaps

only to give a voice to the latent sentiments with which your souls

are filled. Your life is passed amid temptations to joy incessantly

repressed. Joy has moments, sorrow the Avhole of life. That is a

moment of joy when a cherished hope is realized ; that is a life of

sorrow when we feel that the successive realization of all our hopes

has not filled the infinite abyss of the soul. That is a moment of

joy when self-love is intoxicated with triumph ; that is a life of

sorrow which developes before our eyes, and renders more and

more evident to our minds the utter vanity of the most glorious

success. That is a moment of joy when we rejoin a beloved ob-

ject from whom we have been separated
; but, without saying any

thing here of the frightful moment of separation, that is a life of

sorrow which is spent in remembering or anticipating misfortunes.

That is a moment of joy which gives us the smile of a beautiful

day, the sun so pleasant to behold, the free development of any of

our powers, the feeling of existence in the plenitude of health.

7 S
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That is a life of sorrow which hurries promiscuously to the abyss

before us our good and our evil hours, our pains and our pleasures,

nay more, our soul itself ; for the thoughts and affections of which

it is composed precede us. to the tomb, while of all that we possess

and all we have been we can retain nothing, no, not even our most

cherished griefs.

That, moreover, is a moment of joy which raises us, by some

aspiration of love or virtue, above the dust our cradle, and the flesh

our prison, and enables us to approach the serene atmosphere of

heaven. But, alas ! that is a life of sorrow which, upon the whole,

belongs to the dust and the flesh, and which, as its final result,

only unites us more closely, and, so to speak, identifies us more

thoroughly with flesh and dust. That is a moment of joy, a gleam

of sunlight, when the soul comes into contact with God, and holds

momentary fellowship with the Father of spirits. But that is a

life of profound and bitter grief, when, like ours, it is spent with-

out God and without hope ; or, to make the statement more com-

plete, a life with God, but with God offended ; a life with expec-

tation, but an expectation of wrath.

Let there be moments of joy, then, meteors in the night, tran-

sient vistas, opening into the land of peace and light, rays of sun-

shine through the bars of our prison. But a consistent and durable

joy, a joy natural and appropriate to our condition, forming a part

of ourselves, and mingling with the whole tissue of our life, a joy

over which sorrow passes, as on a beautiful day some transparent

and fleecy clouds pass over the azure of the sky ;—such a joy, such

a life, the Gospel alone can bestow. And since it alone contains

the conditions of its bestowment, it alone has a right to recommend

and prescribe it.

AVe will not detain you by discussing the motives and founda-

tions of the joy which the Gospel has created for the Christian, as

our present object leads us in a different direction. We will not

say that this joy, so dearly purchased by our Saviour, includes in

it all joys and absorbs all griefs. AVe will not say that, in addi-

tion to all the advantages which belong to all other joys, and

which we have noticed in the beginning of this discourse, it has all

those qualities which arc wanting to human joys, and not only so,

but is free from all that tarnishes them, being at once holy, calm,

and serious, delightful both to those that see it and those that feel
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it ;—subjects well worthy our attention and study. But other

reflections invite us. We have not at present to show you that

the assurance of our reconciliation to God, and the consciousness

of the re-establishment of unity and harmony within us, pene-

trate our hearts with joy, and in addition to the joy which opens

the heart to love, a joy still more holy, which love alone can pro-

duce ; but we have to show you that the joy which the Gospel

inspires in Christians, it ought also to enjoin upon them.

We see the world, with reference to the practical teachings of

the Gospel, divided between two opposite errors. The first wish

that the Gospel had said every thing ; the others are astonished

that it has not said less. The former, not knowiDg what power of

application and impulsion God has hidden in the fundamental doc-

trines of the Gospel, believe an exact and minute enumeration of

all the applications of the elementary principles to be necessary.

They desire that the whole Christian doctrine should be spelt to

them letter by letter. Others struck with the clearness and fruit-

fulness of the elementary doctrines of Christianity, think that they

have only to be eagerly embraced, and all that remains will follow

of its own accord. And they would be right, were it not neces-

sary, even in the Christian, to take into account, to the very last,

the weakness and inconsistency of man. Love God, and do what

you will ! is a sublime exclamation of gratitude and love. It is

the lively proclamation of the true principle of human life ; but

it is not the motto of man, it is not even that of the Christian.

It would be safer to say to him, Love God, and do what he

wills. And this is what God, who knows all that is in man better

than man himself, has said to him. He has told us what this will

is ; he has told it to the Christian, as well as to the natural man.

He is not contented with putting us into the road, and saying to

us, Walk ! He who is himself " the Way," has advanced, and

borne us with him. Directions and aids have been multiplied for

our benefit. But while God has attached every duty to its vital

source, in order that the duty itself might also be vital, he has

always named it, suggested it, defended and recommended it, by

the most pressing motives. He has acted thus with reference to

duties, the fulfilment of which is, properly speaking, an action

;

but he has also done so, in the case of others, altogether internal,
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and fulfilled only in the soul. Thus it is not here and there only

we find his directing hand, but at our very first departure, at our

very first step. \Ve see it in his paternal solicitude, prescribing

what he gives us, and commanding what he inspires.

Joy is not only a privilege of the Christian, it is his force, for

the same general reasons that make all joy a force. It is in this

soil that God has planted the new creature. So true is this, that

it might, without exaggeration, be said that to be a Christian is

to be joyful. But the joy which Jesus Christ has kindled in the

Christian, the wind of grief is always threatening to destroy. The

element that feeds it requires to be constantly renewed. It will

not be safe to leave it to the first supply of the " oil of gladness.*'

with which the lamp was filled. What it has consumed must be

replaced day by day, and night by night. In other words, iti

order to live, we must continually cherish the same sentiments

which first inspired us with life; we must take, in their profouud-

est and most solemn import, and as a most pressing injunction,

these words of the apostle, Rejoice evermore!

I have said that the wind of sorrow, and consequently of death,

continually threatens the flame of joy; I should have said, the

wind of our sorrows, for the sorrow which blows upon the joy of

the Christian is not of one kind only.

There is a sorrow of nature. Xature is not destroyed in the

Christian; it subsists in him entire; and while the elevation of his

principles, and especially of his new affections, generally places

him above the reach of injury, he has remaining in him a sufficient

number of sensitive and vulnerable points. His strength consists

not in being ignorant of trials, but in overcoming them, lie suffers

as ranch as others, more, perhaps, than others ; and probably it

would not be difficult to prove that what multiplies his joys,

multiplies also his sorrows. Christianity, so far from destroying,

exercises and dcvelopes natural sensibility. But whatever may be

its degree, a certain sensibility always exists in man. The Chris-

tian, like every other man, needs esteem and affection, and suffers

when he sees himself deprived of them. Like every other man, he

has his tastes and habits, which he cannot renounce and not feel

.1 painful void, and a profound ennui. lie has natural and sacred

affections, the objecta of which death tears from him before the
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time,—alas ! always before the time. He has opinions, convictions,

and hopes, the triumph of which is dear to him, and which he can-

non without bitter regret, see perilled or subdued. Furthermore,

he has a body, the pains of which easily become the pains of the

soul; health, alterations in which easily change in his eyes the

whole aspect of life. One of these causes is often sufficient to

plunge him in distress; what, then, must be the effect of the whole

united, when, as experience has taught you, deepcalleth unto deep ?

I can easily believe that his faith would even then remain entire.

But how? For what is faith without joy? What is a ship

without sails? Let us not be afraid to utter the whole truth.

From each of these separate trials, and from the whole com-

bined, the Christian must either issue more joyful than ever, or his

joy will perish there. The trials of the present must impel his re-

luctant spirit towards the glory of the future. By looking upon

sufferings in the light of blessings, he must indemnify himself for

all the sacrifices he makes. The gloom of his grief, like that of

night, must cause the stars of his sky to shine with deeper radiance

;

by divesting himself of earthly riches, he must draw liberally from

the treasures of his heavenly Father; his submission must rise to

complete acquiescence, and his accents of resignation lose them-

' selves in a hymn of praise?

Such is the law of the Gospel and the law of our nature. It is

when we are weak that Ave are strong; it is when the outward

man decays that the inward man is renewed, strengthened, glori-

fied. Where, then, should joy abound if not where grief has over-

flowed? But during the contest, during that solemn crisis, the

Christian should call joy to the aid of his sinking nature. He
ought, in advance, if I may so speak, to exercise himself with joy,

make it the habit and temperament of his mind, nourish it with

every thing which at first gave it birth, every day have it formed

fresh and entire in his heart; that in the hour of peril he may not

be feeble, nor recoil before advancing sorrow, and that such sorrow

may not remain sole possessor of his heart, in the pre.-?nce of I

know not what faith, a faith as sorrowful as grief itself, which sighs

and blesses not, generating neither action nor love.

" Rejoice evermore," says the apostle; let your joy be constant

and durable ; let it leave no opening through which sorrow can
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penetrate ; for sorrow is the world under a form which disguises

it the most ; it is death with the appearance of life. Joy is your

first, your every-day duty ; it binds you to all other duties ; it

guards all your treasures. Ever be prepared to oppose it to the

sorrow of the world, nay more, to an excess of godly sorrows.

For here the danger is greater, because it is least suspected. But

why suspect, why shun godly sorrows, which, it is said, produce

repentance unto salvation which needeth not to be repented of?

Shun them ! No, doubtless, for that would be to shun the messen-

gers of God. What we ought to suspect and shun is man, who

stealthily introduces himself into every good work of God, in order

to corrupt it. Let us, then, seek to detect that hidden man who

would soon corrupt the most sacred sorrows. Let us show what

advantage is given by such griefs to that man of sin, and thus en-

deavour to prove, that the best griefs require to be tempered and

chastened by the best of joys.

Nothing is more agreeable to the will of God than the sorrow of

the Christian after he has sinned. In one sense, it might be said,

that it could never be excessive. Sin, which requires from God

an excess of mercy, requires from man an excess of sorrow ; and

as the first of these excesses has produced no disorder in God, the

second gives no occasion for disorder in man. But feeble as we

are, we could not sustain all the grief which would be proper in

itself considered ; we could not go, without perishing, to the end

of our sorrow ; the soul would exhaust itself, before it had ex-

hausted all its evil. It would be necessary, before that hour came,

if indeed it should ever come, that joy, such a joy as that of the

Gospel, should interpose to aid us ; a joy,—O wonderful and

adorable wisdom of my God !—as holy as our sorrow, a joy which

sanctifies us as much as our grief would have done, and even more

so ; a joy capable of producing in us, as well as grief itself, that

repentance unto salvation that needeth not to be repented of.

Alas ! I well know that sorrow for sin will never cost us our

life ; it is other griefs, not this, which kill ; but is it not enough

that it casts us down, that it disheartens us, and by disgusting us

with ourselves, takes away all our energy ? The apostles, during

those mournful hours when their Master and ours shed, in drops

of sweat, the same blood which was to flow more freely upon Cal-
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vary, " fell asleep for sorrow ;" and Jesus, still suffering that bitter

agony, addressed to them this tender and sorrowful reproof,

" What, could ye not watch with me one hour ?" It was because

they were sorrowful ; it was because no joy, not even that of love,

sustained their weary bodies and languishing spirits. What was

their sorrow? That of penitence? Did they vainly reproach

themselves for their little love and zeal? Did they compare their

selfishness and arid melancholy with the love and self-sacrifice of

their Master ? Were they sorrowful on account of his death, which

they could not prevent, and their dead hopes, about to descend

with him to the sepulchre ? I know not, nor is it necessary for

me to know. I only see that their sorrow caused them to sleep
;

and I know that sorrow causes the soul as well as the body to

slumber. I know, too, that sorrow for sin may produce the same

effects, and that, born of sin, it may, in its turn, generate sin. This

view alarms me. I seek the remedy ; and, guided by the apostle,

I do not seek long. I do not say, put limits to your grief ; for

where are such limits? I do not say, ^utjust limits to your grief;

for in reality, what is just here is to put no limits at all. I say

with the apostle, u Overcome evil with good," sorrow with joy.

Joy is the true remedy for sorrow. It never had, never could have

any other. Wr
e must always give the soul that weeps reason to

rejoice ; all other consolation is utterly useless.

Let us not leave the subject without having unmasked a subtle

device of the human heart. It readily defends, or at least excuses

its sorrow, as a sign and pledge of humility. But it is not always

such. We must go to the foundation of our sorrow, and ascertain

its cause. We must enquire, if it has for its principle, regret for

having offended God, dishonoured his image, grieved his Spirit, or

merely shame at having fallen from the height to Avhich it supposed

itself raised, and thus having lost its own good opinion. Our
standard and rule is, by no means, some idea of perfection which

we may form for ourselves, and which is nothing more than our

pride. Our only standard and rule is God. The object of all our

duties, the judge of all our actions, is God; and hence to prostrate

ourselves before another, even were it in dust and ashes, is to

prostrate ourselves before an idol.

O what a subtle sophist is pride ! It is willing to see us great
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on any condition, and if possible, even at the expence of God.

And since we know full well that we cannot be great by sin, we

seek to attain this end by sorrow for sin. A greatness truly our

own is on earth sufficiently difficult, to find ; neither fortune, ho-

nours, iioi* talents, can supply a drapery ample enough to cover

all our degradation. Rigidly scrutinized, nothing but our sorrows,

our misery, can be claimed as truly ours-. "Well, the , we magnify

ourselves on account of our very wretchedness and sorrow ; We try

to convince ourselves that on this side at least we possess some

merit. If in this instance there is not all the effect of an express

deliberation, since a sorrow commanded ceases to be a sorrow, it

is yet the means of cherishing our sorrow, and supplies a motive

for not contending against it. If grief sometimes sleeps, it is also

sometimes intoxicated ; it inspires us with a secret feeling of our

importance, absorbs us in the contemplation of ourselves, and re-

fuses that joy whose consolations humble ns. For it is here, O
Christian joy, we discover thine adorable character, and the seal

of thy divinity ! Thou consolest, but in humbling us. Under

thine influence we are enabled to share our regards between our-

selves and thine adorable source ; we are satisfied with another

greatness than our own ; and the more we discover the immense

benefit conferred on us, in our salvation, the more do we appear

little in our own eyes. The goodness which interposes in our be-

half overwhelms us ;. we rejoice to see so great a God so good; in

the presence of such a God, we are happy to feel ourselves little.

We are not ashamed to be humbled before love ; we rejoice to feel

our selfishness reduced; we rejoice to be less occupied with our-

selves, and more with God; in a word, we bless him for having

enabled us to forget ourselves in order to think of him

!

There are other sorrows, the occasion of which is purer, though

their source may not be more so; sorrows truly Christian, but the

excess of which we ought to distrust. The excess, did I say? No,

that is not saying enough
; it is these sorrows themselves, or at

least, what may often mingle with them, we ought to distrust. I

will explain myself. You are Christians
;
you must, then, by

virtue of the grace that made you such, bear some affinity to Him

who ifl of purer eyes than to look upon iniquity. This iniquity,

spread in the world, overflows before your ^y^, and casts its im-
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pure scum even to your feet. You see this and yon weep. The

enmity of the world against the Gospel is exasperated. It becomes

furious ; it passes from words to aetions
; the most dismal scenes

declare it around you. You see these things, and you weep more

bitterly. Is that all? No; Christians make themselves the ene-

mies of Christianity ; their conduct dishonours it ; their dissensions

render it a theatre of scandal, and an object of derision
; the folly

of the cross, which is all-powerful, gives place to their own tolly,

which is weakness itself. You see these things, and you have not

tears enough to shed ; for the evil comes from the very place where

the remedy ought to be found, the sorrow springs from the sources

of consolation.

Alas for him whose heart is not touched by these things ! But

beware of that sorrow. Scarcely is the source of it revealed by

your tears than I see it poisoned by the enemy. Whence does

your weeping proceed? From grief or anger? Ah, it is neces-

sary to know. For what do you weep ? For injuries done to

truth, or for the defeat of a party ? With what eye do you look

upon those that afflict you? With that of commiseration, or of

hatred? Do you not perceive, unhappy Christians, .that your

eyes are sullied by fixing them upon sullied images, that these

have transferred to you a portion of the evil under which you

groan ? A different evil I grant, but not less ; for tell me if any

thing is more fatal than pride ;
if any thing is worse than hatred ?

But some will say, if such be the effects of sorrow, why is it im-

posed, and even enjoined upon us ? Why ? To conduct us to

joy, to which it is the only road. " Blessed are they that mourn,"'

says Jesus Christ, "for they shall be comforted." Whence we

see, that we do not reach happiness but through tears ; and that

true felicity does not consist in the absence of tears, but in the

presence of consolation ; while real misery is not so much to weep

as to weep without being consoled. But how, after this, can we

doubt the superior worth of consolation, or hesitate to say, that it

is a joy, nay the most perfect of joys? Why after this, doubt that

it is the true name of our highest good, and includes every thing

worthy of the name of good? Why doubt that ic ought to be the

characteristic and aim of our whole existence, and that if Christi-

anity accords moments to sorrow, it devotes our whole life to joy ?
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All this is deduced from the declaration of our Saviour ; but how
much is its evidence enhanced, when we consider the nature itself!

of that joy which our Saviour has brought us ! That joy is the joy

of pardon. It is thejoy of seeing and feeling ourselves united for

eternity to the supreme Source of our being and happiness. It is

that of feeling ourselves emancipated at once from the bonds of

mortality, and the chains of sin, partaking in the holiness of heaven,

loving God, and in him loving the whole universe. It is that of

calling by the endearing name of Father, and approaching as an

intimate friend, Him whom the heaven of heavens cannot contain,

and who, in his word and in his providence, has himself declared,

that he is a consuming fire, and that no man can stand before him.

It is that of knowing that nothing can ever pluck us out of his

hand ; and that, whatever may happen, let the earth dissolve, the

heavens pass away with a noise, and the whole creation send aery

of horror and death through infinite space, his goodness towards us

remains eternally the same !

It remains eternally. Why then should not our joy remain
;

why should we not rejoice evermore; and why, for a goodness

which never tires, never diminishes, have we known only moments

of gratitude, separated by long intervals of ingratitude ? Do not

be surprised that I here change the terms, without previous inti-

mation; the terms alone are changed. But can gratitude in

reality be conceived of without joy ; and is sorrow, at bottom, any

thing but ingratitude ? God forbid, that, making a grace of the

Gospel a result of temperament, 1 should impose upon Christian joy

a particular physiognomy, and represent it as known only by

specific features, made to radiate around it as a sun. Let us per-

mit circumstances to mitigate the intensity of that joy, but not ex-

tinguish it. Faith may truly exist without gladness and tran-

sport ; but faith without joy is no longer faith. Divested of that

characteristic, what remains to it? ltd substance is gone. Imagine

if you ran a believer with deadened heart, desponding soul, and

inanimate lite, dragging himself, by means of faith, to the throne of

the Lamb, and while falling at his feet, uttering these languishing

Avoids, M Lamb of God, my sacrifice, and my God ! thy love has

vanquished tin; enemies of my soul ; thy tears and thy blood have

been shed on my behalf, and delivered me from the power of dark-
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ness ; thou hast opened for me the way to God ; thou hast brought

me into harmony with thy Father, with entire nature, and with

myself ; thou hast secured for me in heaven an eternity of happi-

ness ; thou hast given me on earth, by thy Holy Spirit, the pledges

of my salvation. Lord, I believe in thee; I adore thee, O my
Master ! I love thee, my Saviour ! But I cannot rejoice in what

thou hast done for me, and in what thou art to me ; at least my
joy cannot counterbalance my sorrows

; my joy is lost in the abyss

of my grief; it does not spring up and overflow ; it never abides

within me ; and it seems that I am embraced in thine arms, not to

awaken, upon thy heart, my deadened heart, but to rest there in

a profounder sleep."

The contradiction here is so striking, that such language and

such conduct must appear impossible. But if impossible, to what

should this discourse tend, what purpose should it serve, and what

use should be made of those invitations to joy spread through the

Gospel ? Why, to convince us that we may truly believe, and

with an earnest faith, without having all the joy of our faith; that

if we do not watch our treasure, we shall see it gradually stolen

from us, by the sorrows of the Avorld, and even by Christian griefs;

that the influence of the natural man, of his selfishness and pride,

drags us incessantly into the gloom of sorrow ; that in order to

have our "hearts on high," according to the sacramental word of

the ancient church, we must first have " our eyes on high ;" that

Christian faith, which commences its existence by conviction of

guilt and misery, as in a sorrowful cradle, need not remain there

longer than is necessary, to take its flight to Him who is its author

and finisher. It is not necessary, even with a view to pious hu-

miliation, for a man to remain too constantly alone, and too much

subjected to himself. It is not in contemplating himself, but in

contemplating his Saviour, that he will be transformed into his

image. Security, power, salvation, are found in looking to the

Sun of righteousness, who has risen with healing in his beams.

Eyes on high ! then disciples of Christ ! In advance, set over

against, and ever oppose to all the sorrows of the soul, and the

pangs of conscience, the ineffable beauty of eternal blessings. Let

your eyes dwell upon them that they may see nothing else ; that

they may behold nothing between them and that divine image.
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Constantly occupy your thoughts, and fill your conversation with

the God of the new covenant ; accustom yourselves to consider

Him, iii all those aspects which convey to the soul joy with humi-

liation, humiliation with joy. Let it be a daily exercise of your

faith, assiduously to contemplate his mercy, which sought you in

the depths of your misery, which still embraces and protects you
;

his faithfulness, which assures you of the firmness of his promises,

and the perpetuity of his love; his infinite power, ever at the ser-

vice of his infinite compassion; his eternity, which opens a bound-

less career to all the designs of his grace, all the engagements of his

faithfulness, all the developments of his power. Say to yourselves

that this God, all gracious, all faithful, and all powerful, is your

Father; that he loves you more than a father; and that your earthly

parents would, or could abandon you a thousand times before your

Father in heaven would abandon you; in a word, live in habitual

communion with the thought of that God at whose right hand

there is fulness of joy for evermore ; and you will find that there

is a fulness of joy also in the thought; that the contemplation of

Him is delightful as his presence; that to dwell upon his image is

to possess Him ; and that even in heaven no one will possess him

more but he who contemplates him more. Do this, my brethren

;

take the word of the apostle literally; make the holy joy of the

Christian a positive and constant duty ; and your faith, gratitude.

and obedience will be guarded by your happiness.

O how delightful it is to possess a joy of which it is so delight-

ful even to speak ! But how painful it is to feel oneself so far

below his own words, or his own conceptions! Who will put into

our hearts what we have in our minds and on our lips? Who will

give us the joy whose sweetness and beauty we extol? Who will

render us as sensible, nay more sensible, to the visitations of that

joy, than we are, alas! to the visitations of sorrow? Who will

deaden in our heart a diseased sensibility, and perfect in us that

divine sense by which we receive the impression of divine things?

O God of joy afld blessedness! Thou alone canst do it; thou

{done canst subdue our fatal sorrows, ami every thing which ren-

ders our sorrows fatal. Come, then, and divest us of that sorrow

which is only an attachment to the world. Cause our souls to re-

joice in thee. Bender thyself visible, in all the radiance of thy
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goodness, in every part of the universe, and at every moment of

our life. Do thou, Goodness supreme ! place thyself between our

vision and all other objects, so that our eyes may be forced to

meet thee every where ; that every thing may speak to us of thy

love and our hopes ;
that every thing may be transformed into pro-

mise and blessing ;
and that our voice, mingling in the universal

concert, in its turn, may bless thee, O God, our Saviour, and spread

around us the joy and gratitude thou hast planted in our hearts !
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XXII.

PEACE IN HEAVEN AND GLORY IN THE HIGHEST. 1

" And when he drew nigh, even to the descent of the Mount of Olives, the

whole multitude of the disciples began to rejoice and praise God with

a loud voice for all the mighty works they bad seen ; saying, Blessed

be the King that cometh in the name of the Lord ! peace in heaven,

and glory in the highest."

—

Luke, xix, 37, 38.

SUCH are the acclamations with which the ravished multitude

make the air resound, at the entry ofJesus Christ into Jerusalem.

Such is the triumph they decree to that peaceful King, who has re-

vealed his power only in blessings. Obscure and poor multitude, in-

capable of displaying a sumptuous preparation in honour of him

they love, they confine themselves to scattering branches under the

feet of the humble beast on which he rides. Some strip off their gar-

ments and spread them on the way before the Son of David, and

all, in a transport of joy and adoration, cry out, as he advances,

" Blessed be the King who cometh in the name of the Lord ! peace

in heaven, and glory in the highest !"

If Jesus has willed that the action of that woman who poured

the perfume upon his feet should be recounted throughout the uni-

verse, is it surprising that the New Testament should have pre-

served for us the memory of a more splendid work, the homage

rendered to Jesus by a multitude ? This fact, perpetuated in the

recollections of men, has also taken a place in our Christian insti-

tutions ; we celebrate it eight days before the passover, on a day

that avc call Palm Sunday ; we assist, in thought, at the triumphal

entry of Christ into the city of David ; in imagination, we scatter

palms in the way of Christ, and say, with his disciples, Blessed be

the King who cometh in the name of the Lord ! peace in heaven,

and glory in the highest

!

But before repeating these words, and appropriating them, so to

speak, to our own use, is it not necessary to understand them?

i Preached on Palm Sunday.
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Ought we not to be sure, when the mouth speaks them, the heart

also utters them ? These certainly are not words of a confused

import, or vague expressions which we can pronounce without in-

terest and responsibility. They are words which, in the mind of

the disciples, had a particular sense and a precise design. It is

this sense and this design which it is important, at the outset, to

ascertain.

We can suppose that the multitude, in the midst of which Jesus

Christ advanced to Jerusalem, was composed of very different per-

sons. Some who had witnessed his miracles, or had been cured

by him of some malady, pressed with emotion around their bene-

factor, whose nature and mission they had perhaps not fathomed.

Others, impatient of the yoke which galled the Jewish nation, re-

joiced to see the appearance of that King, so long promised by the

prophets ; that deliverer, by whom the vanquished nation might

return to its former independence, But others, my brethren, others

recognized, in his maturity, Him whom Simeon had recognized in

iiis childhood ; they saw in Jesus something else than a terrestrial

benefactor, something else than a monarch of this world. What,
then, did they see in him? Their words teach us. They say,

Blessed be the King who cometh in the name of the Lord ! peace

in heaven, and glory in the highest

!

Poor blind man, whose eyes Jesus opened, on account of thy

faith ! poor leper, to whom Jesus said, while healing thee, " Thy
faith hath saved thee, go in peace ;" if ye were among that mul-

titude, come, and tell us the meaning of these sublime words with

which ye salute the entry of Jesus into the royal city. Blessed,

ye say, blessed be the King who cometh in the name of the Lord !

But others, perhaps, can say this without attaching to it the same

idea with you. They expect a powerful prince, who, in the name
of the Lord, like Cyrus of former times, may rebuild the ramparts

of Zion, and re-establish it in its primitive glory. Is this He whom
you expect ? For a sufficient answer, you show me that gentle

prince, his humble equipage, his simple garments, his poor and

pacific retinue. I understand, then, that it is another royalty of

which you speak, another kingdom, which is not of this world, and

that the King, who has come in the name of the Lord, is not a

competitor of Herod, nor a rival of the Romans.
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Go on, then, subject of this gentle king, and make me understand

your whole idea. It is, responds to me this friend of Jesus, it is

altogether in what I have said, and my last words explain the first,

"Peace in heaven, and glory in the highest! " Should I spealc of

peace, if it were a king of this world, preparing himself to recover

from its usurpers the kingdom of his ancestors? In such a case,

it would be war and not peace I should announce. And even were

it possible, in such circumstances, that a king should come to bring

us peace, we should speak of it only as on earth ; but I have said,

" peace in heaven ! " Do you believe, then, that we refer to an

earthly king?

Ah ! the peace which my heart celebrates is a peace concluded

and scaled in heaven; a peace between man and God. You and

I and all men have transgressed his holy law, and effaced his

image within us. "We have banished ourselves from his heart; we

have renounced our title as his children; he has ceased to be our

father. An impious war has been declared on earth, against the

Sovereign of heaven; a revolt of the heart and of the intellect, of

the senses and of all the faculties, a general insurrection of the

human race against its Creator has been organized in the world.

The degraded senses have said, Let us break his bands, and cast

away his cords; infatuated and fickle reason in its turn, has said,

—"Where is the promise of his coming;" selfishness and pride,

leagued together, have exclaimed,—"We will not have this man

to reign over us." From the recesses of my hardened heart, a

thousand voices cried out the same thing; yet one voice, solemn

and earnest, continued to upbraid me for my wanderings, reminded

me of the rights of God, of his justice, and of my future destiny,

and caused me clearly to understand that there is no peace for the

wicked. Such was my condition, full of uncertainty, of trouble, and

often of anguish. But behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away

the- sins of the world. Behold the pledge, the means, the author

of reconciliation. Jit hold the Mediator who is willing to interpose

between the Father and us, and who can save to the utternjost all

them that come onto God by him. War ceases between my Cre-

ator and me; pence is signed in the palace of "the Highest," and

my transported heart cries out, Peace in the heavens!

JJut may not the peace in which my soul rejoices be a oonces-
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sion unworthy of the divine Majesty; and in the impious struggle

wherein I engaged has not the holiness of God been vanquished?

Has he pardoned me from lassitude, from feebleness, or indiffer-

ence? Ah! far from my spirit be such blasphemies! The King

of heaven can sign nothing but an honourable peace. When he

deigns to pardon, it cannot possibly be at the expence either of his

justice or of his holiness. The honour of his government has suf-

fered no stain. An illustrious atonement, a sacrifice of infinite

value, proclaims to the remotest limits of the creation that eternal

order could not be violated with impunity. The Son of David enters

Jerusalem only to die there, and on the cross which awaits him,

he will appear at once the representative of the divine wrath, and

of the divine love. Nay more, from that cross to which he is fas-

tened, he will draw all men unto him. That cross will preach to

the world; that cross, the instrument of death, will become an in-

strument of regeneration. The holiness of God re-appears on

earth ; and at the sight of it, the delighted angels in their celestial

dwellings, repeat the same cry we cause to be heard on earth,

''Glory to God in the highest."'

Thus speaks to me one of those little ones according to the flesh,

who on the shores of the lake of Gennesareth, within the walls of

Capernaum, or in the streets of Jericho, have heard the Saviour,

and believed his word. He thus explains through me those trans-

ports of gladness which burst from them, at the sight of Jesus rid-

ing to the holy city. If we put ourselves in their place, and surely

this will not be difficult, we shall comprehend their transports.

AVe shall feel, also, that no word was equal to their ideas, no ex-

pression proportioned to their feelings, and that such joy as theirs

never overflowed the hearts of men. History informs us, that the

city of Antioch, one of the principal cities of the Roman empire,

and the metropolis of the east, having suffered some within its

limits to overthrow the statues of the emperor Theodosius, that

prince overwhelmed it with the terrible weight of his vengeance.

A sentence of proscription enveloped the whole population. The

prisons were filled with captives destined for 'he scaffold. Every

day brought new outrages and new terrors; and the resentment ci

the prince seemed incapable of being appeased but by the destruc-

tion of that celebrated city. The bishoD Flavian, then devoting

7 T
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himself fur his flock, goes to Constantinople to confront the wrath

of the prince, and make an appeal to his mercy. Unexpected

happiness! his Christian eloquence softens that irritated soul; the

word of pardon, so earnestly sought, issues from the mouth of

Theodosius. A messenger is sent immediately to Antioch. He
hastens his journey, he arrives; he meets the assembled citizens

at the gates ; the pardon sparkles in his eyes before it is pronounced

by his lips; then it is proclaimed; and that word, that single word,

restores to life a thousand despairing souls.

How affecting are such representations! After fifteen centuries

they excite our emotion ; and causing a part of the joy of the in-

habitants <>f Antioch to thrill our souls, perpetuate among us the

impressions of that delightful day. Such joys, however, have a

name; but there is none for that joy, the solemn expression of

which resounded before the gates of Jerusalem. That man, who in

humble apparel rides thither with the multitude, is the bearer also

of tidings; but what tidings!—of a pardon,—but what a pardon!

He does not say, like the messenger of Flavian,—You shall live a

few days more in this land of exile; he says, You shall live eter-

nally! He does not say, You shall yet see the sun,—he says,

You shall see God! He does not say, You shall enjoy the good

things of this world, before you die,—he says, lrou shall enjoy a

peace that passeth all understanding; you shall be associated, by

your sentiments and virtues, with divinity itself; and after a i\>w

days devoted to the exercise of your faith, quitting for ever the

plains of Babylon, you shall dwell in the land of salvation, in the

immortal Canaan.

And who is the messenger that brings such promises as these!

He who alone can fulfil them,—he who will fulfil them,—he by

whom all those blessings are acquired,—he who, at the price of

Iris life, has asked from God all the nations as a heritage, and has ob-

tained them,—the great Victim, the great Prophet, the great King!

Now, my brethren, I come to you. Why have you entered this

temple? You have come, as did the multitude of the disciples, to

celebrate tin; entry of Jesus Christ into Jerusalem. You have

• to join your acclamations to theirs, and, like them, to spread

palm- on the pathway of your Saviour. This day, which was a
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festival to them, is also one to you, with this single point of differ-

ence, that you have more to celebrate than they, that is, eighteen

centuries of the triumphs of Jesus Christ.

It is a festival
;
yes, a festival. But every true festival is in the

heart. Interrogate yours. Does it contain any thing of that which

animated with so sweet a transport the believing Israelites? Does

it cry out as theirs, Blessed be the King who cometh in the name

of the Lord! peace in heaven and glory in the highest!

I leave to each the care of answering for himself. But permit

me to address a few other questions to my audience. In what do

those rejoice, on such a day, to whom Jesus is not a king come in

the name of the Lord, but a being of an uncertain nature,' of an

equivocal dignity, a mere teacher, making known a more perfect

system of morality? Do they rejoice that the demands of the law

are augmented, that new chains are added by Jesus to those with

which they were bound, and that it is still more difficult to do the

will of God, since he has revealed it in its perfection? Do they

rejoice that the task is doubled while the means remain the same?

Strange occasion for joy to a creature who, eveiy day, is constrain-

ed to acknowledge, in things small as well as great, his incapacity

and misery

!

In what do those rejoice, on such a day, who, long accustomed

to regard Christianity as a divine religion, remain satisfied with

this general notion, preserving, without breaking the seal, the let-

ter which includes such gracious news, and never availing them-

selves, either for instruction or consolation, of those important

communications which it contains? Custom and propriety bring

them to the house of God, to-day and always; but in what do they

rejoice? That they belong to the external body of the Church of

Christ? This is doubtless a great advantage when properly used.

But what more has he who stops here than the man who rejects

the Gospel? Is it the walls, said one of the fathers, is it the walls

that make the church? Does it constitute one a Christian to live

in the bosom of Christianity, and to be born in a certain latitude?

One is not a Christian in virtue of external baptism, but in

virtue of the baptism of regeneration. He is not a Christian be-

cause he is inscribed and enrolled in our common Christianity; for

Jesus has not come into the world to found parishes, but a church.
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In what, on such a day, do those rejoice, who, accepting the

message of grace, believe themselves included in the divine am-

nesty, but who, after having cried with the disciples, Peace in Hea-

ven, do not add with them, glory in the highest! In other words,

iu what do they rejoice who adhere to the promises and not to the

precepts, who accept the grace and not the law, who wish by all

means to be saved, but care not to be regenerated? I will tell

you what they rejoice in,— they rejoice to see the government of

God degraded for their sakes; for if grace might abolish the law.

where would be glory to God? Will you tell me that at least they

will love God, through gratitude, and that God will be glorified by

their love ? No such thing, my brethren ; for we do not truly love

what we do not esteem ; we cannot really love a God whom we

do not revere. God could not be the object of our regard, from

the moment he had sacrificed to the design of saving us the least

iota of that holy law which Christ himself has come not to abolish

but to fulfil, and which is to remain intact and inviolate to the end

of time. If they rejoice, then their joy is false; and we might ad-

dress to them the words of an apostle, "Your laughter shall be

turned into mourning, and your joy into sorrow."

Yes, my brethren, the sentiments of a Christian are not entire

except in the whole of these words, " Blessed be the King who

cometh in the name of the Lord ! peace in heaven, and glory in

the highest!" Without these sentiments, this festival and all our

festivals are but vain ceremonies. Ah! if our heart is a stranger

to such sentiments, let us desert these sacred festivals,—let us

approach these temples no more,—let us suppress these forms,

void of meaning, so that our life may be profane, but consistent.

Or rather let us aspire to be clothed with those dispositions with

which worship is true worship, and festivals true festivals. Let

us ask God to penetrate us with those sentiments which alone give

repose to the soul and value to life. Let us receive Christ as the

disciples received him, as the true God and eternal life. Sages of

the earth, lie is the key of your problems, the completion of that

philosophy which you resume without ceasing, but never finish;

troubled spirits, your peace; lovers of wealth, your true treasure;

. the word which solves the enigma of life, and conquers the

power of death. He alone rebinds us to the author of our being
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and to universal order. Without him, wandering through life,

between a gloomy past, and an unknown future, by turns the sport

of our passions and our reason, a prey to infinite desires which

nothing can satisfy, reduced laboriously to construct poor imita-

tions of happiness, tired of living and afraid to die ; above all,

afraid to be judged, we must approach, without guide or support,

that frightful limit where the earth gives way under our feet. Let

us go, then, to the Finisher of our salvation; let us rejoice in his

advent; let us scatter at his feet tears and palms; these tears shall

be wiped away by a divine hand ; these palms shall become our

crown in the city of peace, when, quenching our thirst at the foun-

tain of all perfection and felicity, we shall repeat the acclamations

of the ancient believers, "Blessed be the King that cometh in the

name of the Lord! Peace in heaven, and glory in the highest!"
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XXIII.

THE BOX OF OINTMENT.

" And being in Bethany, in the house of Simon the leper, as he sat at

meat, there came a woman having an alabaster box of ointment of

spikenard, very precious ; and she brake the box, and poured it on his

head. And there were some that had indignation within themselves,

and said, Why was this waste of the ointment made ? For it might have

been sold for more than three hundred pence and have been given to the

poor. Aud they murmured against her. And Jesus said, Let her alone;

why trouble ye her ? she hath wrought a good work on me. For ye have

the poor with you always, and whensoever ye will ye may do them good ;

but me ye have not always. She hath done what she could ; she is

come aforehand to anoint my body to the burying. Verily I say unto

you, wheresoever this gospel shall be preached throughout the whole

world, this also that she hath done shall be spoken of for a memorial

of her."—Mark, xiv, 3-9.

THE Gospel, my brethren, is very different from other histories.

What they treasure up, it treats with neglect ; and what they

allow to fall into oblivion, it carefully preserves. How many

great events cotemporaneous with Jesus Christ does the evan-

gelical history pass over in silence ! But it has preserved the

remembrance of the mite which the poor widow cast into the

treasury, and it was the will of Christ that to the end of time

mention should be made within the church of the ointment which

Mary poured on her Saviour's head.

The word of Christ has been fulfilled ; his gospel has carried

every where the memory of that woman, so that the house of that

friend of Jesus, the house of God, which is the church, has been

all filled with the odour of that ointment.

Tt is on her account, on account of this woman, it is in honour

of her that this history has been preserved ; but doubtless it is on

our account too—for can we suppose that God has done honour

to an act unworthy of honour? and if honourable in the eyes of

God, can it bo. otherwise than fitted to edify? If so, it would be
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the only history, the only feature in the Gospel without its use for

the glory of God and for the good of souls.

Our first impulse, on reading it, is to condemn those whom we
see to have been reproved by Jesus ; and for this effect it was not

requisite that the evangelist should have told us that Judas was

the organ of their murmurs, and revealed the secret motive of that

unworthy apostle. We condemn because Jesus Christ condemned,

and nothing is more natural ; but this does not lessen the proba-

bility that, if we had been in the place of the apostles, cur first

impulse would have been to speak as they did.

Do not we speak as they did on many occasions? Does our

age, engrossed with utility and economy, practical as it loves to

call itself, understand better than Judas that useless profusion

and costly homage ? I suspect it admires less the compassionate

providence of the Friend of man in the history of the multiplica-

tion of the loaves, than his care in causing the fragments that

remained to be gathered up. How can this broken box and

poured out ointment, for no other purpose than momentary grati-

fication, be pleasing in the eyes of those who cry in regard to our

admirable cathedral, What a waste of money and labour ! Several

generations exhausted themselves in the effort to rear that pile

without being able to finish it, and to what end? God dwells not

in temples made with men's hands ; a plainer edifice would have

sufficed ; shelter, decency, accommodation, are all that are requisite.

A beautiful church is a fine thing, but the sense of beauty is not

among the real wants of our nature; the cry of poverty is much

more urgent ; when this has ceased it will be time to rear cathe-

drals—till then let us build oratoires.

aSTow remark, if you please, that it is not precisely the senti-

ment of the disciples that our Lord rebukes, nor is his answer

an express approbation of this woman's conduct. He does not

express an opinion. He rather offers an excuse than approves.

He asks their indulgence for Mary rather than their praise. He

honours merely her intention. The question as to the form which

her homage took is reserved. He merely desires them not to

trouble her, because, said that gentle and charitable Master, "She

hath wrought a good work upon me."

Was this act the best possible in respect of its matter and its
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form? Was it at tie given time and in the given circumstances

that which it was best to do? Onr Lord does not say it was.

One thing only he says—"She hath wrought a good work o'n

me."' Let us weigh all the terms of this declaration, and first

the concluding words. This action was good towards Jesus

Christ. He says no more. He does not say that the action was

good in itself, but that it was good in regard to him. What doe3

this expression mean, my brethren? Have we here the standard

of Jesus Christ? Is it by this that he determines the goodness

of an action ? Is it enough to him that it is good in reference to

himself? My brethren, if this were his meaning, he would have

spoken absolutely, and without mentioning himself, ''This woman

hath wrought a good work." And it is precisely because he adds
4i

in regard to me," That we have no right to interpret these words

in the sense that an act is good in his eyes simply because he is

the object of it. If to judge an action to be good it were not

enough for the man Jesus Christ that it was good in regard to

himself, is that not enough for us, my brethren ? Shall we not say

distinctly that which Jesus Christ has not said, and shall we not

declare that act which had Jesus Christ for its object to have been

good for that very cause? What was that act? An homage to

Jesus Christ. Shall we censure an act of homage rendered to him

-who is worthy of all homage? But that would be to refuse him

our own. Shall we say that that homage was not well-timed?

that the form of it was not judicious ? That is possible, and thus

that woman might not have deserved unqualified praise. But she

at least deserved that we should not trouble her, for if there were

anything reprehensible in the form of her homage, there was no-

thing to be said as to its object, which was Jesus Christ. In

place, then, of hastily judging what she did, and of asking what

she might have done, let us first consider what she designed to do,

let us look to whom she desired to honour, by the love of whom it

i^ she was misled, and let us ask ourselves if an action which is

I in regard to Jesus Christ is not, taken altogether, a good

action.

And that is not all ; the act once taken in this sense, that is, as

an homage to the Saviour—recommends itself to us by the senti-

ments which appear to have inspired it. That homage is agreeable
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net only because it is addressed to him, but be-

cause it is worthy of him. That homage, whatever may be said

as to its form, expresses all that a Christian soul most feel for

Jesus Christ. AVhat ought we, in truth, to say to that God-man,

and what ought we to find in oar heart when we render him

homage. What? Admiration? respect? an estimation of him

above all sages, all heroes, all men? So ! but that as he has

given himself for us, we, in our turn, give ourselves to him ; that

we exist for him ; that every thing we have is held not for our-

selves but for him ; that no sacrifice on our part appears to

bear any proportion to that which he has made for us ; and that

we are ready to abandon everything for his service and for his glory.

hat is the language of the act of Mary, but all this at once?

See her search amongst her whole possessions for the most precious

le most valued thing, that she may consume it in honour of

Jesus Christ—for it is truly a loss or waste which she intended

to make,—and the objection of the disciples, To what purpose is

?te? expresses the true meaning of the act better than

they imagined. It was not enongh to employ this perfume if she

did not expend it wholly. And since it is to lose or waste it to

: all out at once over the head of Jesus Christ, she resolves

te it. She is better pleased to waste it by consecrating it

directly to the honour of Jesus Christ than to employ it more use-

fully, perhaps, in another way. Ah ! this perfume was doubtless

the most precious thing she could find in her stores ! Donbtless

if she had possessed a single thing more precious, she would have

1 to sacrifice it, since, not content with having in a moment

bestowed so valued an object, she br Uesa sacrifice) the

alabaster vase in which the ointment was contained. It was then

that Judas might cry out with rii.-pleasure "To what purpose la

this waste?'' since the perfume spread around might minister

gratification, but not the broken box. But in this the character

of the first of these acts is unapprehended. Man* had in view

in pouring out like water this perfumed ointment, not to afford

pleasure, but to subject herself to a loss. She wished at once to

express and to prove her feeling that nothing was so dear to her as

her Saviour, that she was prepared for all sacrifices for hil

and that, not having it in her power to make all sacrifices at once,
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she made that the opportunity of which presented itself, that which

was at once a sacrifice and an act of homage. She united in one

act the reality and the symbol—she gave and she adored. It was

with this view she poured out the ointment, it was with this view

she broke the box. And has she no other sacrifice to make for

the sake of him who for her gave up every thing, sacrificed every

thing? Cannot she devote herself? She did so, my brethren, she did

this at the moment when the perfumed ointment flowed in streams

over the blessed forehead of her Master. She brake another vase

whence issued odours still more sweet. She brake her own peni-

tent heart; and grief, love, and hope, perfumes more exquisite than

spikenard, myrrh, and incense, spread themselves around and filled

the house. You perceived nothing of this, O intolerant disciples! in

vain is this perfume spread round you ; but yourMaster has breathed

it; he has understood an action incomprehensible by your proud

hearts; he has seen the sorrow of heart of that poor Mary; he has

discerned the tears of her repentance which, perhaps, could not

get outward vent, roll drop by drop from her heart ; he knows the

secret of that mute grief;—the Saviour and the sinner understand

each other, and there passes between them, silently, something

sublime, something ineffable, which you will not be able to com-

prehend unless you yourselves come, transported with sorrow and'

love, to pour perfumes also on the head of Jesus, to shed tears at

his feet, and to break your hearts before him.

Say not then to Mary, "To what purpose is this waste?" for, if

her grieved and tender spirit could listen to you, she would reply,

"The grief which overtops my other sorrows is that I can sacrifice

no more. Oh! how little worth are some perfumed, and that

alabaster box ! How little worth does the whole creation seem to

me! How could I, in my ecstacy, trample under foot before my
Saviour every thing which the world values most, every thing

which is most grateful to the senses, all the pomp and the delights

of kings! But I shall do what I can that my Saviour may know

that T love him ; all the sacrifices that I can make for him deserve

not the name, they are bnt images, may they at least faithfully

show what is in my heart !" This sentiment, my brethren, appears

throughout the whole of Mary's conduct. She does not content

herself with the broken vase and the poured out ointment, she
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takes upon herself, with eager affection, the most humble offices,

one office which, in a strange house, did not belong to her—that

of washing Jesus's feet; and she employs for this purpose, not

water, but the same precious perfumes; she dries them not with

a towel, but with her hair; in short, she exhausts every evidence

of humility and adoration, and testifies without words, as if all

words had been too weak for what she felt, that He whom she

honours in so many different methods, is not a mere man, not even

the highest of men, but her Saviour and her God.

If the disciples did not see in the soul of Mary all that their

Master discovered there, what they did not see they might have

conceived. They might have conceived her love, her grief, her

gratitude ; they might have imagined that that chastened soul,

meeting, after long waiting, the Prince of her salvation, could not

restrain the first emotions of her heart, nor deliberate long as to

the best form of the homage she owed to Jesus Christ: what would

they have done if they had known, and, above all, if they had

shared all the feelings which struggled in the soul of Mary?

They did not suspect that the very day Jesus ate with them at

the table of Simon was the last of his ministry, if indeed we can

separate his ministry from his passion, and if his passion is not

the most important and solemn portion of his ministry. They did

not yet foresee that this journey of their Master from Bethany

to Bethphage, from Bethphage to Jerusalem, was the road to his

death, and that they were accompanying him, by short stages, to

the place of his execution. What do I say? Were they willing

to believe it when he spoke to them of his approaching death, of

the grain that must die before it spring and bring forth fruit, of

that lifting up, of that mysterious throne whence he was to draw

all men unto him? " God forbid," cried they, "God forbid; this

shall not be to thee." Had that poor woman believed with more

simplicity? Had she better understood? Had she obtained a

deeper insight into the mystery of the cross revealed in vain to

the immediate disciples of the Saviour? Hear what Jesus Christ

says, in the Gospel according to John, "Against the day of my

burying hath she kept this." Against the day of my burying?

And already she employs the perfume; she pours it out, without

keeping back a drop, upon the head and feet of Jesus. Has that
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day come then? Has this woman already buried Jesus! Yes,

my brethren, this day is already, in ihe reckoning of Mary's faith,

the day of his burying. Her grief anticipates the hour of mourn-

ing. She sees already the sacrifice offered ; the victim lies before

her; she sees it already pierced, bloody, and dead; she pays to

that Jesus, alive, and speaking to her, the funeral honours which

she had reserved for his dead body. So lively i3 her faith, so

much has her grief outrun time, so deeply has she entered into

the thought and meaning of Jesus Christ. Think you, my dear

brethren, that Jesus Christ did not take this well, and that her

act, in other respects good, did not become more so by all that

was added to it by a faith so simple, docile, and pious?

Ah! we can no more say with Judas, "To what purpose is this

waste " ? There is no waste. The example cf the faith and love

of Mary—the edification exhaled from it through all ages, as from

an inexhaustible perfume, has a thousand and a thousand times

compensated for that poured out ointment and broken vase. But

even although the faith of that woman had not enabled her to see

the death of Jesus Christ so near, so cruel, or even so inevitable,

still He, in whom she saw the Saviour of the world and the Son of

God, could not remain for ever on the earth; one day he would

cease to enlighten with his presence the darkness of our exile; one

day his words, full of grace and truth, would cease to be heard;

we would have the poor with us always, but we would not have

him always. It was true, moreover, that, less favoured than the

apostles, Mary could not, like them, accompany Jesus Christ, and

Batisfy herself with beholding him and hearing his discourse. Had
she ^c-i'ii him often, waited for him long? We know not. But of

how small account were these blessed meetings compared with the

value of his constant society! how rare in comparison with the

wants she experienced) with what transport did she see him ap-

proach! with what eagerness did she set herself at his feet and

place herself, so as not to lose one of his divine words! And

if, then, forgetting for a moment the poor who represented him to

her in his absence, she allowed herself to lavish on this divine

friend her time and her substance; if she hastened, so to speak, to

serve and honour in his person him whom afterwards we shall see

her honour and serve in the person of the poor, who would not
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have regard to her peculiar circumstances, who would have the

courage to blame her but those cold hearts to whom every thing

which exceeds the ordinary measure appears pure extravagance,

and who recommend above every thing moderation to others, be-

cause they find in themselves nothing which requires to be mo-

derated or restrained?

Be comforted, Mary. That God who out of love became man par-

dons and permits some scope to this affection. Be reassured, also,

ye poor people who, at the news of the approach of this meek

King, shall press around him, and form a triumphal procession

to the parricidal city. Jesus has spoken; ye may, unopposed by

him, follow the impulse of your heart
;
you may spread your gar-

ments under the feet of his humble mule, and tear down the palm-

trees of the plain to make for Jesus a green path on the dusty

road. Fear not the cry of Judas, "To what purpose is this

waste? " Her Master is pleased with her act, and his indulgence

is promised to your songs and your palms. It will not be said

that when, in the judgment of the world, every passion carries

with it its excuse, no excess will be forgiven to the most just,

the most holy of affections.

Need we insist, brethren, upon the lessons which this history

inculcates? It seems to us that they arise out of it spontaneously

in proportion to the earnestness of our study. It is not even ne-

cessary to have studied it, to have read it is enough, to find there

one of the most important lessons—that of looking to the inten-

tion or the heart in the actions of our fellow-men.

An action is precisely of the value of the motive by which it

has been actuated. This is a truth which cannot be questioned

without overthrowing all morality, and even the very principle of

morality itself. "While it is unquestioned, however, it is universally

forgotten. What do I say ? Alas ! it is too often remembered

when the object is to depreciate the merit of a good action; then

this rule is applied unjustly but with all care: malice, which

beholds a man's reputation flourish upon his actions as on a

stately trunk, glides like a worm to the roots of this fair tree,

that by gnawing these it may cause its beauty to wither. Hut

is an action bad, or is it only defective judged of by itself V We
who so well know that any work good in appearance may bo
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bad when traced to its principle, have not been at equal pains to

keep in mind that in the same way the principle of an act may be

better than that act itself. Perhaps it i?, as sometimes we have

heard sententiously said, that a bad principle is to be presumed

rather than a good one. Deplorable and inhuman maxim ! But

though ten times to one that maxim may be true, it is necessary

ten times to one to try to find it false, and only to believe in the

bad motive on the surest proofs, and in the last extremity. Why
at least be not eager to seek out any good that may be found along

with the evil? why not seek the one at least as anxiously as the

other? Why, above all, like the unhappy disciple of our Lord,

look chiefly, look exclusively at the faulty sidos of an action, at the

error which maybe mingled with a good intention, instead of look-

ing first to the good intention, which is as apparent, and which it

is much more important to bring forward? Do you say that,

after having found good intentions so rare, you are surprised to

find that they are common, and if common, that it is of no impor-

tance to give them prominence? O cruel inconsistency! Let not

us be guilty of it my brethren ; when we cannot approve abso-

lutely another's act, let us not approve of it. That is just. But

let us beware of distressing him who has performed it. Let us, on

the contrary, show him that we appreciate his good design, and

that it is chiefly to it we look. Let us thank him that in a world

where, in our view, the wish to do what is right is so rare,—let us

thank him and congratulate him for having at least intended well.

Let us not by the rigour of a proud and inflexible rule crush that

delicate flower of conscientiousness which has begun to spring in

his bosom. Let us not be so stern in our wisdom as to be without

consideration ; so full of reason as to forget mercy. Let us ten-

derly rear, and be on our guard against injuring a plant which it

gives us joy to see spring up. Let us honour good intention

without flattery or exaggeration. If hell is, as they say, paved

with good intentions, it is not with intentions like those of Mary.

Heaven, on the contrary, is all adorned and radiant with them,

and, in doing them honour, we honour God who blesses them, and

his spirit who inspires them.

Moreover, it is needful in the judgment we form, to take ac-

count of the difference of positions, and the difference of mental
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tendencies. The disciples failed in the first of these rules when
they censured an effusion of tenderness and joy in a woman who
had not like them the privilege of accompanying Jesus every

where, and who enjoyed his divine presence only at distant inter-

vals
;
and they failed in the second, when they wished to confine

the tender and perhaps enthusiastic heart of a woman within the

limits which circumscribed their own respect and their own zeal.

Some allowance must, my brethren, be made for certain na-

tures, and for certain moments in the life of every one. All the

faculties which God has given us must seek their gratification. It

would be as unjust to prohibit enthusiasm as it would be foolish to

enjoin it. We must not limit the pious soul to one given mode of

honouring that which it loves. There is at bottom in all souls an

irresistible tendency not only to regulate itself, but to expand

itself; a tendency which at certain times forces us, so to speak,

out of ourselves, and excites us to unite ourselves to the object of

our homage more immediately, more sensibly, than by simple obe-

dience.

This is not obedience, this is not duty ; there is nothing there

which maybe formally required of you; but the impulse which carries

the soul above its habitual impressions, and gives it a feeling, and

as it were a taste of the divinity, that impulse tempers it, fortifies

it, and renders obedience more sweet to it, and duty more dear.

I admit that every thing which appears to us beautiful is not good

;

but God so ordered it that every thing good was beautiful, and

these two things had originally but one name. Beauty is a part,

a form of truth. If any doubt this, let him read the Scriptures,

where truth and beauty are so closely allied that they cannot be

distinguished, and where the most magnificent language seems the

only mode of expressing truths the most sublime. Let the Scrip-

tures be read before enthusiasm is condemned, for they are full of

it—they overflow with it—and we see there the heart of the pro-

phets " gushing out good matter." The whole Bible is a box

of ointments, the immortal emanations of which rise from age to

age to the throne of the Lamb. The whole Bible is a sublime con-

cert, whose harmonies, constructed by God himself, are as if a pre-

lude, by turns joyful and melancholy, humble and triumphant, to the

eternal concert of the heavens. Ah ! if the spirit form now in pious
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souls breathings which resemble songs, let them rise to heaven in

all their harmony. You have left Mary to break the box of oint-

ment : how many others have, like her, a box to break, and per-

fumes to pour out. Let religion, which is a virtue, be also a hymn

when God will have it to be so. Give the future that character

which you admire in the past. Christianity in ancient times was

not content with flowing in the life of man as a river within its

bed ; it flowed over from his heart and his genius, and the earth

was covered with wonders ; and the world had no more to lament

in the magnificences of truth, the elegance of the fables of anti-

quity ; under all forms it saw wonders unfolded of which the na-

tural man had never had any idea. Religion will produce them

again: it will always produce them, for neither truth nor the soul

of man has become exhausted.

But I hasten, my brethren, to the last and an important les-

son. Good intention, which is no other thing than love, may de-

ceive itself without doubt, but it does not always deceive itself. In

the divine flame which the Holy Spirit kindles the light is inse-

parable from the heat, and we are in every sense obliged to confess

that he who seeks to do the will of God, will know not only the

fundamental truth proclaimed in the Gospel, but all the truths

which give it form and application in life. Even in loving we may
deceive ourselves regarding many things, we may deceive our-

selves long; but, nevertheless, love is light, love longs nfter the

light. To love Jesus Christ, and to confine ourselves always to

pouring perfumes on his head or on his altars; to neglect the works

which he has given to be done, or to do them in another spirit

than his ; to forget the poor, whom he has commended to us, and

who represent him; no, my brethren, that is not possible, and it is

very necessary to call in question the purity of the motive where

there are not effects corresponding to it. The advance of humani-

ty, and that of each individual towards the truth, is slow and

laborious but sure. This justice, at least, ought to be rendered to

Christianity, that its sincere disciples thirst after truth, are scru-

pulous regarding the truth, and when they possess it, follow it in

proportion as they are Christians. There are errors which are im-

possible. Mary, when her Master was no longer with her, doubt-

less could not forget that the poor were with her, and that lie,
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himself, was still with her in the person of the poor. Far from

being made to forget the poor by her love to her Saviour, the

more she loved him, the more she loved them. She saw him

henceforth in each of them. They were dear to her and sacred,

both as objects of the same divine compassion, and as living

images of the Master whom she deplored. She found in each of

the poor Him who had not where to lay his head ; in each out-

cast, Him whom his own did not receive ; in each subject of op-

pression, the Just One whom the hatred of the world had put to

death. In fine, she could not look upon a miserable sinner with-

out being reminded of Him who was made sin for us that we might

be made righteous. Every subject of misfortune was, in her eyes,

a likeness of Jesus humbled, condemned, and suffering. And has

not what we say of Mary been true of all true Christians ? Jesus

Christ, in addressing to them that memorable saying, " The poor

always ye have with you," has bequeathed to them for ever those

from whom there cannot be taken away the singular glory of being

in a peculiar manner, at least externally, like Jesus Christ.

Has that inheritance been repudiated? Has not the heart of true

Christians been, in all times, and in all countries, the sure refuge of

the unfortunate?

We may go further. It is certainly to serve Jesus Christ to

honour him in the person of the poor; but still we must beware

of deceiving ourselves as to the good we do them. Here assurcdly

alms are not enough. The giving of relief to the poor is a compli-

cated affair, a difficult act, certain elements of which maybe better

possessed by an enlightened man devoid of compassion, than by a

man simply charitable. But what can be inferred to the disad-

vantage of charity from its calling to its aid science, experience,

and genius? Is charity in itself science, experience, genius? Is it

not enough for it to be almsgiving; and when, in its ardent desire

to do good, it surrounds itself with all its natural auxiliaries, does it

not do all that it ought to do? Is not this to do much? But assuredly

true chanty does more. It does not open the heart without ex-

panding the mind. The interest which it awakens in the soul is

the principle of sustained attention, and of precious discoveries.

Occupied at once with physical and moral necessities, it combines

them alwavs in its ideas, and never supplies the one to the prejn-

7
* U
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dice or neglect of the other. It has its industry, its own genius,

by which it often astonishes and surpasses the most skilful. It

has, perhaps, itself alone been more fruitful in invention than sci-

ence or gfenius. Like all deep affections, it renders knowledge

fruitful ; it does not teach every thing, but how many things are

there which, without it, we should never learn?

lint however that may be, my brethren, love is the true good,

the only absolute good, the only eternal good ; so that if, even out

of charity, we ought to desire that the art of doing good may un-

ceasingly grow into perfection, we ought especially to desire that

love may become perfect, may grow stronger, and more universal.

Should all the ameliorations which we are constantly witnessing

in the art of lessening the sufferings of the poor, and suffering

generally, reach a stage of perfection without love, Ave should feel

bound to thank on account of it God, whose compassion towards

the human race is endless, and who never ceases to pour balm

into its self-inflicted wounds. But that for which Ave should offer

him more ardent thanksgiving—that Avhich Ave will seek above all,

is the multiplication on the earth, and in the heart of each man,

of that principle of life and happiness, that truth, that charm of

human existence, charity. For of Avhat avail, in fact, Avould be

the soothing, or even the abolition of all sorrows, if the greatest of

them all took their place, if the human heart, in the midst of all

its riches, remain destitute, and ever growing more so, of love ?

Ah ! understand the Providence of God. It appears to you to

have created charity for the sake of the poor, it has more truly

created poverty for the sake of charity. Does it not depend on

Providence that there should be no more poor? It has not de-

signed this ; it has not promised it. It has promised, on the con-

trary, that avc should have the poor always with us; it has pro-

mised this to the rich, it has promised it to the poor; for there is

not a poor man who may not find in his journey some other poor

man to aid, and if he is not a poor man in the ordinary sense of

tlio word, he will be a poor man in some other sense; he will be

in some degree unhappy in body or in spirit, to Avhom the most

indigent man, if :i Christian, will find something to give. In

that sense it may well be said, and it is consolatory, that the

poorest among men is rich enough to "lend unto the Lord."
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There are the poor and the unhappy, not only because sin has

made us poor and unhappy, but also (for God has drawn good out

of every evil), that charity may have opportunities, and that it

may not grow dormant for want of exercise. Let us rejoice then

in charity becoming more and more wise and industrious—it is our

duty. Let us rejoice in Mary selling her ointment of spikenard

for three hundred pence. But, above all, let us rejoice in the

feeling which, in its turn, lays it at the feet of Jesus Christ, and

at the feet of the poor. Let us rejoice in her devoted affection.

Let us seek that the principle of Christian charity, to which so many

benevolent institutions owe their origin, may strengthen itself

in the church and in the world from day to day, that we may not

be condemned to see or to foresee a day when, the breath of life

leaving those sagacious systems of philanthropy, there shall survive

but the mere forms of all that ancient charity. Let us pray that

true affection—love ascending to God—may inspire more and more

the labours which we admire; and, to this end, let us pray also

that Jesus Christ may be known—that his love may be felt—that

liis whole work may be understood and accepted, for herein is the

renewal of hearts, and the renovation of the world.
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XXIV.

THE S1MABITAN.

" But he, willing to justify himself, said unto Jesus, And who is my neigh-

bour ? And Jesus, answering, said, A certain man went down from Jeru-

salem to Jericho, and fell among thievee, which stripped him of his

raiment, and wounded him, and departed, leaving him half dead. And
by chance there came down a certain priest that way ; and when he saw
him he passed by on the other side. And likewise a Levite, when ho
was at the place, came and looked on him, and passed by on the other

^ide. But a certain Samaritan, as he journeyed, came where he was ;

and when he saw him he had compassion on him. And went to him and
bound up his wounds, pouring in oil and wine, and set him on his own
beast, and brought him to an inn, and took care of him. And on the

morrow when he departed, he took out two pence, and gave them to the

host, and said unto him, Take care of him, and whatsoever thou spendest

more, when I come again I will repay thee. Which now of these three,

thinkest thou, was neighbour unto him that fell among the thieves ?

And he said. He that showed mercy on him. Then said Jesus unto him,

Go and do thou likewise."—Luke, x, 29-37.

ii A KD who is my neighbour?" At this day there is no one to

±\- whom this question would not appear at least strange, and if

any one were seriously to repeat it he would be disgraced in the eyes

«if all men. And yet, at the time of its being uttered by this man, far

from disgracing him, it was possible for it to do him honour. "We see

that in putting it he hoped to appear just, that is, a scrupulous

observer of the law. In asking, Who is my neighbour? he seemed

to say, 'I wish to forget or neglect nobody ; I desire to love as my
neighbour every man to whom that title belongs. It is clear

enough that I cannot bestow this affection on every one ; but I

should be grieved indeed to be found refusing it to any one on

whom it is my duty to bestow it. Tell me then fully who my
neighbour is, and I shall eagerly salute him and treat him as such.'

That the same act, my brethren, should have brought honour to

a man then, and should cover him with shame now, shows, more

clearly than any thing else, the difference of the times; and
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that man's question and our Lord's reply mark an epoch in the

history of humanity. But, if it is interesting to enquire why that

which seemed reasonable eighteen hundred years ago seems ab-

surd now, it is still more natural to enquire how that question

could appear reasonable even at that time, and if the human race

had always hitherto agreed in feeling with this doctor. To give

ourselves to this double enquiry would be, my brethren, to study

the history of one idea, I mean the history of the idea attached tu

the term "neighbour" among men. It would be to study the

history of mankind under one particular but important aspect.

We cannot trace that history here, except hastily and in its bolder

outlines, but this is enough for our purpose, which is to set before

you one of the great effects of the coming of Jesus Christ and of

his divine instructions.

In the first ages of the world, and around the cradle of humanity,

no one thought of asking "Who is my neighbour?" God had

made of one blood all the human race ; he had given them the

same ancestors. Descended from a single pair, all mankind were

literally one family
;
general human brotherhood sprung from a

brotherhood still more strict. The sentiment to which Ave give

the name of humanity had for its origin the domestic affections:

man learned to love man in a son, in a father, in a brother, in a

relative ; at first a neighbour was a next of kin ; and such was

the longevity of the first man that he could see his family become

a people, and that the individuals of that people, looking still on

their one great ancestor, were compelled to recognize in one another,

not fellow-citizens only, but, relatives and brethren. This bond

of a common origin was long appreciable and long felt. Tradi-

tion preserved the idea of it after the direct proofs of it had disap-

peared. And the old habit of seeing in all men relatives, became,

notwithstanding many causes of isolation and division, a sentiment

to which there was afterwards given the name of humanity.

You will see, my brethren, the design of God in this. When

God said to the immortal creatures whom he had just created in

his image, "Increase and multiply," his object was not merely to

multiply his image upon the earth, nor did he design merely to

increase the sum of enjoyment there. He meant to create one vast

family, all the members of which should feel themselves bound to
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one another oven as to their Head. All of them, called to glorify,

by the development of their faculties, that holy and good God who

had bestowed those faculties, were to aid one another in this su-

blime employment. One and the same aim, one and the same

love were to unite man to man, family to family, nation to nation;

and the diversity of character and talent among individuals, of con-

stitution among races, and of position and resources among

nations were established only with the view of rendering men

necessary one to another, and of keeping constantly alive in thcra

the feeling of that necessity. All differences, all oppositions even

Were to be confounded and lost in the idea of God, and the entire

human race to form before him one man only,—its thousand

thousand voices but one voice, or at least one harmonious concert,

an unceasing hymn of gratitude and adoration. 1

It is in the simple relation of man to man that the divine senti-

ment of charity appears and is displayed. I speak of a love dif-

ferent from all other affections so called in that the senses, in-

terest, habit, prejudice, the tics of blood having nothing to do with

it, leave it a purity which does not exist in the same degree in any

other affection. Without that love for man as man, all the private

affections of family, country, or sympathy do not elevate us above

the animals, and none of these private affections deserve the sacred

i In another sense still the human raoemay be considered as one man
only. While each animal begins .mew the work of its species, each human
being does not, begin anew the work of mankind. !lc continues ir, and
cannot imi continue ii. lie receives, on his entrance into lite, the heritage

of all ages—he IS the son of [he whole human race. Thousands of causes,

l liou-ands of persons have co-operated since the beginning of time to malic

him what he is. Man, isolated cither in time or space, is not truly man.
Absolute solitude transforms him into an animal, and much less than an
animal, since he wants its infallible iii-tincts, or has only, in their stead. :i

powerless reason, indolent and, as it were, shrouded. A man, then, docs not

come up 10 his type, does not, perfectly exist w ithoul ids race : it is the race

thai makes him a man. And v, hen ue picture to ourselves a man existing hy

himself as man and with all the attributes of his race, we dream, Bincea man
purely Individual and isolated is an impossibility. It is not thus in any
other department Of the animal kingdom. A whole does not exist any-

where else as in our raoe. But Is it not wonderful that true tndividualit'

Only in the same race also, and that the side being whose nature i

developed fully only as on.- of a raoe is also the only one who manifest

the sentiment of liberty, morality, and the consciousness implied in t;.

word >,
id
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name of love til!, perfected by Hie Spirit of God, it has bi

charity.

It is not our design, you may believe, to condemn or depreciate

those private affections which nature inspires, and which ought to

be, according to the design of God, a training to Love more

extended and more exalted: God, who could have formed each

individual in his turn of the dust of the ground, and perpetuated

the human race by a multitude of successive creations, has chosen

to surround men with families, and to found, by means of natural

wants and by the interchange of benefits, as well as by the mystery

of paternity, the domestic circle. It is by these affections, so natural,

so just, of son, wife, father, citizen, that our faculty of loving is

exercised and quickened. And it is worthy of the wisdom and

goodness of God to have placed on every hand of us, and already

around our cradle, continual occasions of loving, and urgent motives

to love. "What is said by the apostle John, " lie that loveth not

his brother whom he hath seen, how can he love Cod whom he

hath not seen?" fully authorizes us to say in our turn, he that

loveth not those of his brethren whom he sees or knows, how cm
he love those of his brethren whom he has not xwn or known? If

he loves not those to whom Providence hath united him by private

relations, how should he love those to whom he has no tie but that

of the most general kind? The human conscience is at no loss to

decide on such a point. No one will believe that a man who is

indifferent to the happiness of those nearest to him can feel a sin-

cere interest in his fellow- men generally. No one gives credit for

sincerity to that eccentric philanthropy which passes over the

parent to give itself to country, and passes over country to attach

itself to humanity, passes over the living to lavish itself on those

who are gone. The Gospel, far from despising the private affec-

tions, recommends them. The holiest men of tin 1 ancient and of

the new dispensation cultivated them, and Jesus Christ himself,

in his manhood, showed us in his own person a perfect model of

the son, the friend, and the citizen.

And yet, my brethren, the faculty of loving every man only be-

cause he is a man, is itself more exalted and more excellent than

all our private affections. In proportion as love is Less aided by

circumstances,—in proportion as private motives which may at-
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taeh us to a man, interest, habit, prejudice, tie of blood disappear,

—in proportion, in a word, as we love without a reason, or rather

for the sole reason of the divine stamp impressed upon a man's

forehead, or the need which he shows of our love, that love, the bet-

ter disengaging itself from every impure or simply foreign admix-

ture, becomes more worthy of its name. The more we love in this

way, the more we love as God loves, whose pure charity has no

reason but in itself, and supplies every thing required for its exer-

cise without the aid of any private or personal relation. The more

our love is spiritual, like the love of God who is a Spirit, the more

as a consequence it draws us to God and unites us to God. To
sum up the whole, my brethren, we have our private affections

more or less in common with the races inferior to our nature, this

general love we have in common with God. Animals are certainly

not without affections, they are acquainted with many of them,

but there is nothing in them which approaches in the least degree

that which in man we call humanity. That love is truly love.

To all our other affections it must be added. Each of us must

learn to love with that love his child, his wife, his relative, his

friend ; otherwise the sentiment which we cherish towards these

be it as lively as it may, will be, under the beautiful term love,

nothing but a taste, a habit, a passion, a concealed egotism.

It is out of that love, my brethren, that God would make one of

the most glorious attributes of human nature and one of the means

by which it may with one accord join in the great work which he

has set before it of glorifying God upon the earth. You have seen,

my brethren, what the allwise God has done to root and fix this

sentiment in the human soul. And certainly, when we think of

it, there does not seem to be any affection or institution protected

in such various ways. By how many marks may a man discover

a neighbour in his fellow-man ! Not only is there the same for-

mation of body and countenance, but the same necessities, the

same dependence, the same dangers, the same enemies. In all

alike there are reflection, language, conscience, the same sense of

justice and feeling of truth ; in all there are the belief and the felt

need of a God; in all the feeling that there is a higher life than

that of sense and a higher happiness than that of the world; in all

there are the idea of immortality and a longing after the infinite
;
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in all there is, in fine, since the curse was pronounced upon the

earth, a feeling that the same misfortune is resting upon all and is

deserved by all.—But alas ! in specifying one of the motives which

ought to unite mankind, I have touched on the principal cause of

their fatal disunion. When men ceased to respect God, how could

they respect, on the forehead of a fellow- creature, the image of

God? When a man had come to prefer his own will to God's,

what other being in the universe could henceforth be sacred in his

eyes? How, in a word, could the love of neighbour survive, in

the heart of fallen man, the love of God ? He confined his heart

to affections which have such a relation to self-love that they seem

a portion of it, and which are so independent of the will that they

are undistinguishable from instincts. He loved as animals do,

he no longer loved like God. If the name of man still inspired

respect, if the sight of human suffering could still soften his heart,

it is neverthe ess true that, when the divine stamp had been obli-

terated, man \
ras no longer, in the sense willed by God, the neigh-

bour of man ; the word even had lost its meaning ; men had equals

but no longer neighbours; the feeling of community and of the

grand oneness of the human race became effaced. A man might

still take an interest, at a time and in particular circumstances, in

such or such an individual of the species; but earnest desire for

the happiness of all, for the perfection of all, for the universal con-

currence of the great human family in the designs of its divine

Father and in promoting his glory ceased to keep possession

of the soul. The difference of individuals from each other was

more dwelt on than their general resemblance; external manners,

opinions, language, degrees of intellectual culture, inequalities of

rank and fortune,—all these superficial accidents hid from view the

fundamental resemblance. In these accidents were sought those

claims to brotherhood which ought to have been sought for deeper.

The neighbour, henceforth, consisted of the parent, the friend, the

ally, and, for certain purposes, the citizen. Particular groups

seemed closely linked, but less as societies than as leagues. Men

associated less out of mutual love than out of common hatred.

Families strengthened themselves against families, classes against

classes, nations against nations.

It is, my brethren, chiefly in the relation of nations to each
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other that we see how completely the idea of neighbour, so carefully

impressed by the hand of God upon man's heart, has lost by de-

grees its grandeur and beauty. Jealousy, distrust, and hatred

seem to have become natural characteristics of the relation of

one people to another, and these hostile feelings are strongest be-

twixt those in the closest proximity. Doubtless ignorance contri-

buted to this. It was imagined that the prosperity of one country

could only arise from the decline of another, just as the absurd no-

tion was entertained that in commerce the gain of the one party

in a transaction must be the loss of the other. It was an idea which

reflected upon the Providence of God, which could not arise except

in the decline of the primitive faith, and which has its origin

in sin. The progress of enlightenment has already begun to dis-

pel those prejudices and to draw together the nations. But ig-

norance was not the sole cause of the evil, nor will it be totally

eradicated by knowledge. And, just as ignorance would not have

sufficed to isolate nations, if, in the feeling of their common relation

to God as their Father, they had found that of their common

brotherhood, so knowledge will not, in drawing men together by

motives of interest, render them truly and in heart neighbours of

one another. Interest and common sense could not have sufficed

to create a sort of universal brotherhood liable to be weakened and

destroyed by external causes, if the internal and divine principle on

which it was founded had not been first destroyed in the heart of

man.

However that be, my brethren, before the advent of Him who

was " to reconcile all things whether they be things on earth or

things in heaven," and to whom, according to ancient prophecy,

"the gathering of the people should be," the world was divided

into hostile tribes of which each believed that the weakness of the

rest was essential to its prosperity; the name of strange?- had be-

come, in all countries, a term of injury and reproach, and even

amongst the people of God, worldly men, that is to say the great

majority, had carried to so great a length this spirit of fierce nation-

ality, that other nations, by common consent, designated the Jews

as enemies of mankind, a title which Paul, born of the same an-

cestry, confirms with indignation and grief.—It is true that God

himself, with views easily comprehended by us, raised a barrier
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betwixt that people and all others; but it was from idolatry not

from humanity that he designed to shut up the Hebrews. And
this idea, altogether holy, became corrupted in their minds : They

showed how possible it was to love idols while hating idolaters.

Their pride increased with their infidelity. In proportion as they

became like the rest of mankind they despised them, and defection

and intolerance increased among them in the same degree; so that

at the time of Jesus Christ's appearing among them they were, pro-

bably, of all the nations in the world, that nation to which the great

lesson of our text had become most indispensable. Nowhere else,

perhaps, than among the Jew7s ; at no other time, perhaps, even

among them, dared a man ask so openly, and with the secret hope

of displaying his righteousness, " who is my neighbour? " And

yet he who now addressed to Jesus Christ this question was a doc-

tor of the law—a doctor of the law of God.

Jesus Christ did not neglect so favourable an opportunity of

proclaiming the truth on this important point. And the way in

which he improved it is very remarkable. He might have replied

by giving a formal definition—but he related a story. He selected as

the personages of that story not, generally, two men of two different

nations, but specially a Jew and a Samaritan ; a Jew, because he

was addressing Jews; a Samaritan, because betwixt the Jews and

Samaritans there was something worse than difference of origin,

I mean such division as to opinions and worship as community

of origin served only to strengthen and embitter. Those whom he

brought together Avere not only strangers therefore, but rivals and

enemies. And this was not all. In relating the circumstances of

this transient intercourse betwixt a Jew and a Samaritan he might

have made the Jew the benefactor of the Samaritan ; but he made

the Samaritan the benefactor of the Jew, that the Jew might have

no choice as to his relation to the Samaritan but might be bound by

the benefits he received from this stranger, and enemy, and might

have no alternative but that of recognizing this stranger as his neigh-

bour or of avowing the most odious ingratitude. In fine, not content

with this arrangement of circumstances, which might, in truth, have

been sufficient for his purpose, he brings into the field other person-

ages who, although Jews, left a fellow-countryman to perish (if they

.•ecognized him as such,) and, though ministers of religion, neg-
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lected to observe towards a fellow-man those offices of mercy which

they, in their quality as priests, ought to have been the foremost to

discharge. This Samaritan, on the contrary, Avhether he recog-

nized or not a Jew in the wounded man, hastened to him simply as

a man and a sufferer, and lavished upon him all those cares which

on such an occasion one brother could expect from another. For

our Lord is not satisfied with a rapid and concise narration. He
places, in prominent relief, all the details, on to the last, of the Sa-

maritan's conduct. He exhausts his subject, so that there is

nothing omitted which the most fastidious in the matter of bene-

ficence could require or imagine. Or rather, exceeding the imagi-

nation of such, he makes the conduct of the Samaritan a perfect

masterpiece of beneficence. It is impossible to imagine a duty

more completely and perfectly discharged.

It must be confessed, my brethren, that the Priest and Levite

may have had a more particular reason than mere indifference for

turning aside from the wounded traveller. The thieves from

whose blows the man was suffering might not be far off, and might

even have calculated on making new victims by means of the im-

prudent pity which the first had excited. Besides, this road, so

noted for murders which for long had been committed there that

it was called the bloody way, was not a road on which a man would

tarry willingly, even if he had met nothing so forcibly to mark his

danger. But a duty is not less a duty that it is difficult and dan-

gerous. And it is only right to add that, the discharge of a duty

being honourable in proportion as it is dangerous, the Samaritan

who performed this duty merits that place in our regard which we

should have bestowed on the two other passengers if it had been

done by them. He is not content, moreover, with stopping as

long as was necessary to set this man on his beast—a useless and

perhaps hurtful aid in his wounded condition when his life was

flowing out with his blood ; the Samaritan, first of all, binds up

the wounds of the unfortunate man, "pouring in wine and oil,"

with which happily he was provided. And may it not be allowed

us to remark how unlikely a circumstance in the narrative this is,

but at the same time how much beauty arises from its very un-

likelihood, since it seems the better to display the care and atten-

tion which the Samaritan devoted to this work of mercy, as well
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as his generous forgetfulness of dauger? He now sets the wounded

man upon his beast and brings him to the inn, and, not content with

having placed him there and of committing him to others whose

tarn it might now seem to be to minister to the wounded man, he

" takes care of him," said our Lord : h 3 sees that the necessary atten-

tions are afforded him
;
perhaps he prolongs his stay at the inn on

this account. And this is not all; when he departed he gave not up

all thought of him. He insured a continuance to him of the attentions

his condition required, and promised to pay for them. Why did

not others, the master of the inn for example, take now the part

of the Samaritan? The cost which the care of this wounded man
might cause was not so great as the danger which the meeting with

hira had brought the Samaritan into. Were others less closely

connected with this wounded man than he? Was his claim upon

them less than upon the Samaritan? And, finally, who knows

but this man, though robbed, may have had resources or might be

able to procure them, and thus himself defray the charges of his

cure and maintenance? His benefactor enquires into nothing of

all this. He is cautious not to disturb with them the object of his

care. What he concerns himself with is that this man be attended

to and cured. He takes this charge of an object claiming it at

his hand and apparently in a state to require it; and, having

undertaken this duty himself, devolves it upon no one. When,

however, his presence is no longer necessary to the wounded

man, he betakes himself to other duties ; but, before setting out,

he gives the host, either for services already rendered, or for those

which the stranger might still require, a sum of money which he

thinks sufficient. "Take care of him," says he to the host, "and

whatever thou spendest more, when I come again I will repay

thee." Has he told the wounded man who he is? Has he re-

ceived, before setting out, the expression of his gratitude ? The

Divine Narrator does not inform us, and nothing leads us to sup-

pose it.

Our Lord has enumerated all these traits, my brethren, only that

we should group together under one idea—the fundamental idea

of his story. The one man was in no way connected with the

other, he was bound to him by no tie but that created, jointly by mis-

fortune and compassion; and the one did for the other, in whom he
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recognized neither a friend, relation, nor fellow-citizen, but simply

a fellow-man, all that in such a case could be expected from the

compassion of a fellow-citizen, relation, or brother, and what, alas!

is not always to be obtained from such. It is thus that our Lord

answered the question of the doctor, who, wishing to appear righte-

ous, asked of him, "Who is my neighbour?" But have you

noticed the form of the answer ? The doctor had asked, Who is

my neighbour ? And Jesus Christ seemed to reply to him, Thy

neighbour is he who shall have pity on thee ; thou shalt call by

this name him who shall wish thee or do thee good ; for the

neighbour of the man who fell among the thieves was the man
who had mercy on him. Ah! my brethren, God forbid that

we should give such an interpretation to the words of Jesus Christ!

In saying that the wounded man must see a neighbour in his de-

liverer, in place of saying that the deliverer saw his neighbour in

the wounded man, did not Jesus Christ seek to cover with shame

those zealots of party who scrupulously enquire to whom, without

compromising themselves, they may give the name of neighbour,

•whilst those very persons to wrhom they find it so difficult to offer

any friendly recognition, themselves offer such recognition first

;

without thinking of country, family, or sect, men look on men

simply as men, and are touched with compassion, and show their felt

brotherhood by kindnesses and sacrifices ? Jesus Christ seems to

say, You hesitate, you delay, but, whilst you are hesitating and

delaying, those before you, regarding whom you feel this embar-

rassment make the first advance towards you. Yielding to a feel-

ing more just and more to be relied on than all your scruples, they

come to you loaded with kindnesses. Are those who are capa-

ble of so loving you your neighbours, or are they not? and are you

or are you not their neighbours? If they have come to you

before they were called, cannot you also take one step towards

those who have not called on you? If they are beforehand witli

you and with others, would you not wish to be beforehand with

every one ? Would you not wish to love all that is comprehended

in the name of man ? Shall not this name be sacred in your eyes?

Shall it not appeal to your sympathy, and, in the hour of need

command your compassion and devoted services? In a word, will

not every man be your neighbour? Try, Jew, to disown the
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Samaritan who treats you as a brother. If he be your neighbour,

how can you be other than his?

O how beautiful a story, my brethren, has our divine Master

related tojis ! I know only one more beautiful, it is that of which

lie was not the inventor, but the subject ; and the story we have

been reading, beautiful and touching though it be, is, compared

with that of Jesus Christ, but a weak and inadequate resemblance.

Jesus Christ himself could not invent another history as beautiful

as his own. And is it not wonderful that the boldest imagination

could not, in its loftiest flight, rise to the height of that reality?

Jesus Christ is himself the Samaritan on the road to Jericho.

A man covered with wounds (this is you, it is I, it is every one of us)

is lying on the road side. One passes by, but gives no aid, for it is

a dangerous thing to halt on that road; it is the bloody way, and

to stay to look even for a moment on that agonized sufferer may

be fatal. Wise men have been slain, prophets have been slain.

In all ages those have lost their lives whom a generous compassion

lias detained near the unfortunate whose blood stains a thousand

spots. Even priests and Levites, men to whose office compassion

belongs, have passed by a thousand times and looked the other

way. In his turn comes Jesus Christ, not as by chance, but of set

purpose, and on account of the wounded; he knew that on that

spot was a dying man in need of his help. It is not wonderful

that he has with him oil and wine, he knows that he will find

one wounded; he comes for this end; the bloody way is peculiarly

his way. He pours into the wounds of the traveller the oil and

wine of his word ; the oil which soothes, the wine which strengthens.

He places the wounded man not upon his beast, for he has none,

but he takes him upon his shoulders, or rather he lays him on his

breast, and thus he carries the poor victim, bloody and weeping,

across mountains and valleys, to an inn ; he pays all, he becomes

security for all ; and he provides for the future, his spirit after his de-

parture, is to watch over the man's recovery. But, my brethren, how

much must we add to the parable to bring it up to the reality
!
AVe

must conceive the Samaritan to have been a king or the heir of a

throne ; that, in the midst of his glory and his hopes, he listened to the

cry of a sufferer which reached his ear from the dismal obscurity of

that desolate road ; that, in that mournful cry he distinctly recog-
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nized the voice of a personal enemy; that, he foresaw death to be,

not the probable, but the certain reward of his generous enter-

prise; that, having to accomplish the task alone, he went by

night, unattended and unarmed, to the spot whence the cry pro-

ceeded ; and, finally, to complete the measure of horror and of love,

that he expected death, and received it, at the hand of the man
whom he came to save. O our efforts are fruitless ; no parable is ade-

quate ; words, the imagination fail under the weight of the reality.

We must lay aside figure, we must relate the life and the death of

the God-man descending from the heights of peace and glory to

ally himself to human nature and embrace all its sufferings ; receiv-

ing on his sinless head all the arrows of the wrath of God; coming

to declare the truth not at the peril merely but at the cost of his

life, rejected, maltreated, and at length crucified by those whom
he loved. In a word, if we compare what he is in heaven, with

what he was on earth, what he deserved at the hand of men with

what he received, we shall have an example of devotedness and

of love which no understanding can fathom, and no words describe.

Ah! my brethren, others had told before Jesus Christ, and Jesus

Christ himself had told better than them all, what a neighbour is,

and what it is to love. But what were all these discourses, and

what (may we ask) were even those of Jesus Christ himself, com-

pared with the language of his life and death ?—his life which al-

ready was a death, and his death which was that of the cross?

Had not John good reason to say, "Hereby perceive we the love

of God, because he laid down his life for us"? (1 John, iii, 16.)

No definitions, no reasonings here—a fact only—" Christ laid

down his life for us." Would you know what charity is?

"Christ laid down his life." Would you know what it is to be a

neighbour? "Christ laid down his life for us," that is, for strangers

and enemies. If you can prove that Jesus Christ was more closely

related to men than men are to one another, and that Christ was

more beholden to men than they are to one another, and that, in

giving himself for men, he did something less extraordinary than

a man would have done in giving himself for men; if you can

prove that it was more natural for Christ to unite himself to our

degraded human nature than it is for us to unite ourselves to our

companions in wretchedness and exile,—we have nothing to say,
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we add not a word. On your supposition, however, Jesus Christ

did not descend from heaven to earth, did not represent here below

the charity of the Godhead, did not bring peace to men, is not the

Saviour of mankind; all this story of divine condescension and of

an infinite sacrifice is bat an invention or a dream. Well, be it

so! But if you believe that Jesus Christ was, and that he did,

what we have been reading in the Gospel, in a word, if you are

Christians, then admit that the love which made him man to save

men, and which was fixed on men as men, has stamped on their

forehead an impression never to be effaced; admit that the being

for whom God gave his own Son ought to be sacred in your eyes,

—that you cannot refuse your love to that being without refusing

your love to Him who loved him before you ; and, that the proofs

of your gratitude not being capable of ascending to heaven to Him
who cannot receive ought at your hand, that gratitude ought, so

to speak, to re-descend and spread itself around you, and overflow,

if possible, upon all whom the Man of sorrows sought and loved,

and blessed.

You cannot make distinctions which he did not make, and refuse

to regard as your neighbour any of those of whom He was the

neighbour. Whom then did he love? For whom did he pray?

Over whom did he weep ? For whom did his blood flow like sweat

from his agonizing body? For whose sake did it fall, drop by

drop, from his tortured limbs upon the cross? Have you ever

pondered these things? Separated from the rest of mankind by

land and sea, from past and future generations by years and by

ages, still had He present to his thoughts the human race of all

time and of every country. The whole human race was in his

heart as one man, he loved everything in the past which had borne

the name of man, every thing in the future which was to bear that

name. He had no need to see you distinctly, and to know you,

in order to love you. His love for you existed before yourselves.

At your birth he was watching over you ready to be your guardian.

He was sympathizing beforehand in all your sorrows, he wept

beforehand over your sins, was striving beforehand for the salva-

tion of each of yon. What need was there that he should know

you, since it was not as individuals but as men that he loved you?

Yes, it is man that the God-man loves. It is man, not, of ono

7 X
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country or another, nor of the past or the future, nor the famous

man rather than the obscure ; it is man every where constituting

but one body—one in the eye3 of Jesus Christ, one in his

origin, in the fall, in suffering, in glory. Do not we feel our

hearts vibrate within us at such a thought? Do not we feel

awaken, amidst our moral misery, the noble and touching instinct

of our common humanity? Do not we recognize ourselves to be

members of this vast body, affected at once by its sorrows and our

own, responsible for our portion of the universal evil, obliged to

embrace all the human race in our affection and in our prayers,

and to bear, each according to his strength, the "noble burden of

the human race" as a sacred orator of old expressed it ? Yes, my
brethren, I give your answer, without hearing it, this sentiment is

no stranger to you ; and, when we endeavour to point it out to

you in Jesus Christ, we are sure of arousing it in you. But what

is this but a confused and changeful feeling in comparison of the

position and imperative obligation which the love of Jesus Christ

has imposed upon each of you? Christians, cast your eyes upon

the bloody way which your Master has just been treading. Follow

him to that frightful side of the road where not one man, but man-

kind is a-dying. Witness to its close his work of mercy. Chris-

tians, the example of your Master casts into your arms thousands

and thousands of wounded men lying, like the man in the parable,

on the road to Jericho. He entrusts to each of you the entire

human race: and each of you is called to love it. Every Christian

is the common property of all men. He has not the same duties

towards all, but he is bound to all. That man is not a Christian,

he has not learned of Jesus Christ, if that sentiment is strange to

him
; what do I say?—if he is not habitually filled with it. He

ought not to love merely, one by one, such members of the human
race as circumstances may bring within his reach ; he ought,

like Jesus Christ, to love all mankind. This is the mark, the

glory of true Christianity. Not certainly, that we would confound

with love to mankind that senseless adoration of our own species,

that grand league of human pride, which, making an imaginary

individual out of the whole human race, and reducing the individual

to nothing, assembles together, without uniting them, around a

vast and vague idea, the builders of a second Babel, at the foot of
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which the prodigy of a confusion of tongues is already repeated.

No, that human race which Jesus Christ commends to our love is

simply men. They were men whom he loved, they were men
whom he came to save

; and we know nothing of a pretended sal-

vation of the human race of which men are not the immediate ob-

jects but only the instruments. No, social progress is but a

secondary object of the great work of Jesus Christ ; no, individuals

have a value by themselves ; they exist for themselves ; they hold

directly of God ; they are not the mere agents and tools of a col-

lective progress, which is itself but a sign or means of individual

progress. No, it is not society which Jesus Christ came to re-

deem, it is not society which is to be taken to heaven, it is not

society that is to carry the palms of the elect. But mankind does

not the less on that account form a real body, organized for the

purposes of God, and struggling in all its parts, though uncon-

sciously, to fulfil them. For the sake of men, and for the glory

of God, we must join intelligently in this aimless straggle.

The human race suffers and groans, we must at least suffer and

groan along with it ; we must pray for it, we must take our share

in the travail which agonizes it, for it is not in its thoughts to

bring forth a new world to God, and to advance the time when

every knee shall bow before Jesus Christ, and when every tongue,

forced to prophesy, shall confess that he is Lord to the glory of

God his Father. But human nature labours for men, and in co-

operating with it, it is for men you labour, for they are those

whom Jesus Christ commends to you. If you have understood

his love, if your heart is with him, if you have the same affections

as he, if he has kindled within you that feeling of communion with

men which, like that of communion with God, has been corrupted by

sin, you will join in his work of redemption, you will carry it on

in his name, you will, after his example, make haste to the road

to Jericho, you will follow in his footsteps to the help of the

wounded of every tribe, and language, and nation ; asking no re-

turn for your love but the happiness of always loving more and

more.
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